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The era of Ed “Montudie” Garland continues. His era has seen the 

development of the most exciting artistic phenomenon mankind has witnessed since 

the 16
th

 century Renaissance. It began in New Orleans around the turn of the

century and eventually excited an entire generation. This was to become a 

worldwide phenomenon of our time - JAZZ. 

Any assessment of Ed Garland must necessarily document the entire history 

of jazz. During his lifetime, the dramatic saga of our national musical heritage 

gradually unfolded. To analyze his personal contribution to the art form is to feel 

the pulse of jazz history. Some of us have fortunately witnessed a portion of the jazz 

parade - but Garland plays an important role in the development of our music from 

the rancous “Funky Butt” Hall to prestigious Carnegie Hall. He is our only living 

link with the pristine jazz of Buddy Bolden. 

Most of the colorful details that follow were gleaned from notes hastily 

scrawled on scraps of paper and backs of envelopes during the 30 years I have 

known Ed Garland. He is virtually a fountainhead of information with almost 
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complete recall of details that filled a long and productive life. Throughout the 

years, I gently prodded his fertile memory during conversations in concert halls, on 

long bus rides, jet flights, and in hotel rooms in cities throughout the U.S. and 

Europe. During these many conversations, Tudi confirmed many previously 

documented events and also shed additional light on several segments of jazz history 

that had not previously been exposed. 

How far back can we trace the history of our music? Probably to the last 

decade of the 19
th

 century when New Orleans was still recovering from the very

debilitating effects of the Civil War. The recently emancipated Negroes had learned 

to play the many instruments discarded by the military bands of the Civil and 

Spanish American Wars. Most of them were self-taught and they frequently played 

on handmade instruments in skiffle bands on the streets of New Orleans. Few of 

these early musicians had teachers to indicate the rudiments of correct fingering 

and breathing or to set limits for their instruments. Not impeded by tradition, they 

went in their own direction and often came upon innovating techniques resulting in 

great inventiveness. This unique quality fed upon itself as one musician would be 

influenced by another‟s efforts. 

Until 1890, much of the music in New Orleans had been performed by string 

trios playing semi-classical music, waltzes, quadrilles, etc. Soon they were to be 

augmented by the brass instruments from the street bands. Probably not aware that 

an exciting development was taking form, the early musicians gradually involved 

the sounds of the blues, elements of slave work songs, spirituals, and ultimately the 

syncopation of ragtime that had found its way down the Mississippi River from St. 

Louis. This was the beginning of the spirited sounds of a new music that would be 

called “jazz” a quarter of a century later. 

Ed Garland was born on January 9, 1885 at about the same time this musical 

metamorphis was developing in the city of New Orleans. His mother was Dora 

Bynum, who came to New Orleans from Arkansas and married Walter Garland 

shortly after he had moved from West Virginia in 1879. Ed was the youngest of 

three children. His sister, Irene, died when she was very young and an older 

brother, Johnny, was a violin maker and taught the instrument for many years. 

Johnny eventually moved to Philadelphia and maintained infrequent contact with 

the family. When he died in 1962, he left two violins to Ed Garland. Those 

instruments are currently owned by jazz historian Bill Russell. 

“My first instrument was hand made,” Tudi recalled. “I attached a stick to a 

hole in a milk can and ran a string to the top. That‟s where the gut bucket came 

from! Ory made a banjo out of a cigar box and we played together in front of 

saloons for tips.” 

Garland‟s next recollection of New Orleans music went back to 1896. “When 

I was about 11 years old, I remember hearing Alphonse Picou‟s seven piece band at 

the Independence Hall. I was too young to enter but I heard them from a side 

window.” 

At the age of 13, he was a parade drummer in the Onward Brass Band 

playing beside the Legendary “Black Benny” reputed to play the strongest bass 

drum in the city. Benny was a “bad” man and spent a lot of time in jail. Often he 
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would be released to play important parades. (On one occasion, a heckling 

bystander was shot by Benny during a parade down Canal Street). Tudi also played 

snare drum in the Excelsior Band which had been formed in 1880.  

Let‟s try to recapture the flavor of the era‟s beginning: 

We are back in New Orleans. The year is 1904. It‟s  hot summer evening and 

a large crowd is dancing in “Funky Butt” Hall on Perdido Street. (Actually, the 

place was formally known as Kinney‟s Hall - but circumstances brought about the 

colorful sobriquet!) The town is still excited about the new electric lights Mr. Edison 

has installed on nearby Basin Street. The more affluent New Orleanians are 

planning a river trip to the St. Louis World‟s Fair which is honoring the Louisiana 

Purchase. The small bandstand at the far end of the steamy hall is occupied by 

Buddy Bolden, the leader, playing cornet. Willie Cornish is on valve trombone - 

notice how he uses an empty whisky bottle as a mute. The clarinetist is Frank Lewis 

and Brock Mumford is on guitar. The drummer is Jamie Philips and that young 

man behind the string bass is Ed Garland. He is substituting for regular bassman 

Jimmy Johnson. There is no piano - that will come later. The band is playing “2:19 

Blues” very softly and at a very slow tempo. The shuffling sound of the dancer‟s feet 

can be heard above the music as the couples rock and sway. That big man near the 

door is called “Foots.” His huge feet are ready to kick out any patron that gets 

rough. He is probably the first “bouncer” hired to eject patrons onto the sidewalk - 

“Banquette” as we call it here. 

Buddy Bolden was the first “king” of the strange new music becoming so 

popular in New Orleans. Garland was very impressed with Bolden‟s manner with 

women. “The girls loved him. He‟d have two or three with him at all times. One 

would carry his coat, another his horn. When he played dances, they would crowd 

around him handing him coins. One night at Longshoreman‟s Hall, some of their 

boyfriends got angry and a fight started - almost a riot! Buddy jumped out the back 

window!” 

Bolden had previously played at Nancy Hank‟s Saloon on Custom House 

Street. Garland remembered this as “a very tough part of town. They‟d get drunk in 

there and set off fireworks in the toilets. They finally burned the place down!” 

Unfortunately Buddy Bolden‟s time was very short. He was admitted to the 

East Louisiana Mental Hospital in 1907 before he was 30 years old. He was never 

released, and his death in 1931 was not even mentioned in the local press. It has long 

been rumored that Buddy Bolden had recorded several early cylinder records in 

1898 but they have never been found. Although Ed Garland is the only one who 

remembers the sonorous tone of Bolden‟s horn, he is unable to provide any 

information regarding those elusive Bolden cylinders. 

When Ed Garland played his string bass behind Buddy Bolden in “Funky 

Butt” Hall, he was only 19 years old but his musical activities had begun several 

years earlier as he has indicated in his recollections of the street performances with 

his young friends. To place his career in proper historical focus, we must look back 

to an event that would play an important role in the emerging story of Ed Garland‟s 

career which has paralleled the history of jazz. 
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In 1896, New Orleans alderman, Sidney Story, suggested a city law to set 

aside a portion of the French Quarter for legalized prostitution. The District, a 40 

block area, became known as “Storyville.” It prospered for 20 years and eventually 

included clusters of brothels, saloons, gambling joints, dives, and cabarets. Bounded 

by North Basin Street, Robertson Street, St. Louis, and Iberville, “Storyville” 

became the only legally constituted red light district in the history of the western 

hemisphere. Here was a place for the new music to flourish. From 8:00 p.m. until 

the last customer departed, the bands provided music so important to the highlife of 

the District. 

Ed Garland remembered many “Storyville” spots where he performed “for 

about$2.50 per night - plus tips.” As he recalled his experiences, one could almost 

smell the perfume and bourbon and hear Jelly Roll Morton‟s piano as he 

entertained in Tom Anderson‟s Café on Basin Street and Iberville. Garland worked 

at Anderson‟s in a string trio the year after Morton left New Orleans. 

My notes are filled with Tudi‟s vivid memories of places like Billy Philip‟s 

101 Ranch on Franklin Street in the heart of the red light District. He played there 

with Joe Oliver. 

“The 101 Club was across the street from the Tuxedo Dance Hall,” he told 

me. “One night, Billy Phillips walked across to The Tuxedo and got killed in a fight. 

Shortly after, the manager of The Tuxedo was also killed in a shooting, and the 

place was closed as a result. Storyville quieted down as the police kept a close eye on 

things and customers stayed away. During this slow period, Freddy Keppard fired 

his bass, guitar, and violin, and hired Buddy Christian to play piano with him. As 

far as I know, this was the first time a piano was used in a jazz band. 

“Things gradually picked-up,” Tudi continued. “The man who took over the 

101 Club wanted to change things so he made the name „The 102 Club‟ and hired a 

bunch of young white musicians like Henry Ragas, Eddie Edwards, Nick LaRocca, 

and Yellow Nunez. Later they went to Chicago and became very famous as The 

Original Dixieland Jazz Band. 

“I played at Pete Lala‟s „25‟ Club on Iberville with Freddy Keppard in 1906 

and about four years later in Kid Ory‟s „Brownskin Babies.‟ Ory‟s band included 

Joe Oliver on cornet, Johnny Dodds, clarinet, Emile Bigard, violin, Lorenzo Staulz 

on guitar and I think Henry Martin played drums. I played in another place on 

Iberville - it was a tent and freezing cold in the winter - can‟t remember the name. 

“In those days, we played tunes like “Careless Love,” “Idaho Rag,” “Make 

Me A Pallet On The Floor,” and “Oh, Jack Carey” which was named after Mutt 

Carey‟s brother who played trombone - later it was called “Tiger Rag.” Mostly, I‟d 

use a bow when we played - sometimes I‟d slap the strings. I think Bill Johnson, who 

traveled with Keppard, plucked the bass first when a drunk broke his bow one 

night. I still like the sound of a bowed bass but few musicians do this now. 

“When we played the blues, I‟d give the rhythm a bouncing low-down beat. I 

guess that‟s how the term „low down blues‟ started. This was sort of „barrelhouse‟ 

music!” 

I asked Garland to describe a „barrelhouse‟ for me. He said, “There were lots 

of barrelhouses in The District. Folk‟s go there after the cabarets had closed so they 
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could continue drinking. Usually there was no music, but sometimes they‟d hire a 

second-rate piano player. Barrels of beer were lined-up on both sides of the room. A 

large glass cost 5 cents. You‟d better keep it filled or you‟d be kicked out. The 

customers could drink all night - they usually did, until they ran out of nickels or 

fell down drunk. Those were really low dives!” 

One of Ed Garland‟s most interesting Storyville tales was narrated as our 

bus drove through East Germany en-route to a concert date in Munich. He slipped 

into the seat next to me and said, “I just thought of Christine. She‟s the gal who ran 

a beautiful place in The District where I played for the girls who danced there. The 

place was all colored lights and mirrors - lots of mirrors - some even on the floor 

where the girls danced! You talk about miniskirts! Their dresses were up to here! 

And they wore lace stockings and big garters. Each girl kept a bill inside her 

stocking by her thigh. The denomination of the bill was the girl‟s price. Some had 

$2.00 bills, some $5.00 - occasionally you‟d spot a ten - not often!” Leaving me with 

that tidbit, he got up and returned to his seat. 

While Storyville did play an important part in the background of New 

Orleans music, it was not the only place where music could be heard in the Crescent 

City. Jazz was a vital part of the Negro life in all sections of town. Bands were used 

on trucks to advertise dances, prize fights, even commercial products - soap, coffee, 

cigars, etc. There were frequent street parades with band strutting in the hot sun 

throughout the city. 

A big smile came over Ed Garland‟s face when I asked him about the street 

bands. “Remember Mutt Carey?” he asked. “You remember when Mutt played 

with Ory and me here in Los Angeles. At that time, he played mostly muted 

trumpet. But in New Orleans, he was a powerful hornman. I remember a big parade 

when Mutt was playing in the Tuxedo Brass Band. Joe Oliver and I were playing in 

the Onward Band and we were ahead of the Tuxedos. Joe could hear that powerful 

Carey horn behind us and he dropped out of the band and tossed his cornet in a 

trash can and walked into a pawn shop and bought another horn! Joe improved a 

lot. He copied some of Mutt‟s tricks and became „king‟ in New Orleans much later. 

“I don‟t remember how many brass bands we had in those days - must have 

been hundreds. I can think of so many - there was The Excelsior, Diamond Stone, 

Old Columbus, and many more. Charlie Dublais had a brass band. So did Frank 

Welsh, George McCullum, Frankie Dusen, bunches - a gang of bands. Oh yes, I 

remember the Jefferson City Buzzards and Johnny Fischer‟s Band. 

“Mardi Gras was an important time for the street bands. We‟d have a 

parade every day for a week before Carnival  - usually five or six parades on the 

final day with maybe a dozen bands in each parade - couple hundred musicians 

playing. We‟d start at Calliope Street and St. Charles and march up Canal, down 

Royal and Orleans to Beauregard Square - that used to be called Congo Square 

where the slaves would dance on Sunday afternoons. 

“There was always an excuse for a parade in New Orleans. We marched for 

elections, national holidays, and funerals. Those funerals were something! We 

usually started at Geddes and Moss Funeral Home where we would be hired by the 
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club that the deceased brother belonged to. It was like burial insurance. He paid 

dues all his life - and when he died, a brass band would be hired to put him away. 

“My snare drum was muffled as we walked to the cemetery playing a dirge 

like „Nearer My God To Thee‟ or „Free As A Bird.‟ The ceremony at the grave was 

very brief. Then we‟d strut from the cemetery. I‟d flip on my snare and we‟d count-

out on „Didn‟t He Ramble‟ or “High Society.‟ The kid‟s march behind us carrying 

water buckets in case the musicians got thirsty - that was the second line!” 

Ed Garland press-rolled and snared through the streets in Frankie Dusen‟s 

Eagle Band in 1910 alongside Sidney Bechet and Bunk Johnson. During that same 

year, he played bass drum in Perez‟ Imperial Band and Petit‟s Security Brass Band. 

There were many additional musical activities that Garland recalled during 

the first decade of the new century. He enjoyed reminiscing about the orchestras he 

played with at Spanish Fort and Milneburg on Lake Pontchartrain. There was 

music for picnics in New Basin Canal and Bucktown and West End on Sundays. He 

spoke of dances in the country at sugar plantations. 

“And parties! We‟d always be playing for parties,” he remarked. “At the 

slightest occasions, they‟d buy a keg of beer, hire three or four of us to play, and 

have a big party for their friends. And there were lots of private social clubs that 

hired us on weekends. We played for „The Bulls,‟ „The District Carnival Club,‟ 

„Buzzard,‟ „Mysterious Babies‟ - can‟t remember them all. 

“I remember going to play a party one night we were on the back of a wagon. 

I didn‟t notice, but my bass was standing against the side of the open wagon and it 

got hooked on a low tree and we drove off and left it hanging there. When we 

arrived at the party, I noticed the bass was missing and we had to drive back 

looking for it. Sure „nuf, we found it hanging there in a tree. From then on, I always 

laid the bass down in the wagon!” 

Montudie often spoke about a young Louis Armstrong who followed the 

brass bands. “He could hardly walk when he started chasing after us. I knew him as 

a baby. He lived with his mother in the Fourth Ward on Liberty Street. The city 

tore that house down - they should have kept it as a memorial. Louis used to sing on 

the streets for nickels and dimes before he started with that horn - I‟m talking about 

when he was 9 or 10 years old!” 

One of my many warm jazz memories involves Tudi and Satchmo. It 

occurred during the rehearsal of “Hello Louis,” the great tribute paid to Louis 

Armstrong by the Association Of Southern California Jazz Clubs in July, 1970. 

(This was the event that launched the Louis Armstrong Statue Fund which 

eventually raised the necessary funds to complete a huge bronze of Louis soon to be 

erected in the new Louis Armstrong Park in New Orleans.) It was backstage at the 

Shrine Auditorium and I was alone with Satchmo in his dressing room briefing him 

on the format of the show we had produced to celebrate his 70
th

 birthday. The door 

opened slowly and a small man entered. Armstrong looked up and shouted, 

“Montudie! My man!” He leaped to his feet and flung his arms around Ed Garland 

and the two jazz giants embraced for several moments. This tender greeting was an 

acknowledgment of the influence Tudi had on the career of the great Louis 

Armstrong. 
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As Louis greeted Garland so warmly, he was not aware that the 95-year old 

bassist had just left the hospital after a severe bout with pneumonia. He had vowed 

that he would perform in “Hello Louis” and that morning had dressed and walked 

out of the hospital without being formally released! His performance that night in 

“Hello Louis” was with a recreated Riverboat band. His beat was strong and his 

grin beamed out at the 6000 fans who were not aware that Mr. Garland was a 

fugitive from the Hollywood Presbyterian Hospital! 

Ed Garland was one of the first musicians to move Northward with the 

sounds of New Orleans music. In 1912, he boarded an Illinois Central train with a 

group of musicians that would tour the mid-West with vaudeville performer Mabel 

Elaine. With him were trombonist Roy Palmer, guitarist Louis Keppard, Lawrence 

Duhe‟ on clarinet, Sugar Johnny Smith, trumpet, and Herbert Lindsey, violin. This 

was the advance guard spearheading a movement that eventually saw the jazz of the 

Crescent City invade Chicago, New York, and Los Angeles as it slowly spread its 

influence on the entire world. New Orleans had lost Ed Garland for good. He would 

not return until 1971 after a 60-year absence. The vaudeville tour lasted two years. 

“We probably could have continued,” he muttered, „but I got tired of seeing Mabel 

jump out of a cotton bale every night. We traveled with a riverboat setting - it was 

supposed to be „The Good Ship Lady Lee‟ - the audiences loved it! That was a white 

girl wearing blackface makeup.” 

After scuttling the Lady Lee, Garland kept the band together and toured the 

vaudeville circuit for almost two years. This was arranged by The Theatre Owners 

Booking Association (T.O. B.A.). This group functioned during the period when Jim 

Crow conditions made it difficult for black artists to perform in most theaters. A 

special circuit was arranged for early tours by Bert Williams and several minstrel 

shows. Very little had been written regarding the importance of T. O. B. A. and the 

contribution it made to jazz history, as those early bands began traveling 

throughout the country. 

Ed Garland led his own band in several Chicago Southside spots and spent 

the entire Summer of 1917 at Schlitz‟ Palm Gardens in Milwaukee. He returned to 

Chicago and opened at The Deluxe Café with Freddy Keppard on trumpet. The 

young girl playing piano was heard by Garland demonstrating sheet music in a 

State Street dime store. Her name was Lil Hardin. 

“When I first heard Lil, she was playing classical music,” he told me one day. 

“I knew she would fit in our band because of her great timing and a perfect ear. We 

lost that job at The Deluxe to The Tennessee Ten who were traveling with Florence 

Mills. She was a terrific artist. Later she appeared with Sheldon Brooks in a 

Broadway review. I think she was in Eubie Blake‟s “Shuffle Along” also.” 

As Tudi reflected on the Chicago scene, he said, “The Lambs Club hired one 

of the first white bands from New Orleans. I remember a fine group led by Tom 

Brown, he played good trombone - tried to copy Ory. Larry Shields was playing 

clarinet with Brown. He had a thin tone but his execution was brilliant - I think he 

had classical training. When he joined the Original Dixieland Jazz Band a few years 

later he became very famous.” 
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Chicago soon would be filled with New Orleans musicians. The tenderloin 

district of New Orleans was closed by the U.S. Navy in November of 1917 as a result 

of indignation over the deaths of four sailors who had been involved in a Storyville 

brawl! When the red light was turned off, there was soon a mass exodus of jazzmen 

moving Northward in search of work. The pioneering effort of Ed Garland had set 

the scene for Chicago to become the jazz center of the „20s. The unpopular Volstead 

Act launched a period of Prohibition during which underworld activities developed 

a profitable bootleg enterprise with headquarters in Chicago. The Windy City was 

soon bristling with thriving cabarets opened by the syndicate to dispense their illicit 

liquor. The musicians that were migrating from New Orleans found lucrative jobs 

in the new clubs providing the music for dancing and atmosphere. As a result, jazz 

seemed synonymous with the growing expression of protest to the unenforceable 

liquor laws. Amid a new set of relaxed moral standards, F. Scott Fitzgerald dubbed 

the period, „The Jazz Age‟ - and the name stuck. So jazz, still bearing the stigma of 

sin from its Storyville roots, moved northward in time to acquire additional scars 

from the hoodlum dominated environment of Chicago‟s South Side. 

Prohibition provided the backdrop for Joe Oliver‟s move to Chicago which 

forged another important link in the saga of jazz history. And Ed Garland was very 

much involved in this historic event. This is how he recalled the circumstances that 

led to Oliver‟s Chicago triumphs: 

“I was asked to get a band together for a new cabaret at 31
st
 and Cottage 

Grove to be called The Royal Garden. I sent for Joe who was still in New Orleans 

and had become quite popular. He was now known as King Oliver. I met his train 

when he arrived in Chicago and found a hotel for him to stay until he got settled. 

Honore Dutrey had been playing trombone in a Navy band and was released in 

Chicago so he became our slide man. Johnny Dodds left a road show at the 

Monogram Theatre and joined us. We got Minor Hall on drums and Lil Hardin and 

myself. The band was billed as King Oliver‟s New Orleans Jazz Band. 

“We didn‟t use much music. We got a few lead sheets from a music store on 

Dearborn Street. Joe‟d tear off the titles so visiting musicians did not know what we 

were playing.” 

The King Oliver band that opened at the Royal Gardens in February of 1918 

was the predecessor of the famed King Oliver Creole Jazz Band that would follow in 

a few years. During this early period when Garland was reunited with Oliver, the 

small band became very popular. At one time, they played two jobs each night. 

Starting at 9:30 p.m. at The Dreamland, they would play until closing at 1:00 a.m., 

then move to The Pekin Café on State Street and play until 6:--a.m. The Pekin was 

the scene of several gangland shootings and the band was instructed to always keep 

playing regardless of any turmoil that may take place. 

As their fame spread, The Oliver band started to receive out of town offers. 

They took to the road in 1921 and headed West to play a date arranged by Kid Ory, 

who had moved to California in 1919 following the Creole Band‟s pioneering 

venture to the West Coast. On June 12, 1921, Garland played his first note in 

California with the Oliver Band at The Pergola Dancing Pavilion at 949 Market 

Street, in San Francisco. After a successful engagement at the nickel-a-dance hall, 
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the band moved to Southern California to appear at Spikes Brothers‟ Wayside Inn 

in Watts. Jelly Roll Morton replaced Lil Hardin who returned to Chicago after the 

Pergola job. Dutrey also left the band and Kid Ory replaced him on trombone. Once 

again, Tudi, Ory, and Oliver were together as they had been a dozen years earlier at 

Pete Lala‟s “25‟ Club in Storyville. When Oliver returned to Chicago, Garland 

remained in Los Angeles to continue an association with Kid Ory that lasted most of 

his professional life. 

Probably the most important event in the musical career of Ed Garland 

occurred in Los Angeles during the Fall of 1923. He entered a primitive recording 

studio with Ory‟s band to permanently preserve the sounds of the music of early 

New Orleans. Any accurate chronological listing of authentic Negro New Orleans 

jazz recordings would have to begin with the monumental “Ory‟s Creole 

Trombone,” “Society Blues” by Ory‟s Sunshine Orchestra. (Unless of course, those 

legendary Bolden cylinder records ever surface!). 

When I questioned Ed Garland about the historic recording session, he 

recalled every detail: 

“Red Spikes and his brother Johnny ran a very successful music store on 

Central Avenue in the colored district. During those days, there was no place in 

town to buy recordings by Negro artists. Mammie Smith‟s records were very 

popular. Noone had heard of Bessie Smith at that time. Wealthy Hollywood folks 

would drive up and send their chauffeurs in to ask for those „dirty records‟ - some 

of those lyrics were pretty bad! The Spikes Brothers decided to make their own 

records.” 

I had the opportunity to interview Reb Spikes for Jazz Journal more than 25 

years ago. His memory was as sharp as Tudi‟s. 

“Our store was the hub for local musicians,” Reb recalled. “There was no 

colored union then and whenever someone wanted a band, they‟d call us. Montudie 

was very popular and he would often get a band together for us. We operated The 

Wayside Inn where Garland was playing with Kid Ory and Mutt Carey. We 

decided to record six sides with that band. 

“A man by the name of Nordskog had a recording studio on Santa Monica 

Blvd. And we arranged for him to cut the masters. There were no local pressing 

plants so the records were made in the East. Going through the hot desert, we lost 

several masters. The wax melted and had to be discarded. I think one of those was 

an original tune that Garland had written for the band. For some reason, Nordskog 

put his label on the records and called the band, “Spikes Pods of Pepper.” My 

brother and I pasted our Sunshine label over the Nordskog label. We called the 

band Ory‟s Sunshine Orchestra. Our label had to be oversize to cover the other one 

and we almost lost the inside grooves. Nordskog had no business using his label; 

those records were our property!” 

Only 5000 Sunshine records were pressed and they were all sold in Spikes 

Brothers‟ music store. The paste used to cover the Nodskog label was not 

permanent; most copies located by collectors have frayed Sunshine labels covering 

portions of the original Nordskog label. These historic recordings are among the 

most valuable in the world. In a recent auction, a mint copy sold for $600.00! In 
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addition to Ory, Carey, and Garland, the Sunshine Orchestra included Ben Borders 

on drums, Fred Washington, piano, and Jelly Roll Morton‟s brother-in-law, Dink 

Johnson on clarinet. Dink had come to Los Angeles with Keppard‟s Original Creole 

Band in 1919. Although he played drums with Keppard, he substituted for Ory‟s 

clarinetist, Wade Whaley, who was out of town when the Nordskog session took 

place. At the time of the recording, Dink‟s Jazz Hounds were playing nightly at 

Paradise Gardens, 12
th

 and Central in Los Angeles. Ironically, Dink might also have 

participated in an earlier recording by a New Orleans band. As far back as 1916, 

The Victor Talking machine Company wanted to record Freddy Keppard‟s group, 

but the trumpet king turned down the offer; he was fearful that his horn “tricks” 

would be copied. A year later, Victor did record The Original Dixieland Jazz Band, 

The ODJB, sides preceded Ory‟s by four years, but Ory led the first Negro New 

Orleans band on phonograph records. 

Twenty-eight years after the Hordskog session, when the Sunshine issues 

were re-released in England on a collectors series, reviewer Sinclair Traill wrote in 

London‟s Melody Maker,”…and the band generates fine swing. These sides have 

lost little over the years and remain fine historic examples of the genuine New 

Orleans jazz music. “Ed Garland is the last surviving member of Ory‟s Sunshine 

Orchestra. 

There was a great deal of musical activity in Southern California in the early 

„20s and Garland had many opportunities to perform. The sounds of jazz had made 

their way West via phonograph records and traveling bands. Garland was 

frequently called upon to form a band for cabarets and theaters as the jazz 

movement gained full momentum. The burgeoning film industry employed many 

local bands. Occasionally they were seen in the film, but usually they were employed 

to provide off-camera atmosphere appropriate to the action being photographed. 

Films were still silent and background music was quite important to set the mood 

for the actors. Ed Garland‟s music was heard on many of the early Charlie Chaplin 

sets long before sound was added to the movies.  

While much of his work was with Kid Ory, Garland recalled many other 

jobs during the‟20s, He played with saxophonist Paul Howard in Jelly Roll 

Morton‟s band at Leek‟s Lake near Los Angeles. Morton later took that group into 

the Cadillac Café at 5
th

 and Central to appear with the famed entertainer Ada 

“Bricktop” Smith who had been booked into the club for a six week engagement. 

Early in 1922, Garland took a small band to San Francisco. He played there 

for a year but, in one of his few memory lapses, was unable to remember the name 

of the club. After returning to Los Angeles, he rejoined Ory at the Wilshire Country 

Club then the Midnight Frolics, at 9
th

 and Spring, for the balance of 1923 and most 

of 1924. 

A yellowing typed page in my files further documents Tudie‟s early activities 

in Los Angeles. I fond this brittle sheet in a small wood cabinet that he contributed 

to the band room established in the basement beneath my office for rehearsal 

sessions by The legends of Jazz shortly after the group was organized by Barry 

Martyn in 1973. 
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Los Angeles, Cal. Dec. 8, 1925 

 

The One Eleven Syncopators Orchestra was organized on the above date at 

The One Eleven Dancing Academy. The following members were appointed 

officers; Edward B. Garland, manager - Fred C. Washington, leader 

 

Orchestra members; 

Everett Walsh, Drums 

Joe Parker, Banjo 

Mark Shaw, Trombone 

Russell Masengale, Cornet 

Adam “Slocum” Mitchell, Sax 

Theo Bonner, Sax 

Fred Washington, Piano 

Edward B. Garland, Bass 

 

The “One Eleven Syncopators” undoubtedly was the group organized to play 

at The One-Eleven Dance Hall on the second floor at 3
rd

 and Main. This hall has 

been mentioned to me several times in interviews I have conducted with Paul 

Howard, George Orendorf, Vernon Melton, and Kid Ory. Despite the “dance 

academy” reference in Garland‟s old document, The One-Eleven was a dime-a-

dance place catering to sailors. Paul Howard told me that the 10 cents dance with “a 

beautiful hostess” lasted only a few minutes. The middle parts of all arrangements 

were omitted! 

Perhaps you have wondered about the nickname, “Montudie.” Because of his 

always dapper appearance, he was given the name of a stylish patron of a Main 

Street café where Garland played with Kid Ory in the mid-20‟s. The original 

immaculate Mr. Montudie has disappeared into oblivion, but his namesake has 

sustained the reputation of always being the best dressed musician on the stand. 

New Orleans musicians have always had a penchant for bestowing nicknames on 

their colleagues - “Kid,” “Bud,” “Ram,” “Cornbread,” “Few Clothes,” etc. To this 

day, the membership directory of the New Orleans Musician‟s Union indicates 

nicknames for a good percentage of its members. But none with the regal bearing of 

“Montudie.” 

When the boom years of the „20s finally faded into the depression that 

followed, the musical scene slowed to a near halt. Most of the cabarets were forced 

to close and the few that remained attempted to survive by hiring larger bands, who 

had started spawning the latest hybrid of jazz evolution - swing music. Ed Garland 

found the once fertile fields almost devoid of opportunity. 

Throughout the country, interest in the music that had become symbolic of 

the carefree twenties rapidly diminished. The nation was in the grip of a sobering 

depression and most jazz musicians were forced to seek other work to support their 

families. Kid Ory retired to a chicken farm in 1933. Garland managed to survive 

with occasional engagements and private parties held by the still affluent Hollywood 
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film colony. But, in general, the music scene was abysmal and would remain that 

way for a decade. 

During the Fall of 1940, Ed Garland received a very interesting phone call. It 

was Jelly Roll Morton, in New York, calling to announce that he was coming West 

and would like to assemble a large band of New Orleans musicians for a recording 

session. He asked Garland to locate the best possible musicians for rehearsals soon 

as possible. Since Morton had indicated that he was very ill and would probably not 

be able to play the piano, Tudi asked Buster Wilson to stand by. By the time Morton 

arrived, the band was ready. It included; Mutt Carey and Pee Wee Brice, trumpets, 

Kid Ory and Jug Everly, trombones, Theodore Bonner, Robert Carner, and Alfonso 

George, saxophones, Atwell Rose, violin, Bud Scott, guitar, Ed Garland, bass, Minor 

Hall, drums, Buster Wilson played piano and Jelly conducted. 

The newly assembled Jelly Roll Morton Orchestra rehearsed for several 

weeks at the Elks Hall on Central Avenue. Morton had written many new 

arrangements for the record date he claimed was scheduled. 

“Those arrangements were very interesting,” Garland told me. “Jelly was 

aware that some of his tunes were being successfully played by the swing bands - 

Goodman had a hit record of his „King Porter Stomp‟ and Lionel Hampton‟s „Shoe 

Shiner‟s Drag‟ was being played every day on the radio. He thought he would show 

those swing band how his music should be played. He had written parts for four 

trumpets and five saxes but he revised the arrangements to fit the band I put 

together for him” 

Unfortunately, Morton‟s health had deteriorated rapidly and he was 

hospitalized in the Spring of 1941. Garland continued rehearsing the band without 

Morton until Jelly‟s death in July. Morton was buried in Calvary Cemetery in Los 

Angeles. His grave remained unmarked until 1950 when the newly formed Southern 

California Hot Jazz society was instrumental in arranging for a marker to be placed 

on the grave. Very little has been written about Jelly‟s‟ last band. It is unfortunate 

that his final recording session never took place. 

During the waning years of the depression, a revival movement was very 

slowly casting a dim ray of hope on an otherwise gloomy period for those involved 

with the traditional sounds of New Orleans music. It began in Northern California 

spearheaded by a group of young musicians led by Lu Watters. San Francisco jazz 

fans were streaming into the Dawn Club to hear this new band recreate the music 

heard on the recordings made by King Oliver‟s Creole Jazz Band almost 20 years 

earlier. In early 1943, on the heels of this initial spark of interest, jazz historian 

Rudy Blesh persuaded the San Francisco Museum of Art to sponsor a “jazz 

concert” - an event unheard of at that time. Bunk Johnson, who had played with Ed 

Garland back in New Orleans in the brass bands around 1910, had been 

“rediscovered” by Bill Russell and was to be featured in the band hired to 

demonstrate the authentic sounds during a lecture on New Orleans music. Blesh 

invited Garland, Kid Ory, and Buster Wilson to join Bunk who had recently been 

resurrected from the rice fields of Louisiana. Bunk had been fitted with a new set of 

teeth, given a new trumpet, and was billed as “the man who taught Louis 

Armstrong.” 
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At last, New Orleans jazz was to begin receiving formal recognition for the 

first time. This early jazz concert in which Montudie and his fellow New Orleans 

expatriots were to perform, quietly launched a dramatic revival in New Orleans 

music that began in the „40s and blossomed into a worldwide climax during the „50s. 

The interest continues to this day with jazz acting as a viable force on the 

contemporary music of the „70s. Those who pioneered and perpetuated the jazz 

tradition are now receiving the honors that have long been due to them. 

Shortly after returning to L.A. from the San Francisco concert, Ed Garland 

received a call from Marili Ertegun who ran the Jazz Man Record Shop in 

Hollywood. She was helping Orson Welles assemble an all-star band for a one night 

appearance on his Mercury Theater network radio show. Tudi helped her recruit 

Kid Ory, Mutt Carey, Jimmy Noone, Buster Wilson, Bud Scott, and Zutty 

Singleton. 

“Jimmy Noone was playing clarinet in a small trio in Hollywood,” Tudi 

remembers, “and he was delighted to return to a seven piece New Orleans band. We 

were billed as „The Mercury Theater All Stars.‟ Noone was to be leader but he died 

and Ory took over the band.” 

On March 15, 1944, Garland and his friends were introduced by Welles as 

„the only existing jazz band.” They featured Noone on “High Society” and the 

response was overwhelming. Welles, who had always been a fan of New Orleans 

jazz, was extremely pleased and asked the band to return two weeks later. This time 

they were presented as a regular segment of the weekly program and their version 

of “Muskrat Ramble” inspired hundreds of listeners to write to Orson Welles in 

appreciation for those rare moments of pure jazz. Jimmy Noone died on the 

morning of April 19
th

, the day of the third Welles‟ broadcast. That night, the band, 

with Wade Whaley playing clarinet, improvised a mournful “Blues for Jimmy.” 

This was probably the most moving performance in the history of jazz. Welles‟ 

tearful introduction was in the form of a sincere eulogy to Noone. Throughout the 

country, stunned jazz collectors heard the news of Noone‟s death as their disc and 

wire recorders were recording the program. Ed Garland‟s bowed bass solo on 

“Blues for Jimmy” became his personal trademark. Every Garland performance for 

the next 34 years vividly recalled the sadness of that live broadcast that proved to be 

an important milestone in the history of jazz. 

The important radio exposure of the Ory band added impetus to the rapidly 

developing revival. The Standard Oil Company also contributed by hiring the band 

to play a series of school broadcasts that were vigorously monitored by record 

collectors anxious to obtain additional examples of the rare sounds of traditional 

jazz. For the first time in many years, these sounds were heard on a six-night-a-

week basis at the ornate Jade Room on Hollywood Blvd. The jazz revival swept into 

full steam when Nesuhi and Maril Ertegun decided to record 16 sides with the Ory 

group for their new Crescent label. In August of 1944, three members of the original 

Sunshine Orchestra - Ory, Carey and Garland - were in a studio together. One of 

the tunes recorded for Crescent was a reprise of “Ory‟s Creole Trombone,” which 

had been recorded only a few blocks away in the old Nordskog studio 23 years 

earlier. 
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From this point forward, our Garland saga must assume frequent personal 

references because, for the next 30 years, I became a “Montudie Watcher.” My first 

encounter with Ed Garland occurred on a Summer evening in 1947. He was 62 

years old when we met. He was playing a one night concert with Kid Ory at one of 

Don Foster‟s “Jazz Band Balls” in Pasadena‟s American Legion Hall. When Tudi 

bowed “Just A Closer Walk With Thee,” I felt my life take a sharp turn in the 

direction of jazz and I knew that course would never be altered. That initial 

exposure to live New Orleans music inspired my first jazz essay. There is no better 

way to recall that exciting evening than to quote a few paragraphs of the 

sophomoric prose that appeared in England‟s “Melody Maker” and “Le Jazz Hot,” 

edited by Charles Delaunay of the Hot Club of France: 

 

“We thought the concert would begin at 8:30, so we arrived at 8:15 and 

learned that the music would not begin until 9:00. We seated ourselves in the front 

row of the empty hall and awaited the arrival of the musicians. After a short wait, a 

small, stocky fellow came down the aisle carrying two heavy cases. He removed his 

coat and tossed his battered hat on the piano. His bald head shone in the bright 

lights. He proceeded to laboriously unpack the first case. I then realized that this 

was the drummer which the program notes identified as Minor Hall. He worked 

with pliers, wrenches, and screwdrivers, and soon most of his equipment was ready. 

As he worked, the perspiration rolled off his smooth head. Several more fans had 

arrived and Hall remarked “I wish I had taken-up the fiddle. I put in a might‟s 

work before we play a note!” 

By this time another musician had appeared with his instrument. The 

program notes informed me that he was Ed Garland, the diminutive bass player. 

His instrument towered over his head - also bald. I found it difficult to understand 

how such a small man could play this large instrument. He took one of Hall‟s tools 

and extended the metal point at the bottom of the bass which added an additional 

six inches to its height. surely he would have to stand on a chair to play! 

Three more gentlemen entered the stage. Buster Wilson seated himself at the 

piano and placed his long slim hands on the keys, he fingered several chords softly. 

The trumpet and clarinet player tuned their horns. 

Now, a very impressive figure appeared, preceded by a long cigar. He gently 

removed a guitar from a case and took his place next to Garland. This was Bud 

Scott, who had played with King Oliver, Jimmy Noon‟s Apex Club Orchestra, and 

Jelly Roll Morton‟s Red Hot Peppers. 

Minor Hall had replaced his coat before Ory joined the group. The hall was 

now filled and a tremendous ovation greeted the graying trombonist. They were 

ready to play. Bud Scott had thrust his cigar into a pocket; Joe Darrendourg‟s 

clarinet was poised. Andrew Blakeney nervously fingered the skining values of his 

trumpet; Ory stomped the tempo with his feet, and they began…. 

The first number was “At The Jazz Band Ball.” The pulsating rhythm shook 

the room. I relaxed that Garland was playing the large bass with no assistance and 

creating the strongest beat I had ever heard on a string bass. He seemed a 

combination of Pops Foster and William Braud - but I had heard these greats only 
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on record. Blakeney played the melodic lead with a driving force. His full tone was 

strongly accentuated by Ory‟s magnificent glissandos. Darrenbourg‟s low register 

clarinet wove a beautiful pattern between the two brass instruments. The rhythm 

section was absolutely tremendous - what a strong beat. THIS WAS THE REAL 

JAZZ! 

That initial effort, inspired by Ed Garland, launched a 30 year flow of jazz 

rhetoric from my typewriter, I welcome this opportunity to publically acknowledge 

an indebtedness to Montudie for helping to expose me to the music I have come to 

love and for enriching my life through involvement with the fine men who have 

created that music. 

For the next seven years, the careers of Ed Garland and Kid Ory were closely 

intertwined. I took advantage of every opportunity to see these stalwarts performing 

together at various Southern California locations including: The Rendezvous 

Ballroom in Santa Monica, Ace Cain‟s on Western Avenue, and finally, a long 

engagement at The Beverly Caverns at Beverly and Ardmore. 

It was certainly a thrill to hear Garland, then at the peak of his powers. He 

sparked the best rhythm section that ever supported a Dixieland band. Minor 

“Ram” Hall, seldom took drum solos, but his firm beat provided a sublime pulse 

that was buoyant and steady. Pianist Buster Wilson has never received proper 

acclaim. His long slim fingers moved gracefully across the keys filling any hollow 

spots in the rhythmic surge that pushed the Ory front line with tremendous drive. 

The majestic Bud Scott, the “professor” of the band was classically trained. His 

metronomic guitar - (he never played banjo) - added a resilient crispness to the beat. 

Montudie was truly amazing as he stood on the riser next to Ram. He drew from his 

instrument a steady flow of melodic rhythm that merged beautifully with the efforts 

of Bud, Ram, and Buster. I doubt if anyone has ever heard a jazz rhythm section 

that provided a more constantly slid foundation. 

Early in 1948, John Schenck invited the members of the Kid Ory band to 

come to New York to perform at a concert in Carnegie Hall. Except for occasional 

engagements in San Francisco, the band had traveled very little and this was their 

first opportunity in the East. Throughout the country, regional groups of young 

musicians who had heard Ory‟s broadcasts and recordings had begun to emulate 

this style. The full impact of the jazz revival was also ripening in New York City. 

Bunk Johnson had been gathering fans for three years at Stuyvesant Casino and 

young Bob Wilbur was gaining attention with a band of New Orleans veterans 

including Sidney Bechet and Pops Foster. The big town was ready for the Ory men. 

On Friday evening, April 30, 1948, Ed Garland made his New York debut on 

the stage of famed Carnegie Hall. As he looked over Ory‟s shoulder to the filled 

auditorium, he felt that New Orleans jazz had finally arrived. He remembered the 

many steamy evenings he and Ory had played together so long ago in New Orleans. 

The music they had pioneered was now being performed in a hall that has heard the 

world‟s greatest artists. It was a good feeling. Buster Wilson was unable to play the 

New York date because of illness and “Little Brother” Montgomery was pressed 

into service, Lee Collins, the veteran New Orleans hornman, replaced Andrew 

Blakeney who was unable to leave his day job with the Los Angeles Board of 
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Education. The concert was repeated the following evening in Orchestra Hall in 

Boston. When the reviews appeared in the New York and Boston papers, Ed 

Garland received a major share of the plaudits. The music critic on the New York 

Times said “. . .the stirring rhythmic sounds from Edward Garland‟s bass propelled 

the beat to a near frenzy. The 63 year old bassist is truly a dynamic performer!” The 

band returned to California elated with the tremendous ovations they had received 

at these two exciting events. 

Tudi had heard a rumor that his old friend Dink Johnson was living quietly 

in a nearby city. I followed that lead one day in the Summer of 1950 and located him 

in the back room of a barbershop in Santa Barbara. He accepted my invitation to 

attend a session of the recently formed Southern California Hot Jazz society. He 

arrived on a Greyhound bus the evening of our meeting and entertained the 

members in a small room in Echo Park Recreation Center. Although Dink had 

played drums with Freddy Keppard in New Orleans and clarinet on Ory‟s Sunshine 

recordings, he had also built a reputation as a barrelhouse piano player. Much of 

this reputation was based on several exuberant sides he had recorded for Bill 

Russell‟s American Music label. 

After the S.C.H.J.S. session, we all drove to the 400 Club where Kid Ory‟s 

band was waiting. Dink sat-in with the band and played “Make Me A Pallet On The 

Floor.” During the band‟s intermission, Dink and Ed Garland remained on the 

stand to play duets for about half an hour - mostly blues. It was an exciting evening 

and those of us who were aware of the colorful history of our music will never forget 

the dramatic reunion of Dink Johnson, Kid Ory, and Ed Garland. These three 

members of that historic Sunshine recording date in 1921 were playing together 

again as they had 40 years earlier in Storyville. Well-meaning fans plied Dink with 

too much bourbon and the evening ended rather abruptly! 

Based on the success of the Lu Watters band in San Francisco, the city had 

become very involved in the simulated sounds of New Orleans jazz. A large group of 

fans enthusiastically supported bands led by ex-Watters sidemen, Turk Murphy 

and Bob Scobey. Doc Doughterty, owner of the Club Hangover in San Francisco 

was aware of the growing interest and urged Ory to bring his band up North for a 

permanent job at his Bush Street bistro. After a few brief engagements, the Ory 

band became a regular attraction at the hangover. Throughout 1953 and 1954, Tudi 

and the rest of the band visited their homes in Los Angeles occasionally, but most of 

their activity was in Northern California. 

The now famous rift between Tudi and Ory occurred on the Hangover‟s 

mirrored bandstand which was located on a raised stage above the bar. After 

working together amicably for more than 40 years, the two spirited southerners had 

a misunderstanding that flared into a bitter dispute and culminated with a rousing 

punch from the diminutive Garland that send Ory sprawling amid the glasses and 

bottle on the bar below the bandstand. That was Garland‟s last appearance with 

Kid Ory until the 1971 New Orleans Jazz Festival about 17 years later. I watched 

the two aged jazzmen shake hands prior to the rehearsal of the ill-fated concert that 

marked the end of Ory‟s career. 
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Earl “Fatha” Hines led the band that followed Ory into the Hangover. He 

asked Tudi to remain and Garland handled the bass chores for Hines for the next 

two years. He later joined Turk Murphy‟s band for a brief stay in 1957 before 

returning to Los Angeles. 

In the Fall of 1958, Tudi briefly returned to his musical roots to play the 

snare drum in a brass band sequence for the Universal Pictures film “Imitation of 

Life.” Publicity stills from the picture show Garland in band uniform strutting 

through a movie set flanked by trumpeters, Andrew Blakeney, Teddy Buckner, and 

George Orendorf. When he saw this photo in my collection, he remarked, “This is 

how I must have looked going down Claiborne Street with the Onward Band!” he 

was vividly recalling an event that occurred 60 years earlier! 

Throughout the years, the Southern California Hot Jazz society 

enthusiastically supported the meager jazz activities that took place in the area. As a 

result, most S.C.H.J.S. members had frequent contact with Ed Garland. They 

warmly responded to his affable manner and he became an honorary member in the 

mid-„60s. When it was learned that Garland required costly eye surgery in 1969, the 

Jazz society launched a project to raise the necessary money. A giant benefit concert 

in the form of a tribute to Ed Garland was scheduled for Sunday, February 29, 

1969. The Musicians Union Local 47 volunteered the use of their auditorium which 

seats about 600 people. For months prior to the event, jazz club members were busy 

selling tickets. Musicians volunteered to perform and the excitement grew as the 

date approached. We had arranged for appearance by Teddy Buckner, The 

Firehouse Five Plus 2, Barney Bigard, Johnny Lucas, Matty Matlock, Turk 

Murphy, Pops Foster, etc. Every local jazz musician wanted to contribute his talent 

for this tribute to Tudi - then 84 years old. 

Buttons advertising the concert illustrated Garland with bow in hand and 

proclaimed “Ed „Montudie‟ Garland, jazz Pioneer.” Hundreds of jazz club 

members proudly wore their “Tudi Buttons” to help promote the concert. 

The Garland Tribute received tremendous publicity. Within a few weeks, we 

had sold over 1000 tickets - almost twice the capacity of the auditorium! Our 

production committee was becoming nervous as we attempted to obtain another 

location for the event. Co-chairman, Joe Darensbourg, fearing a riot, threatened to 

leave town! We prayed for rain! 

On the Sunday morning of the tribute, the sky suddenly darkened and soon 

the streets of Los Angeles were dampened by a light mist followed buy a cloudburst 

that dumped three inches of water on the city by noon. The streets were flooded and 

radio warnings urged people to remain in their homes. The city was threatened with 

a disaster, but those of us on the production committee were overjoyed. When we 

arrived at the auditorium about an hour before the concert, hundreds of Garland 

fans were standing in the pouring rain awaiting the opening of the doors. Still 

fearing the wrath of a crowd that had purchased more seats than we could provide, 

we opened the doors with great trepidation. A steady stream of moist patrons 

entered the auditorium as we anxiously watched the empty seats fill. Darnebourg 

insisted on standing near a side door in case he had to hastily retreat from an 

angered crowd. 
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The auditorium was approaching capacity. Outside, the rain was steadily 

falling in torrential quantities. When Teddy Buckner‟s band started the concert, 

every seat was filled - but the intense rains had kept hundreds at home and we were 

able to accommodate all who braved the damp weather to pay a magnificent tribute 

to Ed Garland. The afternoon‟s profits paid for Garland‟s surgery. He remains a 

loyal member and strong booster of the Southern California Hot Jazz Society. 

Earlier in our Garland saga, we referred to the important part he played in 

the mammoth “Hello Louis!” concert that launched The Louis Armstrong Statue 

Fund on July 3, 1970. This proved to be another milestone in Tudi‟s long career. 

One of the many bands that entertained at The Shrine Auditorium was led by a 

young English drummer, Barry Martyn, who had brought his band across the 

country to participate in the great tribute to Satchmo. I had met Martyn the year 

before in New Orleans and had arranged his participation in the L. A. event by 

correspondence. Martyn, long a student of American jazz, met Garland and many 

other New Orleans veterans during that trip. A few years later, he would return to 

Los Angeles to assemble an all-star band that would eventually bring Garland to the 

attention of audiences throughout the world. During April of 1971, I sat next to 

Montudie during the four hour flight to New Orleans. He had decided to visit his 

birthplace again after 60 years to witness the Fourth Annual New Orleans Jazz 

Festival. He had mixed feelings about his return. He knew that hardly any of is 

contemporaries would be alive and none of the familiar landmarks remained. Over 

the years, his sight had gradually failed and he was almost blind. 

After an enthusiastic greeting at the airport by a group from the New 

Orleans Jazz Club, he settled into the Oliver House. That evening, we took him to 

dinner at Felix‟s Oyster House. Later, strolling down Iberville Street, he exclaimed, 

“This is about where Pete Lala‟s place was!‟ 

Untired by the long flight, Tudi insisted upon visiting Preservation Hall that 

evening. The place was filled with young musicians from Europe who were 

enraptured with the thought of being in New Orleans and actually meeting a man 

like Ed Garland who had played such an important role in the history they knew so 

well. When we entered the hall, Kid Sheik was playing trumpet, Albert Burbank 

clarinet, and Louis Nelson was on trombone. Tudi knew none of these venerable 

musicians. When he left New Orleans, Nelson and Burbank were only 10 years old 

and Kid Sheik was only eight! Garland sat-in with the band, and an electric charge 

seemed to generate from the emotion-packed situation. The cycle was completed - a 

jazzman had come home! 

Throughout the week-long festivities of the 1971 New Orleans Jazz Festival, 

Tudi was seen playing with the young European musicians in various spots around 

the city. One late jam session at “Bonoparte‟s Retreat,” across Decatur Street from 

the famous French Market, lasted until after 6:00 A,M. the next morning - and Tudi 

was still going strong. 

When producer George Wein learned that Garland was in town, he very 

wisely hired the veteran bassist to play the closing event at the Municipal 

Auditorium. The final concert featured Kid Ory who was also returning to New 

Orleans for the first time since his departure in 1919. Although Ory was younger 
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than Garland, it was evident when he stepped off the plane that the years had not 

treated him as kindly. He was a very sick old man who had, unfortunately, waited 

too long to return to New Orleans. His final performance was very pathetic; he sang 

a few numbers but there was no gusto in this almost inaudible horn. Kid Ory died 

shortly after his brief reunion with Ed Garland in New Orleans. Tudi attended his 

funeral at Holy Cross Cemetery in Los Angeles. I detected a small tear in the old 

man‟s eye when “Muskrat Ramble” was played by the Southern California Hot Jazz 

Society Marching Band. After Teddy Buckner‟s muted “Closer Walk With Thee,” 

my fellow pallbearers and I slowly carried the trombonist‟s casket to the waiting 

grave. As we walked to our cars after the brief services, I looked back toward the 

grave and noticed Ed Garland had remained after the crowd departed. He slowly 

bent over the picked up a gardenia as he silently bade farewell to his old friend. 

Tudi was now the only living member of Ory‟s Storyville Band, Ory‟s Sunshine 

Orchestra, and the Kid Ory Creole Jazz Band that brought the living sounds of New 

Orleans back to the attention of American listeners at the beginning of the jazz 

revival in the late „40s. 

Garland, always a frail little man, was barely 5 feet tall and never weighed 

over 120 pounds. His frequent illnesses were always cause for concern for those who 

had grown fond of him over the years. He had not been feeling well when he 

celebrated his 88
th

 birthday with his jazz club friends at Larchmont Hall in 

January, 1973. The hall was emblazoned with banners that shouted “We love You, 

Tudi!” He played a set with Barney Bigard that afternoon, but Tudi‟s playing 

lacked the usual spark. Shortly after the gala celebration, he became seriously ill 

and was rushed to the hospital suffering from pneumonia. At his whispered request, 

I arranged an attorney‟s visit so Tudi could prepare his will. Garland was certain he 

was dying and wanted his affairs properly handled at the end. His first stipulation 

was for his string bass to be sent to the New Orleans Jazz Museum. 

During this period when he felt death was near, he was very disturbed about 

a city citation he had received. A recently passed ordinance required that his house 

be painted and several minor repairs were also required. I was able to arrange with 

the city Planning Commission to provide an extension because of Garland‟s illness; 

but the mater continued to worry him and he became very depressed. In an effort to 

overcome that depression, I promised Tudi that his house would be painted and 

repaired by the Southern California Hot Jazz Society. I urged him to get well 

quickly so we could plan a “paint party.” I told him that we would arrange for a 

band to play all afternoon - we would have bout 20 volunteers to apply the paint - 

his broken fence would be repaired - there would be sandwiches, beer, etc. He 

seemed cheered at the prospect and assured us that he would recover. And he did! 

Shortly after his release from the hospital, the jazz society fulfilled my 

promise. His house was beautifully painted buy a hard working group of his friends 

who enjoyed an afternoon of music and camaraderie. Tudi gleefully “supervised” as 

reporters and photographers from the local papers recorded the unusual event. 

Barry Martyn had returned to Los Angeles and was busy selecting his 

“dream band.” He very carefully drew together the best traditional jazz musicians 

that were available. Trombonist Louis Nelson arrived from New Orleans. Alton 
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Purnell, whose piano sparked the Bunk Johnson and George Lewis bands was 

Martyn‟s next selection. He then chose Andrew Blakeney on trumpet, and Joe 

Darnesbourg on clarinet.  Naturally, Garland was the best man for the bass job. 

With the latter three, Martyn now had almost half of the former Kid Ory Creole 

Jazz Band together again. Quite accurately, he named the group, “The Legends of 

Jazz.” At an age when most men would be content to bask in the warm memories of 

a long career, Garland enthusiastically anticipated the prospect of yet additional 

achievements with this newly formed band. 

We had planned a small local concert to introduce Barry Martyn‟s “Legends 

of Jazz.” The event gradually grew in concept. Pianist Lloyd Glenn and the famed 

clarinetist, Barney Bigard were added to the cast plus an authentic New Orleans 

Brass Band. On Saturday evening, September 8, 1873, “A Night in New Orleans” 

played to a capacity audience in the Wilshire Ebell Theatre. “The Legends” were a 

smash success in their debut appearance. As he did in every future performance, Ed 

Garland upstaged the rest of the band with his antics. The little old man behind the 

string bass won the hearts of the audience. 

Flushed with this initial success, Martyn quickly scheduled a cross country 

tour for the group of musical senior citizens whose average age exceeded their 

leader‟s by 40 years! Most of Garland‟s friends felt he was too frail to travel at 89; 

but Tudi rose to the occasion and was sprightly and alert as we barnstormed across 

the country. When I introduced him at Cami Hall in New York City, the audience 

stood in respect for the aging jazzman. We were just across the street from Carnegie 

Hall and Montudie vividly recalled his earlier triumph in the big city with Kid Ory 

25 years earlier. “The Legends” recorded their first album during that initial tour 

across the U.S. in 1973. 

“A Night In New Orleans” became an annual affair as “The Legends of 

Jazz” gained more fans each year. The 1974 edition, produced in Los Angeles and 

San Francisco, included a segment in which a special tribute was paid to Ed 

Garland. As M.C., I read congratulatory messages from Mayor Bradley, Governor 

Reagan, and President Ford. We featured a few bars of a scratchy copy of the 

Sunshine version of “Ory‟s Creole Trombone” that Tudi had recorded 53 years 

earlier. 

1974 was an important year for “The Legends of Jazz” and their 89 year old 

bassist. They again toured the U.S., recorded their second album which featured 

guest clarinetist, Barney Bigard. They also were featured in the New Orleans Jazz 

Festival and made their European debut. Until that European venture, we thought 

that Garland was several years younger than his true age which was disclosed when 

Tudi provided information of his birth for his first passport! 

Jazz fans both here and in Europe welcomed the opportunity to meet Ed 

Garland. He was constantly asked for autographs which he obligingly provided in a 

slow and deliberate hand. Often, while the rest of the band waited patiently, he 

would scrawl, “Ed „Tudie‟ Garland, Bass” on record covers, programs, and - once 

in Germany - on the blouse front of a comely fraulein! Eventually, it became 

necessary to have a rubber stamp made to facilitate Garland‟s request for auto- 

graphs! 
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While it has never been disclosed before, Garland might have met his many 

European fans a quarter of a century earlier. Back in 1949, I had completed 

arrangements with Charles Delauney in Paris to bring Kid Ory‟s Creole Jazz Band 

to Europe. We had booked dates in France, Switzerland, Belgium, and Italy. We 

needed several additional dates in England to justify the trip. At the last minute, the 

English musician‟s union refused to authorize the appearance of an American band 

and the tour had to be canceled. 

Ed Garland celebrated his 90
th

 birthday on the bandstand at The Inn Of The 

Golden West, Odessa, Texas as “The Legends of Jazz” began their third cross 

country tour which ended in New England. With only one day off for trans-Atlantic 

travel, “The Legends” flew to Manchester, England for a series of one night stands 

in Barry Martyn‟s homeland. Then they toured the continent for several more 

weeks which culminated at the Breda Jazz Festival. During a radio broadcast from 

the Breda stage, Tudi played his famous bowed solo, “Blues For Jimmy” to 400,000 

Dutch listeners. 

After the Breda appearance, “The Legends” joined the rest of our cast in 

Antwerp to launch the first international production of “A Night in New Orleans.” 

In addition to The legends of Jazz, the show featured Nappy Lamare, Wingy 

Manone, The Louisiana Shakers Band, The New Orleans Society Orchestra, The 

Eagle Brass Band, and Barney Bigard. We repeated the Garland tribute and played 

segments of Ory‟s Sunshine recording on stages in Antwerp, London, Berlin, 

Vienna, Grate, and Gent. 

Despite near-blinders and hearing difficulties, Garland weathered the 

arduous travel quite well. Although cantankerous at times, he always managed to 

generate sufficient charm to attract assistance whenever it was required. He never 

fully understood the time zone differences he encountered and the rigors of jet 

fatigue. Which brings to mind an episode that occurred after the concert in Gent. 

Because of an early morning departure scheduled for the next day, we all retired 

about midnight. Garland was in the room next to mine at the Terminus Hotel 

during the night, I was awakened by a shuffling sound next door. It was 3:00A.M. 

when I looked into Tudi‟s room. He was fully dressed and wearing his heavy leather 

coat and hat. His suitcase was packed and he was sitting on the bed. 

“Why are you awake so early.” I asked. “Isn‟t it 7:00 A.M.,” he muttered. 

“Where is everyone? We‟ll miss our flight!” Actually, he almost did miss that return 

flight to the U.S. A group of well-intentioned Belgium fans volunteered to transport 

the band and their gear to the Brussels airport approximately 60 miles away. The 

young man who drove Garland was not familiar with the road and got lost enroute! 

They arrived at the airport only minutes before the scheduled departure of their 

flight! 

During the next few years, Ed Garland continued to perform with Barry 

Martyn‟s Legends of Jazz as they triumphantly played concerts and club dates in 

the U.S., Canada, and Europe. He appeared in Hanover, Germany on September 27, 

1977. He was hospitalized in Germany for a week before returning to Los Angeles a 

very weak old gentleman. I visited him in his home on October 19
th

 and we watched 

the playoffs of the baseball season. He was rooting for the Yankees to defeat Kansas 
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City for the American League pennant. He watched the TV intently but missed a 

great deal of the action because of his poor sight. 

He entered Cedars-Sinai Medical Center the next day. In helping him 

complete the admission papers, I learned that we had the same middle name! He, 

too, had always disdained the use of the moniker, Bertram! In a final display of 

southern vanity, he deducted several years from his correct age for the hospital 

records! During the week he spent in the hospital, he avidly watched the World 

Series from his bed and expressed contempt for the poor performance by the L. A. 

Dodgers. 

We have put another chapter in the dramatic saga that began 95 years ago. 

The joyous sounds of the Kid Ory Creole Jazz Band will always remain in the minds 

and hearts of those of us who were fortunate to have witnessed that segment of jazz 

history. We will never forget the dynamic rhythm section propelled by Edward 

“Montudie” Garland. Throughout his career, Garland remained in the background 

overshadowed by the leaders, Buddy Bolden, Kid Ory, Joe Oliver and Earl Hines. 

Although in recent years, the Garland power had abated, his unfailing rhythmic 

sense was always evident. During every performance, most eyes were directed 

toward the little nonagenarian as he mugged, danced little jigs and twirled his bass 

obviously enjoying every moment. 

Reviewing these transcribed notes from my many conversations with Ed 

Garland, I have concluded that most of his recollections were very accurate. 

However, sprinkled through the material, I have detected a few instances where his 

version differs slightly from previously documented accounts. Could he have over 

looked a few details or colored a few facts in his favor? Who knows? Perhaps his 

memory is more accurate than others! In any event, Tudi‟s appraisal of his own 

contribution to jazz history should provide historians with countless points to 

ponder in the years ahead. 

During his professional life, which has spanned more than three-quarters of 

the Twentieth Century, Ed Garland‟s influence has been felt by five generations of 

bass players. I would like to share a portion of a letter he received from a very 

young bassist after The Legends of Jazz played in Vancouver, B.C. - January of 

1977: 

 

Dear Edward Garland, 

I am writing to thank you and the rest of The Legends of Jazz for coming to 

the Hot Jazz Society here in Vancouver. Those nights were very inspiring. I can feel 

it in my heart and all over my body. 

I had the musical experience of my life physically and mentally 1. To be able 

to play with the band (on your bass!) 2. To meet you all. 3. And especially to have 

you explain things and talk about the bass. 

Those night I went to see you were very special and meant a lot to me. 

Thanks to people like you, I will appreciate music more and it will open doors for 

my life on the string bass.  

With lots of love, 

Scott Watson. P.S. I enjoyed meeting you very much. 
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Ed “Montudi” Garland 

“The Most Exclusive Fraternity in Jazz” 

by Don Marquis 

 

Buddy Bolden blew his fast note in New Orleans seventy years ago. There are 

a few people around who saw him play and still fewer who actually knew him. The 

most exclusive fraternity concerning Bolden, however, has just one member. Ed 

“Montudi” Garland played with Bolden and his band. Even more remarkable is the 

fact that Garland is still playing excellent bass. 

How old is he? Garland isn‟t even sure himself, but he came up with 

musicians like Louis Keppard, Bunk Johnson, Jimmy Palo and Eddie Vinson. 

Various ages are given for these men in jazz histories, but searches through city 

archives proves that they were all born within two year of 1890. From Ed Garland‟s 

description of his early career, a good guess is that he was born about 1890. 

In Garland‟s own words is his “one night stand” with the Bolden band. 

“I substituted for Jimmy Johnson with Bolden. Johnson worked in a 

furniture factory and sometimes couldn‟t get off work. I played with Bolden at 

Liberty and Perdido Street at Kinney‟s Hall. Played on Saturday night and Sunday 

morning they had church there. The band had Jimmy Johnson, regular bass, 

Cornish, trombone, Lewis and Warner, clarinets, Mumford, guitar and Famsie 

Philips on drums. I started out young, about nine years old and had to put that bass 

on my shoulder. I was pretty good when I played with Bolden, though, about 15 or 

16 years old.” This would certainly be an accurate location for a Bolden band job. 

Garland is one of the very few musicians who remembered the correct nickname for 

Union Sons hall at 1319 Perdido Street. It was called “Kinney‟s Hall” after William 

S. Kinney, who was president of the Union Sons Benevolent Association from 1904 

until 1908. Others remembered it as “Kenna‟s or “Kenny‟s” Hall. It also went by 

the name “Funky Butt Hall.” There was indeed a part time church there - The First 

Lincoln Baptist Church - which rented the hall for $5 a month to have Sunday 

morning religious services. The members in the band would also coincide with the 

date, although Jamsie Philips was another substitute musician who filled in on both 

drums and trombone. 

Ed Garland remembered playing dances at sugar plantations before 1910 

and he worked with string bands at Tom Anderson‟s and Pete and Johnny Lala‟s in 

the District before 1910. 

He was one of the first New Orleans musicians to take the music “up the 

river” to Chicago. In 1912 he left with a “ragtime” band to accompany a vaudeville 

dancer, Mabel Elaine, on a midwestern tour. Included in the band were Louis 

Keppard, guitar; Roy Palmer, trombone; Lawrence Duhe, clarinet; Sugar Johnny 

Smith, cornet and Herb Lindsay, violin. 

It was not until 59 years later that Ed Garland returned to New Orleans. 

Much jazz history had been made in the meantime and Ed had helped make a large 

part of it. From 1921 on, he headquartered in California. 
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In April 1971, Ed returned to New Orleans to play for the city‟s annual 

Jazzfest. He was reunited with Kid Ory to play a memorable concert as part of the 

official jazzfest program. 

This writer first met Ed Garland during Jazzfest 1971 and it has to rank as 

one of the most enjoyable times ever encountered in the pursuit of the sounds of the 

New Orleans‟ nights. First of all, he played at Preservation Hall from 8:30 to 12:30. 

Then, along with a contingent of young international musicians that included 

Frenchmen, Italians, Germans, Englishmen, Swedes, Belgians as well as a very 

capable traditional American clarinet played named Woody Allen, a jam session 

was instigated at Bonaparte‟s Retreat on Decatur Street. There surely could never 

have been a more congenial session. 

About six a.m., Ed left the bandstand and with his party, said goodbye and 

departed. The feeling among many who stayed was, “We will probably never see Ed 

again.” 

Never underestimate the last man to have played with Bolden. At seven 

o‟clock a.m. he was hack, having just gone down the street to the “Morning Call” 

for some coffee and Beignets. 

Around nine a.m., many of the most dedicated jazz fans were easing out of 

Bonaparte‟s  to rest up for the coming activities that evening. 

And there was Ed “Montudi” Garland, trying to talk someone into staying 

awake with him at least until noon when he had a recording session. Speaking of 

legends, Buddy Bolden would be proud of him. 

Albert Glenny 

by Thomas Sancton 

(April 11. 1951) 

 

 

I went down to interview Albert Glenny last Saturday. Several weeks earlier 

Glenny had sat by, saying little, while Alphonse Picou was interviewed before a tape 

recording machine. …. 

Glenny is a physical type very much like Bunk Johnson. He is wiry, slender 

of medium height, dark brown in color. He shaves his head, and the absence of gray 

hair make it hard to guess his age. He is poor, and he is proud. Saturday he had on a 

cast-away Eisenhower jacket, a tan rayon sport shirt, green plaid pants with a knife-

edge crease, and worn but sturdy old brogans. He was taking a couple of beers with 

the boys at the corner grocery. His “office,” he tells you. 

Glenny stayed rooted throughout his life in a downtown Negro 

neighborhood, and in the economy, the culture, the speech of the old music. He is 

the Stone Age man of jazz, perhaps the last. Oliver, Keppard, Armstrong, Ory, etc., 

made the big migration from the south. Picou and Celestin have become Bourbon 

Street “headliners” in the thrilling renaissance of their old age. But Glenny told me 

he played his last job for $2.00, sandwiches and drinks. His greatest money success 

appears to have been his job in the W.P.A. during the Depression. 

He lives in a poor downtown “double” - the typical house from which the 

famous Jazzmen migrated - and to which some returned, like Manny Perez. Mrs. 
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Glenny cooks on a kerosene stove. His place is immaculately kept. But nearby are 

poor, unpainted, dilapidated rows, sagging fences, muddy yards, unpaved streets, 

outdoor privies (with plumbing added) - Muscovy ducks waddling through the 

mud-holes. The rusted tin roofs are here. The creak of the coat cart has scarcely 

died away. You can stand on his corner, in an evening light, and imagine the real 

and the spiritual horizons of the 1890s. 

Glenny remembers Bolden as a man of medium height, dark brown, a good 

dresser. Women gave him money for clothes. He bought tailored suits oouth 

Rampart. Bolden would go with any kind of woman - “so long as she had money.” 

He drank heavily, but could play music while drinking. 

“Bolden was a strong trumpet player. You couldn‟t help from playing good 

with Bolden.” Glenny says he was louder than Louis Armstrong “with the 

microphones turned on.” In another breath he will tell you that Perez, that Oliver, 

that Keppard were better musicians. “Bolden was the best for ragtime,” he then 

adds. It becomes apparent that the ability to read and write music, and the accuracy 

and finesse that go with it, have high values for the old jazzmen. Glenny himself 

reads no music. 

He played with Bolden at John the Greek‟s on Franklin Street. This was a 

brothel, a block away from Basin Street. The address was “28.” Nearby was famous 

“25.” Glenny and Picou, close friends for almost sixty years, delightfully reconstruct 

the old neighborhood as they talk. Picou is expressive and articulate. Glenny seems 

to have the better memory for names, numbers, details. Both played with Bolden. 

They talk of the Pig Ankle, the Poodle Dog Cafes as though these long vanished 

dives still exist. Glenny remembers a name suddenly. Then a flash recalls to him the 

migration. “he lives in New York,” he says. Another flash complete the story. “He‟s 

dead,” he adds, shrugging. Glenny played bass drum in Bolden‟s band when they 

marched, and bass violin in the district, and at dances, and funerals, and on the 

Milneburg bathing wharves. He got $1.25 a night. He and Picou recall to one 

another how they got thick steaks for 10 cents at the “Treme Market” near the 

district at 4 A.M. when work was over. 

Glenny, seven years older than Bolden, perhaps reaches to the very origins of 

jazz in the span of his memory. Yet Glenny himself must have had a teacher. This 

man, he says, was Willie Rankin, from Jackson, Mississippi. Rankin played at “25.” 

“I was crazy for music, and played an accordion at the age of 14. I used to 

hang around the old district for the music. Rankin was a good bass violin player, 

not much older than me. He learned to play in Jackson. At intermission he would 

drill me on the bass. 

“When I first met Bolden, he came at my house. He asked me if I was playing 

regular. I told him no. He asked me to be a member of his band. So I played in his 

band for four or five years.” 

Bolden was then living on Gravier, between Johnson and Galvez. He had an 

insane fixation on women, and vice versa, says Glenny. “Sometimes he would have 

to run away from the women. I used to take his horn away from him sometimes, and 

bring him to my house.” When Bolden went mad, said Glenny, he would walk up 
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and down the street talking to the wrong people - foolish - about this gal and that 

gal….” 

Finally, he was placed in the House of Detention, where he remained for a 

month. He was interdicted and brought to the asylum at Jackson (Louisiana), about 

100 miles north of New Orleans. He died there in 1931. Glenny and Picou both have 

many other things to remember since 1906, that their feeling for Bolden is almost 

casual. 

Glenny had two vivid memories of riots. During the Robert Charles race riot 

in 1904, when Negroes were the targets, he was working as water „boy‟ for a 

stevedore gang unloading cotton at Chalmette slip, below New Orleans. He slipped 

back through the city to his family. During the “Black Hand” riot in the 1890s, 

eleven Sicilian suspects in the slaying of Police Chief Hennessy were taken from jail 

and hanged on lamp posts. Glenny remembers you could walk through the deserted 

“Tremais” Market, run by Sicilians, and pick up beef steaks. 

Jazz, like every art form, has woven rich legends about names and lives of its 

vivid performers who died early. The Endymion theme of a youthful splendor 

preserved forever - in sleep, in death, or legend - is basic, it seems, in our thoughts 

about the past, and especially about artists. 

The death of John Keats, for example, gave to English poetry as great a 

stimulus as did his work itself, although in a different fashion. And in the case of 

jazz, I think a similar thing has happened. Much of its aesthetic appeal and vitality 

stems from the haunting stories of the Boldens, the Beiderbeckes, and Rappolos. 

Many a jazz enthusiast has arrived at the music by way of the literature and the 

legends. 

And it doesn‟t really matter, perhaps, what the reality was behind the life of 

the legend. 

In the case of Bolden, I doubt if we will ever really know. For he made no 

records…and the old men who were his contemporaries have other heroes. Bolden 

dropped out in 1906 - before the first World War; before radio, before canned 

music, before the Depression, before jazz reached Chicago and New York - before a 

thousand vivid and memorable things had happened that united his surviving 

contemporaries in the bonds of a common experience. If his old friends have a hero, 

it is probably Manny Perez, who traveled the long road with them. Albert Glenny, 

who played with Buddy Bolden, is now 81, and something of an historic 

impossibility. He has yet to hang up his bass fiddle and his bow. Just a few weeks 

ago he played a five hour job, 8 P.M. til 1 A.M. at a big wedding anniversary on 

Esplanade Avenue. And he plays today with the same slashing style and tempo that 

backed up Bolden‟s cornet long ago. 

 

Albert Glenny Dies 

July/August, 1958 

 

The old man with the scythe has again taken his toll among the dwindling 

early great musicians of New Orleans. One of Buddy Bolden‟s contemporaries - bass 

player Albert Glenny (who played with Bolden many, many times) - died 
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Wednesday, June 11
th

, 1958. His last days were spent at the home of his nephew tom 

Williams, 1112 Touro Street. Time of death was 5:00 A.A. Glenny‟s birthday was 

March 25
th

, 1870 

A typical Tommy Sancton article on Glenny appeared in the April, 1951 

issue of “The Second Line.” Which means that any article on Albert Glenny could 

not have been done any better by anyone. Rather than attempt to guild the lily, we 

will reprint Mr. Sancton‟s complete article in our next issue. Be sure not to miss it, 

as the articles which Tommy has contributed to The Second Line (on Buddy Bolden 

and other of the archaic jazzmen) have become internationally recognized classics - 

both historically correct and with a deeply sympathetic understanding. 

Albert Glenny suffered a stroke about one year ago. He was left with a 

serious speech impediment, and without function of one of his arms and legs. He 

grew progressively worse, and was moved to the home of his nephew, from his own 

home (1730 Marais Street). he became bed-ridden and was entirely dependent upon 

Tom Williams, who devoted all his time to caring for his uncle. 

After Glenny reached the age of 80, the number of spot jobs gradually 

decreased - until they became just an occasional trickle. He continued to work as a 

painter, his regular trade. His wiry little frame put many of the younger musicians 

to shame, for oftentimes, after a full day‟s work in the hot New Orleans sun, he 

would take his place in the bassists chair at a spot job - and play until the wee hours 

of the morning. He seldom showed the physical strain, to the amusement of his 

fellow musicians - who knew him to be an octogenarian. The enjoyment he derived 

from slapping (and bowing) his bass - plus the few beers which the musicians were 

always given - seemed more than adequate for Glenny to consider his evening well 

spent. Sometimes the musicians who did not drink passed their quota to “old 

Glenny” - and he handled his share - and theirs - with amazing capacity. 

Your editor is aware that “The Second Line” seems to be turning into a 

regular obituary column. And with much distress. Because each announcement 

simply brings us closer and closer to the time when ALL the oldtimers have passed 

on. Our prediction that Negro archaic jazz will become a thing of the past - 

completely and entirely - when the last of the great Negro musicians have crossed 

over Jourdan - seems altogether too close at hand. 

 

 

Christopher “Happy” Goldston 

(The Roll is Called Up Yonder) 

May/June, 1968 

 

Those of us who knew Christopher “Happy” Goldston over the years had no 

trouble realizing why he received his pseudonym Christopher Goldston was one of 

the happiest individuals to ever cross the jazz scene in New Orleans! 

At age 74, he was quite busy until just a year or two ago, when he retired 

from active participation in music. His musical career began at age 17 years, and 

extended way past the half-century mark. There is hardly a name of any 

prominence fronting a good jazz band in this city that did not include “Happy‟s” 
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name in the line up. For many years he was drummer for the Eureka Brass Band, 

and also was connected with Oscar “Papa” Celestin for 15 straight years. Even now 

we can hear the echo of “Papa” Celestin shouting, “Let me hear ya Happy!” which 

was the signal that “Happy” was to take over with a 5 minute drum solo. And - 

believe it or not - you were not bored to death by the tasty and “controlled” 

exhibition of percussion that “Happy” Goldston gave out. His name goes back to 

Jack Carey, Joe Oliver, Punch Miller, and William “Bebe” Ridgley‟s bands. All 

these were top-flight musicians and required none but the finest of drummers. 

“Happy” exactly filled that bill. 

If we are not too far wrong, we also connect his name with some of the early 

Louis Armstrong bands, with Peter Bocage, with Bunk Johnson, and with A. J. 

Piron. Review the names we have listed, and see if you don‟t think they sound like 

“America‟s Who‟s Who” in New Orleans Jazz. And here was a musician who was 

true to his art. He did not consider his music “dated” because he kept a steady 2/4 or 

4/4 beat. He pushed the band along without being obtrusive. He was a drummer of 

the school of Warren “Baby” Dodds and also of Zutty Singleton. And let‟s not forget 

his very starting career with the Amos Riley Brass Band and Jazz Orchestra, from 

which he “graduated “ summa cum laude! 

All the years that “Happy” played, his flashing smile would captivate his 

listeners and watchers just as much as his marvelous control at this drum battery. 

 

“Creole” George Guesnon 

(Closing Chord For) 

May/June, 1968 

 

One of New Orleans “all-time” guitar and banjo greats is gone. “Creole 

George,” as he was universally called, was sixty-one years old. He was born in New 

Orleans January 3
rd

, 1907, and passed away Sunday, May 5
th

, 1968. He is the son of 

the late Marie Blanche and the late George Guesnon, Sr. He had one daughter, 

Velum Margaret Guesnon, who is deceased. 

Tracing back his musical life, we find that his career started at age 20, when 

he was banjoist for Kid Clayton‟s Jazz Band in the Humming Bird Cabaret in the 

last days of Storyville. Later on, he was associated with some of New Orleans most 

celebrated jazz men. The earliest of these included Buddy Petit, Chris Kelly, Bob 

Lyons and Kid Rena. Later on he worked with the famous Sam Morgan‟s Jazz 

Band, as well as Celestin‟s Tuxedo Orchestra, and the Sidney Desvigne‟s Band. 

After going on the road with Sam Morgan, Mr. Guesnon journeyed to New 

York, and the Big City smiled on him. He was signed by Decca, and recorded many 

instrumental and vocal compositions (on the old 78s), most of which were his own. 

More recently, he recorded with such traditional stars as George Lewis, Kid 

Howard, Louis Cottrell, Jr., Punch Miller and Kid Thomas. George Guesnon was a 

close music friend of “Captain” John Handy, the saxophonist who has recently come 

into national prominence. Their “cutting contests” were things of joy to the 

audiences, for they created some of the most exciting moments of jazz, driving each 

other almost into the state of exhaustion by their frenzied playing. But these were 
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very amicable and happy moments, for these two musicians had been friends since 

early boyhood. 

Besides being an excellent guitarist and tenor banjoist, Guesnon was also a 

noted record collector, a musicologist and a historian. He is directly responsible for 

the preservation of a large number of “Creole” dialect songs, and knew how to 

speak the real “gumbo French dialect.” 

To the aficionados of traditional New Orleans music, the late Lawrence 

Marrero and George Guesnon were regarded as “the greatest”. However, this 

writer would like to point out the difference between their two styles: Marrero was 

one of the most dependable and “rock solid” banjoists to ever play with George 

Lewis. Slow Drag Pavaguad, Alton Purnell, Joe Watkins, Big Jim Robinson, and 

Avery “Kid” Howard. But Lawrence Marrero was very limited in his knowledge of 

chords and chord structure, and was smart enough to “duck” augmented or 

diminished chords whenever possible. He always reduced his accompaniments to 

their most simple outline . . .  and he never detracted from the ensemble, in fact, his 

solid beat did much to make the band what it was. 

On the other hand, “Creole George” knew his instruments from top to 

bottom of the keyboards. He was “all over the place,” besides having a very solid 

beat, and was an excellent blues singer and “shouter.” His and Marrero‟s styles 

were at opposite ends of the poles. George was quite sophisticated. Lawrence, 

extreme simplicity.                            

     

Edmond Hall 

March/April, 1967 

 

February 11
th

, around 8:30 PM, on my way home from Boston in my little 

car going through Central Square in Cambridge, I see a Jap looking cat laid out 

face down on the street. The temperature is five degrees below zero. A stiff breeze 

makes it seem colder. 

Three or four gendarmes are clustered around this zonked out guy. 

Naturally, I figure „an accident,‟ so I pull up and ask if I can help. The cop says “No. 

Its just some Nigger conked over -“ a heart attack, he figures. Something clinked 

upstairs, so I asks if he knows who the Jap is. The cop says “Ya. But its just a high 

yellow spook named Edmond Hall!” 

I was sick . .  not this ain‟t no Bessie Smith bit, for the fuzz were really trying 

to help him . .  artificial respiration, Red Cross, Emergency Crash Fire Truck . . . 

the whole scene. 

It seems that old Ed Hall was waiting for a bus - had been to the nearby 

druggists to buy some cigs - standing there, in that freezing cold, the wind blew off 

his hat. Loping after it, almost a full block away, was too much for him. After he go 

back to the bus-stop, his ticker just gave out. 

I went to the wake the following night. The clarinet was on the casket. . ain‟t 

that a scene man? 

Editor‟s Notes: We dare not print the lilly in adding one word to the above. 

We are sincerely grateful to the guy who sent it - written in an intimate style - the 
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lingo of a Yankee musician, but a deep friend of everything pertaining to jazz, and a 

plugger of our music. By way of statistics for those who are not hep to this great 

clarinetist, here are a few facts: born in New Orleans, May 15, 1901. Died, 

Cambridge, Mass., Saturday, February 11
th

, 1967. Edmond is survived by his 

widow, who lives at 185 Franklin Street, Cambridge, Mass. We know she‟d 

appreciate receiving any word of condolence our readers may offer. Clarence Hall, 

Edmund‟s brothers, lives at 2604 Louisiana Ave., N.O., La. 70115. Miss Manetta 

Hall (Ed‟s sister), resides at 2730 Marrengo, N.O., La 70115. This old editor - and 

his brother Harry = have always ranked Ed Hall‟s clarinet work as probably the 

best reed that ever came out of the Crescent City. His style was classical but not 

imitative. He had a “gungent sweet-and-sour” sound that was strictly the essence of 

real jazz, if one can compare sound with taste. His inventiveness was endless, and 

chorus after chorus would pour out of that black stick, with the element of surprise 

packed in each successive chorus. We are grateful that Edmond Hall has been 

documented so many times, and especially since most of his recordings have been 

made in Hi-Fi. Great gaps are now thinning the ranks, and we hope and pray that 

out of the intense revival now sweeping the country will come some adequate 

replacements.   

 

 

Emmet Hardy  

(A Personal Search For) 

by David McCain 

Winter, 1979 

 

If you happen to run across the name of cornetist Emmet Hardy in the jazz 

books, chances are his name will be preceded by two words - “the legendary.” 

Legends can apply to famous as well as obscure figures, and since Emmet left no 

recordings his obscurity is certainly understandable. Furthermore, Emmet‟s life 

story proved to be as interesting as his legendary musical prowess. His time was 

brief (he died in 1925 at age 22) but he left such an indelible impression on those 

who heard him, I think that no mention of early jazz history can exclude him. But 

the fact remains that many have excluded him, and whatever the “legends” may be, 

I feel that this is an injustice. 

Emmet Hardy died 53 yeas ago, and many of his contemporaries have since 

passed from the scene. A combination of interest and perseverance enables one to 

mix new and old information to help explain the legend called Emmet Hardy. 

Jazz writer Dave Dexter, Jr. heard the Emmet Hardy stories and became 

interested enough to do research for two Downbeat features in 1940. He interviewed 

many musicians (several of whom are now deceased) and their comments are 

printed down for posterity in those old issues of Downbeat. New Orleans 

drummer/trumpeter Monk Hazel was Emmet‟s best friend and in 1940 he told 

Dexter about Emmet‟s unique sound. “Emmet could read wonderfully and he 

always preferred playing in some screwy, plenty tough keys like B-natural, F-sharp, 

C-sharp, D-flat and E- natural, using those keys on one tune and making his own 
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modulations into and out of choruses. (Sic. The editors research found out that 

Emmet‟s early training was in orchestra where sharp keys are found more 

frequently as string instruments are more comfortable in sharp keys) His tone was 

pure and wonderful and it sorta rolled forth, except with a drive like I‟ve never 

heard anyone else get.” Nineteen years later (1959) Monk would describe Emmet‟s 

sound as different from Bix Beiderbecke in that Emmet had “the New Orleans 

drive.” This “drive” was mentioned by other musicians, and was one of those 

qualities that made Emmet stand out. 

Monk was not alone in insisting that Emmet was greater than Bix. Monk said 

that Emmet met Bix twice - the first time in Davenport, Iowa. The year was about 

1919, and Emmet had left New Orleans to go with vaudeville performer Bee Palmer 

on the Orpheum Circuit. The tour was on the Streckfus steamers that cruised the 

Mississippi, and the boat docked at Davenport, Bix‟s hometown. Bix heard Emmet, 

and like everyone else, was struck with his uniqueness. The two cornetists met a 

second time when Emmet was called to Chicago in 1923 to play with the New 

Orleans Rhythm Kings, who were performing at the Friar‟s Inn located in the 

basement of the Blackstone Hotel. Two of the Rhythm Kings made the following 

comments to Dexter in 1940: 

Ben Pollack: “I‟m not the only musician who remember how Beiderbecke 

hung around Emmet asking for advice. Bix developed into a fine musician but you 

can‟t compare him with Hardy. 

Paul Mares: “Emmet Hardy as far back as 1919 was playing almost the 

identical stuff that Bix played with Goldkette and Whiteman nearly 10 years later - 

except that Emmet was even more sure of himself, had more ideas, and played with 

a push and drive that Beiderbecke never attained.” 

In 1923 Emmet came to Chicago with Chink Martin, Oscar Marcour and 

clarinetist Nunzio Scaglione to augment the NORK. Trouble with the union forced 

them to leave after a stay of about two months. Monk Hazel said that during this 

brief time Bix would ask to sit in with the group, and Emmet would advise him on 

the handling and playing of his cornet. It was also during this period that a young 

bellhop named Gilbert Barrios was employed at the Blackstone Hotel. Barrios 

talked with his fellow Orleanians in the NORK about the old hometown, and in 

particular they discussed the Tin Roof Café at Claiborne and Washington. Paul 

Mares told Barrios that they were to rerecord some sides for Gennett records soon, 

but that they were having a bit of trouble with one number - the title was too risqué 

to put on a record label. They couldn‟t call it Don‟t Get Funky and another of the 

tune‟s many names, “I Wonder What Makes My Grandma Love My Grandpa So 

wasn‟t so sensational, either. Barrios suggested, “Why don‟t you call it Tin Roof 

Blues? The way I see it, all of you have the blues for New Orleans.” Mares, delighted 

at this suggestion, told Barrios, “From now one, that‟s your name - Tin Roof 

Barrios.” 

The foregoing is important because Tin Roof Barrios, now an alert 76, was 

on the scene in Chicago when Emmet arrived. Tin Roof had known about Emmet 

before then. “I heard Emmet many times in and around New Orleans, and let me 

tell you this - he had a tone that carried so far it was phenomenal. I remember one 
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night Emmet was playing at the Eleonore Playground in New Orleans, where there 

was a concrete slab for dancing. I was with some friends down in Audubon Park, 

about 7 or 8 blocks away, and we all recognized Emmet‟s sound from that distance - 

his tone was unmistakable.” Tin Roof said he had heard Emmet play at two places 

in Harvey and had also heard him in Kenner. “Emmet was best known in Norman 

Brownlee‟s band, but I heard him most of the time when he was playing spots 

around town with different bands or musicians. I got to know Emmet better in 

Chicago. I didn‟t get the chance to hear him play there because of my working 

hours, but I noticed that even then Emmet was pale and he coughed a lot, too.” 

Another famous musician who has been connected with Emmet Hardy is 

Louis Armstrong. Monk Hazel told Dexter that Emmet had carved Louis one 

Sunday afternoon in 1921 aboard the Streckfus steamer Sidney. Monk reported that 

Louis had tipped his hat to Emmet, saying, “Man, you‟re the king!” When 

confronted with this story, Armstrong told Dexter, “No sir, I just don‟t remember 

Emmet Hardy at all. The only white man I ever jammed with was Bix himself. That 

was about 1924 in Chicago and we just played for our own kicks.” As late as 1970, 

Louis told author Max Jones, “I am not sure whether I met Emmet Hardy in person 

or heard him. He didn‟t live long enough for anyone to pick up on him. Me 

especially.”0 

One person who is sure that Armstrong at least heard Emmet is Tin Roof. 

Tin Roof first met Louis Armstrong when Louis was selling coal in the Storyville 

district. Tin Roof was also working in this district selling newspapers. Tin Roof 

remember two specific incidents concerning Armstrong and Hardy. “One night, 

about in 1920, Emmet Hardy was playing in this old army garage that was used to 

repair 4 wheel drive trucks during the war. At this time, the place was used for 

dances and it was at Tchoupitoulas and Napoleon Avenue, near the river. So that 

night Louis and his band were getting off the ferry there at Napoleon Avenue, I 

think they had just come back from playing a date in Marrero. I heard Louis say, 

„Man, who is that?‟ For Emmet was playing one of his solos. I told him it was 

Emmet Hardy.” The second time, according to Tin Roof, was in New York City. “In 

1937 I went to the Cotton Club in Harlem with Tony Parenti and we happened to 

meet Louis there. We got to talking and I mentioned Emmet, and Louis called 

Emmet „the angel Gabriel.‟” 

Monk Hazel was angry when he read of Armstrong‟s statements about not 

knowing Emmet. In a 1959 taped interview with Bill Russell, he expounded further 

on the Sidney incident. “When he died . . . there were two things that his mother 

had, and if only I‟d gotten them - you see, Louis disputed me about him and Emmet 

having a bucking contest on the boat. He disputed and said the only white he ever 

played with was Bix. That‟s not so. His mother had a card from Louis, and the card 

read . . „Now that the king is dead, I am the king. Signed, Louis Armstrong.‟ It was 

a postcard, not a letter. And from Bix his mother had a whole letter, about a four-

page letter saying how much he idolized Emmet, how much Emmet had done for 

him, both in Davenport and Chicago. Now, if I could have got hold of those two I 

could have thrown that card right in Louis‟ face.” Monk went on to explain that the 

Sidney, like the other riverboats, would give all day rides with continuous music - 
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which meant that they would hire an extra band. This particular day in 1921, 

Emmet and his men were the other band. “Louis was playing with Fate (Marable.) 

And they‟d lay on one side, and they‟d build a temporary bandstand on the other 

side, where Hardy would play.” The blowing began and the tune was High Society. 

“When they got through, from the other bandstand Louis made his bow and 

holloered, ‟Man, you‟re the king,‟ just like that, you know, recognizing Emmet, you 

see.” Monk concluded that Louis probably didn‟t remember the incident because it 

wasn‟t a situation where Emmet sat in with him, and people had been referring to 

that day as a jam session, which it wasn‟t. But whatever the case, Monk was 

adamant, and the Sidney incident of Armstrong tipping his hat to the king remained 

a popular story. 

Monk‟s mention of the notes to Mrs. Hardy from Louis and Bix were 

interesting for I had read of this in a 1944 downbeat article. Jax Lucas, in an article 

on Connee Boswell, said, „Martha (Boswell) has seen a letter from Bix to Emmet, or 

to his mother, however, in which Beiderbecke acknowledges his debt to Hardy‟s 

inspiration and help.” The Boswell Sister - Martha, Connie and Vet - were the ones 

who led me to discover Emmet Hardy. I had read that the sisters had become 

acquainted with Emmet through their initial friendship with Emmet‟s sister, Elinor 

Hardy Gast. By using Elinor 1953 obituary I located Elinor‟s daughters (Emmet‟s 

nieces) here in the New Orleans area. They did remember their famous uncle, but 

before I relate the memories it is necessary to give some facts about Emmet to set the 

stage. 

Emmet Louis Hardy was born June 12, 1903, in Gretna, La., the youngest 

child of Harry H. Hardy and Lilian Clare Kennedy. From the start, he was 

surrounded by music. Harry Hardy played the tuba for the Shriner‟s Band, and 

Lillian Harry and Elinor played the piano, particularly concentrating on hymns. 

Emmet‟s uncle and namesake, Robert Emmet Kennedy, was a concert pianist and 

gained fame by being the first writer to see the originality and value of the Southern 

Louisiana Negro culture. He wrote many books concentrating on this theme, among 

them Black Cameos, Gritney People and Red Bean Row. 

Emmet played piano for a while, taking lessons from the famous Manuel 

Manetta of Algiers. He picked up on the cornet at about age 15. He worked at the 

Johnson Iron Works in Algiers, and while working in the machine shop he would 

manufacture different sized mouthpieces to experiment with on his horn. Emmet‟s 

mother and brothers took a dim view of his wanting to be a musician. They wanted 

him to become a machinist, but even at 15 he was obsessed with his music. I 

happened to meet one of Emmet‟s friends from the early days in Gretna. Edwin A. 

Hepting worked alongside Emmet at the Iron Works and told me, “Emmet loved 

that horn. He always had a job with that horn, too. Emmet would come to work 

hardly able to keep his eyes open from his all night sessions. ”Hepting recalled 

Emmett playing with Papa Jack Laine at the “Owl'‟ Hall in Gretna (which was 

located downstream from the Jackson Avenue ferry land on the river batture) and 

he recalled that "“he band could be blasting away then all of a sudden they'‟ tone it 

down and you could hear the dancers „‟feet scraping the floor. "Hepting remembers 

that Emmet left the Iron Works "to go on some kind of vaudeville tour up North 
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with Bee Palmer. ”Emmet Hardy first met the Boswell Sisters about 1923-24. His 

sister Elinor, a saleswoman for “Peach Blow” cosmetics was making her rounds one 

day and she rang the bell at 3937 Camp Street in New Orleans, the residence of 

Clyde and Meldania Boswell. The door opened, and Elinor‟s daughter, Clare Gast 

Dorvin, told me, “Mama probably didn‟t go anywhere else that day she met Mrs. 

Boswell. It was a case of two kindred souls meeting. They were alike in many ways - 

both free-thinking and ahead of their time.” Mrs. Boswell introduced her three 

daughters and Elinor found she combine business with pleasure, for the three girls 

were amateur performers, and could benefit from makeup sales. The Boswell 

Sisters, at this time, were establishing a local reputation for themselves as winners of 

many amateur contests around the city, playing classical as well as jazz instruments, 

and even writing their own songs. As the conversation turned to music, Elinor 

mentioned her brother Emmet. The Boswells expressed interest and Emmet 

accompanied Elinor to Camp Street on her later visits. Emmet, who was slim and 

quiet and had a very dry sense of humor, made quite an impression on one Boswell 

sister - Martha, the eldest. It was such an impression that Vet Boswell, as well as 

Clare Dorvin and many others, said Martha never forgot him. 

In November of 1977 I met Vet Boswell Jones at her home in Peekskill, New 

York. Now the only Boswell left, Vet was only 14 when Emmet died. She mainly 

remembered Emmet as quiet and reserved, but with a somewhat caustic way about 

him. “Emmet was a big teaser, and I was a very quiet and shy girl then. I guess you 

could say he intimidated me. He was quite different than the other boys and he was 

always so professional about his music.” 

Martha Boswell died in 1958, but fortunately Dave Dexter was able to get 

some memories of Emmet from her for his 1940 article. She told him of her first 

meeting with Emmet. She recalled that the night Elinor arrived with her younger 

brother, she and her sisters noted his confident and professional air. But the girls, 

always the pranksters, couldn‟t really be sure just how good a musician he really 

was. They decided to “sound him out” with one of their standard gags they used on 

unsuspecting musicians. They played I Wish I Could Shimmy Like My Sister Kate in 

a deliberate corny style, and they could see Emmet making faces at Elinor. Martha 

remembered, “Immediately I knew we had pulled a boner. We sensed that he had 

come prepared to hear three young ladies whose talents had been highly praised but 

that he was really wasting a good evening listening to three corny girl musicians. 

But he took up his cornet and asked me if I knew Ma He’s Making Eyes at Me. Well, 

it‟s impossible to express our delight when he finally played. It was fascinating, we 

were overwhelmed . .we‟ve never forgotten it. . . it was the musical thrill of a 

lifetime.” A jam session followed with the girls and Emmet. A common bond was 

intensified - love of music - and soon the girls found they had to restrict Emmet‟s 

visits to Friday and Saturday nights. “Every time Emmet came over we played and 

discussed music until 5 in the morning.” Martha said. Emmet was then playing in 

the Norman Brownlee band and sometimes the entire band would show up at the 

Boswell home for a jazz session. Martha said Emmet‟s breaks, rhythm and tone 

were all unique. “He insisted we were original in our musical ideas, by that he 

emphasized the importance of an artist expressing himself and not others . . this is 
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an ideal my sisters and I fought for and I know we had the support of Emmet after 

he was gone.” 

Emmet‟s niece, Clare Dorvin, also remembered jam sessions that took place 

in her house, at the cornet of State and Willow Streets. She recalled, “Every week a 

band came, even after he was ill, and practiced at my house just to have him listen. I 

don‟t know if you have heard about my uncle‟s perfect ear? He could sit and hear 

an orchestra play and he could tell you what instrument was off key. That‟s why all 

those bands came by, even after he was ill - he had perfect pitch and the musicians 

knew and appreciated this. My grandmother and mother told me that Emmet was 

picked for one of the jazz bands that went to Chicago (probably his stint with the 

NORK). When Emmet would play, the other trumpet men refused to follow - they 

didn‟t even want to compete.” 

The standard consensus is that Emmet Hardy died of tuberculosis. But he 

actually died from peritonitis. Emmet‟s resistance was low from all of those days of 

working by day and playing by night, and when he did contract tuberculosis he had 

to quit his job with Brownlee‟s band and remain in bed (this would be about late 

1923 or early 1924). He was sent to Covington, La. For a while to convalescence for 

the clearer air of that piney woods region were said to help persons with lung 

ailments. Emmet appeared to be doing better, but his appendix flared up. He was 

very weak from all the time spent in his bed, but with incredible strength he 

weathered the appendectomy But peritonitis set in and his body could fight no 

further. 

June 12, 1925, was Emmet‟s 22
nd

 birthday. A crowd of friends came over to 

boost his spirits, including Monk Hazel, Leon Prima, and, of course, Martha. Music 

and musicians were discussed and Mrs. Hardy played the blues on the piano while 

Emmet followed her on the banjo. (His doctors had forbidden him to touch his 

horn). Emmet suddenly rose to get his cornet and Martha, Elinor, and his mother 

tried to stop him at first. But Emmet was determined. Monk Hazel recalled that last 

birthday. “His mama started playing those church chords and they started playing 

the blues. Well, you never heard such blues in your life like if there‟s such a thing as 

a guy knowing that was going to be the last time he was going to play, and put it in 

there, he did.” Emmet finished and handed his cornet to his best friend, explaining 

that he would have no further use for it. Four days later, on June 16, 1925, Emmet 

Hardy died. 

His funeral was one of the largest New Orleans had ever seen. Emmet was 

buried in the Hardy family plot at the Hook and Ladder Cemetery in Gretna. The 

Jackson Avenue Ferry had to make three or four crossings of the river to 

accommodate the crowd of mourners. 

“In 1934 the Boswell Sisters were at the peak of their popularity, with radio 

and movie appearances, as well as a European tour behind them. On June 29
th

 of 

that year Martha Boswell did something special for Emmet. A monument was 

dedicated to him at Pointe a la Hache, La., down the river from New Orleans. 

Martha had it built there instead of Gretna because at the time Emmet‟s mother 

was working for a priest at St. Thomas Church in Pointe a la Hache, and Martha 

wanted to place the monument where Mrs. Hardy could appreciate it the most.” 
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Emmet never recorded professionally but mention was made of him making 

a home recording on an old Dictaphone machine. The personnel on this record were 

said to be Emmet, cornet; Norman Brownlee, piano; and Oscar Marcour, violin. 

The tune recorded was said to be either Farewell Blues or Wang Wang Blues. At 

one time in the 1950s a search was instigated for this recording, which was of the 

early type of cylinder. Clare Dorvin told me that in the 1930s one of the Dorsey 

brothers came to New Orleans and was offering $50 for any recording of Emmet 

Hardy. Elinor and Mrs. Hardy had lunch with Dorsey at the Blue Room, and an 

article was written for the paper (which we can‟t seem to find as yet, but we‟re still 

looking!) The recording never surfaced, and neither have the 

Armstrong/Beiderbecke letters. What proof they would be! Somehow Mrs. Dorvin‟s 

statement that, “When they buried Emmet, he took everything with him” is not 

hard to believe. 

Emmet Hardy . . his time was brief but during his short life he was able to 

make a lasting impression on many New Orleans musicians, and even some in 

Chicago, not to mention the people who just listened. My research is by no means 

over - it will continue, for Emmet deserves it. 

Maybe one day the whole story can be put together. A boy connected with 

the likes of Louis and Bix deserves better treatment than he has received in the past. 

The Emmet Hardy story is unique and is a valuable chapter in the history of New 

Orleans jazz. It is a chapter that can‟t be overlooked - for it is a story that could 

only happen in New Orleans. 

 

ADDENDUM 

 

On November 9, 1978, I got a call from Vet Boswell Jones in New York. She 

was very excited, for she had unearthed an old scrapbook of Martha‟s which 

included a postcard and two letters from Emmet! Also in the book were two letters 

she had written, both dated Feb. 226, 1940, to Elinor Hardy Gast and Monk Hazel, 

which asked them to help her gather information about Emmet to forward to Dave 

Dexter, who was researching his downbeat article. Vet sent me the things she had 

found, which included a picture of Emmet with his brother, Hilton Hardy. Also she 

sent a short letter written by Mrs. Hardy to Martha, dated June 17, 1932, which 

contained a memorial run in the paper by Monk Hazel and his wife, Anna. A short 

column from the New Orleans Tribune, dated March 20, 1940, publicized Dexter‟s 

forthcoming article. Columnist Ken Gormin‟s last paragraph read, “The story, 

when published, will show that Hardy taught Beiderbecke. Beiderbecke often 

admitted to Jimmy Dorsey when he roomed with him that he imitated the style of 

his teacher. There will be statements, too, proving that he told Benny Goodman the 

same things. From evidence his friends uncovered it will be revealed that the man 

who deserves credit as the greatest trumpeter to come out of jazz America was 

Emmet Hardy, and, to him, give the tardy honor of being No. 1 trumpeter of all 

time.” 
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Avery “Kid” Howard 

by George Finola 

June, 1966 

 

Of all the times I spent with Kid Howard, the one I most vividly remember 

took place on Mardi Gras Day, 1965. Kid and I sat that morning in his living room, 

just four blocks from the Jazz Museum, looking through his scrapbook. Kid 

reminisced for hours as page after page of photographs and clippings illustrated his 

fifty-year career as a jazzman. 

Avery “Kid” Howard was born April 22, 1908 in New Orleans. He began his 

professional career as a musician, first as a drummer with Sam Morgan‟s Band in 

the early “Twenties.” He later switched to cornet, having been inspired by Chris 

Kelly, the legendary blues trumpeter, and Louis Dumaine, his friend and teacher. In 

the late „Twenties Howard organized his own “big” band and played several 

excursions which the L & N Railroad ran to Chicago. While in Chicago the one and 

only remembered “New Orleans style” street cutting contest took place between 

Howard‟s Band and Lee Collins Band. Howard did not remain in Chicago as did 

many other New Orleans musicians who went north. Instead he returned to New 

Orleans with his band and sat out the depression playing at various taxi dance-halls, 

notably the La Vida. 

During the late 1930‟s Howard reached his peak and was considered the 

most outstanding trumpeter and entertainer in New Orleans. Personal troubles led 

to Howard‟s retirement from music for four years. He returned to his trumpet in 

1944 when he began alternating with Bunk Johnson in what later became George 

Lewis‟ Band until 1950 when Howard became a permanent member of the group. 

In 1960 ill-health forced Howard to retire again, but by 1961 he was once 

more active. For the last three years Kid Howard‟s Band has appeared regularly at 

Dixieland Hall where he gave his last public performance one month before his 

passing. On March 28, 1966 Avery “Kid” Howard died from a cerebral 

hemorrhage. 

During his lifetime Kid Howard gave many budding musicians their first 

jobs. It was his firm conviction that, “we need the young ones to carry this music 

on.” All those who knew Kid will remember him with deep affection. Avery Howard 

is survived by his widow, Mrs. Myrtice Howard,; his mother May and a daughter. 

 

Armand Hug 

December, 1953 

 

Armand Hug Regardless of what the so-called critics and jazz historian have 

to say in years to come about the present “revival,” one thing is certain. This epoch 

has been productive of two of the greatest piano jazzmen in the history of this music. 

One is Ralph Sutton, St. Louis virtuoso, whose stomping ground is (between sets) at 

Eddie Condon‟s. The other, our Armand Hug. 

Intense love for the city of his birth, plus a cardiac muscle that could not 

stand the rigors of the road have kept Armand from being internationally famous. 
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In spite of keeping his own light shining under a bushel, fame is seeking him not, 

right in his own back yard. Here is the story of Armand Hug. New Orleans pianist 

superb. 

Born “somewhere on Tulane Avenue,” December 6, 1910, son of Oferma 

Schmid and Thomas Hug - of German parentage - further delving into his ancestry 

(which he remembers at his fingertips) reveals that his mixture is typical of the 

cosmopolitan New Orleans population, and the fire of the Latin races is just beneath 

the surface, waiting to break out. 

Arnmand‟s maternal grandfather was named Theodore Schmid, and the 

musical lineage was apparent right here. Schmid played with the “Christian 

Brothers” (of early jazz fame) and traveled with several circus bands. 

As soon as Armand realized there was an old piano in the front room, his 

love for music began. At school, he started to play the drums (age about 8 or9), but 

soon realized that he could not express himself too well on this vehicle, and began 

fooling more and more with the piano. 

His mother could play a little by note, and began coaching Armand. These 

informal lessons only lasted a short while, when he began taking regular lessons 

from Ms. Henry Asset, first wife of retired Captain Henry Asset of the Police force. 

Armand recalls vividly that he did O. K. for about a year, but his interest began to 

wane, probably because he was being taught the type stuff which he was not 

seeking. Then, things happened which almost caused him to stop completely: he 

began “feeling his oats,” and completely ceased practicing for about 6 months. 

“My Wonderful One,” a hit tune of long ago, was one which Armand could 

play as a waltz. His uncle, Dewey Schmid, (stage name Wilbur LeRoy) showed 

Armand how to “fake,” changing the tempo from waltz to 1-2- or 1-2-3-4. This old 

vaudevillian made Armand realize that although he knew piano only by ear, the art 

of improvisation was much fun, and that the whole thing depended upon the bass, 

which made the impression of the beat. 

Armand‟s father, when he was a youngster, showed the same love for N. O. 

Parade music that he passed along to his son. Whenever he saw Negro children 

playing “parade” in the street, marching in rhythm and tempo to the big bands - or 

simply for their own amusement, he used to bribe them by giving them bread, 

butter and sugar, or the “nose” of the French bread loaf filled with condensed milk 

for the privilege of being “Grand Marshall” of their parade? To this day Armand is 

like an old watch dog. As soon as he hears a Negro parade in the distance, he is 

dressed and ready to follow them! 

From this time on, Armand began hearing and following marching bands 

and orchestras until the music that he wanted to do impressed itself more on his 

mind. 

At age 14, Armand got his first “real break.” His uncle was playing at a 

neighborhood theatre, and his accompanist did not show up. Armand was asked to 

substitute. He did a fine job, even playing a solo himself! His uncle was so pleased 

with the way he performed, that he took him to celebrate at a “speak-easy wine 

joint” (prohibition, you know!), got Armand tight as a tick, and brought him home 
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to his family, a very, very sick boy! That almost finished Armband‟s musical career! 

And it took his uncle a long time to square himself with the family! 

Then came “spot jobs” with kids bands composed of boys around his own 

age. His first “real job” came when Von Gammon (drums) hired him to play with a 

band at the “Fern Dance Hall.” With him were Harry Shields (Larry‟s brother), 

clarinet, Buzzy Willoz, banjo, and Gill Gillen, trumpet. This was a means of 

livelihood, also a good school for the enthusiastic N. O. youngsters anxious to climb 

the ladder. But it was one of the toughest anyone could imagine. The job was for 5 

hours a night, with NO intermissions! The musicians had to play with one hand, and 

eat a sandwich with the other! 

It was also the Mecca for jazz greats to congregate and “jam.” Other 

musicians were always welcome, as it meant a relief for those regularly employed. 

Those who sat in were received with open arms! In this way, Armand came in 

contact with many of the budding virtuosos. among the very first was Irving 

“Fazzola” Prestnoptic. Armand recalls how “Faz” looked in his younger days - 

exactly like the blacksmith Humphrey Pennyworth in Joe Palooka‟s column - short 

pants, cap, etc. (And “Faz‟s tone was just as big, even in the early days says 

Armand!) Eddie Miller frequently sat in too, and was even then regarded as a very 

fine sax man. And Armand was learning at age 15! Armand recalls that he left 

Warren Easton High School, to take this Fern Dance Hall (“nickel a dance”) job! 

“Buzzy” Williams, great old-time pianist helped him at this point by showing 

him “tricks” and giving him suggestions in harmonic tones and progressions. At this 

time, several very great older pianists were in full sway in the Crescent City. For 

example, Joe Verges, Irving LeClere, and Steve Lewis, but Armand was too busy 

earning a living by playing to be able to hear them! In fact, Armand says that he 

believes his style developed by listening to the “blowing instruments,” rather than 

by copying piano contemporaries. One mechanical device which he believes helped 

tremendously was the old-time pianola. Armand watched the notes as they went 

down, and attempted to memorize each tune in this manner. He fitted his fingers 

into the notes, and repeated it as well as he could! 

His progress is now apparent by the places into which he began to play and 

the musicians with whom he was grouped. For example, his first job on Bourbon 

Street, was at “Valencia,” a cabaret near “The Maxine. In his band were Eddie 

Miller on sax, Chink Martin, jr. On banjo, and “Buck” Rogers on drums. They 

played from 11 p.m. til 5 or 6 a.m., or as long as there were any customers (no time 

and a half or overtime, either!) 

From “Valencia” he went to “The Slipper,” with Sidney Arodin, Abbie 

Brunies, Angelo Palmisano, and Emmet Rogers (“Buck‟s brother). This job lasted 

quite a long time, and brought Armand up to the time when he joined the remnants 

of the old New Orleans owl band playing at “The Halfway House.” His confreres 

were Dan leBlanc, Frank Netto, Eddie Miller, Angie Palmisano and Bill Padron, and 

the job lasted a good 6 months. 

Now the jobs come as an avalanche of memories: Sharkey‟s band at “The 

Hollywood Dance Hall” (Faz, Scaglione, Roy Posey, Monk Hazel, Joe Loyacano, 

Freddie Loyacano, and Al Moore). The “Avalon Club” at Metairie with  Leon and 
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Louie Prima (with husky voiced, Carrie Maronge doing the vocals). Louie was going 

great guns at the Saenger Theatre then, and between stints would run out to the 

little club and appear with the band on their “hot numbers.” Also Armand believes 

that the famous team (guitar and bass) of “Coco and Candy” appeared with his 

band. 

Armand recalls, without remembering the exact date how he and a group 

played at the famous “Isle of Capri” of Biloxi - and because the plans to make this a 

great spot for gambling fell through, they were stranded in this city! 

Prima‟s “Shim-Sham” Club, then the “Chez Paree,” the Blue Room of the 

Roosevelt Hotel (with Gordon Kirst) - (This group was the first to offer dance music 

at the famous hostelry) then, the “Fountain Lounge” at two different occasions, with 

Hal Gordy and Angie Schellang. 

Armand‟s first recordings were with “Sharkey and His New Orleans Boys,” 

and were made for Decca. Eight sides were cut at the Roosevelt Hotel, but only 2 

issued. The conditions were extremely poor, being recorded in a makeshift studio on 

the second floor, a poor piano with busted keys and poor acoustics. The two issued 

were “Everybody Love My Baby,” and “I‟m Satisfied With My Gal.” 

Armand recorded with Johnny Wiggs for Orin Blackstone’s “New Orleans” 

label and was with the WSMB staff orchestra for about one and one-quarter years. 

He then recorded with Sharkey for the N. O. Bandwagon (Roger Wolfe); solos for 

Capitol, solos for Good Time Jazz, and Okeh with Ray Bauduc. He played in a 

recording session for Mercury under the baton of Santo Pecora. With a full 

Dixieland group, under his own leadership, he recorded four tunes. Finally, his first 

L. P. for “Circle Sound, Inc.” (probably his best effort besides these roads with 

Bauduc). 

Into his playing can be recognized styles which have impressed him, but 

never does he attempt to duplicate someone else no matter how great and no matter 

how much he may admire the artist. Joe Sullivan, Bob Zurke, Jess Stacey, Jelly Roll 

Morton, Father Hines, Zez Confrey are all his favorites. He loves BIX piano, and 

thinks Fats Waller one of the greatest. 

Now for a few “intimate” personalities which are a little astounding, and 

reveal things which few people would ever learn, had not Armand hated his heart 

for the readers of “The Second Line.” 

Took piano lessons from Madame Eugene Schaeffer Wehrmann and Vic 

Lubowski, reads freely, and does not find the knowledge of music cramps his style 

or ideas at all. 

Hobbies: Astronomy and astrology. Used to get up in the middle of the night 

to view certain interesting stars and constellations! Thought at one time he was 

going to become a Seventh Day Adventist. Loves to read the Bible! 

Personal ambitions: To have one or two of his piano concertos published. 

They are more on the style of piano Tone poems, and are strictly NOT jazz! Likes 

symphonic music, in fact, any music that is played well. Is even interested in 

“modern” music, if well interpreted. 

Married 23 years to Victoria Rita Loyacano (“Tootsie”). No children. Mrs. 

Hug comes from a very musical family, her brothers being Joe, Freddie, and Steve 
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Loyacano. Before her marriage to Armand she had her own “ALL_GIRL 

Orchestra.” In which she played guitar and banjo. 

Armand likes good foods, especially seafoods and Italian cooking. His wife 

excels in preparing these. For the past seven months he has had his own television 

show, and has appeared in many Treasury Shows, over ABC as a guest soloist. 

His pet aversions? He avoids people who have violent likes and dislikes and 

hates “cultists,” particularly those who are so strictly divided one against the other 

in the world of jazz. 

Why is he still in New Orleans? River shrimp, crayfish bisque, gumbo, the 

still small-town feeling of walking along Canal Street and meeting one old friend 

after another. In fact his roots feel so very comfortable, as they snuggle in the mud 

that is moistened by the mighty Mississippi. Too much in fact, to move very far 

away, for fear he‟d learn to sing “I know what it means to miss New Orleans!‟ 

Whether it be in the intimate atmosphere of the Pontchartrain Lounge 

“Bayou Bar,,” or the Wolh “Rumpus Room,” or at “Kays,” or at Musso‟s Cocktail 

Lounge, Armand has his own following to amply fill the place night after night. And 

if he s playing with a group, instead of doing a „single,” it makes no difference. You 

are hearing a great artist who really loves his trade. You, who are his 

contemporaries, go listen to him in person as much as you are able and latch on to 

as many of his recordings as you can afford. They are certain to be the kind of 

music that will stand the test of time and hear the label which lives forever called 

“Evergreen.” 

 

Earl Humphrey 

1902-1871 

Summer, 1971 

 

June 26, 1971 claimed the life of another stalwart of jazz - trombonist Earl 

Humphrey. Despite ill health recently, his death came unexpectedly at 2:00 am at 

home where he was alone. 

Born in 1902, Earl was taught music by his grandfather, the late Professor 

James B. Humphrey. He is of the celebrated Humphrey family, being a younger 

brother to Willie and an older brother to Percy. 

At age 15 he had begun working jobs at lakefront resorts and by 17, he 

signed on with the Al G. Barnes circus and toured the country with his dad. He 

probbly spent more time on the road than most New Orleans musicians, however, 

he‟d irregularly put in his appearance in town to play with his brothers. 

He played with Buddy Petit, Chris Kelly, Louis Dumaine, and Manuel Perez 

Orchestra on the old Temple Roof Garden; was a member of the Onward Brass 

Band in the 20‟s, and on occasion played with other brass bands. In more reent 

years he was a member of the Young Tuxedo Brass Band, and, of course, was 

trombonist in his brother Percy‟s dance band - The Crecent City Joymakers. 

He lived in Charlottesville, Va. For a quarter of a century, but returned to 

New Orleans in the 60‟s. He had suffered a heart attack some years back, but was 

able to resume playing.  
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Willie Humphrey Sr. 

Jan/Feb, 1964 

 

William Elias Humphrey, great clarinetist of the Ragtime era died in New 

Orleans on January 8
th

, 1964, at the age of 85. He was the son of Professor James B. 

Humphrey, teacher of many musical instruments. He was born in this city, May 24, 

1879, and was one of four children. His mother was the former Ella Daniels, also of 

New Orleans. 

Music was always the most important thing in his life. His study, in the 

beginning, followed the pattern of so many other New Orleans great jazz musicians: 

the violin. He became quite proficient on this instrument, and soon was playing jobs 

along with his teacher-father. 

After his marriage, he took up the wood-winds. Showing the same 

adaptability that he had on strings, it was not long before he was recognized and 

accepted by the already qualified New Orleans groups. Prominent among the many 

orchestras and bands with which he was affiliated were The Crescent Orchestra 

(under the leadership of Jack Carey), the Columbia Orchestra, the Silver Leaf 

Orchestra, and Amos Reiley‟s Brass Band. 

A lucrative field for many early local musicians were the cabarets and places 

of entertainment in the Old District. Mr. Humphrey saw duty at the 101-Ranch, 

Pete Lala‟s Cabaret, Tom Anderson‟s on Rampart Street; and innumerable other 

places. He also was heard at Lincoln Park, Oakland Park, Milneburg, West End 

and other parks and pleasure clubs. He also marched frequently in funeral 

processions and furnished the music at picnics and lodge parties. 

With the closing of the district, he accepted an engagement with the Black 

and Tan Orchestra of Los Angeles, California, and sought livelihood in greener 

pastures. In Sacramento, at a later date, he joined the Jazzola Spades Orchestra. His 

engagement with the “Spades” having terminated, he returned to Los Angeles, 

where he joined an old friend named McVey, who played guitar, banjo, and cello. 

McVey had a working contract with the budding movie industry, and the group 

they formed played in many of the “silent” day films and early “talkies” in many 

cabaret scenes. Frequently, when the “shooting” of film was done, the band stayed 

on and played on the lot to keep the performers in a pleasant mood. 

Mr. Humphrey, Sr. Also traveled extensively with the Al. G. Barnes Circus, 

and also with Billie Macks Vaudeville Show. These two engagements covered the 

entire USA from south to north and east to west. Returning to New Orleans, he 

resumed teaching music, and joined the “Tonic Triad Concert Band,” a 

magnificently drilled group. Later on, he joined Dr. Leonard Bechet, and also 

played with August Laurent‟s Orchestra. Frequently, he played clarinet in the choir 

of his favorite church, the phase of his career dating back to 1847. 

In 1950, William Elias suffered a cerebral hemorrhage which affected his 

playing ability. This ended his magnificent playing career…. 

 

Papa John Joseph 

The Man and His Music 
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by Michael G. White 

Fall, 1980 

 

When one mentions the name of Papa John Joseph to the multitude of 

musicians who knew him, many fond memories are rekindled. Some recall his easy-

going manner and his willingness to help his fellow man. Others remember his neat, 

well-groomed appearance, which always included fine clothes, a tie and shining 

shoes. Papa John was a tall, light-skinned man whose cigar and smile only enhanced 

the features of his high cheek-boned face. People who knew him all agreed that Papa 

John was as fine a person as could be found; he was nice, quiet, and minded his own 

business. He was held in highest regard for more than just his gentle nature; he is 

also remembered as a good barber and a fine musician. 

There is some controversy as to Papa John‟s exact date of birth. Many 

believe that he was at least ninety years old when he died. Joseph himself gave 

various ages at different times. One source says he was born in 1877, the same year 

as the legendary Buddy Bolden, which would have made him eighty-seven at death. 

In later years he confirmed this belief by saying that he was either the same age as 

or one year older than Bolden. Of Bolden he recalled: “If he was living, he‟d be 

around my age.” However when applying for social security benefits, Papa John 

used the date of birth entered in his mother‟s bible, 1876, when no official record 

could be found. If correct, this date would have made him eighty-eight at the time of 

his death. 

In any event, it is safe to say that Ozma (pronounced O-zee-may) John 

Joseph was born between 1875 and 1878 on the twenty-seventh of November in the 

settlement of Jamestown in St. James Parish, Louisiana. He was the eldest son in a 

family of five boys and seven girls. The Joseph family was in large part of French 

descent evidenced by the fact that all family members spoke “Creole” and by some 

of the family names, like Gustave, Philogene, Cominee, and Valsan. 

Papa John remembered many times when as a youth he picked cotton for 

forty cents a day. At an early age he was introduced to two fields in which he would 

remain active throughout his life: barbering and music. Mrs. Ida Brown, one of 

Papa John‟s two living sisters, recalls many aspects of family life in Jamestown, 

especially numerous evenings of relaxation through music: “Everybody played a 

little something. We all played different instruments. I played guitar.” Papa John‟s 

other sister, Mrs. Stella Walker, also played guitar and remembers some of the 

family favorites, like “Careless Love” and “My bucket‟s Got A Hole In It.” 

Papa John‟s first musical experiences outside of family gatherings came 

when he was allowed to join a small dance band formed by two of his uncles. 

Although he learned to play a variety of instruments, including violin, guitar, 

mandolin, saxophone, and clarinet, his first instrument was a three-string bass 

violin. 

In 1906 Papa John moved to New Orleans where he helped to run his brother 

Nelson‟s barbershop located on First and South Liberty Streets. From these early 

days in the city, Papa John began to gain a reputation as a “friend of musicians.” It 

was common to see musicians spending time conversing, playing checkers, or 
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rehearsing in the barbershop. Papa John recalled: “In fact, all of them old 

musicians used to bum here, right here at this shop.” Being the good church worker 

that he was, Papa John and his brother found a way to help both the church and 

their friends. “We had what was called a penny party every Sunday: right over 

there (across from Nelson‟s shop); every band in the city played for us.” Papa John 

also remembered many dances which he and Nelson gave on the same lot on a 

platform that they had built. It is awesome to think of the personnel of the bands 

that played these dances, especially when considering how Papa John casually 

recalled, “Every good band in the city had played there.” The roster includes bands 

led by John Robichaux, King Oliver, Kid Ory, and Papa John‟s neighbor, Buddy 

Bolden. 

During the heyday of the city‟s notorious red-light district, Papa John led a 

band that played at various brothels, gambling houses, and dance halls in Storyville 

as well as in many other parts of the city. Papa John‟s recollection of these days was 

not altogether pleasant. Often the working conditions were rough and the pay was 

low. There were many nights when he “worked for a dollar a night; I mean work! 

Four or five hours for one dollar.” 

The years between 1913 and 1918 were significant in Papa John‟s musical 

career. During that time he left New Orleans to join a traveling show band led by 

professor Anthony Holmes of Lutcher, Louisiana. Holmes taught Papa John how to 

read music and he encouraged his new sideman to get a saxophone when the 

instrument first came out. “He say, ‟John, a man like you shouldn‟t be on the bass.‟ 

I got a cello, and I play cello awhile. He say, “Why don‟t you get a saxophone? Say 

„I‟ll get you a saxophone pretty cheap.‟ So a friend of mine‟s was there at the time, 

and said, „I know a fella in New Orleans just came down from New York with a 

saxophone.‟ Had just bought it. So I gave him fifty dollars and train fare. Had a e-

flat alto. I played with Homes‟ band. Well, I could play a little clarinet; and in „bout 

a month I was going out with the band with the saxophone.” 

Upon returning to New Orleans, Papa John found that he was a pioneer; “I 

had the first saxophone in New Orleans.” He was significant in introducing the 

instrument into brass bands and dance bands throughout the city. 

Throughout various other travels to Louisiana‟s rural areas, Papa John 

played in the Banner Band of New Iberia, Evan Thomas‟ Black Eagle Band of 

Crowley, and Claiborne Williams‟ Band of Donaldsonville. He had many fond 

memories of his traveling days and of his first few years back in New Orleans. When 

Papa John reminisced about his many musical experiences his manifest pride was 

always present. “I could play with any band I wanted with that saxophone, when I 

first came here, I played with Kid Rena‟s Band. In fact, I played with every band 

pretty much in the city.” In addition, Papa John believed that he had played in just 

about every dance hall, theater, and every other place that had music in New 

Orleans. Like most musicians he worked a variety of jobs, from picnics and circuses, 

to parades and backyard fish fries. This information coupled with many of the 

musicians he had played with show a good reason for his pride. Among the many 

musicians that papa John had played with are Wellman Braud, King Oliver, Kid 

Ory, John Casimir, Manuel Manetta, Cousin Joe Pleasant, Professor Longhair, Sing 
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Miller,  Louis Dumaine, Armand J. Piron, and Percy Humphrey. In addition, he has 

made close to twenty recordings with Punch Miller, Kid Thomas, Billy and DeDe 

Pierce, Smiley Lewis, Toots Washington, Emanuel Sayles, George Lewis and Peter 

Bocage. 

Papa John was around when people began to put down the refined “society 

music” of good reading bands for the rough improvised sounds of early jazz played 

by Buddy Bolden near the turn of the century. “Buddy Bolden outplayed 

Robichaux‟s Band in a way cause they used to play them blues. Robichaux had a 

real reading band. And everybody in there was readin‟, and that‟s a long time ago. 

But Buddy Bolden, nobody read in his band, and he used to kill Robichaux 

anywhere he went for colored. That‟s right.” Papa John recalled a conversation he 

had years ago with Professor Holmes after Bolden had played a parade with the 

Holmes band. “He couldn‟t understand how a man could play that much trumpet 

and couldn‟t read. That‟s right, he was a real good trumpet player.” 

It is during the era of the thirties and forties that most living musicians 

remember Papa John. During that time he ran a barber shop on Third Street. Like 

in earlier days at Nelson Joseph‟s shop, many musicians hung out at Papa John‟s. In 

the shop there was a sign that said “Musician‟s Headquarters.” And musicians 

waited there for work like laborers at a union hall. If anybody needed a band, they 

would call Papa John, who would arrange the job and send whichever musicians 

were present. During the depression times were hard. There wasn‟t much money to 

be made in music, but conditions didn‟t stop Papa John from helping others. Many 

musicians recall dozens of jobs booked by the barber on which he received little or 

no pay. Others recall how Papa John would sometimes cut hair without expecting to 

be paid. He often gave some of the guys thirty or thirty-five cents to buy meals if 

they didn‟t have any money. 

There was another side to Papa John which enhanced his image as an old-

time country barber. In the back of the Third Street shop he had a small stove on 

which he experimented with various medicinal herbs. Sometimes people would come 

from all over to buy the elixir made from these herbs which included remedies for 

constipation, rheumatism, and baldness. Papa John was also called upon to pull 

twisted bones. His sisters recall that people believed that he could heal the sick by 

praying over them. 

Papa John‟s tendency to help others was an ever present virtue. In younger 

life, he helped his younger brother Willie “Kaiser” Joseph to learn the saxophone 

and the clarinet. He helped others, like guitarist John L. Jones and bassist Jerry 

Green, to learn various instruments, songs, and chord changes. Another who was 

helped by Papa John was Earl Fouche‟. The outstanding sax player on the 1927 

recordings of Sam Morgan‟s Band. “That‟s my cousin (Earl Fouche‟) Now he 

couldn‟t do nothing with that music until I shoed him how, and he got to be a good 

saxophone player. 

Papa John remembered “the good old days” before cars and television when 

mule wagons with bands were used for advertising. Many times  “two bands used to 

meet and just tie the two wheels together. And they could just buck (try to outplay 

each other) there until they got tired. I played many of them. We had a pretty good 
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street band - Pinchback Touro. (we would) win many times.” Memories of these 

days made the bass player hesitant to accept so-called improvements and changes of 

instruments which changed the special sound of the bands. “I like guitar, the banjo 

cannot make all the positions that a guitar can. It‟s just like that old bass guitar; 

them guitar bass (electronic bass); can‟t make all the correct positions on that. I 

went to Werlein (music store) when they first came out; tried all them.” 

Most musicians remember Papa John as a good solid bass player. His style 

was melodic and simple. His rhythm was steady and powerful. He knew his 

instrument and music well. Many recall how the old bass player could call out chord 

changed in a song while playing to keep others from getting stuck. Papa John prided 

himself for being unique; he claimed to be able to play the bass fiddle higher than 

anybody else. His secret was that he would use a C-string instead of the usual G-

string, making the higher notes possible. 

Due to illness Papa John was forced to give up music for a few years. When 

he was able to play again, he received pointers from his friend, Chester Zardis, as is 

evidenced on various recordings, Zardis recalled, “We‟d put on some records. First 

I‟d play with the records to show him how the songs went. Then we‟d play it again 

and I‟d let him try it. He didn‟t always get it right the first time, but after a while 

he‟d do it (right).” 

As fate would have it, Papa John received his greatest amount of attention 

during the last few years of his life. For a time he was one of the city‟s oldest living 

and performing musicians. The white admired Joseph became he was a father 

figure in New Orleans jazz. He was twenty or twenty-five years older than most of 

the people he played with in later years. His outright hesitancy to travel outside of 

Louisiana in younger years seems to have disappeared with time. In the fifties Kid 

Sheik Colar took the old bass player on an engagement at the Tudor Arms Hotel in 

Cleveland. Papa John was so well received on this, his first trip out of the South, 

that he was featured in a return engagement with Sheik‟s band. He also made a 

couple of trips to Florida with a band run by saxophonist Teddy Johnson. 

One of the highlights of Papa John‟s life came in 1963 when he was chosen to 

play with George Lewis‟ band on its historic tour of Japan. The band played close to 

one-hundred concerts during its three-month stay in that country. The musicians 

were given the red carpet treatment; and in return they treated over fifty million 

Japanese to many exciting moments of New Orleans style. The tour was especially 

interesting for Papa John, who was the center of attraction. There was a party for 

him, traffic was stopped to let him cross the streets; and there was a never-ending 

host of jazz fans hoping for the honor of carrying his luggage and instrument. To 

show their love for him, the Japanese made a rubber stamp bearing his name and 

picture. The old bass player was considered a living good luck charm since the 

numbers of his believed age, 88, closely resembles the Japanese symbol for good 

luck. Papa John also became the symbol of a national movement to restore respect 

for the aged. 

Upon his return from Japan, Papa John was honored many times. He was 

the subject of numerous newspaper articles and interviews. He was named the 

honorary Grand Marshall of the Heart Fund Jazz jamboree parade in 1964. That 
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same year, Papa John was given a birthday party, which began with a parade 

through the French Quarter. Papa John was especially happy and active at the 

party among the dozens of friends, musicians, and family members that turned out. 

Since his life spanned the growth and development of traditional jazz, and 

since he lived near and knew many musicians, Papa John was a valuable source for 

jazz historians. He identified previously unknown musicians on photographs. He 

provided information on the styles of unrecorded musicians, like Evan Thomas; 

“Talking about a trumpet player, he‟s one. Louis (Armstrong) ain‟t had nothing 

with him;” Papa John also gave valuable information on the life and music of 

Buddy Bolden which helped to dispel some of the myths about Bolden; 

In the 1960‟s, Papa John was a regular performer at Preservation Hall with 

Punch Miller and George Lewis. He closed his barbershop to devote full time to 

music. He formed his own group, called “Papa John‟s Footwarmers,” with 

Lawrence Trotter, Andrew Morgan, John Bentley, and Ernest Roubleau. The 

Footwamers didn‟t'‟ last long because Papa John found the extra task of being a 

leader too burdensome. However the band did work various spot jobs and church 

fairs. 

Papa John lived a quiet and simple life in which music was a large part. It 

seems fitting and just that his departure was in accord with this life. Late on a cold 

January night in 1965 Papa John played his last job. The place was Preservation 

Hall. The band was Punch Miller‟s. when the band kicked off the all-time favorite, 

the “Saints,” no one knew that Papa John‟s time had come to “go marching in.” The 

song was played with such vigor that it was extended for several choruses longer 

than usual. Once again papa John had delivered one of his exciting driving bass 

solos. Just as the song reached its dynamic ending, Papa John turned to pianist 

Dolly Adams and said, “That piece just about did me in.” With those words he 

dropped dead instantly from a heart attack. 

Many relatives, friends, and tourists turned out on a cold, windy morning to 

pay their last respects to Papa John. Musicians from various bands turned out to 

give him a traditional jazz funeral. After the dirges, the band “cut the body loose” 

and played the up-tempo numbers, like Papa John had done for others. 

Papa John was there when Buddy Bolden and Edward Clem began to change 

music by playing a new improvised form, then called “jump up” or ragtime. He was 

there when the music spread. He loved it; he played it. He spent his life helping 

others to play it. He was present in Storyville, in hotels, at numerous picnics, dances, 

parties, parades, funerals, circuses and fish fries that have faded with time. 

However, Papa John Joseph‟s story does not end with a jazz funeral. He is 

present in the pages of various biographies and jazz history books. His voice can be 

heard in an excellent informal interview housed at the Tulane University Jazz 

Archive, in which unfolds the history and nature of jazz. Papa John‟s bass fiddle is 

still alive on various recordings. Especially note-worthy are his exciting solos on a 

recording of Emanuel Sayles‟ Silver Leaf Ragtimers. Most strikingly of all, Papa 

John has never been forgotten by the dozens of musicians who loved and respected 

him. In every sense of the word he was a “Papa,” to those who have benefited from 

his advice, assistance and gentlemanly example. 
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Upon passing Preservation Hall, one can just about see him standing there: 

tall, gray-haired, well-dressed, proud, with a cigar in his mouth, waiting for the next 

job to begin. 

 

Peck Kelley - Jazz Myth? 

By George W. Kay 

July.August, 1958 

 

Just how good was Peck Kelly? Charles Edward Smith, in Jazz Makers, has 

this to say: “Jack (Teagarden) made his way to Galveston where he joined Peck 

Kelly‟s Bad Boys. “Peck Kelly played better piano than anyone I‟d heard,” Jack 

told Len Guttridge. In later years, Peck seemed to be a hard man to pin down . . Len 

Guttridge wanted to interview him but, unfortunately, was himself ill on his day in 

Houston, though he had been assured Peck would see him. Said Len, “His phone 

was disconnected and he won‟t answer his mail. Last I heard, his sight had just 

about gone.” 

Harry James, who played with Peck in Joe Gill‟s band in St. Louis during 

the early twenties, heaped profuse praise on Peck Kelly in his statement appearing 

in Down Beat; “y‟know, Peck‟s home was in Houston and he was very reluctant to 

travel. He‟d rather stay around his home town, playing in local joints, than go on 

the road and maybe make some pretty good money. Yeah, that was the famous Peck 

Kelly . . .and y‟know, he was every bit as good as they said.” 

Many veteran jazzmen have echoed similar enthusiastic endorsements of the 

greatness of the obscure Peck Kelly, including Paul Whiteman (in one of the first 

all-American band polls for Collier‟s magazine back in the late thirties) and Pee 

Wee Russell, also an early alumnus of Peck‟s Bad Boys. Others to play in Peck‟s 

band in Texas were three pioneer New Orleanians, Leon Rappolo, Leon Prima and 

Arnold Loyacano. What a pity this jazz studded group never recorded! 

Peck Kelly may have been a fabulous jazz pianist. I don‟t know. The scores 

of accolades expressed so warmly by those who should know lend authenticity to 

these claims. I must state quite frankly that I am astonished and more than a little 

skeptical of these colorful peck Kelly legends. 

The Peck Kelly I heard in 1944 was not a great jazz pianist. He was not a 

great one, from the standpoint of traditional jazz piano. Remember, my remarks 

refer to Peck Kelly of 1944. What he was 20 years previously - his capabilities as a 

world beater back in 1924 - may have been a different story. Big Tea, Pee Wee and 

Harry James may have irrefutable proof based on sound facts supported through 

their associations with Peck Kelly of Peck'‟ Bad Boys. but the Peck Kelly of twenty 

years later . . .Never! 

Back in the mid-forties, I was assigned to an army unit at Camp Hulen, 

Texas, located about 100 miles from Houston. I had planned well in advance to visit 

Houston on my first week-end pass for the sole purpose of looking up Peck Kelly. As 

soon as I had checked into the Rice Hotel. I made inquiries into the whereabouts of 

Peck. He was easy to find since he was playing a permanent gig at a well-known 

night club. 
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I hailed a cab early in the evening and set out for the club. As I entered the 

cocktail music of a typical house band met my ears. No doubt this was the relief 

orchestra. I settled sown at a table near the band and ordered a drink. Then I 

casually summoned the waiter and asked, “When does peck Kelly come on?” My 

jaw must have dropped to the table when I got the news. “Why, that‟s Peck Kelly 

playing now!” 

Now, I may have misjudged the man, Peck Kelly. What I had expected to 

hear from a jazzman supposedly steeped in the blues and ragtime influences of the 

deep South and southwest folk origins might have influenced unduly my high 

expectations. But the music fashioned by this man was not jazz! I listened in dismay 

and disappointment as Kelly, (a tall, think, gray looking man with long, blond hair) 

and a dozen-odd musicians churned listlessly through the set of mediocre stock 

arrangements. 

Occasionally Peck took a brief solo, striking the keys in the “legitimate” style 

of a concert pianist. There was no trace of shifted accents, blue shadings, subtle 

chord changes, impelling swing which ark the distinctive playing of say, Waller, 

Morton, Ellington, Tatum or Sammy Price. Later in the evening, Peck loosened up a 

little and tore through some flashy, brilliantly executed solos, correct in every way 

but devoid of jazz feeling. I remember a set featuring a boogie woogie bass figure, 

but even then his playing had none of the barrel house or honky tonk (I guess the 

modern terminology is that abominable expression “funky”) flavor one hears from 

Meade Lux Lewis, Pete Johnson or Joe Sullivan. At intermission I was determined 

to talk to Peck Kelly. One thing uppermost in my thoughts was achievement of a 

goal sought by many before me - the recording of Peck Kelly and his piano. Many 

others had tried, only to meet adamant refusals from this strange person. 

Nevertheless, the challenge was far too intriguing for me to drop the whole thing 

without an attempt. 

After introducing myself to Peck, I broached the subject: “Peck, I 

understand you have never recorded. Many jazz enthusiasts have heard about you 

but very few have had the opportunity to hear your music. Since you prefer to stay 

here in Houston, would you consider cutting some sides in a local studio? I will be 

glad to make all the arrangements and you can play anything you want.” 

Kelly was polite but completely indifferent. “I appreciate your interest,” he 

said, “But what I want is a hit record for the juke box trade. The jazz stuff doesn‟t 

sell. If I could get a good pop tune with commercial appeal, I might make a record. 

But I haven‟t found that hit tune I want to play.” I didn‟t push the matter any 

further. Somehow, the inner resistance thrown in my path, the cold, disinterest and 

apathy expressed by a veteran jazzman of considerable reputation, dampened my 

earlier smoldering desire to intensify my powers of persuasion. 

Several times during my tour of army duty in Texas I dropped in to hear 

Peck Kelly. Never did I hear anything particularly earthshaking jazzways. It was 

clear that he was preoccupied with classical piano and he inferred he spent many 

hours practicing and studying composition. As far as I know he never made a 

record nor would he leave his beloved Houston. He seemed to prefer the secure, 

uneventful life of a house musician. 
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My experience with Peck Kelly, those futile attempts to attract this legendary 

personage into the realm of an interested jazz world, have prompted many moments 

of reflection. Was I mistaken? Was Peck Kelly actually a great, unsung genius 

whose considerable talent was never properly recognized? Was he playing a type of 

jazz which, by today‟s standards, would gain wide critical acclaim as significantly 

progressive and avant garde? 

Very little is known of the real Peck Kelly. I don‟t know if he is still living. It 

is almost a certainly he never left Houston. Perhaps one of the readers of The Second 

Line will run down the Peck Kelly story. 

 

More About Peck Kelly 

Spring, 1974 

The July/August issue of The Second Line carried a splendid article by our 

celebrated correspondent from New Beford, Massachusetts, Mr. George W. Kay. It 

was titled, “Peck Kelly - Jazz Myth?” although Mr. Kay had contributed such 

articles as “The Gennett Discovery,” “Hitch‟s Happy Harmonists” (and several 

others), none has stirred up such an avalanche of rebuttals! Methinks that George 

W. wrote the article with malice aforethought, in order to provoke such a response! 

We forthwith print several “opinions,” by  various musicians “who knew 

Kelly - when….” 

Charlie Dupont: (Mr. Dupont was for a long time “Business Representative” 

of Local 174 in New Orleans. He is also one of the most popular men to ever hold 

office in this 75 year old branch of the A.F. of M.). Charlie was famous for his 

cornet and trumpet “in the good old days.” He is toughening up his lip in order to 

get into the harness - at the head of his own band. 

Charlie says: “I was playing in Houston, Texas, with Frank Silva‟s group. 

This was about 1920. Prohibition was in progress. I had two jobs. During the nights, 

I played at the “Loma Linda” and from noon till mid-afternoon at a famous Greek 

restaurant. At the same time, Peck Kelly was playing at an inconspicuous “speak.” I 

don‟t recall the name of the place, the name of the combo Peck was playing with, or 

their leader‟s name. Peck and I used to get together during the day and between sets 

at night for a few “bath-tub gins.” 

“One day while we were fanning the breeze at one of these between-set 

pauses, a telegram was handed to Kelly. It was from Rudi Valle, then at the peak of 

his popularity. It offered Peck Kelly $500 a week to play with the Valle band. 

Peck looked at the telegram thoughtfully, then exclaimed: “I have everything 

I need, everything that I want. What more would I get if I went along with Rudi 

Valle? All I‟d get would be more of what I already have and more than I really 

need. After all, who is Rudi Valle? And who am I to deserve that offer of $500?” he 

proceeded to turn it down. 

Charlie Dupont honestly believes Peck was ahead of his time - undoubtedly a 

quarter of a century ahead of any pianist of that time. 

 

Robert M. Washburn: Atty-at-Law, Centralia, Illinois. 
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“Peck‟s real name is John Dixon Kelley (not K-E-L-L-Y). First heard him in 

1921. Last heard him in 1953 - heard him literally hundreds of times. Kelley began 

as a „faker,‟ then studied several years with Aldrich Kidd, in Houston, Texas. Kidd 

was a classical piano instructor. Possibly this influenced his style and may even have 

changed it a bit. But Peck was never at any time of his career, a barrelhouse pianist. 

He played boogie, blues and Dixieland, but was never rough and gut-bucket. Have 

heard Count Basie, Fats Waller, Fatha Hines, Teddy Wilson, Armand Hug, Fats 

Pichon, Art Tatum, Duke Ellington and Bargy - and believe none of these great 

piano men were the equal of Peck Kelley in all around playing.” 

All bands that were booked into Houston, replaced their regular pianist with 

Peck Kelley during their stay. One very well known recording artist once told Mr. 

Washburn: “Every time I hear Peck Kelley play, I feel like taking an axe to my 

piano!” To Bob Washburn, Kelley definitely had an inferiority complex. He refused 

offers from Paul Whiteman, Ben Bernie, Orville Knapp, and Rudi Valle. He also 

turned down an offer from Hollywood for a movie, and another from Radio City, 

New York 

Mr. Washburn played piano with Malon Gunn‟s Texas Ramblers during 

what he terms “the starvation period of the young lawyer.” He took several lessons 

from Peck Kelley, who charged him $1.50 for a half hour - and then proceeded to 

keep Washburn for over two hours (at no extra charge!). 

Glenn Potter: Houston, Texas. Mr. Potter heard Peck several years ago, when Jack 

Teagarden‟s All-Stars came to Houston for a one-nighter. Teagarden‟s sister 

stepped down from her chair at the piano, in order to let Peck Kelley sit in. It is Mr. 

Potter‟s remembrance that Peck stood out among that All-Star band, played 

marvelous group piano, but was equally as great as a soloist. “His performance,” 

says Mr. Potter, “was magnificent and he stole the show without attempting to do 

so.” 

 Our good friend Roy Carew (Jelly Roll‟s champion), reminds us that not to 

long ago Nesuhi Ertegun and his brother Ahmet stopped in Houston (in the pre-

Pearl Harbor days) to hear Peck. The result was an article in “The Record 

Changer” expressing their bitter disappointment in the piano Kelley was playing at 

that time, and challenging the opinions of those who were championing his cause. 

 

Johnny Wiggs: New Orleans, la. Old-timers in New Orleans will recall Johnny as a 

cornetist during the early days of “Happy Schilling‟s Brass Band (and dance band). 

His name is also linked with the famous New Orleans Owls, and Tony Parenti‟s 

Orchestra. He also fronted his own group under the name of “Johnny Hyman‟s 

Bayou Stompers.” Wiggs has contributed much during the revival of jazz in New 

Orleans over the past decade. Johnny has heard Peck Kelley innumerable times, 

and has even played with him, „way back in the good old days. Wiggs‟ opinion of 

Peck‟s playing is only in superlatives. “Snoozer” Quinn, great legendary N.O. 

guitarist, is probably Wiggs‟ idol. And Johnny unhesitatingly compares the ability 

and style of both as “equally great.” He too, like Charlie Dupont, thinks that Kelley 

was way ahead of his time - and also way ahead of anybody else. His ability as an 

ensemble player and as a soloist was on a par. His rhythm solid as a rock, his 
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execution marvelous, his chording perfect  - with many new ideas which no other 

pianist had ever tried. His „runs‟ were agile and meaningful, and never “like 10 

trained pigs” as so many “finished musicians” are. To sum up Wiggs‟ opinion of 

Peck in two words, “The Greatest!” 

Leon Prima: New Orleans, La. Of all the people we have heard from regarding 

“Peck Kelley, Leon Prima is probably the best qualified to give an opinion of the 

gentleman in question. Leon is the brother of the more famous Louie Prima. In 

contrast, however, Leon has been steadfastly true to authentic Dixieland music. He 

has played with all the greatest in the business . . .probably reaching the apex of his 

career when he was selected to play with an All-Star group for the opening concert 

sponsored by the National Jazz Foundation and Esquire Magazine back in the early 

40‟s. such men as Irving Fazzola, Julian Laine, Chink Martin, and Monk Hazel 

were Leon‟s confreres. 

 He was also featured leader at one of the early NOJC concerts (at the 

Monteleone Hotel) a few years later. He has never stopped playing the real stuff, 

and has recently recorded for a local record company. Presently, he has his own 

cocktail lounge in Lakeview, and is doing a fine business. 

 Leon Prima‟s qualifications which enable him to speak so authoritatively 

about “Peck” date back to 1925. In this year, Kelley was pianist in a group of fine 

musicians who played together solidly for six months at Sylvan Beach Park, 

LaPorte, Texas. This “summer resort” was open from April to October, and 

consisted of 100 furnished cottages. It was located about 23 miles from Houston, and 

enjoyed great popularity for many years. 

 One of the featured attractions to the Beach was the splendid pavilion, which 

was open nightly for dancing. It was here that “Peck” and Leon were so closely 

associated. Such famous names as Jack Teagarden (trombone), Sam Bird (drums), 

Leon Rappolo (clarinet), Don Ellis (sax), Bill parks (sax), “Peck” Kelley (piano), 

Leon Prima (trumpet), and three other names (which Mr. Prima cannot recall at the 

moment) rounded out the band. 

 During this half year, this band journeyed into Houston and played at radio 

station KPRC every Monday from high noon to one P.M. Their popularity was 

evidenced by the avalanche of fan mail which resulted after each broadcast. 

 Leon estimates “Peck‟s” age at 26 or 27 at that time, and recalls that Kelley 

was a pleasant, easy going man, reliable and unobtrusive. In fact, “Peck” did not 

care at all for glamour. He was satisfied to do his part as a musician and seemed to 

enjoy his contribution as one of a great group - seeking no part as the stellar 

performer. He enjoyed every second of playing with the band, and got his kicks 

especially when the band was rocking. In Prima‟s opinion, Kelley was equally as 

good as a soloist and as an ensemble man. 

 The band was employed many times by rich oil men for private parties, 

either at night („after hours‟) or for afternoon tea-dances. For these sessions the 

band was well paid. Prima recalls that “Peck” seemed to enjoy these sessions very 

much, and played his heart out - whether people were listening or not - as long as 

the band was clicking. 
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 Like many of the others who had heard “Peck” Kelley in his prime, Prima 

uses almost the same phraseology to evaluate his ability: “Peck was way ahead of his 

time. He played correct and authentic Dixieland. No progressive stuff, no bop.” (In 

fact Leon thinks “Peck” probably detests the “new” style). One of the strongest 

point to recommend Kelley‟s playing was his rock-solid beat. And, as we have said 

before, he was a great “band” player besides being a wonderful soloist. Whose style 

did his playing suggest? “Nobody in New Orleans right now. Possibly Joe Bushkin is 

the only person who faintly resembled “Peck” at “Peck‟s Peak.” Summing up, Leon 

used these words, “He played jazz correctly - and was a genius.” 

 Some 34 years have elapsed since Leon Prima heard and played with “Peck” 

Kelley. He has never heard him since then. Certainly, there must have been 

something mighty great to impress itself so indelibly on his musical memory. 

“George W. Kay was probably listening to „Peck‟ playing with a sissy band. 

Naturally, he wasn‟t in a mood to play.”  

 Attempts have been made to contact Mr. Kelley in Houston. He either does 

not have a telephone listed, or does not answer it. Old-time worshippers who ferret 

out his home address find him reticent to talk about himself, and especially about 

his music. Even an offer to record was flatly and quickly turned down. Yes, “Peck” 

Kelly is now a recluse, probably unaware of the storm of controversy raging about 

him. We are sure, however, that his memories are sufficient to keep him happy . . . 

especially when the majority of the opinions obtained for this article point to the 

fact that he was strictly true to his Dixie. 

 

Keppard Brothers 

(Freddie & Louis) 

by Andy Riddle 

Winter, 1988 

 

In the second decade of this century the musical avant garde of New Orleans 

burst upon the outside world, two members of this movement were Freddie 

Keppard and his brother Louis. 

When Freddie Keppard died in Chicago on July 15, 1933, his passing went 

almost unnoticed. The Chicago Defender made but a brief, condescending mention, 

while managing to misspell Keppard‟s name. By the depression years Keppard had 

been pushed aside by changing musical fashions and his considerable contribution 

to American music had been largely overlooked or forgotten. The nineteen-thirties 

proved a difficult time for many of the musicians from New Orleans who had 

traveled north. Joe Oliver strove hard to keep a band together during this period, 

often against the combined odds of bad luck and dishonest promoters. Jelly Roll 

Morton too found himself scuffling, even though his composition “King Porter 

Stomp” was helping Benny Goodman ride the crest of the swing wave. When Louis 

Keppard got the news in New Orleans of his younger brother‟s passing he sent 

money towards the burial expenses and he wished Freddie had returned home from 

time to time. He hadn‟t seen his brother in twenty years. 
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Freddie Keppard built his reputation in the early years of the century. Both 

he and Louis came to music with little formal training. Freddie did take some 

lessons on cornet from Adolph Alexander, Sr., but much of his knowledge of the 

horn seems to have been self-taught. Louis remembers that the brothers “had a gift 

for music from small children.” By 1910 Freddie had become “King” Keppard, one 

of the most respected and sought after cornet players in New Orleans. Louis 

Keppard was also a busy musician. He played guitar in some of the city‟s leading 

bands, including the Magnolia, the Imperial and Freddie‟s own Olympia Band. In 

those days jobs were plentiful. There were picnic engagements at the Lake 

Pontchartrain resorts, neighborhood dances and banquets and also work in the 

tonks of the red light district. Music in New Orleans had entered a Golden Age. It 

had reached a creative plateau and was ready to burst its Gulf South confines. The 

tie was right for a spark to jump from the fire. As early as 1908, bassist Bill Johnson 

had been leading bands through the Southwest as far as Los Angeles. In 1914 he 

landed a job on the Pantages Vaudeville circuit. His band was called the original 

Creole Band, and his cornet player was Freddie Keppard. 

There had been other performers from New Orleans on the vaudeville 

circuits before the Bill Johnson group. Minstrel troupes, singers and comedians 

were common fare. However, they were on of the first bands to travel out of the 

South. 

Between 1914 and 1918 they traveled on such circuits as Pantages, 

Butterfield, Loew and the Vaudeville Manager‟s Association and were a part of the 

Town Topics Review. They played along the west coast into Canada and through 

the north east and mid west. Their travels were regularly reported in the Chicago 

Defender and the Indianapolis Freeman and it is striking how many miles they 

covered as they interspaced their performances in New York, Chicago and San 

Francisco with work in the smaller towns. 

Along with Freddie Keppard and Bill Johnson, the Original Creole Band 

consisted of George Baquet, clarinet; Jimmie Palao, violin; Norwood Williams, 

guitar; Eddie Vinson, trombone; and Oliver “Dink” Johnson, drums. They often 

also worked with an entertainer. In 1915, for example, they were using a singer and 

comedian named Morgan H. Prince. Although the group did not record, the 

presence of the violin and the guitar indicate that this music was somewhat different 

from that which has been formalized as “Dixieland.” 

The musicians must have employed a certain emphatic balance in order that 

every voice could be heard. It‟s also worth noting that although Freddie was often 

described as a loud player, he must have possessed restraint when playing alongside 

a violinist. 

In time there were some personnel changes. “Dink” Johnson left and later 

George Baquet also quit. Baquet formed a vaudeville duo with his wife and Bill 

Johnson sent to New Orleans for a replacement clarinetist. He hired “Big Eye” 

Louis Nelson Delisle for the job, and then later, Jimmie Noone. Freddie stayed on 

until mid 1918, when he opened at the Royal Gardens in Chicago. 

The success of the Original Creole Band had created a demand for more 

groups from New Orleans. By 1915 there were at least two bands from New Orleans 
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playing in Chicago. One was the Manuel Perez Band, the other a white group led by 

trombonist Tom Brown. The New Orleans diaspora had begun although the main 

migration wouldn‟t occur for a few more years. 

The second wave of the New Orleans avant-garde came in 1917 when a group 

of influential musicians traveled north to work the Pantages circuit. Many of the 

players were later to add to their reputations either on Chicago‟s Southside or in 

California. They were young and inspired by New Orleans‟ creative fire. The 

guitarist and manager of the band was Louis Keppard. 

They opened at the Grand Theatre in Chicago on April 19, 1917 and then 

took the Pantages circuit through the Mid-west, returning to Chicago from time to 

time. The instrumentation was similar to that of the Original Creole Band, but 

without drums. Besides Louis Keppard, the band was comprised of Herbert 

Lindsay, violin; Eddie Garland, bass; Lawrence Duhe‟, clarinet; and Roy Palmer, 

trombone. Louis‟ first choice for cornet player was Joe Oliver, but when Oliver 

declined he hired “Sugar Johnny” Smith. The entertainer with the band was a 

young woman known variously as Mamie Laine, Madge Elaine and Mable Elaine. 

She has performed a few years earlier with the Original Creole Band, and was a 

white singer and dancer, blackened-up in typical minstrel style. Louis Keppard 

remembers that the band was named after her and the Chicago Defender of April 

21, 1917 called the group “Madge Elaine and her Jazz Band of New Orleans.” (The 

word “ 

Jass” or “Jazz” was appearing more frequently at this time to describe the 

new music from New Orleans. Louis Keppard, however, at least in his later years, 

seldom used the term when referring to the music that he played). 

 The Pantages “time” finished after a year and four months, and by then 

Louis Keppard had grown tired of the train journeys, the rooming houses and the 

north-eastern climate. Unlike his brother, he was not comfortable with the rigors of 

the touring musician. Possibly if he had come north a few years later when a New 

Orleans community had become established in Chicago, he may have been 

persuaded to join the emigrates for a while. As things were in 1918, he decided to 

return home, and even declined an offer of another northern tour the following 

year. "“Keppard is home!” he remarked with characteristic humour. "His feet are 

on New Orleans streets and on New Orleans land!” The rest of the band remained 

in Chicago. They added Lil Hardin on piano and Tubby Hall on drums, became 

known as the Original New Orleans Jazz Band, and opened at a place that was 

advertised as the "prettiest spot on the South Side,” the DeLuxe Gardens at 3506 

State Street. Clarinetist Sidney Bechet, who had been touring with the vaudeville 

troup of Bruce and Bruce, the future Ellingtonian, also did a stint with the band. By 

August, 1918, the band could even boast the cornet work of Freddie “King” 

Keppard. 

 Freddie Keppard had made Chicago his home upon leaving the Original 

Creole Band. The remainder of his career was spent mostly in the large orchestras 

of Doc Cooke, Erskine Tate and Charlie Elgar, although he worked with smaller 

groups from time to time. He still enjoyed the reputation of being an original cornet 

player, but his best years were now behind him. 
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 Judging from the reports of his contemporaries, the Original Creole Band 

years and the Olympia Band years were Freddie Keppard‟s most creative periods. It 

is unfortunate for jazz history that he made no recordings while he was at his 

zenith. The legend runs that he was approached by the Victor Talking Machine 

Company to cut some sides, probably sometime in 1916, but that he refused the 

offer. When he did record, in the nineteen-twenties, the debilitating effects of 

alcohol were becoming evident in his playing. Nevertheless, his recorded 

performances are always vital and exciting. 

 Louis remembered his brother as a powerful player and a good blues man 

and compared him with Joe Oliver in that they both had the ability to “knock the 

tone out of a cornet.” It is indeed possible to hear this quality in Freddie‟s 

recordings for his method was to work with a palette of different tone shadings, 

often using a dirty sound and dramatic freak effects along with a straight tone. 

Although by this time his style was becoming in some ways eclipsed by the lyricism 

of Louis Armstrong, the recordings show that through much of the nineteen-

twenties the “King” still lived. 

 Back home in New Orleans, Louis Keppard continued his career in music. 

He worked with Oscar Celestin for a while and was with “Wooden Joe‟ Nicholas for 

years. He also took up alto horn after studying with Manuel Perez and Hippolyte 

Charles. He became a parade musician and joined the Young Tuxedo Brass Band. 

(This brass band, which was led by Maurice Durand, precede John Casimir‟s band 

of the same name.) 

 Louis worked as a full time musician until the Depression hit, then for 

several years finding work of any kind in New Orleans wasn‟t easy. Louis 

remembers that  “I didn‟t even have a decent hat to put on my head.” Eventually, 

by the mid-thirties, the Works Progress Administration began its projects in New 

Orleans. Louis joined, and later became a member of the band that agency 

organized. 

By the nineteen-forties he was settled in janitorial work, but augmented his 

income by playing music. His first recording, a V-Disc session for John Reid, came 

in 1944, as the so-called New Orleans Revival began to crank up. The personnel was 

quite an all-star lineup of New Orleans players. “Big Eye” Louis Nelson Delisle and 

Alphonse Picou played clarinets, and Peter Bocage played trumpet. The rhythm 

section was Louis Keppard, guitar; Walter Decou, piano; Pops Foster, bass; and 

Paul Barbarin, drums. Sidney Bechet, who happened to be in town, played piano on 

one cut. Unfortunately, the records from this session did not survive very long. Jazz 

historian William Russell remembers that the records were cut on war time glass 

acetates and were all broken to pieces in the mail. No “safetys” were kept. Louis 

recorded again five years later on a “Wooden Joe” and “Big Eye” session organized 

by Bill Russell, and again in 1957 for Folkways Records. The ‟57 recording, surely 

the most charming that Louis made, is an unaccompanied vocal rendition of “The 

bucket‟s Got A Hole In It.” It is an attempt to demonstrate how Freddie‟s Olympian 

Band might have sounded one evening at the Economy Hall. Louis gives a vocal 

approximation of each instrument in the band, concluding with his brother‟s cornet. 
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At age 61, Louis Keppard‟s career took on a new dimension when he took up 

the tuba. His first job was a Mardi Gras Day parade for the Corner Club with Abby 

Williams‟ Brass Band. That was in 1953. Then for about ten years he was the 

regular tuba player with the Gibson Brass Band. 

By the mid-sixties, failing eyesight had begun to confine Louis more and 

more to his house. To his neighbors he was now “Old Mr. Keppard,” a tall, thin old 

man, with a handsome, unlined face. “The women folk used to call me cute,” he 

would remark wryly, “but I done got ugly!” When friends visited he would often 

take out his guitar, a weathered S. S. Stewart in a black cardboard case. Then he 

would tilt his head back slightly to catch the light from the transom window, and the 

sound of instrument and voice, music from a tine long gone, would waft gently along 

the ten hundred block of North Villere Street. Between numbers he would sip on a 

beer.” All those old-timers are gone,” he mused on one occasion. “Well, God must 

love me.” 

When Louis died in 1986 he was ninety-eight, and had out-lived his brother 

by fifty-three years. The world of music was much changed from the days when they 

traveled out of New Orleans as young men. The lake front resorts, the District, the 

neighborhood halls were all gone. Later innovators had taken the music to new 

levels of harmonic and rhythmic complexity. Yet the legacy of the Keppard brothers 

remained. American music was indelibly altered by the contribution of Freddie and 

Louis and the other members of the New Orleans avant-garde. 

 

Julian Laine 

by Bob Morris 

Oct. 1957 

 

Julian Laine is dead. One of the jazz stalwarts in New Orleans, he passed 

away on September 10
th

 at the age of 50. For years his vigorous trombone style was 

a symbol of devotion, to the music he loved. Of him, it could never be said that he 

went commercial 

As a kid in New Orleans, entranced by the stirring sounds of jazz in the air, 

Laine early decided that there could be but one music for him. He was one of that 

durable breed of jazz men who broke in the only way they knew how - by playing 

jazz at any and every opportunity, come what may. 

The Prohibition Era found him, as a youth, playing at the Fern Dance Hall 

on Burgundy Street. This dime-a-dance den - with its murky interior where the 

musicians had to know how to fake because there wasn‟t enough light to read music 

by - was a training ground for aspiring jazz men. Among them were Sharkey, 

Armand Hug, Tony Almerico, Irving Fazola. 

The hours were long, and the grind was crushing, but somehow Laine never 

lost sight of his goal and he achieved the Dixieland style with which he was to be 

identified throughout his life. 

In the late twenties he played an extended run with Johnny Bertucci‟s band 

in Biloxi, Miss. Laine returned home about 1930, and for a time he played on the 

Streckfus steamer Capitol, along with Almerico. 
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During the years when the public‟s fancy turned away from jazz, Laine 

steadfastly refused to play anything but Dixieland. Then when the jazz revival 

began gaining momentum he was one of the first of the old-timers to be rediscovered 

by the public. Many New Orleanians now fondly recall those 1948 concerts with that 

memorable first line of Sharkey, Fazola and Laine. 

With the advent of the Fifties Julian Laine found his fame spreading far 

beyond the boundaries of his native city. He went to Chicago where he played with 

Muggsy Spanier. He trekked to California with Sharkey‟s band. And he became 

known through recordings, most notably with groups led by Fazola and by Sharkey. 

A few years ago his health began to fail and, reluctantly, Laine had to accept 

fewer and fewer bandstand assignments. Finally he was forced to quit playing 

altogether, and now death has placed his career in the realm of history. 

 

Jack “Papa” Laine 

1954 Edition 

May/June, 1954 

 

To most jazz enthusiasts, the title “Father of White Jazz” is as distant and 

abstract as that of Christopher Columbus. Since Jack Laine is very much alive, we 

would like to have you meet him as he is today, approximately 65 years after he 

started beating it out on the skins! 

Few People have had the opportunity to look into that little house at 2842 

North Prieur Street. since it is our good fortune to find admission into this sanctum 

sanctorum (I have the honor of being his physician), we thought maybe you‟d like to 

accompany us there at least once. Its kinda hard to find, you know? 

That deeply lined, strictly photogenic and majestic face on the cover of this 

issue belongs to the “Chief” of the “Dennis Sheen Hook and Ladder Company, No. 

I.” These are volunteers of yesterday, from that particular downtown section known 

to native Orleanians as “The Third District.” And Jack has been their “Chief” for 

many years. Next to music, this is his - and Mama Laine‟s - 2
nd

 best love! 

Born in New Orleans in 1873, and christened “George Vital Laine,” he lives 

at the above address with Mamma Laine (the former Blance Nunez) as a retired 

gentleman. For may years Mama Laine actually MADE the heavy red flannel shirts 

which they all wore, with her own hands. 

Head out Almonaster Avenue in the direction of Lake Pontchartrain as 

though‟ you were going out to old Milneburg, but turn right when you reach the 

intersection with Prieur. Keep going until a string of boxcars looms up. Stop on the 

right hand side of the street at the last house. That‟s it. 

Take the alleyway alongside the white shotgun double, and keep going until 

you have passed the front section (his daughter - Mrs. Alma Gascheck‟s home). 

Continue past the second little house in the back yard, and take a sharp left zig. You 

are now facing Jack‟s door. 

If the railroad tracks seems to be a bit too close for comfort, don‟t worry 

about it, for it doesn‟t bother Mama and Papa Laine. If the boards of the house 

seem to need a little paint, don‟t worry about that either. For it was built with care 
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by the hands of those who love Jack the most (with Jack kabitzing over each 

hammer-stroke, and contributing his own share of work). 

A cool screen porch with a winding vine climbs up towards the roof. Plants 

and ferns reach out to welcome you as you enter the porch. In all probability, Mama 

has heard us slam the screen, and the kitchen door is ajar. It don‟t matter at what 

time you drop in, you will find Mama immaculate in a house dress with a stiff-

starched apron in front of her. The whiteness of her hair competes with the softness 

of her smile, to make you feel at home. The kitchen is large, and the floor covered 

with new linoleum. A gleaming gas stove and electric ice box let you know that 

things are strictly up to date around here! Of course, there is a table and chairs, 

around which we gravitate at Mama Laine‟s suggestion. 

On the stove, competing with each other for aromatic priority, the proverbial 

Creole coffee-dripping pot gives off an odor which is highly suggestive of the world 

renowned brew of Turkey, while a heavy, black iron deep pot, does its best to what 

your appetite by advertising from around the lid that some famous New Orleans 

dish (grilliards?) was mittonnee-ing therein. If you are a damn Yankee, your palate 

will most probably be excoriated by the (1) heat of the liquid which Mama has 

already poured into your cup (2) by the syrupy infusion of coffee and chicory, in 

which your spoon almost stand erect and unaided! 

About that time, a noise from among the boxcars on the siding makes you 

turn your head. Yep, its that guy you came to see, making his way over and between 

mounds of brick bats, stacks of lumber and the cross ties alongside the tracks. 

That bright colored flannel shirt which he wears is a Christmas present from 

one of his friends who knows how Jack love his outdoor peregrinations (and hates 

the impediment of an overcoat!). The dark glasses (worn indoors and out) are not a 

Hollywood affectation, but a medical necessity advised by his oculist, because of 

unusual sensitivity to any sort of bright light. It has always been amazing to see Jack 

making his way around the city at night - unaided, still wearing his dark glasses 

“because certain bright lights hurt his eyes.” 

Shake hands with Jack - and you are astounded not only at the strength of 

his handclasp, but at the gnarled and rugged feel of his large hand. A few moments 

later, Jack will speak about his many years wit the “Dennis Sheen Transfer 

Company” - and recount the number of mules and horses which he shod over the 

years as their official blacksmith. Mechanization of their equipment made this 

vanishing art take its toll of Jack‟s job, and forced him to move from his beloved 

Clouet Street residence - (only recently, however). 

Approximately 5 feet 9 and a half inches tall, weighing in the neighborhood 

of 165 pounds, there is no stoop to the frame of the octogenarian who for year upon 

year bent to his task over the forge during the day - and then spent 6 more hours 

playing his beloved drums at night. The imprint of time has dealt kindly with his 

memory, for you will recall with pleasant satisfaction after speaking with him not a 

single word of rancor or malice has passed his lips regarding any situation (in 1910, 

“Laine‟s Greater Majestic Minstrels” - were wiped out by a storm). Nor has he any 

personal animosity, nor against fate. In fact, to summarize a very humble man‟s 
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opinion about himself. I quote: “I don‟t know why, but I‟ve always been lucky all 

my life. Everything which I touched turned out all right.” 

Next to the kitchen where we have been sitting is a large and comfortable 

bedroom. Two rockers - a large double, old-time bedstead, several straight chairs 

make up the rest of the house. On the walls, evidence of Mama Laine‟s deeply 

rooted Catholic faith is proudly displayed. There is a vigil light burning next to the 

bed, and although Jack lightly refers to “Mama and her religion,” slip your band 

into Jack‟s right-hand pocket, and you‟ll come up with his own well worn rosary. 

The tiny modern bathroom smacks of freshness and cleanliness. 

Probably Dennis Sheen and Uncle Sam have something to do with the 

completely adequate and happy menage, (small pensions being forthcoming, we 

believe), but Jack still has his daughter Anna, in good health and ready to help as 

best she can in any emergency. Jack‟s son Alfred “Baby” Laine is still living, but has 

been quite ill for many years, and unable to work. 

Mama and Papa Laine never dwell on Alfred‟s misfortune. Instead, they tell 

you of how much better Alfred was yesterday, and how he enjoyed the special dish 

which Mama cooked for him! 

Subtly - but very surely - Jack‟s third “love” will find its way into the 

conversation. BOXING! How very pleased he is when he tells you that as a very 

young kid he sold papers at the Sullivan-Kilrain championship match! And - if you 

have time, maybe he‟ll trot out a few photos of himself as an adolescent youngster in 

boxing trunks and with bulging biceps! I am not sure of this, but I faintly recall 

seeing or hearing about his wearing the togs for his weight among the contemporary 

aspirants. 

Buddy Bolden? Yes, Jack had heard of him, and believes that Bolden had a 

band “somewhere uptown.” But he never heard him in person - not one single time 

Who-started-which-band-first, and who-wrote-which-tune-first are subjects which are 

difficult to get Jack involved in. he avoids them like we wish our diplomats would 

avoid certain world issues! Of course, he enjoys talking about the good old days. 

And his memory is excellent for dates, places and personnel. Whenever he would be 

inclined to wax too eloquent - or embroider a bit, Mama Laine was there, in her 

quiet manner, to gently steer him on the right track. 

Somehow, a couple of hours have flown by - but your leaving is as warm or 

warmer - than your welcome. You have the feeling too, that if you come back (and 

you MUSY come back!), you‟d be greeted as an old friend. Somehow the damn 

Yankee you brought with you, has downed - and enjoyed the 3 large cups of “New 

Orleans lye” which Mama Laine set before him! 

And somehow, there is a definite feeling of security you have now for the 

future of jazz. Your hope for the music is strengthened, and there is a sense of 

solidity and ruggedness for its survival which has imbued itself into you - which has 

stemmed from meeting and knowing the man who had had so much to do with the 

music since its very beginning. 

 

Jack Papa Laine 

(“The end of an Era”) 
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(Papa Jack Laine Answers the Last Call) 

July/August, 1966 

 

Quietly, and without fanfare, under observation in the Emergency Room of 

Charity Hospital in New Orleans, George Vital Laine breathed his last. To the 

doctors and nurses on duty and to the other waiting patients it only meant that an 

old man, almost 93 years old, had passed away. Nothing remarkable about this for 

death is the only thing a nonagenarian can be certain of. 

A few of the doctors and nurses on the 8
th

 floor had known this patient for 

several weeks, when the old gentleman faced a rugged piece of surgery and fought 

like a tiger to hold on to dear life. They had been made aware of who the gentleman 

was and what he had stood for in the community, and had been extra-specially kind 

in their post-operative care and personal attention. All of them were amazed by the 

way he fought back from death‟s door and had become well enough to return to the 

Poydras Manor home for the aged. 

A couple of hours before readmission to Charity Hospital, Jack complained 

of feeling very badly and was short of breath. He was moved back from Poydras 

Manor and into the Emergency Room. Quietly, in a corner, several gray-haired 

ladies huddled together reciting their Rosaries, waiting for the moment they knew 

was bound to come. Lacking 20 days and three months from completing his 93
rd

 

year, George Vital Laine, quietly crossed over. 

Some fifteen or more years ago, the New Orleans Jazz Club presented Mr. 

Laine with a scroll proclaiming him “Father of White Jazz.” When asked his 

reaction to this honor, “Papa Jack” quietly answered, “I am very grateful to the 

N.O. Jazz Club for putting it down in black and white. But you fellows are a little 

late. My own bandsmen nick-named me that just about the turn of the century.” 

This would mean that Jack received his affectionate pseudonym about 52 years ago! 

That it has stuck for over a half-century is a remarkable tribute and evidence, we 

believe, of Jack laine‟s important status in the world of jazz. 

In September of 1963, Jack was honored on his 90
th

 birthday by the New 

Orleans Jazz Club, at the Royal Orleans Hotel. At intermission of a jam-packed 

“Jazz on Sunday Afternoon” concert, President Harry Souchon presented Jack 

Laine with a Certificate of Merit. He received the standing ovation from the 700 jazz 

enthusiasts who had gathered to hear the popular home-town group, The Last 

Straws. Mama Laine had accompanied Jack throughout the ceremonies, which 

included a parade of old-time prominently and smilingly in the “Guest of Honor” 

car. 

On October 5
th

, 1964, Mama Laine (nee Blanche Nunez) died at Hotel Dieu 

Hospital, at the age of 86. Theirs was a long, happy life together, marred only 

towards the very end by prolonged sickness and by the physical impairments that 

accompany old, old age. 

As a native Orleanian, it has been hard for me to reconcile the comparative 

neglect that Jack Laine has received from the “experts,” in contrast to the accolades 

they have showered upon Buddy Bolden. As an aficionado who second-lined for Joe 

Oliver at age 4 years, our writings have attempted to be impartial and honorably 
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fair. We have lived with jazz for 64 of our 68 years, loving every part of it, but 

recognizing the good from the bad, and taking no sides - unless what we regarded as 

the truth was not getting a fair shake. 

A typical example of just this sort of a case is glaringly demonstrated in the 

recent writings of one of the most astute and internationally famous writers and 

historians in the business. I quote: “. . . One was the band of Jack “Papa” Laine, 

who led a minstrel band in New Orleans during the 1890s.” Perhaps, after this 

article is read, our good friend will have a different opinion, and correct what is 

undoubtedly an error of ignorance rather than a purposely slanted pronouncement. 

To start with, let us have a look at pertinent dates involving the lives of Jack 

Laine and Buddy Bolden. Immediately you will start to wake up. Laine was born in 

1873, Bolden in 1878. Laine showed evidence of leadership and love of music, when 

at age 15 years, he was Leaderman in a large drum-and-fife corps. This was in 1888. 

Bolden also started his career at age 15, and had experience as a sideman in various 

organization, which placed his start in 1893, a full five years behind that of Jack. 

Bolden‟s career only lasted until 1906, when he went berserk in a Labor Day 

Parade, and was forced to retire from music. During this same 13-year period of 

Bolden activities, Laine headed five or six bands. . .marching bands, dance bands, 

tailgate wagon bands, string bands, . . . any kind of band you could name. His 

popularity forced him to keep book on his engagements at least 12 months in 

advance. 

It is a well known fact that Jack‟s pride and joy was a group of musicians he 

named the “Reliance Band.” But this was not limited to one band, for the 

“Reliance” name went up from No. 1, No. 2, and on up to No. 5. Sometimes, when 

every single unit of Jack‟s “stable” was playing at the same time, he had one more 

ace in the hole; a dance band composed of six totally blind musicians! 

Unquestionably, Jack Laine‟s were the first and most popular “ragtime” marching 

bands to hit the streets of New Orleans, and these groups preceded Bolden‟s by a 

full five years! 

Probably the greatest years of triumph were those when “Reliance No. 1” 

marched at the head of the great REX parade Mardi Gras day, and also on the 

Monday preceding “Fat Tuesday,” when the Royal Yacht came in at the foot of 

Canal Street, bearing a “substitute” King. Several other contingents of Laine‟s were 

also included in these parades, but to be at the Head of that REX parade! That was 

the apogee to which all other rival bands aspired.! 

Neither Bolden or Laine admitted hearing the other play when they were at 

the peak of their popularity. Except, perhaps across the water from camp to camp 

at Milenburg, where so many friendly cutting contests took place, and so many 

musical ideas were involuntarily exchanged. When Bolden went out of the picture in 

1906, Laine‟s groups went merrily on until World War I took his best men away. 

After the war was over, jack‟s musicians scattered to the four winds, seeking 

greener pastures in Chicago and in New York, where the “big money” was. Jack‟s 

first band consisted of the following men: Achille Baquet, Tom Nunez (violin); 

Manuel and Leonce Mello, Bill Ballity, Willie Guitar (who played bass and lived on 

Music Street) and Jack himself. 
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Perhaps naming some of the many jazz greats who stemmed from Jack‟s 

organizations will help dispel wrong impressions and establish the true value of 

Jack Laine‟s training. From this list it is easy to see the quality of the musicians he 

employed and how prominent they eventually became. There were the Loyacano 

brothers (Arnold and Jack); “Bud” Loyacano; the Brunies brothers (George, 

Merritt, Abbie and “Henny”); Tom and Steve Brown; Leon Rappolo; Henry Ragas; 

Eddie Edwards; Lawrence Veca; George Baquet; Johnny Stein (Hountha); 

Ragbaby Stevens; Dave Perkins; Alcide “Yellow” Nunez; Emile, Frank and Charles 

Christian; Achille Baquet; the Shields brothers - Larry, Harry, Pat and Eddie; 

Gussie Mueller and Ray Lopez; Nick LaRocca; Tony Spargo (Sbarbaro); Alfred 

Laine; Chink Martin and many others. Later on, we can add Charlie Cordilla, 

Sharkey Bonano, Johnny Miller, Brownlee, Tony Parenti, Happy Schilling, John 

Phillips (Fischer), and the very great Paul Mares. Such an illustrious list of alumni 

came from no other one band that existed before or after Jack Laine‟s 

Just as the “ragtime era” began to pale and when jazz made its appearance, 

the popularity of Jack Laine‟s music began to fade. New and entirely different styles 

began to be the vogue. His music began to sound old-times. Jack‟s star began to set. 

Jack‟s early youth had given him the trade of blacksmith, so he was able to 

fall back upon this trade for a livelihood. Besides, his restlessness never permitted 

him to be idle. Next to his music he found an avocation that was a mighty close 

second. He threw himself enthusiastically into the work of two volunteer fire-

fighting organizations, the “Dennis Sheen Hook-and-Ladder Company” and the 

“Davy Crockett Volunteer Fire Department.” So active was he in these two 

organizations that for many years he carried the title of “Honorary Fire Chief.” 

This interest also brought out two side-line hobbies. He glorified in manufacturing 

helmets for all the men in the organizations, while Mama Laine was drawn in, for 

she endlessly produced bright red flannel shirts for the two groups. 

The above activities - although far removed from music - were merely 

projections of Jack and Mama Laine‟s interests. During the years when his bands 

were in such demand, there were countless times when as many as two complete 

bands would sleep in the Laine home, in order to be on time for a very early start 

next morning. There was never a time when enormous pots of red beans and rice 

were not cooking on their wood stove. Any Lord only knows how many gallons of 

steaming hot, Creole dripped coffee Mama Laine brewed for “her boys.” And 

Mama‟s chest swelled with pride as the various Reliance groups marched off to 

work, proudly disporting her hand-made cap and arm-bands that she had lovingly 

created. Yes, Jack and Blanche Laine truly earned their sobriquets of “Mama and 

Papa”! 

Unless you knew the Laines intimately, you certainly would not have learned 

that in his early teens Jack had definite boxing aspirations and was an excellent 

prospect. This early interest brought about the greatest thrill of Jack‟s “boxing 

career,” and enabled him to act as an usher and sell newspapers at the famous 

Sullivan-Kilraine fight in New Orleans. All this, before the 20
th

 Century rolled 

around! 
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In the year 1910, Laine‟s bands were riding crests of popularity. It was then 

Jack ventured into the impresario field, with not-too-glorious results. It was then he 

bought a circus from Lew Rose, and named it “Laine‟s Greater Majestic Minstrels.” 

He pitched his tents at Canal and White Streets (right next to what is now the 

Warren Easton High School, and actually occupying the present N. O. Public 

Service Canal Street bus station), and waited for the dollars to roll in. We believe 

that an epidemic of sorts started the demise of the “L.G.M.M.” circus, but the 

coupe-de-grace was a severe wind-storm that blew down all the tents. In six short 

weeks, Jack managed to lose about $2,000.00! This ended his ventures into the fields 

of “Minstrelsy” & “Promoter.” 

Papa Jack carefully avoided arguments as to who-started-what and who-

beat-who-to-which-place, or who-was-the- composer-of-which-tune. He seemed to be 

aware of the claims and counterclaims that made so many musicians bitter against 

each other. We have never heard Laine utter one disparaging remark against 

another musician, and his personal “claims” were few and far between. We have 

heard him gently lay claim to the invention of a foot pedal to be used to strike the 

bass drum, freeing his hands for use on the “Kettle” drum. A baseball was used as 

the percussion head, attached to the foot pedal. (We are proud to be able to tell  you 

this relic lies safely within the N.O. Jazz Museum.) We have heard Jack casually let 

drop that the tune known as “Tiger Rag” had been frequently played by most all 

New Orleans‟ bands, but it was then known under the name of “Meat-Ball.” (this 

can be verified by surviving members of any of the “Reliance” bands.) 

Fortunately for posterity, New Orleans Educational Station WYES_TV, did 

an excellent series of 8-half hour films on New Orleans Jazz. One complete segment 

is devoted to an interview with Mama and Papa Laine. In it Jack reminisces, and 

gives his views on numerous topics. At one time during the film, a question is asked 

of Jack. We are positive that Jack did not hear the question, for his answer was “I 

did.” The question that had been put was, “Who invented Jazz?” As intimately and 

as well as we have known Jack over the years, we have never once heard him 

intimate that he even thought he was an important cog in the machinery that 

manufactured this New Orleans commodity! How we wish we could sneak in some 

night and snip off a few feet of this misunderstood question! 

Jack‟s only son, Alfred “Pantsy” Laine, died March 1
st
, 1957. Alfred was also 

a very well known musician, being recognized as a fine trumpeter in the N. O. style. 

He also was expert on the mellophone, and did a fine job on the drums when called 

upon. He frequently fronted his own bands, and was quite popular in New York in 

the early 20s. The Laines‟ only daughter Alma Laine Gascheck, lives with her 

husband Ernest in their home on North Prieur. For many, many years the senior 

Laines also lived at this address. Jack‟s sister, Mrs. Adolph Garcia, also survives, as 

do four grandchildren; ten great-grandchildren and four great, great 

grandchildren. 

On Friday, June 3
rd

, an excellent two and a half column article, together with 

Jack‟s picture, appeared in the Times-Picayune under the credit line of Carolyn 

Kolb. It began: “Not a beat was skipped Wednesday night, on Bourbon Street. Not 

one musician missed his break or went off key. Not one minute of silence prevailed 
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in the neon-tinted dim of the strip. Not one „genuine authentic original‟ home of jazz 

music played to a smaller house. Not one tourist failed to scream „Saints‟ and 

wriggle happily and clap on the wrong beat.” Miss Kolb was 100% correct. The 

Kind was dead - Long live the King! 

In an attempt to help the local newspapers insert an article commensurate 

with Jack Laine‟s importance, this writer was shocked almost to the point of tears 

by the questions that were put to him: “Has he been playing at Preservation Hall?” 

“How many bands will there be in his funeral parade?” Then, the following 

remarks: “Oh! He‟s not colored?” “Oh! He‟s a Catholic?” Then, total dis-interest! 

Were it not for Carolyn Kolb and Laurraine Goreau, we firmly believe Jack‟s death 

would hardly have gotten off the obituary page! WE are grateful to these two girls 

for the dignity they accorded the man who was probably the most important figure 

connected with earliest New Orleans Jazz. 

A special panel in the New Orleans Jazz Museum is devoted entirely to Jack 

Laine. It is titled, “The Living Legend,” for Jack was very much alive when it was 

erected. Now, this will have to be changed. Does it mean that we shall call it “The 

End of An era?” Or would it be more to the point to change the title to “The 

Beginning of An Era?” The importance of what the Jazz Museum has done to 

safeguard and preserve the mementos and artifacts of earliest jazz cannot be 

overemphasized. But our little Museum is literally bursting at the seams. Already, 

our growing pains have placed out heads in the clouds, and plans are developing 

that should carry our efforts to heights never dreamed of. Now is the time for each 

and every one of us interested in jazz to come to the full realization of the 

importance of our contribution to New Orleans, to Louisiana, to the folklore of the 

south, and to the music that is the universal language of the world - New Orleans 

Jazz. To quote our dedicated Museum Director, “This is not a lot of dug-up old 

prehistoric fossils! This is a living thing we are dealing with. This is something 

indigenous to New Orleans that we are specially dedicated and commissioned to 

preserve in as true a form as we are able. The importance of this responsibility 

sometimes frightens me!” Danny Barker and George Finola, who are assisting Clay 

Watson say “AMEN!” 

Any differences that have sprung up should be buried once and for all with 

the remains of Jack Laine. Let us call this year, wherein the “Father of White Jazz” 

has passed to his reward, the “Beginning of a New Era” - and let our results become 

the monument to Jack Laines‟ contribution to jazz. 

 

Nick LaRocca Is Laid To Rest 

March/April, 1961 

 

For the past several years, Dominick James LaRocca has known that the 

sword of Damocles hung over his head. His doctor had told him, “Nick you are 

going to get pains off and on in your chest. Here are some nitroglycerin tablets 

which you should take immediately when pain strikes. Someday, that pain is going 

to strike real heard, and Nick, that‟ll be it!” 
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Wednesday, February 22
nd

 was the day and the time with the “It” written 

upon it. Nick passed away at 3:40 A.M., at his home - 2218 Constance Street - the 

very home he had built with his own hands. He was waked from the Leitz Eagan 

Funeral Home, 2341 Magazine, just about a block from his own domicile, was 

buried at the Greenwood Cemetery with simple rites. “The great and wonderful 

talent that God gave this individual was not kept unto himself, but will remain in 

the history of man” said the pastor. 

Among the pall bearers were the prominent names of such jazz immortals as 

Emile Christian, Armand Hug, Monk Hazel, and Joe Mares (Owner and director of 

Southland Records - who had just released a brand new album titled, “Nick 

LaRocca and His Dixieland Jazz Band,” wherein LaRocca‟s voice is preserved for 

posterity). These were joined by several other well known personages, and Mr. 

LaRocca‟s nephew Phil Zito, who is also a musician, The dignity and solemnity of 

this funeral contrasted mightily with a recent funeral which was held in the 

downtown section of New Orleans, and which featured two of the finest marching 

brass bands in this neck of the woods. 

Mr. LaRocca is known especially for the part he played in welding together 

and maintaining over the years the same group which was known as the “Original 

Dixieland Jazz Band.” Through the recordings of the ODJB back in 1917, New 

Orleans music found the outlet which was destined to spread New Orleans Jazz to 

the far corners of the globe. “Livery Stable Blues” with the “Original Dixieland Jazz 

Band One-Step” on the flip side, was the record that caused the international furor. 

It sold over one and a half million copies - this in the days of no radio, no television, 

and very primitive playback equipment. 

In a recent book Nick LaRocca and H. O Braun collaborated to write a very 

important history of the ODJB. It was published by the Louisiana State University 

Press, and drew mixed reviews from various sections of the country. Most of the 

critics who were not too enthusiastic about the book took exception to the fact that 

LaRocca was lionized as one of the great trumpeters to emanate from New Orleans, 

and also because of the biased attitude which Mr. Braun and Mr. LaRocca took 

towards bands who were contemporary (or even preceding) the ODJB. 

In spite of these failings, the importance of the book cannot be minimized. 

Mr. LaRocca was one of the few men who retained and kept in perfect order a 

complete set of clippings, photos, records, announcements, posters, placards, 

postcard (advertisements), legal documents, reprints, and every single item 

pertaining to the ODJB which appeared during his playing days and during his 

travels. It is a priceless collection of historical data pertaining to the Original 

Dixieland Jazz Band. 

Many Orleanians and innumerable jazz buffs throughout the USA are totally 

unaware of LaRocca‟s contribution to the field of composition. Dating back to the 

“old, old days,” Mr. LaRocca has copyrighted some of the finest jazz tunes on the 

market. They are Original Dixieland Jazz Band One-Step, Tiger Rag, Fidgety Feet, 

At the Jazz Band Ball, Lazy Daddy, Toddlin‟ Blues, Ostrich Walk and several 

others More recently, he has collaborated with New Orleans famous pianist Armand 

Hug, to produce “Give me that Love,” and his most recent number is “Let‟s Jam it.” 
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Dominick LaRocca was an honorary member of Local 802, the celebrated musicians 

union of New York State. He is also a member of ASCAP. 

Nick LaRocca was born April 11
th

 1889, and his musical career continued 

until 1937. The story of his life is the story of the Original Dixieland Jazz Band. He 

lived it.  And he died fighting for it. Whatever criticism is directed his way may be 

justified on several counts. But, it never can be said that Nick LaRocca did not stand 

up for what he believed to be correct. And no man can be taken to task for having 

the courage of his convictions. 

 

Tribute To Nick LaRocca 

by Armand Hug 

March/April, 1961 

 

I first started playing music back in 1926. My buddies were Eddie Miller, 

Sharkey, Chink Martin, Monk Hazel, Tony Almerico, Harry Shields and many 

others. It was always interesting to hear through them the stories about other old-

time New Orleans jazz greats Chink Martin and an older musician by the name of 

Cy Girard would frequently talk about Paul Mares, Leon Rappolo, the New Orleans 

Rhythm Kings, and the Original Jazz Band. 

I knew very little about all these men and those bands, but it always excited 

me to hear about them. Suddenly, in 1927, a new and exciting cornet player by the 

name of BIX Beiderbecke began to create a sensation. I could hardly wait for each 

issue of his new recordings! He became my idol, and his name was spreading like 

wildfire among the musicians all over the country. 

As interesting fact struck my mind when my stack of Beiderbecke records 

began to mount up: most of the tunes that BIX was recording bore the composers 

name of “LaRocca.” I often wondered who this LaRocca was, where he came from, 

and what instrument he played. 

The more I listened to Bix the more I linked LaRocca‟s name to him. “At the 

Jazz Band Ball” was one record I nearly wore out! But there was a great stack 

which bore the label, “Bix Beiderbecke‟s Orchestra,” and right below the name of 

the tune, “Composed by D. J. LaRocca.” I loved each and every one of these records 

where the two names appeared! 

As the years went by, the name LaRocca still persisted in my memory. It 

would suddenly and for no reason bob up in my mind. At no time did it ever 

penetrate that this man was living in my own hometown, and just a few blocks from 

Camp and Orange Streets where I resided. His home was on Constance near 

Jackson. 

When LaRocca reorganized the ODJB in 1936, I still had not met him and 

knew very little about him personally. After they disbanded in 1938, there seemed 

even less for me to know. Fate decreed that twenty two years should pass until our 

paths actually crossed! 

In July of 1960, Station WYES (in New Orleans) had arranged for Nick 

LaRocca and me to do a documentary show on jazz. When it was over, Vernon 

Cook, their program director asked me to drive Nick home, since it was right along 
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my way. On the drive back, Nick and I started a friendly conversation of jazz in 

general. At last it dawned on me after 35 years, that this was the man whose name 

was affixed to so many of the ODJB tunes, and which BIX played so frequently! I 

found out in the course of our conversation that BIX, my idol, had often visited Nick 

and asked his help and guidance on his horn! 

Here also was the man who had led the first band to actually record a jazz 

record. This group was the first to sell over a million and a half copies! This without 

radio, TV or any promotional scheme except the very primitive reproduction 

facilities of the early gramophones! 

Another first which Nick and the ODJB could claim was that of introducing 

Dixieland to Europe. They created history when they sailed for London in 1919, and 

from then on became the furor of the continent. Little by little it dawned on me that 

seated next to me in my car was one of the greatest names in jazz history! 

A couple of months ago, BIX‟s cousin “Heime” Beiderbecke visited me. He 

told me that of all the tunes that LaRocca had composed BIX seemed to admire 

“Tiger Rag” the most. He played this record constantly! 

Other tunes to which the D. J. LaRocca signature is affixed are: Fidgety Feet, 

Ostrich Walk, Skeleton Jangle, That‟s-a-Plenty, Livery Stable Blues, Original 

Dixieland Jazz Band One Step. These are still classic today, after having withstood 

the ravages of time from 1947 to 1961. They are still “evergreens” and regarded as 

some of the greatest Dixieland compositions. 

It was quite thrilling to me to have Mr. LaRocca approach me about 

collaborating on some of his newer tunes. He was very prolific in ideas, and during 

the short span that we worked together (from July, 1960 until his death February 

22, 1961) we turned out five tunes that have been recorded on the Southland label 

for Joe Mares, and there are a half dozen more awaiting completion. 

He was a great inspiration to me. It was a never ending source of amazement 

for me to transcribe his brilliant musical ideas as they came pouring forth. Nick 

could not write music, and played only chords on the piano. So I acted as his scribe - 

and a luckier job no an could have asked for! 

A chronic heart ailment prevented him from blowing his cornet. 

Consequently I was not fortunate enough to hear him personally. Now, I will have to 

settle for the sounds that Nick still makes through the grooves of the records which 

he left as a heritage. 

Whenever he would whistle a phrase, I‟d do my best to grasp it and finish it 

out. He would beam and say “Oh! If I had only had you to work with me in the 

early days! For whatever effort I put into our work together, he was extremely 

grateful. But he will never be more grateful than I was for the privilege of working 

with him. 

Nick may have appeared to be very lonely at times. But this could not have 

been too lonely, for he constantly lived with the memories of his early successes with 

the Original Dixieland Jazz Band. Also, there was not a day that he did not receive 

mail from all parts of the United States and from all over the world. People idolized 

and respected this man. 
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I also had the privilege of knowing his wife, Mrs. Ruth LaRocca, his children 

and his brother Bartholomew. They received me so intimately that I felt as though I 

was part of the family. 

One afternoon last November I took Nick for a little ride down to the 

Southland Record Company, to hear a playback of two of the tunes we had written 

together and which had been recorded for that label. Joe Mares, brother of the 

famous Paul Mares (of the New Orleans Rhythm Kings) and the owner of the 

Southland Record Company realized that this great man should be paid a tribute. 

He immediately decided to record an album and call it “Nick LaRocca and His 

Dixieland Jazz Band.” Joe also conceived the idea of having Nick give an 

introduction at the very beginning of the record. This actually was done, and proved 

to be quite effective and impressive: it is the only time that Nick‟s voice appears on 

any record! I am happy that Nick lived long enough to see that album come out! It 

must have been a great joy for him to realize that his name was active again. He was 

of the opinion that the musicians had been beautifully selected for the job, and that 

the musicians themselves had done some of their finest work in his honor. 

The personnel of the album is Sharkey, Mike Lala, Pinkey Vidacovich, Monk 

Hazel, Bill Bourgeois, Mike Capraro, Chink Martin, Bill Crais and myself. Last but 

not least was the great Emile Christian was had actually played with LaRocca and 

the ODJB. 

If it had to come, Old Father Time could not have selected a more propitious 

moment. The book which he had dreamed of having published was at long last a 

reality when the LSU Press released it in 1960. He had heard many of his latest 

compositions actually recorded and released on one of America‟s most respected 

jazz labels (Southland), and he had lived to see the days when he himself, although 

unable to blow his beloved horn, had introduced a modern album with his own 

voice, and which was actually dedicated in his own name. Nick is gone, but his music 

will live on as long as jazz is played. 

 

George Lewis 

In Memoriam 

July 13, 1900 - Dec. 13, 1968 

Jan/Feb., 1969 

by Bjorn Barnheim 

 

On the first day of the new year 1969 I received the very sad message that 

George Lewis had left us the day before. The little gentleman with the warm smile 

became the symbol to the whole world the culture we know as New Orleans jazz. He 

was the greatest ambassador America and New Orleans ever has sent out and he 

won many friends on his most successful tours of Europe and Japan. They became 

friends not only for the moment but for ever. Lost is the brittle singing clarinet we 

all loved, but he left to us many gramophone recordings which will win him many 

more friends in the future. We who had the privilege of meeting him in person will 

never forget him. He was not only a good musician but also a good and gentle man. 
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The critics were not always as good to George Lewis as he deserved, but 

where ever he played he always won the public and their hearts. He was always an 

unsophisticated man who never wanted to talk about himself. His clarinet playing 

was, perhaps, rather simple but there was always a richness of warm beauty in it. 

He always played the music he wanted to play and he did it in the way he felt was 

the right one. George Lewis was a musician of the people for the people. I am sure 

that the critics who did not accept him will do so in the future, confirming the 

greatness of George Lewis‟ music. Many of the classical masters were not accepted 

by the critics until years after their death. 

To me the memory of George Lewis will live for ever. I shall never forget the 

times I spent with him both here in Sweden as well as in his home in New Orleans. I 

shall never forget his beautiful playing when I heard him on concerts in Sweden or 

in more informal sessions in New Orleans. 

Gone for ever is the man whom we all admired, whom we all respected and 

whom we all loved, but his spirit and playing remain for the coming generations 

through all his recordings. I would like to use these means to express my deepest 

and most sincere sympathy to the Lewis family. May he rest in peace. 

 

George Lewis 

In Memoriam 

by Don Marquis 

Jan/Feb., 1959 

 

George Lewis succumbed to a combination of pneumonia and Hong Kong flu 

at the age of 68. It was the end of an extraordinary career encompassing over 50 

years of New Orleans jazz. In a style not altogether unique in famous men, he 

attained a national and international fame, yet was often taken for granted in his 

home town. When the book ”Call Him George” was published in the early 60‟s. he 

was the only living man in New Orleans to be the subject of a biography. 

Through all his years of fame he remained unassuming and modest. The 

same soft-spoken man who greeted you with a wide grin and wave of a hand holding 

a smoking Camel in a cigarette holder was the same man who created his own style 

on the clarinet; a style now emulated and admired by jazzmen everywhere. 

George was a gentleman. Always well-groomed and polite, he was frequently 

referred to as Mr. Lewis. You hardly expected a loud voice out of the frail man and 

I don‟t remember ever hearing it raised. But when he played the clarinet he was a 

man completely in control and his approach to life and his music was something that 

could never be doubted. He was thoroughly engrossed in two things - his family and 

his music. He did ample credit to both. 

His clarinet was distinctive. He was unschooled, never took a lesson, never 

read a note, yet he created a style so delicate, so assimilating and yet so expressive 

that when he played a blues, you had no doubt what the blues were. To know 

something of the man‟s life and to witness him rendering his own number 

“Burgundy School Blues,” is to have answered the question. “What is jazz all 

about?” And to put it in George‟s own words: 
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“Blues is the way you feel, expression. It is a language. Jazz is conversation, 

one man sending messages to another and answering, just like African drums 

sending messages without talk. If any man can carry melody, I can converse with 

him” (From an interview by the author at George‟s home on De Armas Street on 

July 2, 1962.) 

George‟s greatest musical conversation were with his friend and trombone 

players, Jim Robinson. He once said: “Jim and me play the same as we did in the 

20‟s and Jim is the only one I feel right with. He knows how to play it.” But George 

associated with many other musicians, too, and quite successfully. Men like Evan 

Thomas, Buddy Petit, Bunk Johnson, Baby Dodds, Big Eye Louis Nelson, Kid 

Howard, a large number from the roster of New Orleans jazz men. 

Perhaps George‟s greatest fame was abroad. He traveled Europe and the 

Orient and was always mobbed everywhere he went. I think one of the things that 

touched him most was to visit a country where he had never been and be welcomed 

by jazz bands made up of young musicians, always with a clarinet player playing a 

very George Lewis-like clarinet. He once stated he was amazed at how aware 

Europeans were of New Orleans jazz. I have heard some of these Europeans when 

they visit and play in New Orleans and invariably the clarinet player will confess he 

learned to play the instrument by listening to George‟s records until the grooves 

were through. 

George Lewis has left many memories of some of the best and happiest 

moments in New Orleans jazz. By his life he has epitomized the life of the truly 

dedicated musician. He left many records and many, many words have been written 

about him, but I believe he would feel the greatest tribute to him is by the young 

musicians from all over the world who carry on the music that George loved, never 

abandoned and never compromised. 

 

George Lewis 

New Orleans‟ Most Recorded Musician 

Ed Souchon & R. A. Tiug 

Jan/Feb, 1956 

 

In all probability, all of Louis Armstrong‟s followers will set up a howl at the 

title accorded our “Cover Boy,” for the Jan/Feb issue of The Second Line. Most jazz 

critics (self anointed and otherwise) will do likewise unless they take the trouble to 

read our little expose. 

Although Louis Armstrong was born in New Orleans, he has not made this 

his home for many a year. George Lewis has. With absolutely no quibble, we grant 

that Louis is America‟s most valued “public relations” envoy to every country 

outside the U.S.A., the fact remains that what Louis is recording today is a far cry 

away from the Oliver or “Hot 5” efforts. George‟s is still the same old-time New 

Orleans style. 

The writer is “moudly” enough to dispute anyone who says Armstrong‟s 

style has not changed - or that he is not very definitely more “commercial” than he 

was. “Purists” usually refer to the “Big Band” epoch with scorn and ignominy, 
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when jazz was almost pushed entirely off the map. Let us not forget that Louis 

Armstrong fronted what was in all probability one of the very first “Big Bands. 

”What we really mean when we say “New Orleans” Most Recorded Musician,” we 

refer to (1) recordings in the archaic style; (2) recordings made since the 

recrudescence of jazz and we still think our title is correct. 

Pictures taken of George Lewis some 15 or more years ago - show him 

wrestling with 200-pound sacks of coffee on the New Orleans waterfront or dwarfed 

beside an enormous cotton bale. These are not only pictures of George Lewis, circa 

1941. They are aptly symbolic records of the road back that jazz has had to travel, 

and the almighty effort which George has expended to bring it back. 

Frail and gaunt beyond belief, his deep lined face has an expression of 

patience, understanding and strength. This picture could easily be used as the 

symbol of Afro-American culture, beginning with the early days of slavery - and 

bringing us abreast of the desegregation hassle. 

Many early writers who loved to expound on the African origins of jazz are 

now recanting (or at least making a quiet about-face) to include equal recognition of 

the Caucasian contribution to the early formation of the jazz idiom. These same 

writers go as far as to admit that the heretofore discarded or minimized phase of 

our music goes as far back or further than the African phase in America. 

This moot question will, to our way of evaluating, never be entirely and 

satisfactorily settled. Groups of thinkers on the subject will be aligned in battle 

array on both sides, neither giving quarter or seeing one glimmer of merit in what 

the other side is offering. 

No matter the outcome, who can deny the contribution of “the blues” to our 

jazz music? And who can refute the many deeply moving folk songs and spirituals 

which the Negro had provided? This is the picture of George Lewis that you are 

viewing on the banks of Canal Street. and his deep-lined physiognomy, the tightly 

stretched skin over his high cheek bones and forehead speak more for the 

generations that went before him than all the words we could write in a lifetime. 

Talk to George Lewis and you will find his voice quiet and modulated. His 

vocabulary is sparse but correct. Seldom does he initiate a conversation, but when 

spoken to is adequate in what he says and how he says it. One gets the impression 

that George would rather let his clarinet do the talking. That is probably true. But 

there is no evidence of self-pride or satisfaction in his own playing. 

Remote from the school of expert technicians, you will find no mimicry of 

any of the great New Orleans clarinetists who have gone before. How easy for the 

“experts” to say with sweeping finality, “Oh! so-and-so is from the Benny Goodman 

School.” Or, “Listen to that guy copy Johnny Dodds‟ tone!” We defy any of the 

critics to so classify George Lewis. His style is his own. And it represents fragments 

of a long go epoch which had almost disappeared. Certainly, it had not been heard 

for a long, long time. That is, not until George‟s clarinet began to etch its way into 

platter after platter. 

The simplicity of his music matches his face - and his manner. There is 

nothing phony about his playing. There are times, we grant, when something 
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occurred to make Lewis‟ clarinet sound definitely out of tune. Or some sessions 

where his drive was noticeably lacking. 

Who knows how well George was feeling at that particular session? Or how 

deeply concerned he may have been with illness in his family or with personal 

problems? Or how weary that 115-pound frame was from playing long night hours 

and following the next day in a four-hour recording session? What star, may we ask, 

has been at his peak-best on each and every one of his records? 

Whatever recognition and honors have come to Lewis have been well 

merited. If the present enthusiasm for his playing has afforded him a better status in 

life, it‟s been long overdue. His climb up the ladder has not been at the expense of 

someone else. They have been through his own efforts alone. 

We are certain that the vortex of popularity and excitement which has 

engulfed him and his little group of stalwarts will not affect his heart, his head or his 

clarinet. Humility - that‟s not the word to use in describing him. That would suggest 

subservience - a thing which George has never been. There is only one way to 

describe his way of living, his attitude toward acclaim - and his playing. That word 

is “Honest.” 

 

Steve Lewis 

by R. A. Tiug 

Sept/Oct, 1952 

 

Had you been fortunate enough to be at the New Orleans Country Club - or 

at Dominic Tranchina‟s - sometime between the years 1918 and 1922, in all 

probability you knew Steve Lewis. He was Armand J. Piron‟s pianist during this 

span (and on until 1938). The first mentioned 14 years were his heyday. 

 Saturday and Sunday afternoons, Piron‟s band played “The Dancants” at 

the New Orleans Country Club. Then, they took that “long” ride out to Spanish 

Fort for their stint at Tranchina‟s. Much of this time spanned the prohibition era, 

which means that everyone was probably drinking twice as much as they do now. It 

also marked the last flashes from many of the early musical stars from the Crescent 

City, and the beginning of their descendency. But none ever shone more brightly 

than that of Steve Lewis. 

When the last few bars of a particular well done tune rode on out to an 

exciting finish, Steve Lewis would suddenly whirl about on his piano stool with that 

brilliant gold front tooth uncovered by the widest grin in Dixie. And Steve would 

give out with one word “S_H_A_W!!!” That meant that he had affixed his signature 

and official stamp of approval! When Steve swung around on that stool, he did so in 

a perfect semi-circle, so that he could take in his own band, and include all the 

spectators raptly encircling the bandstand. He caught every eye with this impulsive 

gesture, and with the one ejaculation which he uttered, what he really meant to say 

was, “That‟s the best you‟ll ever hear it played! Wasn‟t it wonderful?” And at the 

same time he meant “Thanks for being here to hear it!” 

As we have previously said about Piron‟s band so it is with Steve. Hardly 

ever did the wax which has preserved their sounds do them justice. The spirit and 
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fire that marked their playing is almost totally lost. Those jazz students who attempt 

to recapture the true feeling of that epoch will miss it entirely, if they try to do so 

from their records. Only the fortnights among us who worshipped at the shrine of 

Piron and Steve‟s muse in real life can recall with a thrill the impact of their 

wonderful music. It is compensatory for the age that accompanies this privilege! 

Earlier even then the time of national recognition were the days of the Ice 

Cream Parlors at West End and Spanish Fort. “New Orleans Willie Jackson,” 

accompanied by Steve Lewis were an attraction that probably sold more ice cream 

than the hot weather and the wonderful home-made flavors of the ice cream! It was 

then that Steve‟s real pianistic virtues were disclosed at length. For 8 long years his 

harmonies, his ideas, and his fantastic good taste could be heard nightly at this 

locale. 

Steve was born in New Orleans March 19, 1896. Piron‟s band was the first 

group with which he played - and the last. Our memory had played tricks on us, 

which Mrs. Piron corrected quickly just a few days ago. It had been our impression 

that Steve had played with Joe Oliver at one time, and possibly with some Clarence 

Williams groups. But this is not true. Almost the entire span of Steven‟s musical 

career goes hand in hand with - that of Piron. In 1931 and 1932 Steve accompanied 

Piron‟s Band aboard the Steamers President and Capitol. None of Steve‟s time 

aboard these famous  Mississippi boats coincided with that of Fate Marable. 

Aboard the Steamer Capitol, Steve‟s duty besides the two-a-day job playing 

music (a sightseeing and dancing trip at 2 in the afternoon, then again at 9), was to 

play the steam calliope on the top deck - the advertising value of this now obsolete 

musical instrument (?) being well known to all inhabitants of the Crescent City, 

except the stone deaf. 

Here is the procedure which Steve found necessary in order to carry on this 

stint at the nineteen-keyed seam propelled „piano‟: first of all, he‟d remove his 

shoes! It must be known that Steve was a most fastidious dresser - from the 

superhigh, stiff collar, and “irobolant" necktie (diamond horse-shoe stickpin always 

included), down to his feet. Especially his feet! His $25 Florsheims were usually 

patent-leather bottoms, soft gray “uppers,” with pearl gray buttons. These Steve 

treasured. Before climbing the steep short stairs that led from the top deck up to the 

calliope, Steve would remove these fine cobblers creations, and don the oldest, most 

disreputable pair of bedroom slippers he owned. Why? Because the condensation of 

the steam meant soaking wet ankles - and the ruination of the valuable pedal 

accouterment. 

Next, Steve would don a raincoat. Then he would take from his pocket a 

small box of cotton and begin packing his ears. He would gently press a key and 

permit a spray of steam to escape, being careful to watch which way the wind was 

blowing the steam. If the steam wafted toward him, he packed them tightly! If it 

blow away from him, the packing was light. 

And Steve recalls that he had his regular listeners to his calliope serenade 

twice a day. Each time they lined the banks up and down the river for a mile or two. 

And what do you think that Steve did on his day off! A „Postman‟s Holiday,” of 
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course! He‟d station himself about a mile away from the riverboat on the levee, and 

listen to the guy who was taking his place at the steam piano! 

Just how great might have been Steve‟s influence on the piano players of his 

time is not known, and it is hard to conjecture. So little of Steve‟s true value ever 

spread over the U. S. A.! Recently, however, during a two-man record session where 

nothing but Piron‟s and Steve‟s records were played, a national authority on 

identification of recordings from sound, almost jumped from his seat when he heard 

Steve play “Willie Jackson‟s Blues. “Man, man!” he said, - “Now I see where James 

P Johnson got most of his stuff!” 

Before time slowly covers the immortal sounds that Steve left (which 

probably represent less than one thousandth of what he accomplished in the jazz 

field), the New Orleans Jazz Club is happy to announce that almost a complete 

collection of Steve‟s recordings are safely stored at the Latter Memorial Library, 

Music Branch, here in New Orleans - retained for posterity, in a magnificent setting 

befitting a great musician. What those who play these records will never see 

however, are the middle fingers of both Steve‟s hands - pointing rigidly upward 

from the keyboard - while the other 8 fingers were producing the fantastic runs and 

harmonies! Nor will anyone ever hear that rasping, husky voice turn to Piron and 

say, “S_H_A_W!!! Cummon „Maest‟ lets do that again!” 

 

Arnold Loyacano 

Dec. 1962 

 

Friday, October 5
th

, 1962, saw the end of one of the great historical figures of 

jazz. Arnold J. Loyacano died at Mercy hospital, New Orleans, with his faithful wife 

Rose at his side. Sharing the burden with her was “Papa” Jack Laine‟s daughter 

Alma Gascheck. Arnold‟s end came after a bitter struggle with stomach ulcers 

which had extended over the past 3 or 4 years. He was 73 years old. 

The January, 1951 issue of “The Second Line” carried a “Libretto,” written 

by Betty Jane Holder (now Mrs. Maurice Guillerman). It was the notarized sotry of 

Arnold Loyacano‟s life. Anything we attempt to add after this fine article would be 

gilding the lilly. We will quote almost verbatim, and as far as space permits. 

“Arnold Loyacano remembers.” From a musical family, he was beating a 

bass fiddle when he was six. He had to stand on a box in order to reach it, he was 

that small. 

Later, he took lessons from the Milano Conservatory of Music, run by Italian 

musicians who played at the old French Opera House. “They could teach you in 

four years what it would take twelve to learn today,” Arnold mused. He had a full 

scale course on the violin at the conservatory, where he learned “true ear training,” 

as he calls it. “They taught you to distinguish a tone, no matter what the note was.” 

After his French Opera days he took bass, and then piano. “You don‟t need any 

other musicians helping you on piano. I wish I had stuck to that instrument.” 

When Arnold was old enough to play with groups, he joined bands that 

played at Milneburg. “We‟d storm out there on Smoky Mary, and there would be 
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bass fiddles sticking out of all the windows. We‟d play all day for $1.50. On 

Sundays, we played for picnics at such places as Quarella‟s Pavilion. 

“Yes, I remember,” he reminisced, “I even remember when Louis Armstrong 

was not too long out of the Waif‟s Home. He was playing just across from us in a 

camp at Milneburg. Lawrence Vega was playing trumpet in our group. Louis 

looked over, took off his hat and tipped it in our direction. “I take my hat off to that 

guy” said Satchmo. Meaning „He‟s tops.‟” 

The next best thing to playing at Milneburg was walking in a band on Mardi 

Gras Day. Arnold enjoyed this to the fullest. He played bass drum in Jack Laine‟s 

10-piece band that marched between floats. The air was filled with ragtime on “Fat 

Tuesday.” “I can‟t truthfully say exactly who had the first white jazz band in New 

Orleans but Jack Laine held the ragtime crown in the Crescent City. Jack had the 

most popular bands in New Orleans and was more in demand than anyone else 

around the year 1900. He had several bands going at one time, and put a horn in the 

hands of many New Orleans youngsters who later became famous. All the bands 

started with Jack Laine. Later on, some of the musicians branched out for 

themselves and formed their own bands. 

When he was about 24, Arnold started playing guitar with a group of white 

musicians headed by Tom Brown. They would plaster advertising signs all over a 

tailgate wagon and stood up, playing, as it crept along the streets. They played 

together as a group for about 10 years. 

“In 1915, Myrtle Howard, a vaudeville performer, was working at old West 

End Pavilion as a dancer. Her Manager, Joe Gohrum, asked if we would like to go 

to Chicago to Lamb‟s Café. Smiley Corbett was the manager of Lamb‟s, and was 

using a gypsy string ensemble. We were used to blowing loud on that tailgate wagon, 

so when we followed that soft music, people held their ears. There was a  tile floor 

and a tin ceiling, so you can imagine how these notes bounced around from a full 

jazz band! It took a little time, but Brown‟s Band caught on and people queued up 

for blocks to hear us. I must give Gussie Mueller, Ray Lopez, Tom Brown and Billie 

Lambert and myself credit. We really introduced them to jazz in Chicago.” 

“After we had been at Lamb‟s a while, we made a mistake. We all wanted to 

see New York City, so we booked into the Century Theatre. One week or so after we 

left Lamb‟s, Nick LaRocca and his band followed us to Chicago. But Tom Brown‟s 

outfit was the very first to hit the big time in the big cities.” 

After a vaudeville tour, they became discouraged, because people didn‟t seem 

to understand jazz. Arnold believes that Ray Lopez returned to Chicago, and also 

Gussie Mueller. He is not sure where Tom Brown went. Bill Lambert and Arnold 

returned to New Orleans. One year later Chicago again saw Arnold with another 

ragtime outfit which included George “Happy” Schilling, George Barth, Johnny 

Fischer and Freddie Williams. A few months later Arnold woke up to find that the 

other four men had become homesick and simply hauled freight from the Windy 

City. 

Alone and deserted, Arnold wrote his brother Jack, who arrived in Chicago 

with Freddie Nieuroth, Henry Weber, Johnny Frisco, and they formed a 5-piece 
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outfit that played at Tommy Thomas‟ Café until May, 1917. Then he went into the 

service of his country. 

After serving in England and France, he landed in New York and 

immediately joined Jimmy Durante‟s band. There was Jack Loyacano, Alfred Laine 

(Papa‟s son), Achille Bacquet, Arnold and Jimmy. He stayed with this group a while 

until he was approached by Rag-Baby Stevens, and he joined this band at the 

Casino Gardens in Chicago. He remained with Rag-Baby until 1921, playing piano, 

until he was induced to join a band which later became famous under the name of 

the New Orleans Rhythm Kings, under the leadership of Paul Mares. The original 

outfit had Mares on trumpet, Georgie Brunies on trombone, Leon Rappolo on 

clarinet, Jack Pettis on sax, Frankie Snyder on drums, Elmer Schoebel on piano and 

Arnold on string bass. He did a two year stint with the “Kings,” and recalls that 

they had no set number of hours to work. They played until the last customer went 

home. Oftentimes, he recalls, excited customers threw the band $100 bills in 

appreciation, just to keep them playing longer. 

In 1923, he began gigging around. He played in symphonies, vaudeville 

houses, spot jobs with various outfits, and finally joined “Sig Meyers and His 

Druids,” the hottest big band in the mid-west. Among the stalwarts in this band 

were Volley DeFaut, Muggsy Spanier, and later on Santo Pecora. Arnold was 

bassist, and was the highest paid man in the band. 

Later on he played with the bands of Roy Bargy, Eddie Oliver, the Cocacola 

Spotlight Band, and was on the music staff of N.B.C. and of radio station WGN in 

Chicago. Arnold actually expressed a preference to symphony work, but declares 

there just wasn‟t enough money in it. The coffee shop in the Washington Hotel was 

managed by pretty Rosemary Smith of Richmond, Indiana. Here, Arnold feel in 

love. They married September 24, 1924. The have had 38 wonderful years together. 

Educated at the Jackson School and McDonogh High in New Orleans, 

Arnold states that he is actually self-taught: “I got to know what I know from 

reading good books - plenty good books. Really worthwhile books.” He has made his 

home in Florida and Chicago, but it took four visits back to New Orleans for the city 

to get under his skin again. He moved back here in 1951. He and Rose resided in 

their own immaculate cottage at 3611 North Robertson. 

At the December, 1950 Jazz club meeting in the Patio Royal, Arnold walked 

into the place arm in arm with his brother Bud and Papa Jack Laine. The applause 

was loud and long, and there were many wet eyes among the other old-timers and 

novices. Arnold had again made history. 

He was an active as well as lifetime honorary member of the New Orleans 

Jazz Club, and contributed much to the early jam sessions when the club was 

experiencing its growing pains. He staged a magnificent comeback after moving to 

his native city, playing with almost every famous band. There was Sharkey, Wiggs, 

Leo Prima, the Dukes, Pete Fountain, George Girard, George Hartman, Tony 

Almerico, and innumerable others. 

The Jazz Club and Tulane University are very fortunate to have a lengthy 

and completely documented taped interview with him for their files. The amount of 

historical data which he contributed is nothing short of fabulous, for his mind was 
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clear and concise. Ancient dates flowed from his memory as though they were 

yesterday. Arnold cared for nothing but the truth, and although his statements were 

frequently at variance with those made by other musicians, he had the courage of 

his convictions and spoke his piece fearlessly. He let the chips fly where they may, 

just in order to “keep the record straight.” He kept faith with himself. 

Arnold‟s body was laid in state in the Leitz-Eagan Funeral Parlors…… 

 

Bud Loyacano 

March/April, 1960 

 

One of the real “Giants of Jazz” is gone. John (Bud) Loyacano, who has seen 

our music grow from tiny infancy - and did much to contribute to its growth - died 

on Thursday afternoon, February 25
th

, 1960, at 3:56 P.M.. he was born November 

15, 1879. 

Besides Jack Laine (the “Father of White Jazz”) “Bud” Loyacano‟s life 

encompassed more of the historical years of jazz than any other man in New 

Orleans. His family was known as one of the greatest collection of musicians to 

emanate from under one roof. 

“Bud‟s” father, Jefferson Loyacano, played hot fiddle and guitar and did 

much to start his boys on the musical road. Their mother, Mary Ann Harrison, did 

not play any instrument, but encouraged her boys in their efforts. “Bud “ Loyacano 

started playing fiddle, then guitar, then string bass. Later on, he took up the tuba. 

Arnold was “Bud‟s” next brother, and his hands were first placed on the bass by the 

older brother, at six (Arnold says he stood on a box to play - and that “Bud” 

Loyacano carried the bass for him!) Joe “Hook” Loyacano was the third musical 

brother, and likewise a bassist, but later took up trombone. The youngest brother, 

Jefferson, Hr. took up trombone from the very start, and stuck to it. 

There were three sisters: Rosalie, the oldest sister, played guitar and sang, 

Frances the second sister, and Mary (the youngest) both followed in Rosalie‟s 

footsteps - they sang and played guitar. Arnold (“Deacon”) and Mary were the only 

two who got anywhere with the piano. 

“Deacon Loyacano played with some of Jack Laine‟s earliest bands. Two 

greatest of all of Laine‟s bands was the “Reliance,” and Loyacano almost always 

occupied the bassist chair in the dance group. Dan ________ band, which was 

especially known for playing at the old Greenwell Theatre on Dauphine Street, 

included Loyacano in this early outfit. “The Triangle Band” (not to be confused 

with Irvin LeClere‟s “Triangle Theater Band”), Tom Brown‟s Band, and the 

Margiotti Brothers‟ Band, are just a few of the many fine groups in which Loyacano 

did a regular stint with. 

Naturally, “Bud” Loyacano played at Milneburg, West End, Little Woods, 

Bucktown . . across the river at the Crescent Park; Brunings Pavilion, “across the 

lake” to Mandeville on the famous excursion steamer “New Camellia,” in fact, there 

was hardly a place where music was required that “Bud‟s” name was not included! 

Mr. John Loyacano was an automobile mechanic, having been employed by 

the City of New Orleans for almost a quarter of a century. Music was never his 
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entire livelihood, but although he always worked at a trade and supported his 

family through this means, he supplemented his income by playing music. 

Approximately nine years ago, “Bud” was severely burned when a can of 

gasoline upset and his clothes caught fire. He was saved from this accident, and 

after recuperating resumed working for the city. His health was never the same 

after this accident, and a year or two later he was given “compulsory retirement” by 

the city. From this time on, he gradually went downhill and never regained his 

strength. 

“Bud” Loyacano was honored by the National Jazz Foundation several years 

ago, and in 1952 was given an honorary Life Membership by the New Orleans Jazz 

Club. The picture accompanying this article was taken at the St. Charles Hotel, in 

1953, when “Bud” was attending a N.O. Jazz Club monthly meeting. This reporter 

believes that this was not only the last picture taken of this great left-handed bassist, 

but it was in all probability the last time that “Bud” played with a band. 

It is interesting to note that besides playing the string bass left handed, he 

also played a guitar (strung for a right handed player) left handed. This required an 

upward stroke instead of the usual down-stroke. Al G, Fields, the great old minstrel, 

on one of his numerous trips to New Orleans, saw Loyacano - and immediately 

regarded him as a curiosity - offering him a solo spot as an “added attraction” for 

his show. Loyacano turned him down! 

Mr. Loyacano‟s first wife was Mamie Bernius. His second wife (who survives 

him) was the former Ludwina Trout. Three children were born of his first 

marriage; Jeff, Gus, and John (who drowned in the Mississippi River, and whose 

body was retrieved by “Bud” himself). Mr. Loyacano was very proud of the fact 

that he had four grandchildren and nine great-grandchildren. 

All of Mr. Loyacano‟s brothers survive him, but only one sister, Frances. She 

is now Mrs. Anthony Bellanca. 

It is to be deplored that more of these great old-timers have never recorded 

for posterity, because the changing style of Dixieland music is a far jump from the 

music that “Bud” Loyacano knew and loved. Contemporary musicians of “Bud‟s” 

earlier youth recall the music he played as being “ragtime” - jazz being not only an 

unknown quantity, but also an unknown word at that time. 

 

Joe “Hooks” Loyacano 

Jan/Feb., 1968 

 

Another of the real “Giants of Jazz” is gone. Joseph “Hooks” Loyacano, the 

third and last of a family of celebrated musicians, died November 20
th

, 1967 at 

Touro Infirmary, of a heart attack. His widow, the former Rosalie Kirk, a daughter, 

two sons, and six grand-children all survive, in New Orleans. 

His two brothers - John (Buddy) and Arnold (Deacon) Loyacano preceded 

him in death in the early 1960s‟. All three were great string bassists, played tuba, 

and many other wind instruments. All three were brought up in the “Irish 

Channel,” where musicians abounded in almost every square block. The Loyacano 

brothers were intimate friends of Gussie Mueller and Ray Lopez (of Tom Brown‟s 
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Band from Dixieland), who also lived in the “Channel” during their early childhood. 

They also became boyhood pals with the Brunies brothers, Abbie, Georgie and 

Henry. Needless to guild the lilly in telling of these young men‟s musical exploits! 

However, it is well to remember that he was one of the fine group of musicians from 

the “Halfway House Orchestra” that became so famous. 

“Hooks” began his musical career at age 14, and was an excellent trombone 

man, up to the time he served in the U.S. Army at the time of the “Mexican Border 

Incident.” Following a long illness, he was forced to have all his teeth extracted. This 

ended his “blowing” career, and from then on he switched to string bass, by which 

instrument he is probably best remembered. 

The quality of the musicians with which his whole life was associated tells us 

of his ability. Such popular and famous bands as Johnny DeDroit, the late Pantsy 

Laine, Louis and Leon Prima‟s bands, Sharkey Bonano‟s band, and the late Tony 

Almerico‟s groups at the Parisian Room on Royal Street, where he was a fixture for 

10 long years. Mr. Loyacano‟s work on string bass can be best heard on numerous 

records of “Tony Almerico‟s All-Stars.” 

In late 1959, Joseph suffered his first coronary thrombosis, and was forced to 

give up his beloved music. The New Orleans Jazz Club held a benefit performance 

during his convalescence to help defray the costs of his “intensive hospital care.” 

 

Steve Loyacano 

Sept/Oct, 1964 

 

Born in New Orleans, he began his musical career at age eleven, studying 

with Professor Emile Mahmquist for 5 years. He played with the old Jesuits College 

Orchestra (on Baronne Street then, next to the Immaculate Conception Church) for 

graduation exercises, concerts, benefits and the like. 

At age 18, he realized that the violin was on the way out of jazz orchestra, so 

he easily switched to banjo. He and the late Pinky Gerbrecht (trumpet) organized a 

jazz band. Others in their group were Ray Bauduc, Harold Maranto, and the late 

Sidney Arodin. Sidney, it will be remembered, wrote “Up A Lazy River” . .  but in 

those early days it bore another title which was necessarily changed to the present 

more acceptable form. 

All the men in this band had day jobs and played at night. Dances were held 

usually from 8 to 12 midnight, and besides private parties in New Orleans, they 

frequently played in the open-air pavilions from Algiers to Westwego. 

1923 saw him making one of the most important moves of his musical career. 

Joining Johnny Bayersdorffer‟s band, they became so prominent as to be booked 

into the Arcadia Ballroom and soon afterwards the Tokyo Gardens, at Spanish Fort. 

The line-up was as follows: Johnny Bayersdorffer, leader and trumpet; Steve 

Loyacano, banjo; Chink Martin, tuba; Tom Brown, trombone; Leo Adde, drums; 

Johnny Miller, piano; and Charlie Scaglione, clarinet. Their music was radio 

broadcast nightly. 

That same year, they carved their niche in immortality when they recorded 

two sides for Okeh: “Waffleman‟s Call” and “I Wonder Where My Easy Rider‟s 
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Riding Tonight.” Steve made it known that it was HIS composition that became 

“Waffleman Call.” This record is highly regarded by the savants; of jazz, and is a 

sought-after collector‟s item even after 41 years. It is recognized as the most 

authentic New Orleans Dixieland to have ever been waxed. It was re-issued after 25 

years, and again recently released by Columbia on a magnificent 3-record 

symposium collection called “New Orleans Jazz 1917-1947.” It has also found issue 

on innumerable foreign labels who likewise rate it “tops.” 

In 1924, this band went to Indianapolis, with billing to play at the Rainbow 

Casino Gardens against the great Bix Beiderbecke and his Wolverines! They were to 

alternate on the same bandstand. Bix‟s fine band had done many recordings for the 

Gennett label, so the New Orleans contingent mounted the bandstand with much 

trepidation until they found out that the Wolverines were even more scared to buck 

a hot aggregation straight from the Crescent City! 

In June of 1925 Mr. Loyacano joined the reorganized New Orleans Rhythm 

Kings under the direction of the famous trumpeter Paul Mares. Others in the band 

were Leon Roppolo, Leo Adde, Charlie Cordilla, Dave leWintes, Deacon Loyacano 

and Joe Loyacano (no relation). The band toured the Mississippi Gulf Coast and 

sections of nearby Alabama. After three months, the group disbanded. 

In October of that same year, Stephen renounced bachelorhood and married 

Miss Ursula Scully. They have one son, Stephen, Jr., who is a distinguished 

personage in Hollywood, having made his way pup the ladder through his own 

numerous talents. He works under the professional name of Stephen Lord and is a 

writer and producer in television, is a marvelous pianist and composer. He lives in 

his own showplace in Sherman Oaks, Calif. And its exquisite interior reflects his 

abilities as an artist-decorator. 

In 1926, Steve organized his own orchestra of nine pieces, and played single 

spot jobs. This band entered a city-wide contest, sponsored by the Saenger Theatre, 

and made their way into the finals against the N.O. Owls. The winner was selected 

by length of audience applause, and Steve‟s band came in second. The Owls Band 

received as first prize one week‟s engagement at the Strand Theatre, while Steve‟s 

group was awarded one week at the Liberty Theatre. (Neither of these two 

playhouses exist today.) Due to the extreme popularity attained by Loyacano in this 

contest, his band was booked into the Silver Slipper Night Club on Bourbon Street, 

which now exists under the name of the “Dream Room.” It was the tops n supper-

clubs and the only place that charged a $2.50 cover. There were only four other 

night clubs at that time. The personnel was as follows: Joe Loyacano, Leon Prima, 

Paul Peque, Chink Martin, Charlie Scaglione, Augie Schellang, and Horace Diaz. 

The latter joined the Eddie Duchin band, with which he remained for 20 years. Of 

course, Steve was banjoist and leaderman at the Silver Slipper. 

When the Saenger Theatre was at the height of its popularity, Mr. Loyacano 

joined their orchestra in 1927 and remained with them for six years. He played 

violin in the pit orchestra and banjo and guitar when the band went on stage. He 

has had the privilege of playing under the baton of many famous maestros, among 

them being Dave Rubinoff and Ed Fontana. During this same period, he recorded 

for Victor and Brunswick with Tony Parenti‟s band. 
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In 1934, Gordon Kirst‟s orchestra had the privilege of opening up the famous 

Blue Room of the Roosevelt Hotel, and picked the best men he could find for his 

band. Steve was among those selected. 

Starting in 1935 and for the next three years, Loyacano had his own night 

club out on Pontchartrain Boulevard. It was called the “Chez Paree.” He was owner 

and bandleader and featured floor shows with name-acts. The exact spot (with 

numerous enlargements and improvements) exists today as “Masson‟s Beach 

House,” a famous French restaurant. With the closing of his “Chez Paree,” Steve 

retired from the music business. 

For the next fifteen years, he and his brother Joe operated a popular bowling 

alley business. He is presently engaged in an extensive Vending Cart Sandwich 

business that thrives throughout the city and notably in the French Quarter. 

Mr. Loyacano stated that his only musical interest are now confined to the 

activities of the NOJC…. 

 

Bob Lyons 

(early 2
nd

 line) 

 

Bob Lyons, old-timer of jazz, who strummed a “mean bass” in his day, was 

born in 1869. He first started playing about 1894 at the age of 25. Music was in his 

blood as he inherited the love for it from his father who played in the Custom House 

Brass Band, which was composed of 6 pieces. When Bob was just 6 months old his 

father died but he grew up listening to his father‟s friends play music and got the 

urge to try it himself. 

At 25 Lyons was a member of Galloway‟s Band, sharing the rhythm with 

Tom Landry (trombone), Charlie Galloway (guitar), Edward Clem (cornet), Barnet 

(trap drum) and Willie Warner (clarinet). They played at Masonic Hall and at 

Kenny‟s Hall. The price of admission at the door was 25 cents but if the person had 

a ticket he only needed to pay 15 cents. There, for this small sum, the colored folks 

could dance the  hours away to some of the best music in town. These famous halls 

are standing no longer having been torn down to make room for progress. Various 

social organizations such as the “High Arts Club” and “The Vidalians” hired the 

halls to give dances. 

Some of the brass band that were going to town during Lyons‟ time were the 

“Pickwicks,” “Excelsior,” “Columbia” and the “Onward.” 

After about 4 years with Galloway‟s Band, Lyons switched to a band which 

had no name but the personnel included: Charlie Eulett (hot violinist), Tove Landry 

(bass), Bob Lyons (guitar instead of bass), Oscar Duconge (cornet), Alphonse Picou 

(clarinet) and Tucker (trombone). This band played in “Economy Hall,” 

“Corporated Hall,” “Artisan hall,” “Francis Amis Hall,” and “Jeune Amis Hall.” 

The odd fact about the latter two halls was their snootiness and their exclusiveness. 

No one who was dark brown or black could enter the places but anyone who was a 

light tar or beige color was welcomed. The only “black” allowed around the places 

was the janitor. There were no other exceptions. These halls drew as many of the 

“better class Creole Negroes” as did the octoroon balls in New Orleans. 
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Lyons played with Buddy Bolden in Lincoln Park, lawn parties and various 

other jobs with him. Like all musicians of his day, Bob alternated playing with the 

numerous bands around town. 

Bob said that Buddy Bolden never did play at any of the houses in Storyville. 

Buddy was far too busy playing all of his many, many engagements at Lincoln Park, 

Johnson Park and the different dance halls uptown and downtown. Bolden had 

such powerful wind that when he felt like exerting himself when playing at Lincoln 

Park he could be heard for many miles, clear on across town to Perdido and 

Rampart Streets. 

Another incident Lyons remembers was a bucking contest between the 

Robichaux band and Bolden‟s. This time Robichaux won. Lyons said that 

Robichaux‟s was the sweet type of band, while Buddy played “real low-down and 

dirty.” (the gut-bucket, barrel-house kind). 

Bob used to marvel how Bolden could sway the crowd. Buddy would accept 6 

or 7 jobs a night and flit from one to another playing 1 or 2 tunes at each. The 

people stood for such tactics as just the sight of the famous cornetist was enough to 

satisfy some of his fans. 

According to Lyons, Buddy started out with 4 men: Brock Munford (guitar), 

Frank Lewis (clarinet), Jimmy Johnson(bass) and himself on the cornet. Later 

Bolden added Bill Wilegen (drums), and Willie Cornish (trombone), making up the 

customary 6-7 piece outfit of that day. In the early days an accordion or a banjo was 

sometimes substituted for one of the other instruments. 

Bob Lyons played with the different bands which “whooped it up” for the 

patrons of such famous houses as Tom Anderson‟s, Frank Early‟s, Pete Lala‟s, No. 

25, Rice‟s, 101 Ranch, etc. Bob said he remember a mighty fine cornet player and 

played loud but good at “25.” The musician was named Frank Smith and if Bob is 

right in his recollections, Smith was one of the earliest hot cornets which poured out 

music in Storyville.  Some of the band which played in and around Storyville were 

Emanuel Perez‟s, Henry Peyton‟s and the Tuxedo. 

 

Sherwood Mangiapane 

(Mangiapane‟s Marvelous Machine) 

by Al Rose 

March/April, 1064 

 

I‟ve never see Mangiapane‟s Marvelous Machine, and so far as can be 

determined, neither has anyone else. But there are thousands of Orleanians who 

know it exists, and it‟s about time someone tried to explain it. Sherwood 

Mangiapane certainly can‟t, at least not verbally, even though he‟s the man who 

makes it go. To understand how it operates, you‟ve got to know something about the 

world Sherwood was born into - and that world was just one square, uptown block 

in the Carrollton section of New Orleans on October 1, 1912, the beginning of the 

real golden age of Crescent City jazz. Louis Armstrong was not yet an alumnus of 

the Waif‟s Home, Joe Oliver had just made his debut. The Original Dixieland Jazz 
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Band was still years in the future. Piron was still to open at West End. In short, it 

was the right place at the right time. 

New Orleans kids have never lacked for feelings of security. More than any 

other city, this is a family town. It remains an old world of respected relative and 

“kissin cousins.” When you are born in New Orleans you are born into a social 

milieu, into a neighborhood to be defended, a family name to be protected. You go 

to a school which is clearly the greatest school in Louisiana, marry the most perfect 

girl in the world and have the handsomest children. And these are all things that 

Sherwood understands. That‟s one of the reasons why he had to invent his 

Marvelous Machine. 

This youngster started life with more typical Crescent City advantages than 

even most Orleanians. Not that his people were wealthy - far from it. His dad, a 

struggling bank clerk, provided well enough by frugality and good management. 

But even better, he instilled in his boys the traditional virtues - and gave them the 

kind of love and affection parents always supplied in this town, but which hadn‟t 

yet become fashionable elsewhere. And young Sherwood lived in a block where 

every single dwelling save one was inhabited by a member of the family. (The other, 

as he was to learn in later years, was the domicile of the state hangman.) Young 

Sherwood could wander freely through any front or back door in the block, certain 

of tolerant welcome. He played with impunity in all back yards. It was his world. He 

loved it and he meant to keep it. That‟s part of the beginning of the machine. 

A cozy, carefree world, it was also polyglot, expressing itself in English, 

gumbo French, Spanish and Italian. It was full of Teutonic gutterals and Hibernian 

brogues. Remnants of the folk sounds of the globe, words and music, drifted on the 

shimmer of the evenings. The echo of the drums of Congo Square remained in the 

multitude of marching bands. All of this soaked into Sherwood like po‟ boy gravy 

into pan bread. 

Sherwood never learned any music, he just played it. First he maddened his 

mother with the constant banging of chair-round drumsticks on pots and pans, 

later, on an assortment of borrowed brass horns, he blew her to distraction. 

Suddenly, at age 10, he was a professional musician. He and his brother 

played for lawn parties, each picking up as much as fifty cents in a day banging, 

blowing, beating, singing and whistling. Times were such that the half-dollar could 

be an appreciable contribution to the family coffers. He didn‟t care about the 

money. He was busy building the machine. 

In 1925, when he discovered Louis Armstrong, via the Hot Five records, his 

whole life was enriched. He proceeded to “learn Louis” on his trumpet, memorizing 

and reproducing every Armstrong chorus on his own horn. He gave up the trumpet 

and settled for collecting Louis records (now the best such compendium in existence) 

and the bass fiddle. Those Louis choruses all went into the machine. Sherwood was 

only thirteen when the Louis sound came into his life. It became as much a part of 

him as his powerful left hand. 

A strong left hand may sometimes be an outstanding asset to an aspiring 

baseball star, but seems unwieldy on a string bass player. Sherwood had his chance 

at the former career, but did not succumb to the blandishments of the great New 
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Orleans outfielder, Larry Gilbert, then managing the now defunct Pelicans, who 

repeatedly tried to get Mangiapane to at least try out with his team. 

As far as the bull-fiddle is concerned, however, Sherwood became interested 

in this particular instrument, played by and belonging to a right-handed friend of 

his who was frequently a member of the little group. He simply learned on this right 

handed bass, by standing on the wrong side, and playing it tuned for a right handed 

player! He has never bothered to try it any other way, and produces the greatest 

southpaw syncopation ever heard in these parts. 

Following in the firm footsteps of the elder Mangiapane, Sherwood became 

an apprentice banker at the Whitney National in 1931 and has been there ever since. 

In his spare time he continued to play that jazz bass and to perfect his marvelous 

Machine. 

Now, this is what the Marvelous Machine does. It‟s not the bass fiddle that 

does it, although Sherwood usually pulls the trigger with the instrument. It‟s really 

Sherwood, himself, imperious as Joshua, controlling time itself! As he goes into 

action he flips back the pages on your kitchen calendar until he comes to the ones 

with the flappers and the Moxie ads. In the magic of his beat, in the vigor of his 

drive, he not only recalls, but rebuilds the world of his salad days. For as long as 

Mangiapane‟s Marvelous Machine operates, that world lives, vital, yet changeless. 

One who hasn‟t been exposed to the Machine may say, “But - a bass player! 

No one really ever hears a bass player. Don‟t the horns really make the music?” 

Let‟s reconstruct a scene. A record session is in rehearsal in Joe Mares‟ back 

room. The tune is “King Zulu Parade.” It‟s composer, Johnny Wiggs is playing 

cornet. The others? Not amateurs by any means. Paul Barbarin, Emile Christian, 

Ray Burke, Edmond Souchon, Jeff Riddick - the cream of New Orleans jazz. 

The sound is just wonderful. Suddenly a firm, loud voice says, “Stop!” 

Everybody looks at Sherwood. “That‟s wrong!” he says. 

Guess who‟s the only one in the group dumb enough to ask, “What‟s wrong? 

It sounded great to me!”? 

That‟s right. None other than your author. All the musicians know that when 

Sherwood flags a session down, he‟s caught something they‟ve missed. The 

playbacks invariably demonstrate the infallibility of his ear. 

“How the hell do I know what‟s wrong?” he explodes, considering this detail 

well outside his province. “I‟m not the leader.” 

The musicians figure out what‟s wrong and go on to an eventual perfect 

recording. It might have been less so without that discerning ear. 

Furthermore, a band just sounds different with Sherwood in it. That rhythm 

is real New Orleans two-beat instead of revival four-beat. Rich, imaginative chord 

changes put the Mangiapane “Made in The Golden Age” stamp on every date. 

That‟s what the Marvelous Machine does. 

With the retirement of the irreplaceable Johnny Wiggs, the “Big Four” 

ceased to exist. They were, happily, recorded on two ten inch LP‟s by Paramount in 

their pristine glory, sounding like a full band. The group went on to be the nucleus 

of many another outstanding session for Southland, Golden Crest, GHB and Good 

Time Jazz, to name a few, with such greats as Armand Hug, Paul Crawford and 
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Emile Christian to augment them. Each date bears the mark of the Marvelous 

Machine, putting time back where it belongs - in Sherwood‟s happy world. 

Mangiapane lives in a world of warmth his own making. He‟s got time to 

work, to play, to be friendly and to be interested in what his friends are doing (like 

people used to be!). He‟s the first to share your joy or sorrow, easily moved to 

laughter or tears. In the fall of ‟62 when my little boy, Rex, was born, many 

musicians filed through our New Orleans apartment to congratulate, to wish the 

baby and mother well. But Sherwood was the one who asked eagerly, “Hey, Can I 

hold him Can I?” Thus becoming the first to do so other than Rex‟s weary parents. 

So now he‟s chronologically 53 years old. One look at him and you can see 

this is ridiculous. There‟s no age to Mangiapane. He left it in the Machine. He makes 

his own time and keeps it on tap for all to share. It‟s a time with neither cold war 

nor nuclear fission. It‟s a straw hat, ice cream soda time of picnics and lakefront 

gambols in a world of youth in the happiest place on earth.  When you want to walk 

its shell road, play in the penny arcade of Spanish Fort - just get him to turn it on 

for you - Mangiapane‟s Marvelous Machine. 

 

Paul Mares 

Nov. 1950 

 

A glowing spirit of Dixieland music was extinguished by the death of Paul 

Mares last year. Without his driving trumpet and his unparalleled enthusiasm, real 

New Orleans Dixieland is going to be less happy music for many people. 

Paul was born at the turn of the century, in New Orleans. At the age of 16 

years he was playing on Saturday nights at a resort on Lake Pontchartrain with a 

group that included Leon Rappolo (then a 14 year old clarinetist) and George 

Brunies on trombone. 

In 1919 “Ragbaby” Stevens sent for Paul to come to Chicago to work at the 

Camel Gardens. As soon as Paul arrived, he sent for Brunies; then they moved over 

to Bert Kelly‟s Stables but decided, shortly, that the Kelly banjo ruined the New 

Orleans flavor so both Paul and George left to join Dixon‟s Band on the Capitol 

In Davenport Paul picked up Rappolo and the three men, returned to 

Chicago. There, in 1920, the famous New Orleans Rhythm Kings was born. 

Credit for organizing the final line up of the Kings rightfully goes to Mares. 

After he left the Marines at the end of World War I, music and musicians were 

foremost in the mind and heart of this man who was recognized as the top white 

trumpet player in Chicago Jazz circles, which, at that time, meant practically the 

entire country. 

The successful fusion of the Chicago and New Orleans musicians in the 

NORK is a tribute to Paul‟s experience and judgment. With Mares kicking off the 

tunes, leading the ensemble, this band was destined to become one of the most 

influential organizations in jazz history. If served as an inspiration for a long list of 

musicians, among whom are Ben Pollack, Benny Goodman, Bix Beiderbecke, and 

Jimmy McPartland. 
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Although the band put a reasonable amount of jazz on wax, it is unfortunate 

that records were not electrically cut at the time. Space does not permit a listing of 

the records they made but they can be found in Index to Jazz or any discography. 

Those of you who have his records, are familiar with the hard-punching 

style, the big, broad, rough tone, suggesting unbridled power, of Paul Mares the 

first white trumpeter who swung. 

He introduced many famous numbers such as “Land of Dreams,” “Golden 

Leaf Strut,” “Reincarnation,” “I‟m Goin‟ Home,” “Everybody Love Somebody 

Blues,” “E Flat Blues.” He was co-composer of Tin Roof Blues, Milneburg Joys, 

Farewell Blues, Mad, Forgotten Man Blues, etc. 

When the New Orleans Rhythm Kings finally came to an end in 1924, and 

after he and Rappolo played an engagement at Mill‟s Caprice in New York‟s 

Greenwich Village, Paul quit playing and returned to New Orleans to join his family 

in the muskrat fur enterprise. However, he found that music was too important a 

part of his life to entirely discard it, so Mares got a band together for local 

engagements. They played some Victor and Okeh record dates, after which Paul 

returned to Chicago. 

He opened the P & M New Orleans Barbecue, and this unpretentious North 

Side restaurant promptly became a hangout for jazz fans and musicians. Many well-

remembered jam sessions were held there, featuring the members of the Crosby 

band, Jimmy Dorsey, Jack Teagarden, Jimmy McPartland, and others. Paul would 

pull out his horn and the sound of his driving New Orleans style trumpet would fill 

the place and warm all hearts within range. 

In 1934 Paul took a band to Harry Hepps‟ New York Bar, in Chicago. He 

had prominent men like Jess Stacy, George Wettling, Pat Patterson, Boyce Brown, 

and Santo Pecora. This outfit made two records for Okeh under the name of Paul 

Mares‟ Friar‟s Society Orchestra. Then, on Paul‟s advice, Benny Goodman took 

Jess Stacy and the band broke up. 

Paul‟s farewell appearance was made with his own Dixieland band at Tin 

Pan Alley, in 1947. 

Leaving his wife and son (who is 21 years old and also plays trumpet) in 

Chicago, Paul paid a flying visit to New Orleans in 1948, hoping to organize another 

Dixieland band with such great men as Lester Bouchon, Irving Fazola, and Pecora, 

but time ran out on Paul and the Mares story has to stay as it is. 

It is nice to know that during his lifetime, Paul was credited not only for 

launching the NORK but for setting a style that crossed the Original Dixieland Jazz 

Bands with Negro jazz. 

 

 

Lawrence Marrero 

July/April, 1959 

 

On Saturday, June 6
th

, the phone call came from George Lewis. His voice 

was calm - too studiedly calm. The editor of The Second Line knew something big 

and tragic was bound to come from George‟s end of the line. In a few words he 
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announced that Lawrence Marrero had passed away. There was no “choking up” or 

dramatics, but you could tell that George Lewis was deeply affected. 

Ill with a bad heart for several months, Lawrence had seemed a bit 

improved. He watched TV that night, and went to bed about 10 o‟clock. He slept 

fitfully for a short while, then awoke complaining of a tightness in his chest, and 

much pain. Mrs. Marrero ran to the other room to summon help. By the time she 

returned it was all over. He was 59 years old. 

Lawrence Marrero stemmed from a long line of good New Orleans 

musicians. He was part and parcel of the spearhead in the New Orleans Revival. His 

banjo was an integral part of what many firmly believe to be one of the greatest 

rhythm sections out of New Orleans. With his sidekick, “Slow Drag” Pavegeau on 

string bass, they could almost be thought of as the two legs upon which the whole 

band stood. Of course, Joe Watkins on drums and Alton Purnell on piano rounded 

out a bed-rock solid foundation. Any front line that could not play with those guys 

behind them, just didn‟t have it in them. 

But Lawrence and “Slow Drag” were the two legs. Take one of them away, 

and its mighty hard for the other to support the load. 

Marrero was among the line up selected by the National Jazz Foundation to 

back “Bunk” Johnson up, when a big reception was given at the St. Charles Hotel 

for the officers and men of the “Jean D‟Arc.” This famous French battleship was in 

port at New Orleans, and requested to hear the archaic New Orleans style music. 

Besides “Bunk,” there was George Lewis, Big Jim Robinson, “Slow Drag” 

Pavegeau, Baby Dodds and Lawrence Marrero. 

When “Bunk‟s” demise broke up this fine organization, George Lewis 

assumed the position as leader. “Bunk” was replaced by Elmer Talbot on trumpet, 

but the rest of the line-up remained the same. Bill Russell did much to retain for 

posterity the sound of the early “Bunk” Johnson and George Lewis groups. His 

records will forever prevent us from forgetting the best that Lawrence Marrero‟s 

banjo provided. 

Another early session (recorded in New Orleans, and intended only as a “jam 

session”) appeared on the “Paradox” label first, then “PAX” and was later sold to 

“Jazz Tone Society.” Although we are biased, we believe that George Lewis‟ band as 

they played that night have never equaled and certainly never surpassed themselves. 

Numerous recordings followed these early ones: Victor, Columbia, Decca, Coral, 

Circle, Jazzman, Brunswick, Delmar, Vogue, Melodisc, Riverside, London, Esquire, 

Good Time Jazz, Commodore, and innumerable other record companies include 

Lawrence Marrero‟s name in the personnel. 

A critical evaluation of Marrero‟s playing brings out a strange paradox: 

although Marrero has been repeatedly hailed as the rock-solid and driving force 

behind the bands with which he played, he was in all probability the member of the 

musical Marrero family with the least musical knowledge! Many others of his family 

were much greater technically than he, yet none gained the fame which Lawrence 

Marrero deserved and received. Many times, his banjo was not used correctly. In 

listening to records on which he plays, the fact that his knowledge of chording was 

extremely limited does not come out. But . . . sitting next to his chair, listening, or 
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even playing alongside of him, suddenly revealed the fact that he would side step a 

chord he did not know, or nonchalantly play an incorrect one! 

However, we defy anyone to call our attention to one incorrect beat - one 

single Faut pas in rhythm in any of his recordings. He was in there pitching all the 

time, like a musical Gibralta - never hurrying the beat, yet kicking the band along 

like mad. This is where Lawrence‟s star shone most brightly. 

It is not universally known that Marrero also beat a mean bass drum on 

occasion, in parade bands. While his banjo rested in his lap, he was probably the 

most retiring and spotlight avoided in the world. But let him get hold of a bass drum 

beater and a wire ring cymbal beater, and b-r-o-t-h-e-r! You heard the real New 

Orleans stuff, and you couldn‟t refrain from marching right along with him. 

 

Martin Abraham Sr. “Chink Martin” 

Jazz Pioneer 

 by Donald M. Marquis 

Summer, 1972 

 

On a given night at Preservation Hall one will see a string bass player in the 

back line of the band. He seldom, if ever, takes a solo, and his bass is at least a foot 

and a half taller than he is. His steady, unsensational, but well-disciplined beat does 

not draw the heavy applause accorded the front line and the drummer. The focus of 

the observer keeps coming back to the bass player, however, and even the musically 

untrained detects that this man, in his unobtrusive manner, is the heart of the 

rhythm section and therefore the key to the band‟s pace and tone. 

He is not young, although it is difficult to guess just how old he is. He has a 

certain demeanor that suggests both a kindly grandfather and the old time 

definition of the word “gentleman.” It is easy to conjure up visions of a cane and a 

rocking chair, but the evidence is obvious; this man is driving a hot New Orleans 

jazz band and is not ready for retirement. 

Information from a hall “regular” might reveal that this is just not an 

isolated or “final” performance, but that this man appears at least once or twice a 

week with more than one band. Curiosity compels a desire to learn his name and 

find out more about him. With break time and the customary introduction of the 

musicians, part of the mystery is solved. 

“and on bass - Chink Martin!” 

Chink Martin was christened Abraham J. Martin on June 10, 1889, and 

although he celebrates his birthday on June 10
th

, he was actually born “sometime in 

1886.” Much has been written about Chink, but except for an article in Jazz Journal 

in April, 1972, most of the writing has been primarily involved with dates, names 

and places. The man himself has remained in the background of most articles 

written about him. This is understandable as it somewhat coincides with his 

personality. Chink is a diminutive, unassuming man who prefers the background. 

He avoids controversy, smiles often and has apparently made no enemies in his 

eighty-two years of involvement with music in New Orleans. This is not to say that 

he does not have opinions, or advice, but what he says is said in a friendly, helpful 
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and elder-statesman manner. For instance, he recently gave up smoking cigarettes 

(at age eighty-eight), and threw away two cartons to show that he meant it, yet he 

does no preaching to those who do smoke. 

To begin chronologically with Chink‟s career, he was born on Bayou St. 

John and Esplanade Avenue in 1886. Shortly there-after he lived with his 

grandmother at the River-Uptown corner of Royal Street and Esplanade. The 

building still stands and at one time housed a cigar maker‟s shop and later a tailor 

shop. (The patio and the building has been renovated by the Stream family!) As 

testimony that his memory goes back a few years, Chink remembers when 

Esplanade Avenue‟s cobblestones were replaced by creosote blocks, when Chief 

Hennessy was murdered in 1891, the tower on Canal Street and the Old Opera 

House on Canal Street. These were all remembrances of pre-1900 days. 

Around 1895 he moved to Ursalines Street (the 600 block), across the street 

from what is now Brocato‟s Ice Cream Parlor. One of his fellow boarders was 

Francisco Quinones, who had come to the city as a baritone horn player with “The 

Queen‟s Own Band” from Spain. Quinones stayed on when the band left, and being 

an accomplished musician, began giving lessons to Chink. Chink remembers 

Quinones: “He was a heavy drinker, but that never affected his playing. He was a 

great guitar player and he played no jazz.” 

Chink took guitar lessons from Quinones and learned to speak Spanish at the 

same time. At that time the area from Esplanade to Dumaine and from Royal to 

Decatur Streets was populated mostly by Spanish and Mexican people. He was 

playing guitar in 1898 for Spanish singers who would serenade their mothers or 

sweethearts late at night. Some of the songs they sang were “La Paloma 

Lagalondrina” and a Puerto Rican song entitled “Cuba.” They serenaded people on 

the sidewalks and were often invited inside for food and drinks. By 1900 he was 

playing with a Mexican band that consisted of guitar, mandolin, violin, string bass, 

tuba and sousaphone. 

He experimented with mandolin, violin and banjo while with the Mexican 

band and remembers the music as being all “Spanish Style.” They played for 

dances, but with a Spanish beat. The two—step was called “Pasa Doble.” 

Tempo has always been essential to Chink and to backtrack a bit, he learned 

the importance of tempo from his first teacher, Francisco Quinones. Quinones 

would set the tempo with a metronome, then muffle it so the students could not hear 

it. When he let them hear it again, he expected them to be in time with it. Chink got 

high marks in this test. Elaborating on this, he says that strict tempo is essential to 

jazz and that he has been playing with strict tempo bands since about 1908. To 

quote him: “I don‟t care how good you are. A person can be taught music, but to 

keep strict tempo comes from the heart. In other words, you got to have that feeling. 

If you don‟t have that feeling, nothing happens. 

Asked the always touchy question: “Were white bands playing music which 

could be called jazz in the early part of the century or whether it was strictly a 

Black music. Chink hedges a bit, while stating that both were playing strict tempo 

music in 1908, which is when he first became seriously involved in what would later 
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become known as jazz. It is a fair hedge, nobody knew what to call the music in the 

early days, and in those days it was certainly still in an experimental stage. 

He does say that the first white band that he recalls playing “Jazz” was about 

1908. The band, which was playing what was then referred to as Ragtime, but what 

was probably the yet unnamed “Jazz,” was named the “High Rollers.” Chink 

explained, as did Sidney Bechet in his auto biography “Treat It Gentle,” that the 

word “Jazz” in those days had a bad connotation. “If you used it in the presence of 

women, you would get knocked down.” Nevertheless, the High Rollers were made 

up of Johnny Fernandes, guitar; Willie guitar, string bass; Bullwinkle, drums; Pete 

Dintrans(spelling questionable), trumpet; Bill Gallaty Sr., and later Johnny Pujol, 

valve trombone. Gallaty was the father of trumpeter Bill Gallaty Jr. And Pujol was 

a cousin to trumpeter Tony Fougerat. 

A similar band, almost concurrent with the “High Rollers” and certainly 

preceding them was Jack Laine‟s Band. Laine began with brass bands, playing bass 

drum, leading and managing under the name “The Reliance Brass Band.” Laine‟s 

bands date back to about 1893. 

In the meantime, Chink found it difficult to make a living playing guitar, and 

switched to string bass. By 1907, he was playing string bass with Laine‟s concert 

and dance bands. 

Chink did not play with the brass bands on parade, but one day, Laine‟s 

tuba players, Albert Castro, who had come to New Orleans with the Ringling Bros. 

Circus Band, became ill and Laine told Chink that he was his new tuba player. 

Chink‟s arguments that he had never played tuba did not affect Laine. “I don‟t give 

a damn if you ever played a tuba or not, but you are going to play one. We‟ll just 

plug it up. I‟ve got to have ten men for the parade tomorrow and you are going to 

play the tuba.” 

A credit to Chink‟s ability is that he got the hang of the instrument so 

quickly that it wasn‟t plugged up and he was hired as a regular with the brass band. 

His comments on the tuba: “The tuba gives more fullness to a band because it is 

louder and can sustain a tone longer than string bass. But the tuba will not kick a 

band and give life to a band that the bass does. A tuba is good for playing waltzes, 

but a string bass is better for a dance band.” 

To more fully explain his switch from guitar to string bass. Chink found that 

the bands were becoming brass-oriented and that a guitar could not be heard in a 

band with brass instruments. The banjo helped some, which is the reason it came 

into prominence, but by 1908-1910 the instrumentation was usually trumpet or 

cornet, trombone, clarinet, bass and drums. Most bass players played only two beats 

per measure, which was proper for ragtime music, but he thought the sound was 

empty, so he began playing four beats and filled out the chord. It was considered 

strange to the other musicians at that time, but was soon picked up by them. 

There are pictures of Chink with the Jack Laine bands of 1910 and 1912, and 

it was around this time that his talents made him a much in demand musician. Jack 

Laine had a son named Albert “Pantsy” Laine, and he was put in charge of Jack 

Laine‟s “Second band.” Laine had a lot of jobs and at times had four or five units 

playing simultaneously. Jack became more of an organizer and business manager as 
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time went one and rivalries sprang up in his various bands. Everybody wanted 

Chink! 

Chink started a practice that was to stay with him through many, many 

years. He played with them all. In his own words: “From Jack Laine‟s band I 

started playing with every band and every musician in the city of New Orleans.” 

This is where it gets difficult to do much more than list dates, names and 

places, but an attempt will be made to intersperse chronology with reminiscences, 

philosophy and personal observances as Chink remembers them. 

He played tuba with brass bands all over the city and recalls concerts on 

open-air jobs at Southern Park, City Park, Crescent Park and Electric Park in 

Algiers. He continued to work with Laine‟s Brass Bands and with George “Happy” 

Schilling at baseball games. 

One of his proudest moments was when Tom Early, an early politician and 

bass player, told Chink he needed a clarinet player for a job three days off. 

Although the always self-degegrating Mr. Martin said he didn‟t know anything 

about playing a clarinet, Early said, “You have to do it.” Chink played clarinet on 

the job. 

Another time, early came and informed him that he had booked the Holy 

Name Society Parade and that the band had to play straight marches; no jazz or 

dance music. Chink, then working in Early‟s band, which did not read music, asked 

Early what he was going to do. Early‟s answer was, “You‟ll come up with 

something.” 

The band was to be the back-up band for the main sixteen-piece band which 

would head the parade, which was common practice in those days. One band would 

take a break and the other would take over. Chink does not remember the exact 

personnel of his band, but it included John Provenzano, clarinet: (?) Cannell, 

trumpet, Herbert Rosenmeier (spelling questionable), trumpet, Wilfred Rosenmeier, 

snare drums, Old Man Letto, baritone horn, Pete Precopia (spelling questionable), 

trumpet and Letto‟s brother on alto horn. 

Chink figured out the harmony to the marches on guitar. He taught the lead 

first. The marches he remembers teaching were “Showboy,” “Under the Double 

Eagle,” and “The Four Kings.” The latter was Chink‟s own composition. 

When the back-up band took over, the members of the big band turned 

around to listen. Ralph Chabaud, leader of the big band, questioned Chink about 

the “Four Kings.” Chink replied that he had named it on the spur of the moment 

and that it was a Spanish March. 

Mario Finazzi, who was playing tuba with the big band, asked Chink who 

had taught the musicians their parts. When Chink replied: “I did,” Finazzi 

reportedly told Chabaud that Chink was letting his talent go to waste. 

One of the most frequent questions asked of Martin Abraham is how he 

obtained the nickname of Chink. It is best heard from his own words: 

“Papa Jack Laine was not the first person to call me Chink. Francisco 

Quinones used to call me “Chinito” which meant “Little Chinaman.” 

The nickname did carry with him and much later, when he was with Jack 

Laine on a street car on the way to play a job, the tradition was carried on. Again, 
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let Chink tell it: “Jack Laine and I took the street car one day. Jack put his drums 

and I put my tuba in the back of the car. The conductor kept looking at me and 

finally asked me if I was Chinese. I looked at Jack and he winked at me. Jack came 

up to the conductor and said that when I first came to this country I had a long plait 

of hair which he had cut off to keep for a memento. The conductor said I was the 

first Chinaman he had ever seen play an American instrument. I became known as 

Chink Martin and most people do not recognize the name Abraham Martin.” 

Up until 1922 Chink was playing with a lot of different bands. Sometimes it 

was a six-hour dance for $2.00. Chink himself loved to dance and found that 

dancers are very aware of the music. “dancers can always tell when a band is not 

keeping strict tempo.” Asked to elaborate on this, he states: 

“One reason is because drummers are taking solos now and they don‟t 

concentrate on tempo. Old time drummers hardly ever used sticks on the snare 

drum, but preferred fan brushes. Old time tempos were medium, not fast. One 

musician I played with insisted that jazz had to be played fast to excite the listener. 

Louis Armstrong made other bands sound silly when he stuck to easy tempos as 

opposed to their extremely fast tempos. When I played with Sharkey (Bonana) and 

Santo (Pecora) at the Famous Door, customers responded better to medium tempos 

than they did to fast ones.” It was not unusual either, during those pre-1920 days to 

play music at a picnic at Milneburg from six in the morning until six in the evening 

for $2.00. “But you got a lot to eat and drink,” Chink adds. 

In the early 1920‟s, the New Orleans Rhythm Kings, also known as the 

Friar‟s Society Orchestra, went to Chicago. Included in this band were Paul Mares, 

George Brunis, Leon Rappolo, Wingy Manone and Monk Hazel. They were a big 

success up north and when a short break brought Mares and Rappolo back to New 

Orleans in 1922, they immediately sought out Chink Martin to join their band in 

Chicago. Chink‟s first reaction was, that not being a reading musician, he would not 

be able to pass the test given by the Chicago Musician‟s Local. Rappolo told him not 

to worry, that everything was fixed and he would not have to take the examination. 

Unfortunately, Rappolo‟s information was wrong, and Chink‟s inability to 

read music caused him to fail the test. The secretary of the Chicago local, Mr. 

Bancroft, had taken a liking to Chink, and asked the dejected bass player if there 

was anything he could do to help. Chink asked him to send another notice in a few 

days, as he felt he cold pass the next audition. He knew that there were only three 

pieces the examiner used and knew that he could memorize them. Chink asked Mr. 

Bancroft to let him be among the last to be examined and he was sure he would 

know the pieces. Bancroft agreed, and Chink passed the test and became a member 

of the union. 

In 1922 Chink was a member of the New Orleans Rhythm Kings playing at 

Friar‟s In Chicago. It was a big club which seated over three hundred people and he 

was headquartered there for about two years. During his stay there he journeyed to 

Gennett Studios in Richmond, Indiana to make his first recordings. 

There were a lot of historic recordings made at the Gennett Studios - King 

Oliver, Bix Beiderbecke and many other jazz greats during the 1920‟s. Chink 

Martin was involved in two landmark recording sessions. 
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In July 1923, he recorded a guitar duet with Leon Rappolo, who was the ill-

fated regular clarinet player with the New Orleans Rhythm Kings. Rappolo played 

only a single string blues on the guitar, but Chink recalls that it was really nice. He 

has never heard the guitar recordings, but some of the other band members did. 

The sides were never issued and Chink believes this way because they may have 

been more measures of a tune already recognized and copyrighted than was 

allowed. 

Mel Stitzel and later Kyle Pierce were the regular pianists with the N.O.R.K, 

but Jelly Roll Morton did two numbers with the band on July 17, 1923. The 

numbers were “Mr. Jelly Lord” and “Sobbin‟ Blues.” 

“As far as I know,” Chink stated, “this was the first mixed band to record 

jazz.” Jelly Roll was a pretty fair guy (complexion) and supposedly got his Union 

Card by saying he was Cuban.” 

He returned to New Orleans long enough to record with Johnny 

Bayersdorffer‟s Jazzola Novelty Orchestra on March 17, 1924, then returned to 

Chicago with the Rhythm Kings until 1925. 

In that year he was back in his home town with Bayersdorffer. 

Bayersdorffer‟s father was a “big wheel” in the Shriners and the band was hired to 

travel around the country in connection with the Shrine. There were a number of 

“cut-ups” in the band. Probably because of the demands of so much travel, a few 

diversions eased the drudgery of it all. 

“When we arrived at a train station,” Chink recalled, “the band would play 

a number to get the members of the entourage together. I had just bought a new 

special Harry B. J. double-c-flat tuba and paid $310 for it. I could play pretty loud 

in those days. Old Mr. Bayersdorffer came up to me and said he couldn‟t hear the 

tuba. I looked inside and found two Pullman towels stuffed there. Alfred “Pantsy” 

Laine was probably responsible for that. Another time he filled my mouthpiece with 

limburger cheese.” It was during this excursion that the band played across the 

street from Bix Beiderbecke‟s band in Indianapolis. “Bix was a great player, I can 

tell you that,” Chink emphasized. When they returned to New Orleans later in 1925, 

the New Orleans Rhythm Kings had pretty much broken up. Only three of the 

original members came back to New Orleans. Chink played mostly with the 

Halfway House Orchestra which was led by cornetist Albert Brunies and pianist 

“Red” Long, Charlie Cordilla was featured on clarinet. This band recorded in New 

Orleans on April 13, 1926. 

Chink was asked about the dances and the instrumentation of some of the 

early bands he played with. “Some of the old time dances were quadrilles, lancers, 

varieties and schottisches. Lancers are not heard much now, and schottisches are 

not played any more. Quadrilles are danced by Texas people but are called “Square 

Dances.” A schottische had a tempo like a waltz. Varieties were sort of in the style of 

a polka.” 

Although he has heard fiddle players, most of the dance bands he was 

associated with did not use them. The best jazz violinists he heard were Oscar 

Marcour and Joe Venuti. In 1913 or 1914, when Chink lived at 715 Ursulines Street, 

he played guitar accompanied by Baptiste Aucoin on violin. “Aucoin was a very 
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bright, fair-complexioned colored man, similar to Dave Perkins in looks. “Perkins 

was an early valve trombonist and teacher who played with Jack Laine‟s bands and 

the Black Excelsior and Onward Brass Bands. Aucoin had a barber shop at 735 

Ursulines, and we got a group of string musicians together. Tafoya, a Puerto Rican, 

played guitar and Frank Otara played bass. Later the band added an accordion 

which had only about sixteen keys. It was non-chromatic and had only two bass 

changes - tonic and the seventh. It was called the German accordion and a lot of the 

Cajuns use them. The band played in joints on Decatur Street for seamen.” To 

continue with the violin, Chink mentioned that the first time he worked in a band 

that used a violin was at Pete Herman‟s Black Orchid with Mickey Marcour on 

piano and his brother Oscar on violin. Some years before that Little Joe Hernandez, 

who usually played guitar, played violin in Jack Laine‟s band. Another violinist was 

Max Fink, but, Chink added: “Fink was a straight violin player, not a jazz man. He 

had the most scientific C string solo on his violin than anybody you ever heard in 

your life. He played at the Liberty Theater and the Little Club.” 

“Trombone players in that time had a strict tailgate style,” Chink stated. 

“The trombone player today play more notes than the trumpet players. Clarinet 

players had a variation of styles the same as today. 

“The idea of a band is for the members to play together. It doesn‟t matter 

whether there are any stars, in fact a star can cause a band to break up. Each 

instrument should stick to his part. The trumpet should play the lead, the clarinet 

should play variations, the trombone should play counter melody. The drummers  

didn‟t play solos in the early times, all they did was give the band tempo. The 

brushes were used so that all the other instruments could be heard. The drums can 

drown out all the rest put together, they should be felt, not heard.” 

Around 1930, Chink was with Johnny Miller and a three or four piece band 

at the Club Frolic. The group cut a record for the Okeh label - “Dippermouth 

Blues” and “Panama.” 

One of Chink‟s favorite places to play was the old Black Orchid Café, run by 

prize-fighter Pete Herman at the corner of Bienville and Dauphine Streets. In that 

band were the Marcour brothers, Curley Liana, saxophone, bugle-eye Burke on 

drums and Chink on bass. The Black Orchid was later re-named the Ringside, and 

although Chink chose not to be the leader, a preference he maintains to the present 

day, he was elected to set the musical style of the band. Members of that band were 

Sharkey Bonana, trumpet, Charley Cordilla and Harry Shields, clarinet and sax, 

Joe Capraro, guitar and Leo Addie, drums (Addie was later replaced by Augie 

Schellang). Freddie Newmann was on piano. 

This band played at the ringside for about four or five years. Chink told the 

drummers to use fan brushes at all times and not to get wild. “I want to feel it and 

that‟s all.” 

Chink was asked about some of the early tunes the bands played. He recalled 

“Milneburg Joys” as one he has played for a long time, and that he played “Silver 

Leaf Rag,” “Maple Leaf Rag” and “Tiger Rag” with Jack Laine back in 1910, but 

he does not remember who composed the latter. 
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Asked about the difference between ragtime and jazz in those early days, 

Chink said that they were different types of music. “What I mostly remember is that 

it changed the dance styles from slow to fast.” 

Expounding on other places he played, Chink says that he played in so many 

places, almost every club in the city that he has a hard time remembering specifics. 

He did play the Shim Sham Club and the Little Club and one job, a private party at 

the notorious Cadillac Club. He did not play in the “Tenderloin area” as he did not 

like that type of atmosphere. He played in the Orpheum Theater Band with Leon 

Rappolo, Emmett Hardy, Santo Pecora, Bea Palmer and Joe Frisco.  

Another place he remembered is the Honeysuckle Inn, owned and operated 

by old man Matranga. Matranga named it that because he had a home with a lot of 

honeysuckle around it. The Honeysuckle was about two blocks before the bridge 

leading to West End, near Canal Street. One place he played where he enjoyed the 

music was at the Court of Two Sisters during World War II. Professor King played 

piano and the instrumentation included vibraharp and violin, with Chink on bass. 

“It was a very mellow music,” Chink stated, “not jazz, but more like classical. We 

were getting paid $45 a week, while other bands on the street at that time were 

getting $90-$100. I enjoyed what I was playing, thought.” 

A couple of incidents were mentioned during the lengthy interview that are 

worthy of repeating because they help give a picture of the personality of this 

remarkable man. Both occurred sometime around 1910. 

“There was an accident on the street car. A string bass player was getting off 

the street car behind a woman passenger. The neck of his bass got hooked up with 

the “Go” signal and the car started up. The woman was injured. A law was passed 

forbidding musicians to carry a string bass on the street car.” (This was probably a 

rule by the street car company). 

Anyway Chink did not know of the new rule. He was then living at Royal 

and Port Streets and had to play a job at Magazine and Lynns Streets (which would 

be the 6000 or 7000 block of Magazine, a distance of 100 blocks or more). Three or 

four cars passed him up until finally one car stopped and told him: “You can‟t 

bring that dog house in here.: Undaunted, he walked all the way to the job, arriving 

fifteen minutes late. If that, plus the musical job wasn‟t enough, he walked back 

practically all the way finally getting a ride on a wagon, but not until he was nearly 

home. 

Another time after playing a private night picnic at Milneburg, he and the 

guitar player missed the return train (Smoky Mary) and walked all the way from 

the Lakefront to his home near Barracks and Royal, a distance of over five miles). 

Questioned about the longevity of bass players as opposed to frequent short-

lived careers of trumpet men, Chink offered this explanation: “Trumpet players 

often play with a power that sometimes drowns out a band. A lot of them blow from 

the stomach rather than the lungs. All of that stuff stays in your system. They 

should take breathing lessons. A bass is a mellow instrument. A bass player stands 

back there and doesn‟t get the acclaim, but if he is paying attention to what he is 

doing, he doesn‟t have time to clown around or emote.” 
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The years have been kind to Chink Martin. He have up the tuba about twelve 

years ago under his doctor‟s advice, and he left his job with the Crawford-Ferguson 

Band around the same time, but he plays as much as he wants to. As to any 

philosophy about old age, he says he has no definite philosophy, although his 

daughter interjected at this point and said he used to tell his wife, “A glass of wine 

every day helps.” 

Commenting on a nearly wrinkle-free face, he believes that the biggest 

mistake a man makes is using all those shaving creams and lotions on his face. “It 

takes the blood away from the face.” Smiling with his own teeth, he further declares 

that dental pastes remove the enamel from the teeth. His solution! “I use a little salt 

with my fingers.” 

As to the future, Chink would like to continue playing once or twice a week 

at Preservation Hall. “I can leave my bass there and not have to worry about 

carrying it.” 

“I guess I‟ve done just about everything everyone else has done.” He summed 

up, with a bit of an understatement. That and a little bit more, Chink, that and a 

little bit more. 

 

Chink Martin 

Happy Birthday, Chink! 

By George W. Kay 

Summer, 1972 

 

Chink Martin (Martin Abraham) is one of the oldest jazz musicians still active in 

music. Born in New Orleans on June 10, 1887, he took up string bass and tuba at an 

early age. He is the father of “Little Chink” Martin Abraham, Jr. (born 1918) and 

brother of Willie Abraham, a famous New Orleans banjo, guitar and bass player. 

Originally a guitarist, Chink switched to violin and mandolin before selecting the 

tuba and string bass as his chosen instruments. 

Chink started playing tuba with the Reliance Band and Jack Laine around 

1910. He also worked regularly with the New Orleans Harmony Kings led by Tom 

Early (1916-17) and later with the New Orleans Swing Kings. He began doubling on 

string bass and he was in great demand in New Orleans. 

In 1922, when he was 35 years old, Chink went to Chicago to join the New 

Orleans Rhythm Kings. He returned to New Orleans in 1924 and worked with 

Johnny Bayerdorffer and Freddie Newman before joining the reorganized New 

Orleans Rhythm Kings in 1925. He later became a staff musician at WSMB and 

continued to free lance with various New Orleans groups during the 1930s and 

1940s.  

Chink has been playing string bass with the Crawford-Ferguson Night Owls 

on the regular Saturday night dance cruises aboard the S.S. President since he 

joined the band in the mid 1960s. On Saturday night, June 10
th

 (by coincidence 

Chink‟s 85
th

 ;birthday) this grand Senior Citizen of Jazz was given a special 

recognition aboard the President by members of the C/F Night Owls and a large 
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gathering of well wishers. This story emanated from an interview on the President 

before Chink took the stand for the first set. (GWK) 

 

Chink‟s Early Days In New Orleans 

 

I started playing music in New Orleans when I was 11 years old. I was living 

at that time on Esplanade and Royal Street. Then I moved over to Ursulines and 

Royal. I had one brother, William Abraham, who played string bass and tuba. My 

son, Martin Abraham, Jr., plays banjo and bass. 

My first instrument was guitar. I learned from a Mexican professor who 

lived here for a while and died in New Orleans. I learned to play Spanish guitar and 

we had an orchestra of Mexicans who used to work in town. That was back, I would 

say, about 1904 or 1905. I stayed with the guitar for a while, but then, I changed to 

violin. Later I switched to mandolin. But I couldn‟t get any work so I picked up bass 

viol 

 

“Papa” Jack Laine and Tom Early 

 

There were very few bass players in New Orleans. They were very scarce. A 

little before 1908 I was playing with the Reliance Band under the leadership of Jack 

Laine. He used to run Laine‟s Band and the Reliance Band. It was Laine who got 

me to switch to tuba. Laine‟s regular tuba played got sick and he came to me and 

said, “Chink, I‟ve got a job for you tomorrow.” I said, “That‟s fine. But how could I 

play string bass in a marching band?” Laine said, “You are not going to play string 

bass, you are going to play a tuba.” I told Laine that I never had played a tuba. He 

just looked at me and said, “I don‟t give a gol drun whether you ever have played a 

tuba, but you are going to play one tomorrow. Just put a cork in it. I‟ve got to have 

10 men and you are going to play a tuba.” That was my first experience with a tuba 

and believe me I stuck with it. 

I didn‟t take lessons and nobody showed me how to play tuba. I just picked it 

up and I had a good ear for music. I love music and I knew when I was playing 

wrong and when I was playing right. Jack Laine had a jazz band but at that time it 

was called a ragtime band. Jazz came up much later. All the bands were called 

ragtime bands. From Jack Laine‟s band I started playing with every band and every 

musician in the city of New Orleans. 

I played with Tom Early‟s Harmony Band in 1916 and 1917. That band 

played all over town and had a lot of jobs. In 1922, Paul Mares and Leon Rappolo 

came down to New Orleans and asked me to go to Chicago with them to join the 

New Orleans Rhythm Kings. As I recall it, a couple of fellows didn‟t work out in the 

band. They had some kind of union trouble in Chicago and had to return to New 

Orleans. I wasn‟t union then but that was another story. 

 

Chicago and the Musicians‟ Union 
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I did some maneuvering in Chicago and they accepted me. I couldn‟t read a 

note. I couldn‟t tell one note from another. You had to take a written test to pass the 

union and I failed it the first time because I didn‟t pay attention. They gave me a 

bum steer the first time around because they told me that all I would have to do was 

call up and I would get my union card. But I found out that was wrong. You had to 

pass a written test. I found out at the union hall that you really had to read. When I 

failed the first time one of the officials asked me what was the trouble. He asked me, 

”Can‟t you play a cymbal or a triangle?” I said, “No, the only instruments I know 

are the tuba and string bass.” Then I asked him, “Give me another chance to take 

that test, but put me last so I will have a chance to listen to the music that they are 

playing.” The union official was convinced that I couldn‟t pass just listening to the 

music and I told him that I thought I could do it. So in two weeks he sent me a card 

to report to take another test. Of all the tunes they played that day, I knew one of 

them letter perfect, and could you believe it, that was the tune they asked me to play 

for my test! 

 

The New Orleans Rhythm Kings & Gennett Records 

 

I joined the New Orleans Rhythm Kings at Friars Inn in Chicago in 1922. 

The Friars Inn was a big café in the basement holding about 300. It was a legitimate 

club and I played there for about two years. We had Paul Mares, Leon Rappolo and 

George Brunies from New Orleans besides myself. When I first started, Elmer 

Schoebel was playing piano and his place was taken later by Mel Stitzel. Benny 

Pollack was on drums. 

I made about eight or ten numbers with the New Orleans Rhythm Kings at 

the Gennett Studios in Richmond, Indiana. We had three piano players with us for 

those sessions. They were Mel Stitzel, Jelly Roll Morton and Kyle Perce. They 

played the piano for their own arrangements. I remember very well recording with 

Jelly Roll Morton. It was probably the first mixed band ever to record. I‟ve heard 

some people say that they tried to make Jelly Roll out as a Cuban but that isn‟t true. 

He was black 

 

Return to New Orleans 

 

I came back to New Orleans for a short while and then I returned to Chicago 

to work with George Brunies. There was no name given for the band. I played there 

for about a year and then I returned to New Orleans in 1925. 

I did not rejoin the New Orleans Rhythm Kings immediately. I played with 

Johnny Bayersdorffer‟s band at the old Tokyo Gardens at Spanish Fort. Steve 

Loyacano was on banjo and Johnny Miller was on piano. I was with Bayersdorffer 

when the band played in Indianapolis across from Bix Beiderbecke and the 

Wolverines. Both bands came out very well from that contest. Before the New 

Orleans Rhythm Kings broke up at Friars Inn, we used to play at the Marigold 

Ballroom in Chicago. Bix used to come in and sit with us. Bix was a great player, I 

can tell you that. 
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Recordings with Rappolo, Bayersdorffer & Johnny Miller 

 

I remember recording a duet with Leon Rappolo at the Gennett Studios in 

1923. I played guitar with Leon who played led guitar. The tunes were “Bucktown 

Blues,” and “Angry.” This session was never released by Gennett and the masters 

were destroyed. 

I recorded with Johnny Bayersdorffer‟s band and the Halfway House 

Orchestra in New Orleans. I also made the Okeh records with the New Orleans 

Rhythm Kings in 1925. Brunies didn‟t come back and we used Santo Pecora on 

trombone. The New Orleans Rhythm Kings didn‟t play around town very much 

when they returned to New Orleans. What I am saying is that there were only three 

of the original NORK men in the band when it returned to New Orleans. 

I remember playing with Johnny Miller at Club Frolic in 1928. We recorded 

„”Dipper Mouth Blues” and “Panama” for Columbia. I had progressed so fast on 

tuba that I was much in demand as a tuba player. 

 

The Crawford/Ferguson Night Owls 

 

I have been playing with the Crawford/Ferguson Night Owls for five or six 

years every Saturday night on the President. I could play tuba, but the doctor told 

me to let the horn alone. You will see that my fingers on my right hand are taped. I 

love music and I play very hard. When I strike the strings, I raise blood blisters and 

I could never raise any corns. So I have always taped my fingers as long as I have 

been playing string bass. I use the Kay string bass because I like the big tone I can 

get on it. 

I had a stroke last year and that is one reason why the doctor told me not to 

play tuba. I am in good physical condition and I spend a lot of time working in my 

garden. I guess it is my music and my garden that keep me going. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bill Matthews 

June, 1950 

 

A quick tongue, a supple wrist - that‟s what makes William “Bill” Matthew‟s 

outstanding in hot circles. That‟s what makes his jazz trombone the envy of other 

trombone players in the South. 

Matthew‟s, who‟s been top tailgate man with Oscar “Papa” Celestin since 

1926, gives his first professor the credit for the slide and staccato technique he uses. 

It was Vice Gasped who taught Bill the trombone. “By real music,” says Bill, The 

quick wrist came from his earlier days playing the drums, like his brothers Harry, 

Raymond and Nathaniel (Bee). 
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It was Allophones Pica‟s idea that Matthew‟s stop beating the drums, “You 

can‟t lug those around with you,” he said. But before he gave up his drumming 

career at the age of 19, Bill had played for five years with George McCullum‟s band, 

they with Frankie Duson, Jack Carey, A. J. Piron, and other great names. 

The first trombone Bill ever had was a second hand, discarded one with no 

slide. He bummed a slide from a friend, patched the two together and started 

blowing a mean ragtime. 

“It was ragtime in those days,” he remembers. “Not jazz. That Dixieland 

name is just so people‟ll know it is from the South.” 

Bill was around when King Oliver had his Onward Brass Band. And he was 

here when George Moret was leader of the Excelsior Brass Band. “Those were the 

ones that played at funerals Bill says. And Bill was right in the line-up, playing the 

drums, and, later on, the tram. In 1919, Matthew‟s, proficient as a tram player, 

began doubling on drums and trombone in New Orleans ragtime bands. Then in 

1921 he joined a vaudeville show and left for the North. While he was on the road he 

played with Jelly Roll Morton‟s band, and with Louis Armstrong. After three years, 

Bill got tired of the North. “I don‟t like the climate,” he says. So he signed up with 

Sidney Desvigne and came on home. Sidney had a band on the Island Queen at that 

time. The boat ran from Cincinnati to New Orleans. The year was 1925. 

Bill, who‟s 53 and looks 35, was born in New Orleans, like all good jazz-men. 

He‟ s never had a job other than playing jazz except during the depression, when 

music didn‟t mean money. During the hard years he worked at a bank. As soon as 

jazz began to be synonymous with food and shelter again, he returned to his 

trombone. That‟s when he joined Celestin‟s band. 

“Music is my life,” says Bill Matthews. When explaining terms of the 

trombone, the techniques of jazz, he resorts to a patting foot, a motion of his hands, 

a soft hum of tempo. 

On stage at the Paddock, where he plays from 9 „til 3 every night, Bill gives 

the impression that he could burst wide open with the joy of jazz. 

He refutes the theory that jazz sessions are synonymous with jazz. “It‟s not 

professional,” he says. He spends his time composing, when he‟s not working. To 

date, he‟s composed seven numbers, words and music. Four have been copyrighted; 

two are jump numbers, the others are melodies. 

Bill married in 1928, lives at 2213 St. Andrew St., and when asked if he had 

any advice for the youngsters interested in jazz, said emphatically: “Yes! They 

ought to listen to the older musicians and study with them! Kids today don‟t like to 

listen to advice, though; But Picou told me what to do and he was right. The older 

men are glad to teach what they know. . .if anybody wants to listen.” 

 

Bill Matthews 

July/August, 1964 

 

On Wednesday, June 3
rd

, 1964, at ten thirty in the morning, another great 

New Orleans jazz pioneer‟s horn was silenced. After an illness that lasted over a 

year, Bill quietly went to sleep. With him were his wife, Mrs. Indiana Porter 
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Matthews, several members of the family and a few intimate friends. Bill had one 

son, Raymond, who preceded his father in death several years ago. 

A feature article of the brand new Second Line, dated June, 1950, Volume I, 

No. 3, was “Libretto.” No lesser personage than William “Bill” Matthews was the 

subject. It was written by “Penny-Whistle,,” first editor of the N.O. Jazz Club‟s 

budding periodical. We do not think any better resume of Matthews‟ life could be 

told, for it was written during a “live” interview. We quote, almost verbatim: 

“A quick tongue, a supple wrist - that‟s what makes William “Bill” Matthews 

outstanding in hot jazz circles. That‟s what makes his trombone one of the most 

envied in the South. 

“Matthews, who‟s been top tailgate man with Oscar “Papa” Celestin since 

1926, gives his first horn professor credit for the slide and staccato technique he 

uses. It was Vic Gaspard who taught Bill the trombone. „By real music‟, says Bill, 

„the quick wrist came from the earlier days, when I was playing the drums, like my 

brothers harry, Raymond and Nathaniel (Bebe). 

“It was Alphonse Picou‟s idea that Matthews stop beating the drums. „You 

can‟t lug those around with you everywhere you go‟ he said. But before he gave up 

his drumming career at age 19, Bill had played for five years with George 

McCullum‟s Band, and then with Frankie Dusen, Jack Carey, A.J. Piron and other 

great names. The first trombone Bill ever had was a second hand, old discarded one, 

with no slide. He bummed a slide from a friend, patched the two together, and 

started to learn the instrument which was to mean a new, long and happy musical 

life. „It was ragtime in those day,‟ he remembers. „Not jazz. That Dixieland name 

came much later so that people would know it came from the south.‟ 

“Bill was around when Joe „King‟ Oliver had his Onward Brass Band. He 

was there when George Morett was leader of the Excelsior Brass Band. There were 

many other marching bands (in which Bill also played), but these two were the 

popular of the epoch. In 1919, Bill became so proficient on both instruments that he 

„doubled‟ in many great N.O. bands, alternating between percussion and the slide. 

“In 1921 he joined a vaudeville show (probably TOBA) and left for the 

north. While on the road, he played with such personages as Jelly Roll Morton and 

Louis Armstrong. After three years Bill got tired of the north (“I just didn‟t like the 

climate”). Sidney Desvignes was fronting a fine band on the riverboat “Island 

Queen,” playing between Cincinnati and New Orleans. Matthews joined up with 

Sidney, and in this manner was able to gradually work his way back to New Orleans 

in 1925. 

“The only time that Bill Matthews found it necessary to do other work than 

play music was during the depression. So he did as many other New Orleans 

musicians. He got a job. But as soon as jazz began to be synonymous with food and 

shelter he returned to his trombone. That‟s when he joined the Celestin band. 

„Music has always been my life! He said, as he explained the terms and technique of 

the trombone, while humming a little tune and patting his foot. The suppleness of 

his wrists could easily be seen as he demonstrated the different positions of his 

beloved horn.” 
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For ten long years Bill played from 9 P.M. to 3 A.M. at the Paddock Lounge 

on bourbon Street. In spite of the long hours, Bill gave the impression that he was 

about to burst wide open with the joy of playing his beloved music. Matthews was 

unenthusiastic about jam sessions, regarding them as “not professional.” He 

preferred to spend his leisure time composing, and has seven excellent numbers to 

his credit, four of which are copyrighted. Two of these are “jump” numbers, while 

the others are melodies (ballads). When Papa Celestin passed away, Matthews 

assumed leadership of the group and held it for quite a long while. When his band 

lost out at The Paddock, Bill continued at the head of his own band, playing many 

spot jobs all over town. He was seldom idle. 

During the last 20 years of Bill Matthews‟ life, he was one of the most active 

men in the business. Besides working the night spots in the French Quarter, he 

interspaced many spot jobs and innumerable recording sessions. At the very 

popular “Saints and Sinners‟ Sunday-before-Mardi Gras party at the New Orleans 

Country Club, two of the city‟s best bands were hired for a 4-hour “Battle of the 

Bands.” Invariably, Matthews‟ groups was one. 

It would be hard to count the number of concerts at the Municipal 

Auditorium (and elsewhere), given by the New Orleans Jazz Club, that Bill‟s band 

appeared. His group were quite ready, too, to contribute their services gratis when a 

worthy cause requested volunteers. 

Bill was married in 1928, and first lived at 2213 St. Andrew. Asked if he had 

any advice to youngsters interested in jazz, he said emphatically “YES!” “They 

ought to listen to the older musicians and study with them. Kids today don‟t like to 

listen to advice though. But Picou told me what to do and he was right. The older 

men are only too happy to teach what they know . . if anybody wants to listen.” 

Besides his punching style horn, William Matthews cut quite a figure. His 

fine features were set off by a heavy shock of snow white hair…you couldn‟t help 

seeing him, and you never forgot what he looked like. If ever you had sidled up to 

Matthews at a dance or on the stand, and made a request for a special tune, you 

could recall what a cordial reception he always gave. You never got a brush off from 

Bill. His ready smile and quick “OK” was always the answer. 

 

George McCullum 

Long-Gone-But-Not-Forgotten 

(a memoire of George McCullum) 

by Ed. Souchon 

May/June, 1964 

 

The year 1911 marked a very great milestone in my recollections about jazz. 

This was the year I was initiated into the O.B.D. high school fraternity. To be 

eligible, you had to be over fourteen years of age, and successfully passed the 

entrance examinations. …(Sic: Souchon gives a description of the franterity dance 

held on the top floor of the old Grunwald Hotel with the Robichaux Society 

Orchestra gracing the bandstand.) 
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This band, in spite of using scored arrangements, really “swang”! They were 

the first, too, to give almost continuous music from eight P.M. to one A.M. (Lester 

Lanin, please take notice: this was almost a half-century ago!), Robichaux often 

played with an “augmented” orchestra. Instead of the usual seven piece band, the 

group sometimes went all the way up to 12 pieces. Usually he specialized in 

“smooth,” society style music, but every now and then his band got hotter than a 

firecracker. Sometimes they even “stopped” to downright gutbucket type archaic 

New Orleans jazz. I wondered how this band could play the two styles. It was not 

until several years later that I actually learned the reason. 

At the Grunwald Hotel, the bandstand was a small gallery or porch, within 

and overlooking the ballroom floor. It was reached by means of a steep and narrow 

stairway, and the ceiling was so low we wondered how the bass fiddler could hold 

his instrument upright, and also how the musicians could stand the heat. Air-

conditioning was over a quarter of a century away, so the heat and breath from 150 

dancing couples rose to the ceiling and must have been unbearable. 

Many smaller parties were given in the homes, and almost exclusively Negro 

bands varied from a 3-piece combo up to a full 7-piece jazz band, depending on the 

size of the house where the function was to take place. As I grew up to fit my first 

pair of long pants, people began inviting me to those “private” parties. Although I 

loved to dance and was far from the worst dancer on the floor, I regret to say that I 

spent more than half my time firmly implanted, right next to the band. It was here 

that I recognized the “hot” sound that Robichaux‟s band sometimes produced. 

Since the Grunwald bandstand was so high up, it was impossible to see the 

bandsmen. Only Robichaux and his left-handed violin stuck out over the balcony 

railing. The seated musicians could not be seen at all. Now, at “home” dances, I 

began putting the sounds and the people who produced the sounds into their proper 

places, identifying the style and tone of an instrument with the face of the man 

producing it. 

The hot, gutbucket style was immediately identified as belonging to a rather 

short, very dark Negro gentleman. He was evidently the leader of the band, for he 

always stomped the band off, and gave the one-foot down beat that signaled “this is 

the last chorus.” Also, if a guest went to any other musician in the band requesting a 

special tune, they were always referred to the cornetist. I do not recall his ever 

refusing to play a tune, or being brusque to anyone who approached him. There was 

another unusual feature that distinguished him from the other musicians: a round, 

pink button of flesh was prominently visible on his lower lip, just at the point of 

embouchure of his horn. No one thought there was anything strange about that. 

Didn‟t the great Joe Oliver have a bad eye? When Joe pointed his horn to the high 

heavens to sustain one note for several measure, this eye seemed to bulge, giving him 

the appearance of wearing a monocle. In fact, we uninitiated kids never knew 

Oliver‟s band by any other name than “Monocles Band.” This with the utmost 

affection and respect. I now placed George McCullum into this category. 

Growing into manhood in New Orleans meant growing up to the 

accompaniment of a jazz band. Every party, every place, every function found its 

central point of interest in the band and the music. The Boston Club, New Orleans 
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Country Club, the Pickwick Club, the Southern Yacht Club, La Louisianne 

Restaurant, and innumerable other places where the “growing-up” set congregated 

was made festive by typical New Orleans sounds. Although there were innumerable 

fine bands in the city, it would be my guess that George McCullum would by 

“among those present,” either as leaderman or featured sideman, more than 40% of 

the time. At the famous la Louisianne Restaurant, Robichaux‟s band held sway for 

many a popular year. It was the select spot for the finest clientele in the city. The 

greatest and most lavish debutante parties always took place in this famous French 

Quarter eatery. The food was the best, the dance floor excellent, and the music . . . 

out of this world. Sometimes (not all by any means!) of the personnel in Robichaux‟s 

band come back to me: Freddie Keppard was a very frequent holder of the “first 

chair” in the horn section. A great master of the trumpet, his style was clean, direct 

and powerful . . .but he seldom “took off . . “ Rarely did he ever hit a sour note, and 

most of the time Robichaux had to insist that he mute his horn, lest he blast the 

dancers off the floor. Lorenzo Tio, Sr. (and sometimes Jr.) played both sax and 

clarinet, and did more “reading” from Robichaux‟s hand-written arrangements 

than they did improvising. 

Perfectly aware that his band was great . . . he also realized that unless he 

turned things loose once in a while, his music would border on the stilted. So he 

backed Keppard and Tio up with (1) George McCullum, and (2) George Baquet. As 

the evenings wore on and the guests were experiencing pleasurable reactions to the 

Old Fashions and Martinis that were being served in heavy, white china coffee cups 

(prohibition-remember”), they practically demanded that the music get hotter and 

hotter. Here‟s where the two Georges came on strong and got hard workouts until 

curfew called things to a halt. They were the cayenne pepper in the seasoning. 

On October 31, 11963, Ernest McCullum (the only living son of George 

McCullum), together with Widow George McCullum and her two daughter (Naomi 

McCullum Branch and charlotte McCullum Boutney), presented the New Orleans 

Jazz Museum with George McCullum‟s cornet and case, along with a large 

photograph….. 

Born of George McCullum Sr., and Emma Munson, George Alfred 

McCullum saw the light of day July 27, 1885. His place of birth was in the vicinity of 

Second and So. Liberty Streets. He attended the Thoy Lafon Public School, and at a 

very early age learned to play the cornet. His two teachers were Prof. Thomas 

LeBlanc and a Mr. Kenchen. They were both astounded by his rapid progress. At 

the tender age of 15, he marched in his first parade (1900). While attending school, 

he developed a knack for drawing and sketching, which he often did while his 

mother attended to her household chores. Frequently while sketching, he would 

keep humming a tune of his own composition, until he had it sufficiently memorized, 

when he would jot it down on his musical score. He had many original compositions, 

which he used in later years. 

In 1905 George married Miss Bertha Jones from Bayou LaFourche. She was 

a student at the Straight College in New Orleans. From this liaison there was an 

issue of four children. The oldest of these, George Alfred McCullum, Jr., a famous 

trumpeter in his own right, died in 1938. 
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The photograph that was donated to the Museum is especially historic and 

interesting. It was taken in 1909 and shows George in the full regalia wore by 

members of the famous circus band of Barnum and Bailey and Ringling Brothers. 

His uniform was a dark blue-green and was braided with a profusion of gold, while 

his broad-brimmed cowboy hat was jauntily turned upward over his left ear. It 

represents an epoch that only historians recall and few living contemporaries 

remember. 

As was the case with almost every New Orleans musician, when George 

began raising a family it was necessary for him to supplement the small income he 

derived from his music. He obtained a job with the internationally known George 

MacFadden company as a  “Cotton Sampler” and held it for thirteen years. Mr. 

Alonzo M. West, head of the New Orleans branch, regarded our trumpeter as “the 

best cotton sampler in the business.” 

George McCullum later organized two bands. One, a marching parade and 

funeral band, and the other a dance orchestra. Here is a partial list of some of the 

men who played in the Marching Band: Alfred Hennon, Harry Payton, William 

Brown, Hack Taylor, Joe Howard, Willie Cornish, John Pendleton, Oscar Celestin, 

and Willie Humphrey. Sr. In the McCullum Dance Orchestra were Louis Warnick, 

clarinet & sax; Manual Manetta, pianist; (when Manetta could not fill the job, he 

was replaced by “Sweet Emma” Barrett, the Bell Girl); Naomi Verrett was also 

pianist for a long, long time; Joe Robinson, guitar, Sam Dutrey, clarinet; Honoree 

Dutrey, trombone; the late Lizzie Miles frequently did some vocalizing with the 

band; must interesting to note is the fact that Bunk Johnson also filled in on slide 

trombone; finally, there were Eddie Atkins and violinist Armand J. Piron. Many of 

these men played in both bands. 

For many years, George McCullum‟s marching band could be seen and 

heard on Mardi Gras Day proudly marching at the head of the celebrated Jefferson 

City Buzzards. Oftentimes, McCullum‟s dance band would be the featured outfit 

playing at “The Bulls.” This was the spot he enjoyed playing most, and it is fitting 

that one of the last two jobs, he played was for his beloved “Bulls.” Not least in his 

accomplishments was his unselfish gift of talent and effort to many charitable 

organizations. He assisted materially in building Father Clarke‟s Memorial Hall, 

when Father Clark was pastor of the Blessed Sacrament Church. 

There was a forced move from New Orleans to Chicago in 1920, in order for 

this writer to complete his medical education. Junior and Senior years at Loyola of 

Chicago, plus two years internship, delayed return to New Orleans until early 1925. 

The sound of Mccullum‟s horn was gone. I was four years too late. He died 

November 14
th

, 1920, after a very brief illness. 

There is a vivid recollection of the last few times the author attended dances 

where George McCullum was playing. Although his cornet was as big and round as 

ever, he seemed a little smaller in stature and somewhat tired. Frequently, as soon as 

a tune was over, he could be seen sitting upright in his chair, sound asleep. Napping 

for a minute or two, he would suddenly blow a few starting notes from the next tune 

(as a signal to his band), stomp off, and was on his way with no sigh of drowsiness. 

He would follow this schedule for an entire evening. We thought he was tired, 
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George was really a very sick man. Devoutly religious, McCullum held tight to his 

rosary to the very end. Requesting his beloved daughter Charlotte to “Open the 

window - let my friends in. They are coming for me…”, he turned on his side and 

went to sleep. 

 

Manuel Mello 

(early 2
nd

 line) 

 

Manuel Mello started playing a cornet about 1903 in New Orleans with a 

band that was known as “Wein‟s Band. The personnel of this band was: Manuel 

Mello, John Daverede (bass), N. Jusepohl (guitar), John Weinmunson (violin) who 

was the leader, Jos. Jusapohl (trombone). This band played together until about 

1907 and then broke up to from Jos. Husson‟s Sonara Band. The members of this 

band were: Manuel Mello (cornet), John Daverede (bass), N. Jusepohl (guitar), John 

Weinmunson who played trombone instead of J. Jusepohl, and Husson on the violin. 

Manuel Mello stayed with this band two years (1907-1909) and saw the trombone 

change hands several times. Eddie Bentin took over from Weinmunson and Leone 

Mello, brother of Manuel, superseded Bentin on the slide. 

Along about 1909 and 1911 several famous bands organized around the town 

and Manuel Mello alternated between them all. These bands were “Fischer‟s Sixth 

District Orchestra,” which was later to become known as “Fischer‟s Military Band,” 

“Johnny Bertucci‟s Band,” “Johnny Bauman‟s Band,” and “Tom Brown‟s Band.” 

Papa Laine‟s Band was a year or so later - about 1912. 

Fischer‟s Sixth District Orchestra were composed of the following men: 

Fischer (clarinet & violin), Happy Schilling (bass), Philip Marzoloff (guitar), 

Manuel Mello (cornet), William Gallaty (trombone) and Joe (the original Ragbaby) 

Stevens (drums). Later on Richard Brunis (cornet) also joined this outfit. 

Bertucci‟s Band had only 4 men in it as follows: Bertucci on the violin, 

Angelo Pelligrini strummed a good guitar, Babe de Rigger on the bass and Manuel 

Mello on his cornet. 

Tom Brown‟s Band had the following personnel: Brown (trombone), Jules 

Cassard (guitar), Joe Cassard (bass), Manuel Mello (cornet), Alcide (Yellow) Nunez 

(clarinet) and Joe (Ragbaby or Rags) Stevens on the drums. 

Jack “Papa” Laine‟s Band at that time consisted of: Laine on drums, Leone 

Mello (trombone), Martin (Spots) Kirsch (clarinet), Manuel Mello (cornet), Alex 

Sposito (guitar), Martin Abraham (better known as “Chink” Martin) on string bass. 

Manuel said that he was the one who taught Chink the “know-how” on the tuba. 

Around this time the black jazz was played by the following bands; Imperial, 

Superior, Olympia, Onward and the Regal. 

Manuel related the incident about the 5 piece “ballyhoo band” which played 

for a Negro tent show called, “Lou Rose‟s Show” (no relation to Billy Rose). This 

ballyhoo band played jazz in such a hot manner that the Negroes didn‟t even wish to 

go inside the tent to see the show. This white jazz combo consisted of Jack Laine on 

drums, Leone Mello on trombone, Alcide (Yellow) Nunez (clarinet) Chink Martin 

on the tuba and Manuel on the cornet. 
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Manuel Mello, as did all musician‟s in those days, played music with bands 

mentioned above at: Odd Fellows‟ Hall (which is now occupied by Strauss and Bass 

machine tool business on Camp St.) Milneburg, Lusitanos Hall, the McMahon Hall, 

Brunning‟s-at the old yacht basin, Pink‟s hall, Thomann‟s Hall and the Crescent 

City Hall (in Arabi, La.), etc. 

Around 1913 or 1914 Manuel Mello left Papa Laine‟s band to form his own 

band which he kept together until about 1918. The men who played with him were : 

Joe Polia (clarinet), Pete Dintrans (2
nd

 cornet) - Manuel playing the hot notes), 

Leonce Mello (trombone), Joe Castro (tuba) and Emile Schanck on drums. 

Along about 1918 Manuel went to Cuba and became interested in growing 

and raising sugar cane. Jazz was not forgotten but rather sidetracked for a while. 

Manuel still keeps his band in now and then to prove to himself he hasn‟t lost his 

touch, but he is now making good money as a „sugarmaker” in New Iberia, La. 

Perhaps some day we can coax Mr. Mello to transfer to New Orleans and pour some 

of that “sweet stuff” out of his cornet for us jazz fans. 

 

Billie Pierce 

by Pat Wynn 

Winter, 1975 

 

Mrs. Willie M. Pierce, better known as “Billie” Pierce, passed away Sunday, 

September 29, 1974, in Sara Mayo Hospital in New Orleans at the age of 67. 

She is survived by three sisters, Mrs. Sadie Peterson, Mrs. Ida Goodson, and 

Mrs. Edna Johnson. After her husband‟s death last November she continued to live 

in their home at 1619 N. Galvez Street. 

I went to the wake at Blandin‟s Funeral Home on St. Claude Avenue to pay 

my last respects to Billie. After the crowd had thinned out I walked back and looked 

at her lying there so peaceful, and I knew that at last she had gone home to rest. The 

last year of her life had been very miserable for Billie, since her man had gone. 

I noticed (which I never did before because to me a casket is just a casket) 

that Billie‟s casket was exceptionally feminine. It was solid white, and there were 

three pink diamond shaped inserts in the soft folds of the lining of the lid. There was 

a beautiful soft white drape flowing down from the lid to the opposite side of the 

casket. She was dressed in a baby blue chiffon gown with a blue lace bodice with 

little threads of silver woven into the material. In her right hand some one had 

placed a long stemmed red rose, which was symbolic because roses, her favorite 

flowers, filled her garden. 

October 3, 1974 - It is now 9 A. M. I am standing outside of Blandin‟s 

Funeral Home where the band, Billie‟s friends, and a large crowd of spectators have 

gathered. They are waiting to start the last journey for Billie Pierce. The Olympia 

Brass Band is forming and the casket is brought out. Now they are starting to play 

“Just a closer Walk With Thee.” As we go out St. Claude Avenue and turn on to 

LaHarpe Street the band plays “In the Sweet Bye and Bye.” We enter N. Galvez 

Street where I see several neighbors standing on their porches weeping, some with 
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their arms around others to comfort them. This is the block where Billie lived and 

the band slows down, then halts in front of 1619 Galvez. 

Sounds of “Savior Lead Me,” “Nearer My God to Thee,” and the “Westlawn 

Dirge” hang on the still air. Approximately two hundred people are waiting in front 

of Corpus Christi Church. 

10:10 A.M. - the procession enters the church in step to “The Old Rugged 

Cross,” then the band moves to one side and plays “Just a Little While to Stay 

Here.” It brings tears to the eyes of many of us old timers. Sweet Emma Barrett, 

prominent New Orleans pianist and vocalist, is waiting in her wheelchair, with the 

band, and the service begins. 

My view is obstructed by people standing up in the pews. I now that times 

have changed but I cannot believe that even today it is considered proper, for any 

reason, to stand on the seat of a pew in a church. 

Celebrating the Requiem Mass are auxiliary Bishop Harold Perry, S.B.D., 

Father Gene McKenna, S.S.J., and another priest also named McKenna. Rev. Mike 

Stark, who had known Billie, participates in the eulogy. The pews are filled, and 

people are standing three deep across the back of the church. 

Narvin Kimball plays a banjo solo and sings the lovely spiritual, “Where He 

Leads Me I Will Follow”; the muted trumpet of Milton Baptiste blends in and we 

are invited to sing with them. While Sweet Emma Barrett sings “Just A Closer Walk 

With Thee” I see Mr. Booker T. Glass being escorted up the aisle. Although his 

eyesight is now failing, he is well known in jazz circles for his fine drum work with 

the Olympia Brass Band, which now plays “In the Sweet Bye and Bye.” We are 

about to start the long walk to the cemetery. The hundreds inside the church join 

the overflow outside. There must be over a thousand people in the procession. 

Now, moving slowly with the Funeral Dirge, we turn into N. Johnson Street, 

continue on to Bayou Road, and then to N. Claiborne Avenue. To my surprise I hear 

the band start to play “St. Louis Blues” - not in a “Hot” style, but low and 

mournful. This is the first time a funeral parade has ever been held for a female 

musician, and this great band is playing several songs from Billie‟s repertoire which 

is most unusual at a funeral. 

The drum rolls very slowly, and the band plays “Battle Hymn of the 

Republic,” followed by “The Old Rugged Cross,” “Precious Lord, Take My Hand,” 

and “Sing On.” As more people join the procession the crowd swells. I cannot 

believe my ears. Never Have I heard up-tempo tunes on the way to the cemetery, but 

the band is playing “In the Rocket,” and some of the second-liners have started 

leaping and jumping as we move along. Several of the older second-liners with 

whom I had attended many funerals ask me why the uptempo at this time. I answer 

that times change and that this must be the way Billie wanted it. 

It is impossible for everyone to enter the cemetery, but I hurry through the 

crowd and work my way near the tomb where Billie will rejoin her beloved 

husband, DeDe Pierce. The band plays “Precious Lord, Take My Hand.” 

Billie is at rest. Playing “The Old Rugged Cross” as it leave the cemetery, the 

band now swings into the uptempo numbers long associated with the return home. I 

pause on my way back to the Jazz Museum to wave goodbye to the musicians at 
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Conti and Basin Streets. As I walk slowly, and tearfully, I feel that a very beautiful 

and important part of our New Orleans musical heritage has, this day between 

silenced forever. 

 

 

Ernest “Punch” Miller 

Winter, 1972 

 

Punch Miler, legendary trumpet pioneer, died December 2
nd

 at Veterans 

Hospital after suffering a stroke two weeks before. He had been in ill health for 

many months. Last April he got out of a hospital bed to make his final public 

appearance at the 1971 New Orleans Jazz Festival. True to the tradition of show 

business which he served for so many years, he went on the program dedicated to 

his friend Louis Armstrong and without rehearsal gave a performance that to many 

was the highlight of the evening. 

Punch never recovered from an operation a few days after the festival. But 

he still would not quit. When it became apparent that he could never play trumpet 

again he asked for a pair of drumsticks and began practicing during the summer, 

determined to continue his career at age 77 as a drummer. He wasn‟t thinking of 

retiring. 

Kid Punch was born in the sugar cane town of Raceland, La., June 10, 1894, 

as Ernest Burden. He and his twin sister Ernestine were called Punch and Judy, and 

Punch‟s nickname stuck. 

Speaking of his youth in Raceland, Punch once said, “That‟s a place I don‟t 

like to talk about. When I was a kid I was ploughing on this farm six days a week 

for 80 cents a day. You go to work at 5:30 in the morning and work till sundown, till 

dark - black dark. Five months of the year we don‟t have anything to do but just 

walk around. And if you got anything you live off it. If you ain‟t you fish or you go 

out in the field and get yourself a cup of grass or something to live on until time to 

go back to work. I run away from there.” Punch had been inspired to become a 

cornetist when he heard Bunk play on the S. P. excursion train that once stopped in 

Raceland. 

After serving as a bugler in World War I, Punch returned to New Orleans , 

played with Kid Ory, and soon joined Jack Carey‟s popular band. In the 20s Kid 

Punch became a trumpet and blues king. The response of his creaming female 

admirers predated the popularity of the Beatles by four decades. Willie Humphrey, 

whose clarinet paid tribute during Punch‟s funeral procession, has said that the 

greatest blues trumpet he ever heard was Punch in those years. And Punch won his 

share of the contests on Sunday afternoons when as many a s a dozen bands took the 

streets in advertising wagons. 

 Johnny Dodds once told how Kid Punch, when he arrived in Chicago in 

1927, boastfully announced, “I can do anything that Louie can do,” and Dodds 

added, sure enough, when given the chance, he did.” In Chicago Punch was again a 

sensation; he worked with Jelly Roll and recorded with Al Wynn and Tiny Parham. 
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During the depression Punch fell into obscurity and began traveling with any 

minstrel or carnival tent show that would hire him. His health broken after twenty 

years on the road, he returned to New Orleans in 1956. 

No longer feeling like KID Punch not expecting to play again, he really came 

home to die. When he needed some new clothes an ad for a suit with two pair of 

trousers, was shown to him, but Punch said, “Oh no” - he wasn‟t going to live long 

enough to wear out two pair of pants. But he was not through. 

After a couple of major operations Punch did live to play and sing again - to 

make several more lps‟ to lead his band every Sunday night for several years at 

Preservation Hall; to tour all the way to Japan, with his heavily laden trumpet case 

half filled with medicine. A few months before his death, Punch made a 

documentary movie for AKA of London. He was not one to give up easily. 

On December 7
th

, over a thousand people followed the horse-drawn antique 

hearse, with black cross on top, a vehicle unseen on the streets of New Orleans since 

the early days of this century. Also, for the first time within memory, and very 

appropriately, some old blues were mixed in between the funeral dirges and hymns.  

The cortege, in its hour-long journey up Magnolia Street from Dominique‟s 

Funeral Chapel, was led by the Olympia Brass Band augmented to twenty pieces by 

some of Punch‟s long-time associates and new friends from foreign lands. 

 

Jelly Roll Morton 

by Robert Greene 

March/April, 1955 

 

I like to think of him in his blackest moment, sitting at the piano stool of the 

little Washington D. C. café on “U” Street, in the late thirties, thinking whatever 

fallen gods think. He still wasn‟t very old, but the way jazzmen go, he was an old 

man. And perhaps the cruelest thing about it was that he had such a good memory. 

He made a trip to the halls of the Library of Congress every afternoon, but now he 

was playing for ghosts. And it was all there, like they say it is before you go down 

the third time. 

There were and are better pianists than Jelly Roll. But there has never been 

a better piano player. Perhaps the answer is that he always meant every note he 

played, and he meant them with the fresh originality of a child, who finds new 

excitement in old tunes, and for greater excitement, writes new ones. I can‟t imagine 

Jelly just filling in a set to pass the time away, looking at his watch the way they do 

today, to see what time he was off. For he was always “on,” whether at the piano or 

away from it, and his fabled claim that he invented jazz is not just a fable. He 

invented it every time he played, regenerating that first wonderful moment that 

comes to all jazzmen when they are young and blow a hot chorus for the first time. 

He was blessed and cursed that it was the only kind of chorus he ever knew. 

And when there was no more audience, except maybe a couple of people in 

the Jungle Inn who came to hear him - when the Congress sessions in the afternoon 

were finally over, when the testament was finally made - the stabbing - the shadow 

hovering over him, there was not much left. Not even ghosts to hear him play. 
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What happens to gods when there are no worshippers left? They die - not of 

a broken heart, but because the full heart bursts. I don‟t think he‟d ever been to the 

coast. And maybe he couldn‟t die where people knew him. Jelly Roll was a god, and 

gods don‟t die. At least no one should see them. Better away from home. 

And so, as if equipping his own funeral entourage, he chained his two cars 

together, the Lincoln and the Cadillac, and set out to cross a continent, alone to 

California. If this is the stuff of Paul Bunyan, was it not also Jelly Roll? And it is 

fitting that he got there - a man on his final journey, a beat up man in a beat up car, 

arriving from across the continent. But was not the man Jelly Roll, and was not the 

car a Cadillac? The memories of the road strained eyes and the cheap hamburger 

joints and worse motels were gone. Maybe he had not come to die after all. Maybe 

he had arrived, for a new life, as his folks had arrived “from the shores of France” 

so long ago. Maybe there was an audience! 

How did he sound then? He always sounded good, because he wouldn‟t give 

up on his style, which he knew was right, no matter what the new boys were doing. 

For one, he played with two hands. If that sounds like a platitude, listen to 

some of the modern pianists. He played with two hands, and he made them count. 

For another, he knew what he wanted to do with his two hands. They were not for 

ornamentation - they were for piano playing. And there had to be a melody. Once 

that‟s understood the rest of Jelly‟s style follow naturally. The melody played 

upstairs where it ought to be, but around that melody he brought the full 

remembered richness of the New Orleans jazz band. Let the first and fifth fingers 

carry the octave - the horn part - the lead. Around it, still in the right hand, punch 

in the clarinet filling in the daylight with trills and figures and embellishments. And 

now, in the left hand, fill out the front line, letting the octave sequences and bass 

figures carry the trombone, beating against the melody, establishing the chord line, 

playing a driving counterpoint to the trumpet-clarinet right hand. And behind all 

this the rhythm - solid chords laid down the way the drum and banjo ought to lay 

them down.  . . . deserting the lower middle register to fill in the tuba parts in the 

bass notes, and blending both bands into the full ensemble of a New Orleans band. 

And there were the solos, those second and fourth choruses, where one part 

will rip out of the whole, break into the clear, while beneath it the rest of the piano 

plays a driving background to itself. 

And to all of this Jelly now added the full accomplishment of the true jazz 

band - the riffs against the melody, the breaks sunk out by one of the solo 

instruments, the stop choruses, the accent choruses. And when he had finished, 

when he had played the tune, it stood in the full richness of the New Orleans 

tradition. 

This was Jelly Roll‟s secret, if he had a secret. It was an open secret . . anyone 

who had heard a good New Orleans band and a ragging piano could have put the 

two together. But it waited for a young boy named Ferd Morton to come along - no 

one played like him before and no one really does now. You can practically hear 

him say it. And he‟s right. Somehow, it‟s good that he knew. 

Especially not, in these last days in California, scurrying around, trying to 

get established, trying to get a band together. The moment he believed could never 
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come had finally come. And the myth of immortality and everlasting hope slowly 

dissolved away. The worshipers had gone. The world had turned. There was no 

audience. It was California, 1941. The memories had been conjured up for the last 

time. 

He died in a hospital, but he died alone. Perhaps it is the way gods have to 

die. For otherwise they would be giving up what silently they knew all along - that 

they are not really gods after all . .  they are only men, and this dying hurts. 

Some night, when the stars are clear, and a rickety jazz band is playing, 

listen hard. And if you hear a whacky piano full of good chords and a little love, 

stomping on an uptown rag, stop for a moment and think of him. For part of what 

you‟re listening to is Jelly. There‟s not kid playing real jazz today that doesn‟t have 

some of it in him now. Jelly could have played the chorus better . .he‟d tell you that 

himself if he could . . .but just the same, he‟ll be mighty pleased. And then, when the 

ball is over, go down and shoot some pool. 

 

Gus Mueller 

Gussie Mueller Dies in California 

Feb. 1966 

 

In selecting little Gussie Mueller to wear the heavy mantle of “Jazz Pioneer,” 

Fate could not have made a better choice. The great humility with which he carried 

this honor far outshone any pride he may have felt. Now he‟s gone. 

Born on Robin Street in the Irish Channel in the year 1890, much of his 

childhood was spent on the banks of the Mississippi on the levees and wharves 

where riverboats and ocean-going freighters were loading and unloading. 

Business was booming in the Crescent City for the next twenty five years, 

and the riverfront was its busiest spot. Gangs and roustabouts who worked the 

riverfront, did so entirely in song and music and chants. Gussie - and his lifelong pal 

Ray Lopez, drank in every sound from the rock-solid rhythms of these stevedores. 

They had the basic blues coursing in their veins, absorbed from these men who 

composed and Sang as they worked.  

Around the Mueller home on Robin Street there abounded an 

extraordinarily large number of great musicians. From the time they were 8 or 9 

years old, Gussie and Ray began following every parade and every marching 

funeral procession they got wind of. By the irony of fate, the neighborhood 

gravitated together in a tight-knit musical vortex that became a great nucleus for 

jazz. And any time Gus and Ray learned that a group was to rehearse at somebody‟s 

home, the two kids stationed themselves on the box-steps. Into their hearts and souls 

went the love of a great music and a deep desire to learn how to play it. 

Starting as only a clarinet-cornet duo, Gussie and Ray soon found many 

other kids their own age who were also learning to play. Sometimes their number 

rose to six, seven and even eight or nine. Among their very first musical friends were 

the Brunies brothers. They were all great musicians, and their father had an 

inexhaustible supply of all kinds of instruments. 
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Gradually Gussie and Ray worked themselves into such musical proficiency 

that they were invited to play in the neighborhood marching bands. 

It was not long before they were stationed at Martin‟s in Exchange Alley, 

waiting for a call from Jack Laine. That call came sooner than they expected. With 

the passing of a couple of short years Gussie and Ray found themselves graduating 

from “Reliance No. 4” to “Reliance No. 3” and finally in the line up of Jack‟s pride 

and joy - his “Reliance No 1.” This was the apogee of any New Orleans jazzman‟s 

ambition. 

Ray and Gussie also began being “regulars” in two bands fronted by the 

great old-time trombonist, Tom Brown. “Brown‟s Brass Band” and “Brown‟s 

Dance Band” became famous from the riverfront to Lake Pontchartrain and back 

again! Bill Lambert was their regular drummer in the dance band, while Arnold 

Loyacano did triple duty of guitar, string bass and piano. Once in a while, Tom 

Brown‟s brother, Steve, plucked the bass fiddle, while Larry Shields (great 

clarinetist of the ODJB) also was in and out of Brown‟s groups. There was an 

extraordinary exchange and interchange of clarinetists in several New Orleans 

bands about this time. Gussie Mueller, Larry Shields, Achille Baquet and “Yellow” 

Nunez were all involved . .  but this is entirely another story. Gussie became the 

fixture. 

A great deal of uncertainty seems to exist regarding the origin of the word 

“Dixieland” and when it was applied to a band for the first time. I have before me a 

document which should do much to correct this uncertainty. It is a contract signed 

by the management of Lamb‟s Café in Chicago and Ray Lopez. Their opening date 

was Monday, May 17
th

, 1915. The name of the band in the contract is typed 

“Brown‟s Band from Dixieland.” They were to play for six weeks with an option for 

renewal. There has never been any question that this group was the first white band 

to leave New Orleans as a unit to spread our New Orleans music to the hinterlands. 

Gussie Mueller was in that group. The impact they had in Chicago was nothing 

short of sensational! 

There were many other places and band with which Gussie became affiliated 

after Brown‟s Band broke up. One of Gus‟ most popular runs was also in Chicago, 

as featured sax and clarinet soloist at the College Inn. 

Another “first” which must be written on his side of the ledger is that fact 

that he (and Ray Lopez) played with Paul Whiteman‟s first band. Historians will 

question the inclusion of this phase of Mr. Mueller‟s life as belonging to jazz. We 

can state, truthfully, that as soon as Gussie realized that Whiteman intended playing 

nothing but emasculated “arranged” versions of pops tunes, he immediately 

resigned. An article in the Saturday Evening Post, quoted Gus‟ reason for leaving 

the very popular Whiteman outfit. It was quite a simple statement: “Those guys 

can‟t play the blues!” That was all he had to say, but it was a classic reply that New 

Orleans musicians understood perfectly! 

For the past few years Gus made an annual pilgrimage from California to the 

city of his birth. He renewed friendships with old pals and perhaps blew a little. On 

June 21
st
, 1964, the New Orleans Jazz Club presented Gussie with an Honorary Life 

Membership during the intermission of a jam packed “Jazz on Sunday Afternoon” 
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at the Royal Orleans. We were so happy to see so many people present to witness 

Gussie Mueller receive this honor. Instead of reacting with pride or conceit, he 

humbly declared himself not worthy of such an honor! And his voice had the soft, 

smooth, mellow sound of the chalumeau register of a clarinet! 

Dapper little Gussie! He of the batwing bow tie and immaculate attire! How 

we shall miss him! We had become so used to him breezing into town as soon as the 

weather turned real hot and staying “in Agnes Brown‟s neighborhood.” We know 

we‟ll be hunting for him as soon as the summer rolls around. Gussie went to sleep 

on Thursday, December 16
th

, after a long, hard fight. For many years he had 

resided in North Hollywood, California, not far from his boyhood cornet pal, Ray 

Lopez. He was also very close to another great New Orleans jazzman by the name of 

Eddie Miller.  

 

 

Louis Nelson 

by Mona MacMurray 

Fall, 1979 

 

Louis Nelson is a big man in more than one way. He stands tall physically, 

his thick, softly-waved silver hair topping a 6-foot, 2-inch well-filled frame, but he 

stands even taller when it comes to dignity. As to his musical stature, jazz critic 

Duke Darnell said it very nicely, “Without question, Louis Nelson is one of the truly 

great traditional New Orleans trombonists and he is playing just as well today as he 

did many years ago.” 

His imposing figure is inherited from both sides of his family. His father and 

maternal grandfather were both 6-foot, 2-inches tall. His quiet air of dignity, too, 

comes to him naturally. 

His mother, born in Springfield, Massachusetts to a wealthy family, grew up 

accustomed to the finer things in life and living, after her marriage to his father, in a 

small Louisiana city during the first quarter of this century when blacks suffered 

discrimination and segregation, did not diminish her air of good breeding and self-

respect. She simply refused to recognize any of the townspeople who called her 

“Anna,” and responded only if they addressed her as “Mrs. Nelson.” 

Nelson was born in New Orleans on September 16, 1902 and his family 

moved to Napoleonville, a small town 80 miles west of New Orleans when he was 

two months old. His father, George Harry Nelson, M.D. was the first black doctor to 

practice in that town. Nelson tells the story like this: “There was a lumber mill one 

mile south of town, run by a man named Shrewsbury Dodge. My father went there 

to treat patients and one time Mr. Dodge asked him what was wrong with a woman 

he was treating. My father told him that he didn‟t talk about his patients. Dodge 

mentioned that he owned the place so my father said that in the case he‟d tell him 

what ailed her. During the conversation my father had been holding his hand over 

the 33
rd

-Degree Masonic emblem he wore. At the end of the talk he moved his hand 

and when Dodge saw the emblem, he immediately changed his attitude. 
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“Along with his colored patients, my father treated an Italian family. He 

taught the man to speak English and the man taught him Italian so he could tell all 

of his Italian patients exactly how to take their medicine. He delivered all the babies 

born to the man‟s wife and the townspeople weren‟t happy about that. The man told 

the people that he picked a doctor for his ability not for his color. 

“Then there was the time that a town meeting was held to discuss running 

„that colored doctor‟ out of town. At the meeting Mr. Dodge spoke up saying, ‟That 

man is one of us, he‟s a 33
rd

-Degree Mason and I say we can‟t run him out of town.‟ 

Of course the fact that he owned the mill helped to end that matter! 

“There was a big flu epidemic, I don‟t remember the exact year, but all the 

people in town, including all the white doctors, got sick, except my father. Those 

people were glad to have that colored doctor treating them then.” 

Nelson started his musical career on the alto horn, “one of those peck horns 

they use in a brass band,” but at age 14 he took up the trombone and taught himself 

how to play. He listened to a talented trombone player named Lawrence Hall, and 

“I decided that one day I would play like that man. He left Napoleonville and I 

never heard of him again.” 

Nelson‟s mother was a graduate of the Boston Conservatory of Music and 

played the piano, his father played the organ in church, his sister, a graduate nurse, 

played piano and his brother George played clarinet and saxophone with Toot 

Johnson‟s band in Baton Rouge. 

One of Nelson‟s first music jobs was with a band from Thibodaux led by Joe 

Gabriel who played violin. “He played the way Sidney Desvigne did, a full reading 

band, with trumpet, bass, guitar, piano, drums, saxophone and myself on the 

trombone. This was in the late twenties.” 

In the early thirties he played a while with Kid Harris and then was hired by 

Sidney Desvigne, to play with him on the riverboat Capitol, a job that lasted about 

five years. Fate Marable played on the boat during the winter months but went back 

to St. Louis for the summers. Desvigne‟s band took over for the summer season, 

sailing upriver from New Orleans to St. Paul, Minnesota. During the off-season they 

worked in New Orleans, with a job every night. 

Nelson remembers, “Every Monday we played at the Pythian Temple in the 

Roof Garden, and every Tuesday we played at the Bulls Aid and Pleasure Club. 

Those two nights were for colored; the rest of the week was for whites. At the Roof 

Garden it was a pay affair and at least 600 people came to the dance. 

“At the Bulls there were three bands. We played on one side, Kid Rena 

played in the middle and Papa Celestin was on the other side. Each band would play 

four or five numbers in turn. We worked from eight at night until two in the 

morning. 

“Desvigne‟s band was a big swing band like Count Basie and them. We 

played stock numbers except when the banjo player, Emanuel Sayles and the 

trumpet man, Eugene Ware wrote and did arrangements. You have to read to be in 

that band; we didn‟t play head numbers at all. The trumpet player would take jazz 

solos and now and then I‟d take one, but even some of the solos were written out 
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and you had to play what the other fellow wrote. It isn‟t like that with Dixieland 

music where you play what comes to your mind, not the other man‟s mind. 

“Sidney was leader and played trumpet. I played trombone, Louis Barbarin 

was on drums, Ransom Knowling on bass horn and bass violin, Emanuel Sayles on 

banjo, Adolphe Alexander on alto, Theodore Purnell, Alton‟s brother, on second 

alto, Louis Cotrell on tenor saxophone and Professor Oceola Blanchard on piano.‟ 

“We also played at all the leading hotels, restaurants and country clubs 

around New Orleans. 

“On the steamer Capitol we‟d sail from New Orleans and the first stop was 

Donaldsonville, there, and at each stop on the way upstream to St. Paul, we‟d play a 

dance from eight to midnight. After we got to St. Paul there would be day 

excursions from ten in the morning until five in the evening. We‟d sail around 

through Hastings Locks and get back to the dock at five o‟clock. We‟d play the 

night dance from eight to midnight, too. We did that for about five weeks, then we‟d 

go back down the river, stopping and playing along the way. 

“It was good work, the $25.00 a week was a lot of money in those days and 

besides we had our sleeping quarters with maid service and three meals a day, too. 

At all the stops in Mississippi, Arkansas and Tennessee there was segregation, but at 

St. Paul both black and white could go on the boat. 

“We had to pull away from the dock right after the dance at night because 

the current in the Mississippi River was terrible. We headed out for the net town 

and when we got there, we could walk around in the town and then come back to 

the boat. There wasn‟t much to do, except rehearse every Tuesday. For five years I 

played on that boat, but it got me away from New Orleans and I had a good rest and 

enjoyed the job. 

“After a while Sidney put Eddie Pierson on second trombone. I was first 

chair man. Then there was a trumpet player who played valve trombone as well as 

the trumpet and we made a three-part harmony.” 

At this point in the story, there was a break in the interview. . .we turned the 

tape recorder on again and got back to work, but the conversation took a different 

turn. I asked Nelson if anyone influenced his style of playing and he replied, “Well, I 

liked Tommy Dorsey, but I didn‟t copy his style. In fact, I didn‟t copy anyone‟s 

style, what I play is my own music, it‟s a gift. Anyway, there weren‟t too many 

trombone players in New Orleans in those days. There was Bill Matthews who 

played a rough, vamping style. There was Jim Robinson, too, but he wasn‟t too well-

known until George Lewis took him to New York. 

“When I was learning we had the melodic style, with phrases and played it 

like it was written, but with more feeling. I try to play that way now, so people can 

sing to the music, but I can rough it up and do a gutbucket style when it‟s called for. 

For my own taste I like to play the smooth style and I think I do that pretty well.” 

His smooth style is very popular with the audiences at Preservation Hall and 

when he does “Blueberry Hill” the applause keeps going until the band stops it by 

starting a new number. On tours with Barry Martyn and the Living Legends he 

plays for jazz fans who really appreciate his true New Orleans sound. Let me quote 

Duke Darnell, one of the most knowledgeable jazz critics in these parts,  
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“Louis Nelson plays his trombone in pure New Orleans fashion. It is much 

more of a tailgate style than a lyrical one. His excellent timing allows him to 

punctuate the rhythm along with his melodic contributions. At times he uses a 

choppy, staccato approach for this rhythmic enhancement. He an be rough, forceful 

and very aggressive with his horn, but true to old New Orleans tradition, plays well 

in the ensemble passages and does not crowd the other players or dominate the 

music.” 

It took a bit of time, but we did get back to the story of his early musical 

career. 

Sidney Desvigne left New Orleans, broke up his band and with his wife went 

to California where he died. Nelson worked for a while with Herbert Leary who had 

the same big swing-type band: he replaced Bill Matthews. In Leary‟s band they 

sometimes played “head numbers,” that is, without music. He doesn‟t remember all 

of the band members but does recall that Jeanette Kimball was on piano, Willie 

Humphrey on clarinet, and Gilbert Young on trumpet 

Before Desvigne broke up his band, the jitney dances were becoming 

popular, giving rise to the smaller bands with five or six pieces playing continuously, 

but Nelson had steady work and didn‟t go to small bands until after Desvigne broke 

up his band. 

It was about that time that Nelson learned to play Dixieland style music, and 

he worked a couple of jobs with a small band led by a fine trumpet player named 

Victor Spencer who sort of faded from the scene. He also played dances and 

Carnival parades with Kid Howard‟s band. 

In the early forties he joined Kid Thomas‟ band but at the outbreak of 

World War II, despite the fact that he was over draft age, he joined the U.S. Navy. 

He served for 27 months at the air-training base in Millington, Tennessee, playing in 

a band. It was a nice assignment, “all we had to do was playing the morning for the 

color ceremony, when the cadets were marching, during the lunch hour in the 

recreation hall. We gave concerts and played at the USO‟s too.” Among the 

musicians he played with during that time were guitarist Skeeter Best, George 

Dixon who played trumpet with Earl Hines, and Earl Austin who was a member of 

Fate Marable‟s band on the steamer Capitol. He was discharged as a Musician First 

Class in 1945 and went back to playing with Kid Thomas‟ band. He played with 

Thomas regularly and was one of the original regulars when Preservation Hall 

opened. He played at the Hall with Kid Thomas until he started traveling with 

Barry Martyn and the Living Legends, tours that kept him out of New Orleans for 

long periods frequently. 

Because the only steady work for older musicians in New Orleans was the 

twice-a-week job at Preservation Hall in the early sixties, Nelson started to go out on 

the road. His first trip out was to Japan in 1963 with George Lewis. He has since 

traveled all over England and Europe many times with Barry Martyn and the 

Living Legends, and he made a tour with Kid Thomas‟ band for George Wein, with 

Dizzy Gillespie as solo star, covering Poland, Rumania, Yugoslavia, Australia, 

Malaysia, Dakar, and Hong Kong. 
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He‟d been to Japan more than any other New Orleans musician and has 

played to more than three million people there. Japan is by far his favorite place to 

work even though the tours are rough. Nelson says you need a good constitution to 

keep up the pace. The band travels constantly, playing only one night in each city. 

There is a four or five hour ride on a bus or train getting to the next city, then the 

band goes on stage shortly after arrival. Concerts start at eight o‟clock with a local 

band playing the first and third sets and the New Orleans band the second and last 

sets. After the concert they are free to do what they want, but are usually too tired to 

do anything except go back to the hotel and sleep. What sightseeing or other 

activities they do get in are usually done the next day, before taking off for the next 

concert. 

They are treated very well in Japan, with the best of hotels, the finest food, 

fancy parties in their honor, wonderful gifts, and great kindness everywhere. 

There was an interesting story about one of the early trips by a New Orleans 

band to Japan. On arrival at the airport a large group of young jazz fans greeted 

the musicians with the phrase, “We shall overcome!” chanting it as they marched 

along with the band to the cars taking them to their hotel. 

During the tours, the musicians are taken to doctors in different cities, 

usually about once every two weeks. They get a good check-up, medicine when they 

need it and not only is there no charge, but invariably the doctors give them nice 

gifts, like pocket calculators and watches, or some lovely piece of artwork. One trip 

Nelson‟s road manager, Ruiui Karno took him to a dentist because his false teeth 

were bothering him and he wanted new ones. The dentist made him a set with silver 

plating which should have cost about $2,000., and also made him a spare set of 

plastic, all for just $300. The one thing they like to do is take a lot of pictures of the 

musicians. Nelson said the dentist took a picture of him sitting in the chair. He said 

there was a plastic surgeon who made a train trip with them one time, and he took 

pictures almost constantly.. 

Life wasn‟t all music of course. Like many of the old-timers, Nelson worked 

at a variety of day jobs while playing music at night. He never forgot a lesson his 

father taught him about the benefits of an education. “We were riding in our auto 

mobile and we saw some people working out in the fields. It was a hot day and the 

sun was bright. My daddy said, „See those people out there, they work from sun up 

to sun down for a dollar. Now, that place I just stopped in (making a housecall), 

well, I made $25, and now I have to make another call and I‟ll get about $50 for that 

one, and look, I‟m not sweating at all!‟ he wasn‟t in that first place more than half 

an hour. Then he added, ‟It‟s better to have it up here (pointing to his head), than 

here‟ (pointing to his muscles).” 

Nelson attended Lutheran school in New Orleans and during the school year 

stayed at the home of the Reverend Isaac Harry Hall, the man who raised and 

educated Nelson‟s father. After completing his studies there, he attended New 

Orleans College where he lived in the dorm. 

Educated or not, blacks had a hard time registering to vote in New Orleans 

even after the law permitting it was enacted. A favorite method of disqualifying 

blacks by registration commissioners was to catch them on the answer to the 
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question of age; the correct answer had to show the exact number of years, months 

and days. Nelson got around that by going to register on his birthday. 

He drove trucks - for the Post Office, hauling mail from trains to the office 

where it was sorted; for the Atlantic Coast Shipping Co., hauling gear to ships; and 

for Picone‟s Fish Market delivering fish. On the latter job, the hours were very long; 

at times he worked from eight in the morning until four the next morning and had 

to be back again at eight. He got $50 a week which was good money in those days, 

but not for the 90 hours or more he had to work. One day he fell asleep at the wheel 

and turned the truck over on its side. There was fish all over the road. He was taken 

to a hospital, and on arrival, as he was being carried in, his wife, Gladys, who had 

had a heart attack, was being discharged. “That was quite a day! I got out in a few 

hours but stayed home for a week. No, I wasn‟t fired, but wanted to get a good rest. 

After a week the boss sent for me, said the boy he‟d had in my place wasn‟t any 

good and that he wouldn‟t give two of him for me, so I went back to work.” 

Nelson was married for the first time in 1922 to Julia Kissack. She is the 

mother of his son, Louis born in 1925 and his daughter, Anna born in 1927. Julia 

died in childbirth in 1928. He has seven grandchildren and 14 great-grandchildren 

them are musicians. 

He married again, more than once, and is presently living in Algiers, across 

the river from New Orleans. Before he met his present wife, he lived in the house 

he‟d been born in at 1492 Tkouro Street in the Treme section of New Orleans. 

Nelson suffered a mild heart attack earlier this year and spent a couple of 

weeks in the hospital. He has to slow down a bit and cannot travel as extensively as 

he did before, however he does make trips to other parts of the Untied States for 

short jobs and he still plays regularly at Preservation Hall with Harold Dejan and 

Kid Sheik. 

He also indulges in his two favorite pastimes, baseball - which he can enjoy 

only when there‟s a game on television and attending wrestling matches which are 

held regularly in New Orleans. 

 

Albert Nicholas 

A Great New Orleans Clarinetist 

by Carlos de Radzitzky of Belgium (May/June, 1956) 

 

Albert Nicholas has always been one of my Favorite New Orleans clarinetists. 

The Proof of this assertion lies in the fact that what follows hereafter is a second 

version of a tribute I paid this great musicians in 1946 in our now defunct “Hot 

Club Magazine” which contained many biographical details borrowed from Nesuhi 

Ertegun‟s article “Clarinet a la Creole” in the regrettably short-lived “Clef.” 

If you have some of Luis Russell‟s or Henry Allen‟s recordings you must 

certainly remember the important part Nicholas played in their creation. It may be 

stated, by the way, that Russell‟s organization - greatly underrated by many 

present-day jazz fans - during the 1926-1930 period carried on the musical tradition 

of the New Orleans style. Forgotten too often is the richness of their waxings, the 

vivifying spirit which gave life to their music. The band was, in fact, the sole genuine 
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descendant of King Oliver‟s crew. And few bands have had such a tremendous 

number of great soloists, like George Mitchell, Kid Ory, J. C. Higginbotham, 

Barney Bigard, Charlie Holmes, Henry Allen, Pops Foster and - of course- Albert 

Nicholas. 

Niholas is undoubtedly one of the most representative clarinetists of the New 

Orleans style of the second era. This honor he shares with Jimmie Noone, Johnny 

Dodds, Sidney Bechet, Omar Simeon, Barney Bigard and a few others and with 

them he follows in the path of the pioneers Lorenzo Tio, Alphonse Picou, Big Eye 

Louis Nelson and their contemporaries. Born in New Orleans the 27
th

 of May, 1900, 

he has been a professional musician for 40 years. Very early in life he was 

captivated by jazz and began working under the direction of the famed Crescent 

City trumpeter “Wooden Joe” Nicholas, who at the time also played clarinet. Albert 

also received instruction from Big Eye Louis Nelson and from the “Conservatory of 

Music of New Orleans,” managed by the Tios, Lorenzo and his uncle, “Papa,” the 

best teacher in town. Nick remained with the Tios for six years. 

At the age of 15, Nicholas became a professional musician. He became friends 

with Sidney Bechet, Paul Barbarin (who later played drums in Russell‟s band), Kid 

Ory and others. He recalls that to him the model musician was Lorenzo - “in every 

sense a master of the clarinet.” One year later he joined the Navy, which brought 

him into contact with such places as Cuba, Puerto Rico, Panama. World War I sent 

his ship to Gibraltar until the Armistice, which returned him home, where he took 

up his music with the bands of Buddy Petit, Arnold De Pres, and Manuel Perez, who 

earned the admiration of the young man. At this time he met for the first time his 

future leader, Luis Russell, recently arrived from Panama. 

But Nicholas was now ready to fly alone. Possessing a very fine reputation 

among musicians, he was booked by the famous Tom Anderson‟s Café, where he 

fronted a band which included Barney Bigard on tenor (Barney was probably the 

first colored musician to play that instrument). Arnold Montoyer, trumpet, 

Barbarin drums and Russell, piano. 

Now came an occurrence which was going to have an important repercussion 

over the future of Nicholas‟ and Russell‟s band. Jimmie Noone, who had heard the 

band, wrote to King Oliver in Chicago and praised the group so much that Oliver 

asked Nicholas, Bigard, Russell, and Barbarin to join him. They immediately 

headed for the Windy City, where they joined the King‟s forces at the Plantation, 

the best night club on the South Side.. With such sidemen as Darnell Howard, Ory 

and Bob Schaeffner besides the newcomers the band had a terrific success. For 

Vocalion under the name of “King Oliver‟s Savannah Syncopators” they made some 

waxings such as “Snag It” and “Deep Henderson.” Nick also recorded at this time 

with Richard M. Jones that excellent pianist and composer, who died in Chicago in 

December, 1945. 

However, probably retaken by his “mal du voyage,” Nicholas left for 

Shanghai, joining in Jack Carter‟s band Valaida Snow and Teddy Weatherford, 

who later migrated to India where he remained until a decade ago, when cholera 

struck him down. Valaida was beautiful and talented with voice and trumpet. 

Before the war she was in London and Paris and is down on recordings which are 
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not so bad at all. Nick remained about a year with them, then began working his 

way hone - via Cairo, Alexander, Marseilles, Berlin, London, and Paris, where he 

met Sidney Bechet. Once in the United States he joined Luis Russell and stayed with  

him from his arrival in 1928 until 1935, a period of some of the most interesting 

recordings of this orchestra, which gave Nicholas the best chance to earn 

appreciation. Some served as a background for Louis Armstrong. Most of the others 

contained good clarinet solos. 

As much a soloist as an “ensemble” musician, or collective improvisations, 

Nicholas is always fully inspired. His style is extremely mobile, like Jimmie Noone‟s, 

and he has a clear sound and clean tone. His lyricism has not perhaps the same 

power as Bechet‟s, but he is always purely musical. In the ensembles, he gives a sort 

of delicate fluidity to the general tonality and adorns the other solos by his clever 

counterpoint with a perfect facility. He has an incisive attack, as, for instance, in his 

breaks at the beginning of “Jersey Lightning.” Whether it be a blues or a stomp, one 

can always feel that Nicholas plays with a great jazz feeling. Under Russell, his best 

recordings are perhaps “Feeling the Spirit,” “Jersey Lightning,” and “Panama, “in 

which his chorus in the low register and his part in the finale are terrific. With 

Henry Allen, Nick is heard always to best advantage. He is especially good in 

“Swing Out,,” (finale), “Biffly Blues” (duo with Higginbotham, muted trombone), 

“It Should Be You” (duo with Allen and solo), and one or two more. 

After seven years with Russell, Nicholas played a few months with Chick 

Webb before returning to the former band. In 1939, fed up with the swing formulas 

in which, he said, “You had no chance to stretch,” he quit the “big band business” 

and joined Zutty Singleton at Nick‟s. Immediately thereafter he was at the “Village 

Vanguard,” with Bobby Burnett‟s band, at “Café Society,” and at the “Famous 

Door” with Joe Sullivan‟s group. 

Except for the above sessions Nicholas had not thus far recorded 

prokufucakkt, Ibe Cab hear him with Fats Waller and such musicians as Jack 

Teagarden and Eddie Condon; with Adrian Rollini‟s Little Ramblers and with 

Freddy Jerkins Harlem Seven, whose “Swinging „Em down” contains a great 

Nicholas solo. But 1939 was his turning point, when Jelly Roll Morton, with whom 

Nick had recorded in 1929, picked him to be a member of his “New Orleans 

Jazzmen,” along with Bechet, Sidney de Paris, Claude Jones, Zutty and the rest. 

These waxings, which marked the beginning of the “Revival,” are full of excellent 

Nicholas solos, especially “High Society,” where with both musicians following the 

Picou pattern he is not out-classed by Bechet. Another wonderful solo is in “Ballin 

the Jack,” in which appears also a delicate obligato behind Jelly‟s vocal. 

Elsewhere in the series he fulfills his part in the ensemble. To me it is 

significant that Jelly took Nicholas in his band. He wanted to thus prove how high 

he rated Nicholas, who with Simeon and Darnell Howard, was one of the few 

clarinetists able to play in the “right spirit.” Jelly selected him also for the General 

session - Morton‟s last recordings before his death - where he joined Henry Allen, 

Joe Britton (trombone), Eddie Williams (alto), Well Braud, and Zutty. Of these 

“Panama” has a very good Nicholas solo. 
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After this our friend tried the 52
nd

 Street clubs, but found them replete with 

too many riffs and too many high notes. He decided to retire. He drove a subway 

train until the War, then joined the U. S. Special Service in Washington. His clarinet 

playing he reserved for himself. 

When the world began to return to normal, he went back to New York to 

find that the New Orleans style was again in favor. In 1945 he played three 

successful concerts at Town Hall. For a few days he took George Lewis‟ place in the 

Bunk Johnson band at the Stuyvesant Casino. Later, Kid Ory hired him at the Los 

Angeles “Jade Palace.” Meanwhile, he recorded for Circle with Baby Dodds and 

Don Ewell. The trio‟s “Wolverine Blues” and “Albert‟s Blues” are of great quality 

and mark the come-back of a truly original and creative artist. It was obvious that 

Nick had lost none of his talents; his sound was still pure and warm, his style was as 

alive, as easy, and so liquid as before. However, I must say that I like him better 

when he plays with a larger combo. 

Later, Nicholas recorded for Blue Note with Bechet, with Art Hodes, and 

with others. In the fall of 1953 he went to Europe. He now lives in Paris, where he 

has recorded many times. He‟s better than ever and wherever he goes, traveling 

around Europe, playing concerts, radio and T.V. shows, he is always greeted as the 

truly great musician that he is. His technique is greatly above the average, but he 

never permits it to be his goal; he is never out of tune (as George Lewis sometimes 

is) and his inspiration is always fresh, gay or filled with sentiment - and packed tight 

with swing, too! 

I‟ve had the pleasure of meeting Albert in Brussels and Paris. We have had 

some nice tete-a-tetes. He is a quiet, calm, and very sociable gentleman. One is 

struck by his gray hair, intelligence, fine smile, and exquisite manners. He loves his 

music, his country, Paris, and good food. In fact, we have talked about New Orleans 

culinary specialties for hours. One night after a typical conversation at the 

“Storyville” bar in Montmartre, a new place where new records and good drinks 

are featured, I dreamed of gumbo, oyster soup, soup-meat, crawfish bisque, and, of 

course, red beans and rice! 

Nick could, if he wished, play in any big band around, but he prefers to play 

his kind of music. Before money he places honesty; and this trait is one of the 

reasons he attracts so much sympathy, both as a personality and - above all - while 

he is playing. If you want to hear some delightful clarinet solos, full of color and life, 

and hot in every sense of the term, break out some of those old Russell or Allen discs 

in your collection. Better still, look for Nicholas when he returns to the States. Then, 

I am sure you‟ll say with me: “Yeh, Nickie, you‟re „feeling the spirit!; “ 

 

“Wooden Joe” Nicholas 

by Bob Morris 

December, 1957 

 

There‟s something about a horn . . . 

The challenge of creating fiery tone from chill brass has stirred men‟s 

imagination since the dawn of time. Of all musical devices the trumpet has a special 
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fascination - particularly in traditional jazz where its role is undisputed. No band 

with a weak trumpet can ever be a great band, and even novice listeners seem to 

sense this.  

Even being a recognized master of the clarinet (an instrument which in New 

Orleans jazz has earned many of its interpreters undying fame) could not keep 

“Wooden Joe” Nicholas from fondly eyeing his boss‟ shiny cornet. Nicholas, who 

was born Sept. 23, 1883, was working in a jazz band in Storyville cabaret. His boss 

was the band‟s leader, King Oliver. 

This was during the period when Oliver was approaching his peak as a 

cornetist. It takes a good man to draw rousing music out of a horn - and Oliver, 

everyone acknowledged, was one of the best. The King, riding a tide of popularity, 

was sometimes late for the start of a set while conversing with his fans. 

On one such occasion Nicholas, instead of reaching for his clarinet, yielded to 

the inevitable urge. He picked up the King‟s cornet and tried to blow through it. 

What came out was a surprisingly creditable sound. 

“Man, all you need‟s a little practice,” somebody observed. And he did 

practice, eagerly, every time Oliver happened to be absent. 

There was room for only one cornet in Oliver‟s band of that era, but Wooden 

Joe had found a new love. At his first opportunity he began playing the cornet 

regularly. 

Nicholas had a powerful set of lungs, and the horn gave him ample chance to 

display this quality. He developed a clear, driving tone and soon sounded as though 

he‟d been playing the thing all his life. 

In the years that ensued, playing in the tradition of Buddy Bolden and Bunk 

Johnson, Wooden Joe Nicholas was a familiar bulwark of the New Orleans jazz 

scene. His solid, soaring style was particularly adapted to parades, and he was the 

backbone of many a marching band. 

He loved his native New Orleans and could never be induced to seek his 

fortune elsewhere, but he was known to jazz fans all over the world through his 

recordings. He continued active in music until bout five years ago, when ill health 

began to take its toll. 

On November 17, 1957, Wooden Joe Nicholas‟ stout heart stopped beating. 

The end, after 74 years, came at his residence in New Orleans.  

 

JOSEPH “KING” OLIVER 

Memories of King Oliver 

by “Beau Jack” MacLean Dalzie 

For a few weeks back in 1936 there was an undercurrent of excitement in the 

air. King Oliver and his RCA Victor recording orchestra were coming to the Hotel 

Truluck Ballroom, in Lake City, S.C. Frequent dances at the Hotel Truluck were a 

common thing, with music by orchestras of Paul Whiteman, Harry Reser, Isham 

Jones, Wayne King and others. 

This time it was different. The name King Oliver was like the name Bix. It 

meant something romantically special to people, although they weren‟t quite sure 

why. But I knew because my family had records and piano rolls all my life. These 
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included King Oliver‟s Creole Jazz Band, Jelly Roll Morton, Kid Ory, Armstrong‟s 

Hot Five, Scott Joplin, The Memphis Five, N.O.R.K., and so on. I had the Dixie 

Syncopators and Oliver‟s New York Orchestra so I knew what to expect and I 

looked forward to hearing someday Sweetheart, West End Blues, and all the rest. 

There were big King Oliver posters all over town, black and white, reading “King 

Oliver and his R.C.A. Victor Recording Orchestra.” 

Well, the big night finally arrived, and I stood in the back corner of the 

ballroom by the band. I don‟t remember seeing a bus, only cars the men drove in. 

But a great big disappointment was in store: King Oliver did not show up. They said 

he was sick. The band was quite large, with panel front music stands painted 

diagonally. The black top half had a large K, the bottom white half-showed a similar 

O. There were four saxes, three trumpets, three trombones (including a bass 

trombone), a piano, bass and drums. The drums were a black set with three black 

Chinese tom-toms. The men wore black tuxedo trousers and white mess jackets. 

Lake City‟s own little Albert Junior Davis led the band, wearing his own 

little mess jacket and waving a baton. Albert Junior was a seven year old tap 

dancing prodigy. He performed like an old pro! 

The band was really good. One of the first numbers was “Christopher 

Columbus” and when that big bass trombone took the lead it would have made old 

Smack take a back seat. I do no recall that the band played any other popular songs. 

They seemed to be playing the New York book. I recall one number, “Where 

There‟s Smoke There‟s Fire;” one of the most beautiful I have ever heard. 

A contingent of jazz lovers from Duke University had come down to hear this 

band. They were very sophisticated, we thought, and they knew their music. They 

raved about the band. 

From what I later learned I have reason to believe that this band was the 

nucleus of the Buddy and Ella Johnson Band of Darlington, S.C. I never saw them 

in Florence when I was taking lessons from King Oliver. As jazz fans know, Buddy 

and Ella made it pretty big in New York. 

It was said King Oliver had a crooked white agent who was misrepresenting 

the band and keeping the money. He was later arrested, or so I hear. 

At this time I had a band called the Melody Makers, and I was playing 

second trumpet. Albert Junior told me that King Oliver was staying in Florence, 

S.C., so one night after playing a job at Idle Hours, out of Florence, we decided to go 

see King Oliver. The whole band went along up to North Dragan, the large red light 

district in Florence where King Oliver was staying. We found the large brick house 

with the tavern downstairs. Upstairs, the Madam greeted us. We told her we‟d like 

to meet Oliver and she asked us to wait in the parlor. We heard her say “There‟s 

some young gentlemen who want to see you.” She returned and said he would be 

there shortly 

In a few minutes King Oliver walked into the parlor. He was just like you‟ve 

seen him in pictures of the Creole Jazz Band. He had put on his tuxedo for us, and 

he looked every inch a King. He was about 5 feet, 10 inches and must have weighed 

about 250 pounds. 
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Right away you noticed his blurry bad eye; I think it was the left one. He was 

very gracious and friendly, and seemed pleased that a group of young musicians 

would come to see him in the middle of the night. He reminded me of an old time 

preacher like the one in “God‟s Trombones.” He was well mannered, with a soft 

speech. He told us he was in bad health, was having trouble with his teeth, and that 

he had high blood pressure Actually, he seemed rather sorry for himself but in light 

of what I later learned I can‟t blame him. 

Explaining that he and the band had been in a wreck, he brought out his 

$500 gold trumpet to show us where it had been bent just above the bell. It was a 

burnished gold King Liberty model trumpet. At that time you had to get a 

burnished, not lacquered, gold trumpet specially made, and they cost at least $500. 

King Oliver seemed pleased when I told him I played a King Liberty model trumpet 

but that mine was ordinary silver. Because of Oliver I have played King ever since. 

I asked if he would give me lessons and explained that we were all very poor 

and I was not ale to pay for the lessons. He said he would but said he couldn‟t play 

much because his teeth had gone bad. Well, I started hitch-hiking up to Florence to 

take lessons. When we played jobs we had to borrow cars for the band. Since I was 

playing second trumpet and wanted very much to play jazz, he taught me to rag 

around the first trumpet on fast numbers, and to play a high alto part above the 

first trumpet on slow numbers. (This is where Lu Watters made a mistake, in my 

opinion). He had his trumpet playing parallel harmony. He let me play whatever I 

knew, and he would offer suggestions. He said to be myself and to play it the way I 

heard it. He gave me a mute which I still have. I have never seen another like it. It is 

a LaPage, all aluminum cup mute with a flange inside the cup. It has a hot 

penetrating sound for numbers like Dippermouth and Dallas Blues. 

King Oliver told me he was called Dippermouth because he used to keep a 

bucket of water with a dipper in it on the bandstand. He also said Louis Armstrong 

was Satchelmouth, and a fellow named Keppard was Whalemouth. At that time I 

didn‟t know who Keppard was. 

King Oliver used to kid me about Beaucoup Jack, which means “much 

money.” It was a quite common expression back in those days. Finally he just called 

me Beau Jack. He was always King Oliver to me. 

He was very conscious of the Big Time, and he hoped to get back in it. He 

said you had to have saxes to make it. But I told him I wanted a jazz band so he 

suggested that I have two trumpets, trombone, clarinet, drums, piano and bass 

horn. This I did, in 1937, but with an alto sax because I couldn‟t get a clarinet. 

There were no banjos around and I didn‟t want a guitar. 

King Oliver taught me to use mutes as much as possible so as to give variety 

to the music. He recommended the straight mute, the plunger, tin cans, bottles, 

paper cups, buzz, solo tone, cup, derby, etc. King Oliver also taught me the fast false 

fingering which I got pretty good at, at one time, but have since forgotten. 

Some of the pieces we worked on were B Flat Blues, Mabel‟s Dream, Sweet 

Baby Doll, Tom Cat Blues, Dippermouth, Farewell Blues, Oh How I Miss You 

Tonight, Someday Sweetheart, Olga, Where There‟s Smoke There‟s Fire, Solitude, 

Night Winds, Gloomy Sunday. I still have some sheet music we wrote out parts on. 
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King Oliver let me play whatever came to mind, and he would make suggestions; he 

was always kind and gentle and patient. “Take it easy,” he would say. 

Well, I went on the road and I lost track of King Oliver. It was not until 

about 1945 that I got hold of a copy of Jazzmen, and learned that he had died so 

tragically. But it gave me a wonderful feeling to learn that my King Oliver was now 

considered the greatest of all time. I have a shrine to him in my record room. There 

is just a bare chance that somewhere in Savannah there is that $500 trumpet of gold. 

If I am ever able to travel again I‟m going down there and look for it. 

As far as I know there is no monument on King Oliver‟s grave. The Classical 

Jazz society, of which I am International Secretary, would like to locate this grave 

and erect a monument. If anyone can be of help, please write…. 

King Oliver never had much to say about the past; he seemed to be looking 

only to the future, and always hoping for a break. But he seemed unwilling to front 

a band. He would plead sick and stay away from jobs. If only he could have just put 

aside his horn and led his band I am sure he would have made a comeback. 

 

Edward “Kid” Ory 

(1887-1973) 

Summer, 1973 

 

Trombonist Kid Ory, 86, one of the last remaining New Orleans pioneers, 

died January 23, in Honolulu. 

On Sunday, January 28, a week after Ordy died, a farewell service, 

recreating the traditional New Orleans style funeral parade with a marching band, 

was held in Honolulu. More than 200 persons jammed the small chapel, where 

trombonist Trummy Young led a small Dixieland group in Ory‟s famous 

composition “Muskrat Ramble.” 

On Sunday, February 4, another moving ceremony in honor of Ory was held 

at the Mortuary in Inglewood, California near Los Angeles. Trumpeter Teddy 

Buckner blew an eloquent, moving tribute with a muted solo of “Just a Closer Walk 

with Thee.” At the close of the service, the Southern California Hot Jazz Society 

Marching Band, leading the procession to Holy Cross Cemetery, released pent-up 

emotions with rousing versions of “Closer Walk” and “Oh, Didn‟t He Ramble.” The 

band included Teddy Buckner, Andrew Blakeney, George Orendorff, trumpets; 

Gordon Mitchell, Al Riemen, Dan Barrett, trombones; Art Levin, tuba; Ron Going, 

clarinet; Sammy Lee, tenor sax; Alton Redd, Barry Martyn, drums. The SCHJS 

Marching Band was organized by Floyd Levin. 

Ory‟s earliest bands in New Orleans featured such stalwarts as Joe Oliver, 

Mutt Carey, Johnny Dodds, Jimmy Noone, Sidney Bechet, and Louis armstrong. 

After World War I, Kid Ory brought the happy sounds of New Orleans jazz to 

California. The first band he led in Los Angeles included Mutt Carey on trumpet 

and Ed “Montudi” Garland on string bass. In 1921 Ory took his young group into a 

makeshift recording studio and created the world‟s first recording of authentic New 

Orleans Jazz. (Sic: This was after the ODJB‟s recording.)  
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The mid-20s found Ory on Chicago‟s busy South Side playing with Joe 

“King” Oliver‟s band. The Vocalion records he made with Oliver‟s Savanah 

Syncopators have become jazz classics. It was during this period that Ory joined 

with Louis Armstrong, Johnny Dodds, Lil Hardin, and Johnny St. Cyr to create the 

most important series of recordings in the entire history of jazz - The Louis 

Armstrong Hot Fives. His many Victor recordings with Jelly Roll Morton‟s Red Hot 

Peppers also rank among the finest examples of true New Orleans music ever 

recorded. 

Returning to California during the lean depression years, Ory retired from 

the musical scene and his famous horn was silent for many years. It is not generally 

known, but Barney Bigard was individually responsible for Kid Ory‟s return to the 

jazz spotlight. It was back in the early 40‟s and Barney had recently left the Duke 

Ellington band. The great New Orleans clarinetist was fronting his own combo here 

in Los Angeles, he repeatedly urged Ory to appear with him. Ory, who had not 

blown his horn in several years, began to practice daily and soon accepted Barney‟s 

invitation. In this manner, Ory‟s second career was launched and he soon was 

catapulted to national prominence after appearances on the Orson Welles 

broadcasts followed by several fine Jazz Man recordings. 

Ory continued to play regularly until the mid-60‟s, but moved to Hawaii in 

‟66 after recurring bouts of illness. He recovered from a severe attack of pneumonia 

in ‟69 and played occasionally in Honolulu. In ‟71, he appeared at the New Orleans 

Jazz Festival. 

 

Tony Parenti 

(Early Years in New Orleans) 

as told to Roy Morser 

October, 1951 

 

I was born on August 6, 1900, at Dauphine and St. Ann Streets, in the French 

Quarter. Both of my parents had come from Sicily; my father had served in the 

Italian “Peasant Army,” where he played, but was not a bandmaster, as some have 

said. I was the first of four children. My two brothers and one sister are, I am happy 

to say, all living in New Orleans. 

I went to St. Philip‟s School on St. Philip Street from about 1906 to 1911; this 

was about the same amount of education the rest of the children got at the time. I 

am afraid I was not a very serious pupil, and I got the reputation of being a playful 

and funny little fellow at an early age. My particular playmates used to be Tony 

Canzonara, an outstanding prize fighter, and Pete Herman, who became 

bantamweight champion. 

Like all the kids, I used to watch the parades and cutting contests, and many 

times I stood watching the Eureka, the Olympia, or another of the marching bands 

go by. I remember the first time I saw Louis Armstrong and his band: they were on 

a street corner, playing to advertise a prize fight. I can scarcely remember when 

music didn‟t interest me, so I have always fell that I am in my right profession. 
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My first instrument was a violin, although my connection with it was limited 

to 14 weeks. A school of violin music opened in New Orleans, and advertised that 

pupils could be given lessons at a dollar a lesson, two lessons a week, after fifteen 

lessons you would own the violin. I guess there were forty or fifty children in the 

school, and we took lessons a dozen at a time. I continued through the 14
th

 week - 

one more lesson, and the instrument was mine! At the end of the fourteenth lesson, 

the teacher asked for our violins so he could tune them for us, promising to have 

them ready by the next lesson. As you probably have guessed by now, when we 

showed up for the next lesson neither teacher nor violins were anywhere in sight; 

they had flown the coop and we had been hooked. 

After this experiment, my musical education began in earnest. Professor 

Joseph Taverno came to New Orleans from Genoa, a graduate of the Milan 

conservatory, and word got around the Italian Colony that he was going to organize 

a school of music. The latent musical potential of the Italian Colony was aroused, 

and the parents took their children to the Professor, while they themselves (those 

who used to play) dusted off their instruments. The Professor arranged to use a 

building in back of St. Mary‟s Church at Ursuline and Chartres Streets, and the 

Italian School of Music was started. This was no fly-by-night venture, as I shall 

explain. The Professor worked on the proposition of two lessons a week at five 

dollars a month, which went into a fund. The professor took his fees and expenses 

from the fund, and the rest went to buy instruments and uniforms, to be imported 

from Italy. 

Lacking instruments at first proved to be no handicap, for the Professor used 

the Italian conservatory method, where we studied the basics of music from the 

music itself, before we touched an instrument. By the time the instruments came, I 

had a good basic knowledge. 

Dad, who ran a cobbler shop in front at where we lived at Dauphine and St. 

Ann, wanted me to learn a trade. I was never interested in cobbling, so he arranged 

with Mr. Cousou, who ran a cabinet-making and upholstery shop a half a block 

away, to take me on as a helper. Mr. Cousou was a real craftsman and an artist, as 

well as musician. I continued there, working after school, and through about a year 

after I left it. He was called in by cathedrals and churches to retouch paintings from 

time to time, and he always paid me according to the kind of work I was assisting 

him with. I showed talent in carving and painting, and I remember one time in 

particular how enthused he had been about my blending of oils when I painted a 

picture of the Virgin and Christ on a thin slab of mahogany. Mr. Cousou put it in 

the window, and a few days later a colored mammy paid five dollars for it, which I 

got. I wish I could buy this back, but after all these years, I know it must be 

destroyed. 

To get back to the Italian School of Music, except that I continued with the 

cabinet-maker-artist for a while. 

Well, when the instruments came from Italy, we were “in business,” so to 

speak. The band was ready for playing in short order (this was about 1912). We 

played all the Italian festivals and parades, and also popular concerts. We were 
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known as Professor Taverno‟s Italian Band, but commonly as the Italian Spasm 

Band. It had about 50 pieces, so we really had material to work with. 

In about five months, I became the first clarinetist of the section, and 

Taverno would make me stand up and play legitimate clarinet solos. I continued my 

ways as a funny little fellow in the band, and I used to make little ad libs on the 

clarinet, at which the band would laugh - including the Professor. He was a tolerant 

man, but my antics probably broke up practice more than once. I want to do credit 

to the method under which I learned and I will say that I got a good solid musical 

foundation at this time. Due to the method, I could read music before I got the 

clarinet, and my reading ability always stood me in good stead later. I was fortunate 

to have such good training, for when I cam to play jazz, the man who could read 

was the exception. But I don‟t think I ever got any job for that reason alone. 

I continued with the Italian Band for a year or a year and a half, studying 

and playing, (I had quit school to do this). These were very happy days. I remember 

that we played in Gretna, La., for a Festival on St. Joseph‟s Day, once. We had to 

parade for about ten miles, and we had six police escorts leading the parade (in 

front of us) on horseback. It was a very dusty road to begin with, and with the 

horses kicking it up, we were swamped with dust, breathing it in, getting it all over 

our uniforms, but we kept on playing. Fortunately, we would stop about every half 

hour at some Italian home where open house was being held on this day. There, we 

would get some refreshments, perhaps play a little in appreciation, and march on. 

After the march, however, we were not through. Then we had to play a ball. We 

arrived at Gretna in the evening after the march, just in time for the ball. We used 

arrangements of popular tunes of the day that had been secured from New York 

especially. Imagine a fifty piece band playing arrangements for a ball! Still the 

funny little fellow, I was elected to stand up and play that night, as I had a knack of 

making the audience interested. We played such tunes of the moment as “Mister 

Dookey,” “Everybody‟s Doing It,” and “Too Much Mustard.” 

Sometimes, after practice with the band, some of us would go to the Italian 

Bakery and wait for the bread to be taken out of the oven - the round, Sicilian 

loaves. Getting some loaves, we would go over to someone‟s house (a boy whose 

father ran a grocery store was usually the one), and proceed to “doctor up” the 

wonderful hot bread. The procedure was to slice it in half to make a gigantic 

sandwich for each of us. We would put olive oil, anchovies, maybe cheese as well, 

and mustard on it, and eat the hot bread sandwich - after which we would all go to 

bed. We did this about once a week. 

Also, about once a week, two others from the band and myself used to take 

instruments over to Storyville and play. The little boys of the sidewalk band 

naturally appealed to the passers by, as well as the occupants of the cribs, who used 

to pass out a little change to us. Sometimes a Madame would ask those in the parlor 

if they would like a little music while waiting, and if there was no objection, we 

would sometimes be invited in. We would collect small tips from the people in the 

parlor, but I must say that no one ever tried to corrupt us because of our obvious 

young age. Mahogany Hall was one of these. 
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Except for the hot licks in the Italian Band, and the street corner stuff, I had 

not yet played jazz regularly. My career in this regard started early in 1914. I was 

practicing in the back of father‟s shop when Eddie Edwards, passing by, heard me, 

and he stopped in to ask my father who was playing. He called me out, and Eddie 

asked me if I had ever played any jazz. I told him I hadn‟t played with any jazz 

bands. He said, “You play an awful lot of clarinet. Why don‟t you come down to one 

of our jobs and sit in?” (He was playing in Alfred “Pansty” Laine‟s band at that 

time.) I emphasize that it was Eddie Edwards who heard me that day, and not Jack 

Laine, although I will mention him shortly. 

The first time I played with them was at a dance hall on the second floor, on 

Elysian Fields. I must have looked very funny with my short pants, but at risk of 

seeming a little immodest at this point, my fast learning capability impressed the 

boys, and I was in, in spite of my youth. This was my first jazz recognition. I do not 

remember the exact personnel playing that first night but, aside from Eddie 

Edward, I think it was Nick LaRocca and Harry Ragas. (Sic: Henry) 

The practice was to spread the word around, (the jobs were not steady, of 

course), and I became one of the “available” white clarinetists. We alternated, as the 

jobs called for it. Other clarinetists who shared the work all around were “Yellow” 

Nunez, Tony Glardina, Larry Shields, Achille Baquet, and his brother George, and 

Leo Rappolo. We played in parades, at balls, picnics, ad at house parties on Lake 

Pontchartrain at Milneburg. There were five or six houses in the lake, which you 

walked out to sometimes, on jutties, as far as a quarter of a mile. The camps had 

dances, and Jack Laine, “Pansty” Laine‟s father, would book them, as well as 

parades. Sometimes Jack would book maybe three bands on the same night. 

When playing at the camps, the music would drift over the water, and you 

could easily hear the music from the next camp. We would wait for the other one 

next to us to finish a set before we would start. If we finished before they did, we 

would go over and join in, and also drink beer. This was the first time Leon Rappolo 

showed signs of Insanity, for I remember that after playing a chorus one night, he 

deliberately took his clarinet - and threw it in the lake. 

(Ed. Note: “Rap” was temporarily without a clarinet at the time and he 

admired one used by Charlie Cordilla. This particular night he asked to borrow it 

and press was added by Angelo Gemelli, who had a brand new instrument. Charlie 

agreed to lend Rap his clarinet, but insisted Angelo be held responsible were 

anything to happen to it. Later, his fears confirmed, Cordilla was given Gemelli‟s 

new clarinet, per agreement. He heard, afterwards, that Leon Rappolo had messed 

up a couple of phrases and, in self-disquiets, had thrown away the clarinet - the lake 

happened to be outside the window.) 

We also played on the steamer “Majestic” which went from New Orleans to 

Covington, La., and back. On this job, there was Johnny Hunter, drums, and Joe 

Verges, piano, besides myself. We used to play things like “Don‟t Leave Me Daddy.” 

I no longer took lessons by this time, of course, but previously, Prof. Taverno felt 

that he had done all for me he could, in a general way, and I had been referred by 

him to a new Professor, Santo Guiffria, under whom I studied clarinet, thus 

rounding out my formal musical education. 
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I got a job at the Triangle Picture House, at Dauphine St. and Iberville. It 

was a six-piece orchestra which played with the pictures (the scores came with the 

pictures). The trumpeter was Frank Fuarenti, not a New Orleans boy, but he later 

became the leader of the Georgians, which was a Paul Specs unit. The Georgians 

later went to Europe with a jazz band in the New Orleans style. 

I left the Triangle about 6 months later, and went to the Alamo Theatre, 

which was located on Canal St. between Rampart and Burgundy. I remember there 

was a very talented violinist named Johnny Carugi there. I stayed at the Alamo for a 

couple of months. 

Salvador Romano had a club in the Tango Belt, called the Pup Cabaret. He 

lived nearby and was a friend of father‟s. He worked me into the club, and I left the 

Alamo Theatre for my first night club job, at the Pup. I was about fifteen, and I put 

on my first pair of long pants for the job. The Pup was on Iberville, between 

Rampart and Burgundy. In this trio was Roy Barton, piano, and Johnny Hunter, 

drums. 

There were four or five girls employed by the Cababet to sing, and we 

accompanied them, mostly blues. I was featured quite a bit. Jazz was still not 

“respectable,” but the clientele at the Pup was less rough than that at the camp jobs, 

where there were brawls involving Storyville girls and their boy friends, regularly, 

complete with pistol shots. 

While at the Pup, the city had a “clean-up” campaign, but, as they could do 

nothing about Storyville, they concentrated on things like the employment of minors 

in night clubs. The Police Department appointed a woman named Monahan to 

investigate the clubs, for under-age employees. She spied me on the band stand (I 

was about 15), noticed my youthful appearance, and immediately went to the 

manager, who promptly told her I was twenty one. The next day she went 

somewhere and checked my birth record, and stormed back in the next night and 

told the manager that I was under age and he would have to let me go. She agreed to 

let me finish out the night. The next night I was back, and I continued at the Pup for 

several more months. We found out about her rounds, and the headwaiter was 

appointed to watch like a hawk for her. When she came into the Pup, I would be 

warned, and I would hide behind the piano for the 15-20 minutes she stayed. 

I left the Pup and joined Johnny DeDroit‟s Band, consisting of Johnny and 

Paul (Paul was the drummer; Johnny played cornet), and Santo Pecora, later 

replaced by Melville Berry. I think this band was important, because it must have 

been the first white jazz band in New Orleans to have a job at a “respectable” place 

dressed in tuxedos. We played at the Forest Grill of the Grunwald Hotel, which is 

now the Roosevelt Hotel (in 1999 the Fairmount) we played there through the first 

World War. (I was too young for the draft). 

It was while at the Forest Grill that we heard about the rage of Chicago - our 

local boys making it real good up there. I mean, of course, the Original Dixieland 

Jazz Band. I confess at this moment that I felt a little badly (although we packed 

them in, too), for early in 1915, Eddie Edwards had come to my parents and asked 

them if they would let me go out of town for a while with the boys up to Chicago. 

My parents wouldn‟t let me go because I was too young (fifteen), and so, although I 
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was first choice for clarinetist with the Original Dixieland Jazz Band, I was too 

young to go. I guess few people can look back on an incident like this and truthfully 

say that the entire course of their life would have been different. 

I left Johnny DeDroit to branch out on my own, and from 1917-1927 I stayed 

in New Orleans with my own band - but that is another story. 

My little disappointment in not going with the Original Dixieland Jazz Band 

to Chicago because my parents thought I was too young was somewhat 

overshadowed by the success of the Johnny DeDroit Orchestra at the Grunwald 

Hotel, for we had capacity crowds almost every night there in the Forest Grill. I 

have often thought that Johnny DeDroit should be given due credit for the early 

pioneering of white New Orleans Dixieland Jazz; he was one of the few intelligent, 

educated fellows in the game at that time, and his business capabilities enabled him 

to create the first high-class job for Dixieland jazz - the first opportunity to play it in 

a place acceptable to “society.” As you all know, prior to this Dixieland had not been 

accepted by the “finer” people. 

After staying in the Forest Grill for the summer season, with the same outfit, 

we moved to another room of the hotel, The Cave. This was one story below the 

street, on the Baronne Street side, (the Forest Grill was at street level), and was 

made up to look like a cave, complete with dark crevices and synthetic stalactites 

and stalagmites. We wore little “imp” cavemen suits, with Holland wooden shoes. 

When we came to work, we had to walk down a cement aisle to get to the bandstand, 

and with the wooden shoes, no one could possibly fail to notice we had arrived - the 

clatter was terrific. When we saw how much commotion they created, we clooped 

louder than ever, and by the time we would reach the stand, our “greetings” were 

well established. We played at The Cave through the winter, getting a good share of 

society and “racy” patronage, people who were good spenders. 

Theodore Grunwald, the owner of the hotel, and a music enthusiast, took a 

personal liking to me. The hotel had a concert orchestra in the Oriental Room 

(which played for the evening meal, directed by Rene Soloman, violinist. Mr. 

Grunwald got the idea of my joining the concert orchestra and I accepted the offer, 

which I was able to play through my legitimate training. The personnel of the 

concert orchestra was, besides Soloman (violinist): Albert Kirst (violin) (who, I 

understand, is still there after all these years!); Manuel Perez (cello); a little lady on 

piano whose name I cannot remember, who alternated with Albert Kirst‟s brother, 

Gordon; and Carl Maudera (viola). 

This left me playing concert music in the afternoon and jazz at night, in the 

same hotel. All through my career, I have played an uncommon amount of double 

and even triple jobs. Since this started very early, I was always used to playing 

many hours a day, and I sincerely believe the quality of my playing did not suffer on 

the second or third job on the same day (with some reservations for actual physical 

fatigue). 

Playing these two jobs, many people came to see me and my popularity 

increased. During the following season, Mr. Grunwald appointed me to lead the 

Dixieland Jazz Band in The Cave. In conjunction with a symphonic dance orchestra 

to be formed to play for the dinner session in the lounge. This latter was billed as 
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“Dine and Dance from Six to Nine with Tony Parenti and His Symphonic Dance 

Orchestra.” From the lounge each night, I went downstairs to lead the jazz band in 

The Cave. The Symphonic dance Orchestra consisted of three saxophones, piano 

(Wilbur Dinkle I believe), Johnny Bayersdorffer, trumpet; banjo I can‟t remember 

who: Charlie Hartman, trombone, and his brother, Joe Hartman, bass, doubling on 

saxophone. The band in The Cave was a typical Dixieland Jazz Band, (5 pieces), out 

of the other orchestra. 

I went through the season in this fashion. Then, the Grunwald Hotel 

corporation purchased a new hotel, the Bienville Apartments Hotel, on Lee Circle 

and St. Charles Avenue. Mr. Grunwald wanted to put something different and novel 

in music at the new hotel, and suggested to me that I put an all-saxophone band in 

there, as saxophones were just beginning to be the rage in the East. The symphonic 

Dance Orchestra had saxophones, but that played for dinner only. The idea of an 

all-saxophone group for dancing had not been tried in New Orleans. 

I opened the new Bienville Apartments Hotel (1921), with saxes, piano, and 

drums, billed as “Tony Parenti and His Saxophone Orchestra.” There was Wilbur 

Dinkle, piano, and either Adrian Goslin or George Triay, drums. On saxes, there 

were: Joe Hartman, tenor; “Box” Saxman, C-melody, and I played B flat soprano 

sax (of which more later). The “novelty” appeal was strong, we played almost 

exclusively for dancing and we did well. We would fake the popular stock 

arrangements (which the publishers sent us free) and trick them up with “head” 

arrangements. However, we did play little jazz band things, in which I would double 

on clarinet. 

Later on, the Grunwald Hotel people opened up another spot, the West End 

Roof Garden, situated on Lake Pontchartrain, in the west end of New Orleans. We 

“traded” the saxophone orchestra for a regular 5-piece dance orchestra, and opened 

at the Roof Garden that summer. There were: Charlie Hartman, trombone; Mike 

Cupero, trumpet; Frank Cuny or Wilbur Dinkle, piano, and Adrian Goslin, drums. 

This lasted through the summer, after which I went back to move house work with a 

job at the Tudor Theatre, on Canal St., between Baronne and Carondelet Streets. 

At the Tudor, I was featured but I was not the leader. This was legit playing 

for the most part (the written scores still came with the films). The Tudor was an 

affiliate of the same amusement company which had several other theatres in town, 

one of which was the Liberty. The leader of the Liberty Theatre Orchestra was Max 

Fink, a very popular violinist of his day. 

The Theatre people were having some kind of difficulty at the Liberty, and 

Maurice Baar, who was the General, or Operating Manager of the Saenger 

Theatres, approached me and asked me to consider taking Max Fink‟s place at the 

Liberty Theatre. 

This was flattering, and I was happy to accept the job. The Liberty was the 

second best picture house in New Orleans at the time, (1925). We had a grand 

opening as “Tony Parenti and His Liberty Syncopators.” I have been told that this 

was the only pit theatre orchestra in the country at this time that featured New 

Orleans jazz for its overtures. Quite a contrast with the Saenger Theatre (the best 

house in town), which had a full-size symphony! Well, at the Liberty, the applause 
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for the jazz overture was often so good that we were literally forced to take encores, 

and the operator would have to stop the movie in order for us to play some more. 

These overtures were improvised versions of popular songs interpreted in Dixie 

idiom, and jazz tunes such as “Tiger Rag” and “That‟s A Plenty.” 

The personnel at the Liberty was: Freddie Christian, violin; Tony Papalis, 

tenor sax and clarinet; Henry Knecht, cornet; Joe Papalia, trombone; George Triay, 

drums; and Vit Luboski, piano, whom I often featured, and who shared a great deal 

of our popularity. Vit was, in my estimation, one of the most versatile young pianists 

that I ever had to work for me, and I believe that someone will probably get the 

story on him, some day. He migrated from Texas to New Orleans, and died at an 

early age - 24. 

As for Joe Papalia, he was dubbed “Russ” by somebody at Station WWL, 16 

years ago and has been a popular dance band leader under that name ever since in 

New Orleans. 

During intermissions at the Liberty lots of the musicians used to meet my 

band backstage. There was one little fellow that always seemed to want to be a part 

of the gang. He played blues trumpet and liked to sing, but he never seemed able to 

get work with any of the boys. He would wait for me until I finished at the Liberty, 

and walk with me for blocks and blocks, saying things like “Hey, Tony, listen to this 

lick,” and then he would sing a couple of hot vocal breaks which he said he could 

play on the cornet as well. His name was Wingy Manone. 

During my stay at the Liberty, a nice fat man named Tony Roccafort came 

over to see me in regards to a new night club he and two others anticipated opening. 

It was to be situated on Burgundy St., between Canal and Iberville, and was to be 

called La Vida Night Club. He asked me if I would like to work for him at the new 

club, and I accepted. So, I was again working two jobs. After the last show at the 

Liberty, we would rush to La Vida, and start about 10 PM. The personnel was the 

same at La Vida as at the Liberty, with the exception of the violin (not at the 

nightclub). 

We continued the two jobs for a couple of years - years which were the height 

of my popularity in New Orleans. We got a lot of good publicity in the local papers 

during those years. How I would like to have those clippings from the Times-

Picayune, the Item, and the States. Next door to the Liberty Theatre was the 

Cocoanut Grove, a Chinese restaurant. For a few months, we worked the dinner 

session there, between shows of the Liberty (and we were still at La Vida). 

During this height of my popularity the Columbia Recording Company sent 

Frank Walker (now President of M-G-M Records) to see me at La Vida. He said 

that he had come down to record some New Orleans jazz, and I had been selected to 

be recorded because of my popularity. So we made our first record session. Later, 

the Brunswick people came down, and some of these recordings were done at one of 

the studios on the second floor of Werlein‟s music store, on Canal St. 

After these record sessions, on Frank Walker‟s second trip to New Orleans, 

(during which we made some more records), he asked me to recommend other New 

Orleans talent worth recording, and I suggested three girls who played cello, violin, 

and piano and who also sang, playing at society house-parties and that kind of job, 
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with their chamber-style music. He suggested that I contact them which I did, and 

they made their first record date during one of my recording sessions in Werlein‟s 

store. These girls were the Boswell Sisters. 

During my stay at La Vida, lots of jazz boys would come and sit in: Leon 

Rappolo, Monk Hazel, Ray Bauduc, Sharkey Bonano (whom I have always 

regarded highly, in those days, he had a band a few blocks away at Pete Herman‟s 

“Ringside,” I believe) and David El Winter. El Winter had come down to join with 

Hazel and Rappolo for some kind of out of town job which had fallen through, and 

was stranded. I engaged him to take Frank Cuney‟s place, and, later, Vit Luboski 

replaced him, and he went back to Chicago, where he plays today at the Pump 

Room, (on a very commercial kick). 

Lest by now you all think I was getting ancient, remember that I was only in 

my mid-twenties, along with the years - being born in 1900. While at La Vida Night 

Club, there was another „youngster‟ who played the clarinet opposite our club, on 

Bienville St. During intermissions, we would run across the street and listen to and 

play with each other. This was Barney Bigard and his band, at the Pup Cabaret, 

where I had played my first night club job, in 1915 or so. This was a “sneak-in” 

endeavor, because of the Jim Crow laws; but at the early hours of the morning, and 

in a dimly lit night club, most people didn‟t know the differences, especially as 

Barney was light complected. 

On Burgundy St. and Iberville (half a block from us) was the Lyric, a colored 

theatre. I used to sneak in there between the wings and hear the outstanding 

attractions that would play there. Robichaux‟s orchestra (which had Zutty 

Singleton, and many other familiar jazz names), played for the shows. Sometimes, I 

would be late getting back to La Vida for I would wait for people like Bessie Smith 

to finish their numbers. Bessie once told me she would like to come over and hear 

my band, but due to the old, strict Jim Crow laws, it never could be realized. 

During this year, Philip Werlein, (who owned Werlein‟s Music Store and 

with whom I was well acquainted) told me that he had booked Paul Whiteman and 

his Symphonic Dance Orchestra to play a concert at the Athenaeum Auditorium 

(Philip was also an impresario and would book out of town talent). Paul Whiteman 

was then at the height of his career, immensely popular from coast to coast and 

abroad as well. The fact that he was to appear in New Orleans for the first time 

created quite a stir. Philip had given me a ticket to hear him if I could go, and I did 

arrange to attend. 

Hearing this music for the first time in person, I was rather thrilled, because 

of its impressiveness-hearing such things as six saxophones, and elaborate semi-

symphonicturbulations of popular songs. Then next afternoon I went to the music 

store and mentioned that I might want to play an E flat alto sax, and they presented 

me with a gold-plated Buscher, in return for publicity for them, in connection with 

it. This was my first experience with a lead alto. Previously, I had played soprano 

sax, which, having similar fingering to the clarinet, was not much different. I used 

the alto that night on the job, with hardly a trial, and no practice on the new 

instrument. I made it a steady part of my band thereafter. I mention all this because 

thereby lay the unfortunate circumstances of my early New Orleans recordings, 
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which are monopolized by my new “play toy,” as it were. I was a youngster then, of 

course, and looking back over the years, the fact hat I gave so much to the 

saxophone seems absolutely out of place. I wish I had stuck to clarinet. 

Well, after that little sidetrack, back to the Paul Whiteman concert that 

night. Afterwards, I went backstage and introduced myself to Ross Gorman, whom 

I had never met before, and I was surprised to hear that he had heard of me up in 

New York in reference to my popularity in New Orleans. He introduced me to some 

of the others, including Whiteman, and I invited them to la Vida (for I had to return 

to play the rest of the night). I rushed back to the club and played a few sets. The 

management was naturally enthused about the fact that I had invited Whiteman 

and some of the boys to come down. About midnight, several of the musicians and 

Ross Gorman came in, sat down, and heard us play a set (Whiteman was not with 

them.) 

Ross was immediately elated over our playing (as he was a clarinetist himself, 

I think that he especially liked my playing), and he said he was going to call up 

Whiteman immediately. Whiteman was at the Little Club, just a few blocks away, a 

block above Canal St., at Dryades and Common. This place was owned by Tony 

Dehapolia, and Whiteman told Ross that he was guest, with some of the band there 

and could not leave but to invite us over there after we finished at La Vida, and they 

would wait for us no matter how late it was, since Ross sounded so enthusiastic 

about us. 

So, about 4 AM, we all carried our instruments practically parade style over 

to the Little Club, and Whiteman, most of the band, and the owners of the Little 

Club, sure enough, were waiting for us, although everybody else had gone; we gave 

them a little jazz concert there a little before daybreak, and Whiteman immediately 

offered me a flattering sum to join his Symphonic Orchestra. The sum offered was 

$300 a week, and I don‟t have to say that was worth noting back in the mid 

Nineteen-Twenties, and myself only in my twenties-with a chance to join the biggest 

name in American music! I declined the offer because of my other contracts, and 

family (for by this time I had a wife and two children). Whiteman made it a 

standing offer, to be good any time I saw my way clear to join him. He also said he 

would get Victor to come down and record my band. At that time, he was very 

influential with Victor, and they did come, and I recorded for them. With these, my 

recordings in New Orleans were completed. 

On the various recordings in New Orleans for Columbia, Victor, Okeh, and 

Brunswick, I had used Henry Knecht, Tony and Russ Papalia, Mario Finazzo, Jack 

Cohen, Frank Cuny, Leon Prima, George Triay, Vic Lubowsky, Al Famulair, Monk 

Hazel, Buzzy Williams, Ellis Stratakos, and John Hyman (known as Johnny Wiggs). 

I may have used Mike Holloway and Ray Bauduc, but I can‟t be certain of this. 

The decision not to join Whiteman was the second decision in my career, that 

I am sure would have changed my life thereafter. 

After the session at the Little Club, where the Whiteman offer was made, the 

boys were beginning to feel pretty good, and asked me where they could go for a 

little fun before they caught their train at 9:30 AM (it was almost dawn then). I 

suggested a spot in Storyville called Uncle Tom‟s Cabin. I telephoned the place and 
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notified them that we were all coming, and we caught cabs there, including 

Whiteman. There the fun began all over. Whiteman, who is very sociable, assumed 

all expenses, and the boys had all they wanted to drink, plus the charms of all the 

Creole girls (who were also very sociable.) 

It was a while later when the imminent departure of the train was suddenly 

realized, and we all dashed out and grabbed cabs. The last thing I remember was 

helping Henry Busse who was carrying a water bucket full of draft beer, onto the 

train; and so the Whiteman crew left New Orleans. 

I continued at the Liberty and at La Vida until the Liberty Theatre people 

decided to eliminate the pit orchestra, due to the fact that talking pictures were to be 

used. So I was left with the job at La Vida - but conditions changed there too and 

our salaries were out to the point where we had to leave. 

I should mention an interesting job we had for a time just before leaving La 

Vida. An Italian man who lived and boarded at my father‟s ran an Italian ice cream 

parlor by the roadside on Canal Boulevard, going toward West End and for a while, 

we played there. So there we were, playing New Orleans jazz out of doors; by the 

roadside next to an ice cream store selling tortoni and spumone. The people passing 

by would stop to see what the music was all about, and I must say that at times the 

cars were lined up almost as far as you could see, to hear the music and eat Italian 

ice cream. Oddly enough, just recently, I met this man once again, after all these 

years. 

When the Liberty decided to eliminate the pit orchestra because of the 

“talkies,” Maurice Barr, whom I have previously mentioned, suggested that as long 

as I would be available, why shouldn‟t I join up with Castro Varazza, musical 

director of the Saenger Theatre Symphony Orchestra, and also play on stage or the 

Paramount circuit presentations? The Saenger was the best house in New Orleans, 

and the musicians were being continued there because of the emphasis on the stage, 

and the larger house orchestra. 

After many years as a leader with my own bands, it was a sudden thing to 

find myself working under the leadership of another. Maurice recognized this and 

promised that I would be featured in the Symphony (house orchestra) to uphold my 

popularity. And the salary was high. I told Maurice I would think it over, and it 

now began to dawn on me for the first time that I might want to go to New York. 

However, after a couple of weeks of talking it over with my family, I decided to join 

the Saenger Theatre orchestra. 

Between the La Vida job and the Saenger Theatre job, I led a band at the 

Silver Slipper (Tony Parenti and his Melody Boys). 

While at the Saenger, Castro Carazza did feature me often in the legitimate 

overtures (strictly concert) and on the stage, during the Paramount Public Circuit 

vaudeville presentations, he would also feature me on jazz. These Paramount 

presentations would have various Masters of Ceremonies, such as Art Landry and 

Ben Black. Ben was kind of the “Chief” M. C. of the Paramount circuit. 

While making up one of the shows, he thought it would be good to use some 

New Orleans talent which could be used with the band for local color, and he asked 

me if I could recommend anyone. I thought of my little friend from the Liberty, the 
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fellow who used to sing hot licks to me on the street, after the show, and I arranged 

to have him auditioned. He made it, and I remember that on his first night he made 

a great hit singing “Basin Street Blues,” and I can remember Ben Black saying 

“…and now, folks, I give you one of  your home town boys, Wingy Manone,” for 

that is who it was. 

Ben Black stayed about two months as M. C., and then his mother died, and 

he had to leave, temporarily. I was appointed Master of Ceremonies for the while, 

and this was my first experience in this line. Of course, Ben returned and the M. 

C.‟s changed anyway and it was back to the Orchestra for me. 

Finally, Ben seemed to have discussed me with Maurice Barr for he said that 

he though I should go to New York, where he would fix it up for me to get good 

work. It was agreed all around that my contract would terminate when Ben Black 

left the Saenger. 

It got around that I was leaving town, and I remember two farewell parties 

that were given for me. Paul Mares, who was in New Orleans visiting his folks, gave 

one, at his father‟s camp. Many of the jazz boys, Mike Denapolis and Charlie 

Scagleona, were there, and it was quite a shindig. Someone brought all my records, 

and they played them all in a kind of record session. 

The last party was given by the personnel of the Saenger Theatre, including 

both of the Saenger brothers, Maurice Barr, Castro Carazza, and personnel of the 

orchestra, Ben Black, the people in the show that week, and other friends. Lest I 

sound a little too egotistical through here, let me say that I was very impressed by 

the warm manner in which I was thought of by all, as demonstrated by the things 

said at this last farewell party. And on the following day, August 19, 1927, I left the 

Crescent City honestly not knowing what the future would hold, but carrying with 

me memories of the events which I have related here. Or to put it simply, my “New 

Orleans period” had ended. 

ADDENDA TO EARLY YEARS IN NEW ORLEANS, BY Tony Parenti, as 

told to Roy Moreer. 

I hope the readers will excuse my leaving out the following little separate 

items during the regular story, but all of our memories play tricks on us, you know. 

In the early days, I should have mentioned that Johnny Lala was one of the 

boys playing all around with the gang. Also, although it was Eddie Edwards that 

heard me playing in back of my father‟s store, it was Alfred Laine‟s band at the 

dance hall where he wanted me to play. 

After the Triangle Theatre, and before working at the Alamo Theatre, I 

played at the Dauphine Theatre, a burlesque located on Dauphine St., between St. 

Louis and Conti. This theatre was operated by Lou Rose, who, I found out later, 

was the brother of Billy Rose, the leader of the Dauphine was Wilbur Dinkle, a 

pianist who later worked for me, as I have related. 

After the Alamo Theatre, I omitted a short stay at Anderson‟s Haymarket, 

on North Rampart, near Canal St. The pianist there was Tom Dunn, and Johnny 

Carugi was on the violin, and the leader at the Alamo (as well as at the Haymarket). 

Emil Stein was the drummer (he was the half-brother of Johnny Hunter), and Hazel 

Dunn, Tom‟s wife, sang for the group. There were a couple of more men, whom I 
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have forgotten. I remember one incident at the Haymarket when Sophie Tucker 

came to town (she was on the Orpheum circuit at the time). After her show, she 

came over to the Haymarket, and we sipped a couple of absinth frappes. The 

customers wanted her to do a number, and she consented, singing “Some of These 

Days” (Even back then!”). The applause for her was terrific, and it was not easy 

following such a performance with a band number. We played “Tiger Rag” like we 

never had before, and got just as much applause, if not more. 

While playing at the Silver Slipper I had the chance to use my nephew, Augie 

Shellang, on drums. (I bought him his first set.) 

 

Walter “Fats” Pichon 

March/April, 1967 

 

Legend has it that “Fats” Pichon played music in Lulu White‟s Mahogany 

Hall joint in 1919, and that he was 16 years old at the time. We wonder how this 

story came about, as Madame White‟s establishment had been closed by order of 

the Secretary of the Navy in the year 1917 - exactly two years before “Fats” was 

supposed to have made his debut there! We hardly think that a kid of 14 years 

would have been accepted - or even allowed by the cops, had they permitted “Fats” 

to play there in early 1917! So . .  

Anyhow, he was a damn smart cookie at the keyboard, and as a young kid 

was reputed to be one of the best entertainers in the city. His repertoire was 

stupendous, and he had the knack to play anything from Bach to barrelhouse. So he 

migrated north. Didn‟t all New Orleans musicians eventually do this? 

He got a job playing at Strunsky‟s Atlantic Hotel in Belmar, New Jersey. His 

playing - plus his smiling, even disposition attracted the ears of two part-owners of 

the establishment. They were the Brothers Ira and George Gershwin. The latter 

became interested in “Fats” and financed a period of formal study at the Boston 

Conservatory of Music. His early childhood musical education under Miss Valerie 

Bowie was complete and thorough, so “Fats” sopped up classical technique. In spite 

of his improved technique, he still had to make a living, so he began playing the 

night spots in New York: the “Nest Club” on 132
nd

 Street; in Elmer Showden‟s 

band, and many less significant places. 

Following the stock market crash and the depression years, “Fats” moved 

west and played the riverboats which carried excursion crowds from St. Louis to 

New Orleans. He did this for six years, but as soon as World War II began, he 

moved back to New Orleans. 

Tommy Sancton, one of New Orleans‟ most astute jazz historians, brought to 

light the dual career that Walter Pichon had led, in a fine tribute paid this fine 

pianist in the New Orleans Item. Besides studying at the Boston Conservatory, 

Pichon had given concerts which included the works of Beethoven and Bach. He has 

been starred at New York‟s Blue Angel and Café Society Downtown. Following this, 

he had a very long booking at some of the swankiest of  Chicago‟s lakeside hotels. 

Here he picked up a five year television contract. 
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Gradually “Fats” worked his way back to his old hometown, and landed a 

piano/vocalist/entertainer job at the Old Absinthe House. He held this job down for 

18 consecutive years! A more popular entertainer never existed in the French 

Quarter. 

About five years ago, “Fats” eyesight began to fail, and gradually he became 

totally blind. His faithful wife, Marie, was by his side night and day, and guided him 

to five more very successful years in Chicago. He died after a brief illness, in 

Chicago, on Sunday, February 26
th

, and was buried in New Orleans on Saturday, 

March the 4
th

, in St. Louis Cemetery No.2. 

  

Alphonse Picou Dies 

March/April, 1961 

 

On Saturday, February 4
th

, 1961, at 2:30 A.M., New Orleans and the jazz 

world sustained one of its most cruel blows. Revered octogemarium Alphonse Picou, 

died at the residence of his daughter Olga. 

Known primarily as “Picou‟s Food Store” with living quarters above, it 

eventually became “Picou‟s Bar and Restaurant,” with the 3 letter word 

predominating. The address is 1601 Ursulines Avenue, and is in the very heart of a 

self-segregated negro section. There are innumerable other bars and eateries, 

oftimes with famous old musicians acting as proprietors. Slow Drag Pavageau, Bunk 

Johnson‟s and George Lewis‟ ageless string bassists has a favorite placed called 

“Sides Tumble Inn.” Other interesting places include the Caoldonia Restaurant and 

Bar, at 1142 St. Philip; A. and J. Bar and Restaurant 1501 St. Philip B. & J. 

Chicken Gumbo House, 1801 Dumaine; Sidney‟s Restaurant, 1429 St. Peter - to 

name just a few which are packed and jammed within a few blocks. All cater more 

or less to the same trade, and all of them - owners and patrons know each other 

intimately. Most of the places have juke boxes. A few permit their premises for 

“practice” or even occasionally hire a live band. In September of 1960, Picou broke 

an arm. He was apparently well on the road to recovery from this, when a second 

complication set in that eventually took him away: cirrhosis of the liver. Alphonse 

had suffered from this before, but it seemed to subside. Without apparent rhyme or 

reason it flared up in full blast. 

The end came quietly and not unexpectedly. Death was without the fanfare 

and glamour which surrounded much of his life. It was not unlike the playing of a 

recorded symphony, with a gradual diminution of the volume - until the last few 

measures, which were all but inaudible, except for the diamond needle caressing the 

microgrooves. 

Picou was born in New Orleans October 19
th

, 1878.. he was typical of what 

Orleanians refer to as a “Creole Negro.” Having distinctly Caucasian features, 

extremely light in color and slight of stature. Usually very soft spoken, the slightest 

partaking of “refreshments” would break down this barrier of self control, and his 

desire for  the limelight became all out of proportion. Musically discrete as a rule, 

both on the concert stage and during a recording session, he never lost the 

opportunity to “cut” the other fellow in a smiling, friendly way. Likewise, he never 
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lost the chance to stand in an advantageous position when pictures were being 

taken. His last actual “recording session” was one of a sound film, made for 

producer Art Ford. This was in August 1958. A large number of white and colored 

musicians took part in a big jam session. It is a definite “collector‟s item,” for in it 

Picou does his best to hog the camera and “cut” both Sharkey Bonano and Harry 

Shields at one and the same time. Picou seemed to be having himself a ball that 

night, and enjoyed the “punch” which Producer Art Ford (WNTA) had cooked up 

for the musicians. Prior to that, he had recorded for Columbia, under the direction 

of Frederick Ramsey, Jr., of Stockton, New Jersey, marching in the streets of New 

Orleans for a simulated Negro Funeral procession. This TV sound film was taken 

October 20
th

, 1956. 

On the above occasion, Picou had told Mr. Ramsey he would join the Eureka 

Brass Band only if they met at his home. Then he would play a few tunes so that he 

could be recorded. However, he definitely refused to march, as he made it quite 

clear that “he had retired.” 

The band met on the side street near his home. Picou donned his marching 

coat and Eureka cap, and joined his old friends while they warmed up. After Fred 

Ramsey (assisted by Bill Russell) had recorded three or four tunes (“stationary”), 

the drummers gave the signal that the band was to proceed to march. 

Instead of dropping out (as he had said he would do), Picou remained right 

in line at his accustomed spot, and kept perfect step for the entire 4 miles which the 

Eureka Brass Band marched that day! And what‟s more, he blew up a storm and 

appeared just as fresh as any of the “youngsters” in the band! 

Alphonse Picou was married three times. Although he was quite advanced in 

age, his third marriage took place just a few years ago. But all was not quiet and 

smooth on the Picou seas of matrimony, On February 16
th

, 1956, there appeared this 

notice in the “PERSONALS” column of the Times-Picayune: “Not responsible for 

debts contracted by my wife, Antonia Compass Picou. Signed, Alphonse Picou, 1233 

St. Philip Street.” 

On March 1
st
, 1956, again in the “Personals” column, there appeared a 

second notice, It read: “I Mr. Alphonse Picou, AM responsible for debts contracted 

by my wife, Mrs. Antonia Compass Picou, 1233 St. Philip.” Picou left two children, 

one of them Alphonse Picou, Jr. 

New Orleanians are very acutely aware of the extremely bad publicity they 

are receiving in the public press . . .especially in several very biased and Crow-Jim 

slanted “big time” national periodicals. There are many things which have been said 

about New Orleans and the desegregation hassle that definitely need cleaning up - 

on both sides. 

With the advent of Mardi Gras, all sorts of horrible and conflicting rumors 

were flying around the city and the adjoining parishes. One story had it that the 

Schwegmann Super Market had sold over 1,000 ice picks to Negroes - before they 

realized what was going on and the sales halted. There was also another rumor that 

a large meeting had been held among the better Negro element, and they had all 

been advised to stay away from the parades, because the white maskers were 

purchasing lye to throw into their eyes! (OF course, both rumors were vehemently 
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denied in the daily press). Nevertheless, NAACP urged and pleaded with King Zulu 

(and all the other Negro organizations) not to parade, in order to boycott the city of 

New Orleans. 

The city fathers were strictly on the alert, and the largest turnout of police 

that ever patrolled New Orleans covered each and every parade that hit the streets 

of the city and the neighboring towns. There were foot policemen, motorcycle 

policemen, horse-mounted policemen, policemen in squad cars, plainclothesmen, 

and finally policemen with fierce looking trained police dogs. There were white and 

colored male and female officers at every possible advantageous spot. Everybody 

was looking for trouble. 

On the other hand, here‟s what happened at the Picou funeral: only a 

handful of policemen had been assigned to the vicinity of the Blandin Undertaking 

Establishment. The estimate of what the crowd would be at Alphonse Picou‟s 

funeral was far, far below the 8,000 or 9,000 that actually attended! The crowd was 

“mixed,” being predominantly white, with about 40 percent Negro. There were two 

bands, and the route along which they marched was quite a long one (see diagram 

on page 9). People were stepping on each other‟s toes, bumping headlong into the 

guy just ahead, shoving and tugging, and milling about for advantageous positions. 

But it was a friendly, happy throng. Everybody said, “Excuse me, please!” If he 

stepped on the others toes or accidentally bumped into another. And there was not 

one single “incident” or fist fights or squabble along the entire route! 

Several members of the N.O. Jazz Club rang up the representatives of the 

periodicals who have been giving New Orleans h…., and asked if they did not think 

the behavior in this fantastic funeral deserved a note of “credit” on the right side of 

the ledger. They were, one and two, totally disinterested! Oh! But how they would 

have reveled in a bloody fist fight or a stabbing! It would have been spread from top 

to bottom and clean across the good ole SSA - and with certain “embellishments” 

which would not have helped the folks of the Crescent City! 

 

Joseph  LaCroix “DeDe” Pierce 

Winter, 1974 

 

Joseph LaCroix “DeDe” Pierce, the trumpeter who played in jazz bands with 

his pianist wife, Billie, for almost 50 years, died Friday, November 23, after a 

lengthy illness. He was 69. At 11 a.m., Monday, November 26, the Preservation Hall 

Jazz Band with which he played during the last years of his life that gave him a 

national fame that he had never known before, took part in the funeral procession 

and special requiem jazz mass at the Corpus Christi Catholic Church on St. 

Bernard Avenue. Also participating in the funeral procession were the Olympia and 

Young Tuxedo Brass Bands. The crowd of friends and mourners, modest in size 

when it left Blandin Funeral Home on St. Claude Ave. at 10 a.m., swelled to more 

than 2000 people when the procession reached the Corpus Christi Catholic church. 

The Olympia Brass Band, playing the traditional dirge “Westlawn” several times, 

led the way down the block-off St. Bernard Avenue and through the streets of 

Treme.  
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The Olympia Band was followed by the Young Tuxedo Brass Band, which 

DeDe Pierce played with until he went blind from glaucoma in the early 1950s. Then 

came the hearse and the mortuary limousines carrying the Pierce family. A pick-up 

brass band consisting of younger musicians influenced by DeDe, many from outside 

New Orleans brought up the rear of the procession. 

In his early youth, DeDe Pierce wanted to take lessons from Kid Rena, but 

Rena was usually unavailable for teaching. Chris Kelly, who took a liking to him, 

showed him the correct fingering and DeDe picked up enough of Chris‟ tricks to go 

out and later cut Rena in contests. He also had a little formal training from Prof. 

Chaligny and originated a band with Arnold Dupas, drums; Race Cobet, 

saxophone; and Louis Green, bass. In 1933 DeDe joined Paul Barnes‟ swing band 

and toured with Barnes for several months through southern Louisiana. He also 

marched with the Young Tuxedo Brass Band for several years and played a few 

months at Happy Landing in 1947 with Albert Burbank and toured with blues 

singer, Ida Cox. 

During his later years he usually performed with his wife, Billie, in backing 

blues singers with trumpet and piano accompaniment. He lived in New Orleans all 

of his life and played most of the time in various French Quarter night clubs and 

dance halls. In the early 1950s he was blinded by glaucoma. 

In later years he joined the Preservation Hall Jazz Band and soon became a 

popular jazz figure with the band on national and international tours including 

Lincoln Center and Carnegie Hall in New York City and Wolf Trap Theater in 

Virginia. 

 

 

Eddie Pierson 

(Passes Away) 

Jan/Feb., 1959 

 

Little by little, the ring grows tighter. We are not at all happy to see our five-

year-old prediction that the circle of old timers would rapidly thin out. It‟s 

happening even faster than we ever dreamed. 

On December 17
th

, 1958, one of New Orleans greatest archaic trombonists 

died at 6:00 P.M. following a stroke. Besides losing one of the real old-timers, Eddie 

Pierson represented everything that a gentleman should If ever a man was a credit 

to his race, Pierson typified just that. He was dependable, soft spoken, obliging, and 

charitable. It will be hard to fill his shoes - on the bandstand, and off. 

Born in Algiers, La., just across the Mississippi from New Orleans, in 1904, 

death reached him at the age of 55. His rather early demise belies the experience he 

has had, for Eddie began playing music professionally at a very young age. His 

name is associated with many very great musicians and many fine bands. 

He received trombone instructions from Bill Matthews and Professor Manuel 

Manetta. Among the outfits that claim him are: The Sunny South Orchestra, 

Armand J. Piron, Sidney Desvignes, Paul Barbarin, the Young Tuxedo Brass Band, 
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Herb Morand, and Papa Celestin. During the war, Pierson played lead trombone 

with the United States Navy Band at the Great Lakes Naval Station. 

When Papa Celestin died in 1956, Pierson assumed the leadership of the 

organization, and his popularity increased with every job he played. The entire 

group found that they did much better with “spot jobs” than they could with a 

steady grind on Bourbon Street, and their popularity is evidenced by the fact that 

many of his contracts (especially around Mardi Gras, New Years and Christmas) 

were dated as far ahead as a year. They were especially popular with the 

“Debutante Clique,” and for that matter, all the “Blue Bloods” of New Orleans went 

out of their way to hire this special band. 

Eddie Pierson and his group were known to seldom if ever refuse a “charity 

Job,” and frequently they went out of their way to offer services gratis when a good 

cause was the function needing music. 

Affectionately known to his intimates as “Red” his smile and quick response 

to any and all requests became a trade mark. 

Your reporter regrets his passing sincerely, but is proud of the fact that the 

last session Eddie recorded was for “Good Time Jazz,” under the supervision of this 

reporter. One of the unpublished sides for GTJ was “Saturday Night Fish Fry,” 

probably one of the greatest which Eddie or his band has ever done. We would 

certainly welcome a release on this one! 

 

Armand J. Piron 

Jan/Feb, 1952 

by Ed Souchon 

 

The year 1913 was marked by a milestone that is as vivid today as 40 years 

ago. It was the year I met Piron. It was either in Lala‟s little saloon on the corner of 

Iberville and ______, or in a barbershop just back of it. And he was leading a band. 

After a close friendship of thirty years, I saw him on his deathbed - and again he 

was leading a band! As a physician friend of the family, I was called in consultation. 

Piron had been ill for several days of a rather difficult condition to diagnose and 

treat in the pre-antibiotic days. He was practically in extremes from a brain abscess. 

His condition proved hopeless, and shortly after my last visit to him he passed away. 

In his final few days, he was wildly delirious, but he was constantly 

rehearsing his band. Repeating passage after passage over and over again, giving 

the signal for the curtain to go up in the night club where he played, so many years - 

explaining certain last minute changes to his musicians. And so he died happy. For 

Piron loved his music.Those of us who remember him well, will recall that he was of 

medium build slightly on the small side in height…He was a very light café-au-lait 

complexion, what is usually called a “Creole Negro” in New Orleans. His wavy 

black hair was always meticulously combed in place. He had a generous mouth, and 

it was a sign of his personality - for Piron gave generously of himself and of his 

music. 
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He was born in 1888, and when he was 7 years old, fell and broke his hip. He 

was unable to walk for 5 years - but during this time, took up the study of violin, 

and at the age of 18 began playing professionally. 

The Tulane Gym dances of 1914 are history which every N.O. Jazz enthusiast 

recalls vividly. $1 per couple, from 8 to 12 - also, $1 for stags. One band that always 

packed the house was the “Olympia Band,,” sometimes affectionately known as 

“Monocles Band.” The man who held the crowds spellbound was none other than 

Joe “King” Oliver. The following famous names in jazz today are listed as the 

personnel of this band: Sidney Bechet on clarinet; Louis Keppard on guitar (later 

his place was taken by Johnny St. Cyr); Henry Zeno on drums; Kid Ory on 

trombone; Clarence Williams on piano (his place was later taken by Steve Lewis); 

and the quiet and unassuming leader on violin, none other than Armand Piron. 

In 1915 Piron and Clarence Williams formed a music publishing company at 

1315 Tulane Avenue, between Liberty and Franklin Streets. There, many famous 

tunes saw the light of day (Discography of Piron‟s band and sheet music 

compositions is given at the end of this article). 

In 1916, Piron became connected with the “Tuxedo” Band, the most famous 

names of this group being: Oscar “Papa” Celestin, on cornet; Lorenzo Tio, Jr., on 

clarinet; Peter Bocage on trumpet and violin; and Johnny St. Cyr, on banjo. 

The year 1917 saw the formation of the nucleus of Piron‟s real band. Besides 

Piron, the most stable group which eventually became the band that stayed together 

for some 25 years was; Peter Bocage, trumpet; Steve Lewis, piano; Louis Cottrell, 

drums; Louis Warnick, clarinet and sax; Lorenzo Tio, jr., sax and clarinet; the 

banjo spot alternated between Johnny St. Cyr and Peter Bocage‟s brother Charlie. 

When a trombone was desired, Bill Matthews and John Lindsay were always to be 

called. Both bass fiddle and tuba found their chair in his complete band, but it is 

our impression that Piron was partial, to the big horn. When an “augmented group” 

was desired (such as required for the all-day job at the Boston Club for Mardi Gras 

Day and to serenade the King and Queen of the Carnival), Xylophone-second 

trumpet and French horn or alto sax were called upon. 

Tranchina‟s Restaurant out at Spanish Fort (before and during the 

prohibition era) was probably the highlight of his life. It was certainly the Mecca of 

all jazz aficionados from the youngest to the oldest, and from N.O. to New York. At 

this same time, Piron was engaged to play “the dancants” at the N.O. Country Club 

every Saturday and Sunday afternoons from 4 to 7. Some of the musicians, Steve 

Lewis for instance, even had other jobs during the week (accompanying N. O. Willie 

Jackson at an ice cream parlour at West End or Spanish Fort Monday through 

Friday in the late afternoons, until the regular job with Tranchinas would open. … 

In 1922-24 Piron took his orchestra to New York for recordings. These were 

made in the acoustical and pre-electric days, and do not represent in the faintest, the 

real Piron greatness. On his return to N.O. he accepted a job aboard the SS Capitol, 

and rounded up 12 musicians from his N.O. Entourage - that spread the gospel of 

really great N.O. music up and down the Mississippi. 
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A faded and tattered clipping probably from the New Yorker of the 1915 

circa (name unavailable because of age and condition of paper). Of this tattered 

paper, Mrs. Piron is most proud - consequently we publish it in her honor. 

We quote: 

“It seems reasonable, therefore, that Harry Graham is responsible for the 

following story. At any rate, an English friend of mine say he is. 

“Queen Mary and several members of the Royal Household were enjoying a 

concert by the band of the Coldstream Guards in the grounds of Windsor Castle. 

Always first to encourage any originality in the arts of which military band music is 

reckoned one or at least 0.0031416, the Queen was attracted toward a composition 

played with much dash and spirit, and received with corresponding applause by the 

members of the Royal Household. Accordingly, she dispatched an enquerry to 

inquire of the bandmaster the name of the unfamiliar composition. 

“During the absence of the equerry, there was much speculation as to the 

nationality of the composer. The Master of the Royal Buck Hounds professed to see 

in it some of the characteristics of Arnold Schoenburg. Six Masters of Assorted 

Hounds declared for the Italian composer Zandonai, but Queen Mary herself 

secretly hoped that so interesting a composition had been written by the 

Englishman, Delius, or Goosens, so that it might be placed permanently in the 

repertoire of the Royal Band concerts. When the equerry returned, however, he 

bore the disappoint information that the composition was that of an American 

musician by the name of Armand J. Piron, and it was entitled: “I wish I could 

Shimmy Like My Sister Kate.” 

Piron died in Charity Hospital in 1943, and fate decreed that he should be 

just another in the passing parade of forgotten great musicians. Unappreciated 

except for those who still remembered his greatness, almost forgotten except for 

those who still worship at the shrine of jazz… 

 

Alton Purnell 

(The Band Piano Player) 

by Floyd Levin 

Summer, 1987 

 

Alton Purnell was my friend. For almost 35 years, I watched his career 

blossom as our friendship mellowed. His sudden death on January 14
th

 has left a 

very deep void and I will certainly miss him. 

I am sure that these sentiments are being shared today by myriads of the 

New Orleans pianist‟s friends throughout the world. His warmth and affability has 

touched the lives of those who were fortunate to have known him. 

There probably is some unfathomable significance in the fact that Purnell 

was born in the small house on St. Peter Street where the venerable Preservation 

Hall now stands. A smell adjacent barroom actually provided his first exposure to 

jazz piano. His earliest lessons were from three of the legendary “professors” who 

played next door - Manuel Manetta, “Fats” Pichon, and Walter Decou. 
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As the young pianist matured musically, his most important influence was 

the very under-rated Burnell Santiago from whom he acquired the rolling 

percussive style that meshed perfectly within the surging New Orleans beat. 

“When I started playing the piano, it was considered a rhythm instrument,” 

he often told me. “Those bands didn‟t want you to play all over the keyboard. You 

play just chords and back up the man who is soloing. That‟s how I play. Maybe the 

other fellows sound good to the public - I sound good to the musicians I‟m playing 

with. I‟m a band piano player.” 

It is extremely difficult to properly categorize the individuality of Alton 

Purnell‟s style. He very cleverly mingled a tasty restraint with bold and earthy 

vitality. This rich mixture accurately reflects the heterogeneous roots from which 

New Orleans Jazz developed. 

Equally famous as a vocalist, Alton always probed very deeply into the 

meaning of the lyrics and expressed them quite beautifully. He attributed much of 

his sing acumen to the innovative New Orleans entertainer, Pleasant Joseph, who 

was also known as “Cousin Joe” and ”Smilin‟ Joe.” 

“You gotta tell a story,” he would say, “Those words are as important as the 

music. Tell the folks what they mean!” 

By the time he left New Orleans to join the Bunk Johnson band in New York 

in 1945, Alton Purnell had developed into one of the town‟s most popular pianists. 

He was heard locally in bands led by “Bug Eye Louis Nelson, Avery “Kid” Howard, 

Isaiah Morgan, and Sidney Desvigne. It was his work with Bunk Johnson and, later 

with George Lewis, that brought his talent to the attention of traditional jazz fans. 

These two bands, with almost identical personnel, epitomized the elusive New 

Orleans sound that post war listeners avidly sought. They became the springboard 

for the jazz revival that rocked the 50‟s and 60‟s. 

Young musicians, especially the European traditionalists, soon began 

emulating the style of the Bunk Johnson and George Lewis bands. Most of the 

trombonists bravely attempted Jim Robinson‟s bravado. Clarinetists became clones 

of George Lewis. The sweet purity of his “Burgundy Street Blues,” born on the 

levees of the Mississippi, soon reverberated along the banks of the Thames, the 

Rhine, and the Arno. Alton Purnell‟s piano style, albeit with a slight accent, became 

a role model for aspiring trad pianists. 

A thriving residue of the revival era is still echoing around the world today. 

Purnell remains a very strong influence on a second generation of young revivalists. 

He was the last surviving member of the Johnson-Lewis period. Despite his death, 

the essence of his music will continue to propel rhythm sections in bands from 

Omaha to Osaka. 

I clearly recall my first encounter with Alton Purnell. The George Lewis 

band came to Los Angeles to appear in the giant Dixieland Jubilee” in October of 

1952. I met the band with a group of Southern California Hot Jazz society members 

at the train station. Our ebullient greeting started them as they shyly stepped from 

the train in Union Station. I remember that Alton meekly stepped forward and 

introduced each of the band members to us. This formality gradually melted 

beneath the warm hospitality we extended to Alton, Lawrence Marrero, “Slow 
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Drag” Pavageau, Joe Watkins, “Kid” Howard, Jim Robinson, and George Lewis. 

We escorted them back to the station for their return to New Orleans on the Sunset 

Limited, kisses and tears were exchanged and life-long friendships had been 

established. 

During the next few years, the George Lewis band made several return visits 

to California to play at the Beverly Cavern in Los Angeles and the Club Hangover 

in San Francisco. With each trip, Purnell‟s love for California grew and, in 1956, he 

decided to make Los Angeles his home. 

For over three decades, Alton‟s brand of music and humor brightened the 

local jazz scene. His first job after leaving George Lewis was with the Roaring 20‟s 

Creole Jazz Band at Ben Pollack‟s Pik-A-Rib on the Sunset Strip. He shared the 

bandstand with Minor Hall, Johnny St. Cyr, Buddy Burns, Keg Johnson, George 

Orendorff and Barney Bigard. Pollack repeatedly avowed that he would produce an 

album with this wonderful band. Unfortunately, that promised recording date never 

materialized. 

At the monthly sessions at the Southern California Hot Jazz Society, Purnell 

would frequently gather a coterie of New Orleans ex-patriots that included Mike 

Delay, Ed Garland, Sammy Lee, Paul Barnes and Teddy Edwards. Those Sunday 

afternoons at Larchmont Hall were memorable events. 

As word of the pianist‟s musical ability spread, he began receiving offers 

from abroad. In 1964, he appeared on the B.B.C. television program “Jazz 625” 

with Keith Smith‟s Climax Jazz Band; British audiences began a love affair with the 

friendly jazzman that continued until his death. 

Alton was featured the following year at the 20
th

 Australian Jazz Convention. 

Patrons at the Sydney Town Hall heard their first live performance by an authentic 

New Orleans pianist. Geoff Bull wrote in the Convention programme, “…I feel sure 

that Alton Purnell will be a source of lasting inspiration for many in this country.” 

His prophecy was correct. Alton‟s talent and geniality won the hearts of the 

Australian fans who were thousands of miles removed from his St. Peter Street 

roots. 

The 1966 tour with the New Orleans All Stars was again under the aegis of 

the English-entrepreneur-trumpeter, Keith Smith. With Alvin Alcorn, Darnell 

Howard, Jimmy Archey, Pops Foster, and “Cie” Frazier, Alton toured most of the 

countries of Europe and accumulated additional legions of admirers. 

The pianist‟s lofty position as a favorite among European audiences was 

greatly solidified when he toured with Barry Martyn‟s band in 1967, 1970, 1971 and 

1972. 

When Alton visited Dublin in 1970, he became the first New Orleans 

musician to perform with an Irish band. A few days before St. Patrick‟s Day, Sid 

Bailey‟s Fair City Jazz Band featured him at, of all places - Kelly‟s Pub! A year 

later, he was starring with Luciano Invernizzi‟s Bovisa New Orleans Jazz Band in 

San Remo. He charmed the Italian audience. The C.B.S. album, “A tribute to Louis 

Armstrong,” preserves Alton‟s piano and vocal performances with another New 

Orleans great, clarinetist Albert Nicholas. (Probably his greatest overseas triumph 

occurred a few years later in Japan. His double record album on Philips with the 
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New Orleans Rascals demonstrates how far the influence of George Lewis had 

reached.) 

Alton was a very prolific letter writer. Through all of his touring, he kept a 

steady flow of informative mail coming to our house. This fount of rich 

documentation, now in my files, provided most of the details included here. 

In 1970, Purnell was elected president of the Southern California Hot Jazz 

Society and the organization benefited from his wisdom and guidance. Under his 

leadership, the S.C.H.J.S. energetically supported the Louis Armstrong Statue Fund 

and Alton became the unofficial spokesman for the Fund as he continued to tour the 

world. 

When Barry Martyn moved to Los Angeles to form his fine band, The 

Legends of Jazz, Alton Purnell was the most logical choice as pianist. The recording 

he made with the Legends and guest Barney Bigard remain as vivid testimony to the 

artistry of the self-proclaimed “band piano player”. 

Under Barry Martyn‟s careful guidance, the Legends of Jazz were probably 

the most successful traditional jazz band of the 70‟s. With such stellar jazzmen as 

Joe Darensbourg, Andrew Blakeney, Louis Nelson, Ed Garland, and Alton, Martyn 

made several domestic and international tours. The pianist‟s group of followers 

continued to expand. 

For several years, Alton and the Legends of Jazz starred in a series of concert 

productions, “A Night in New Orleans,” which I co-produced with Barry Martyn. I 

had the privilege of introducing Purnell to audiences throughout the U.S., Canada, 

and Europe. I watched the warm response each evening as he strode to the piano, 

beaming broadly, and slowly began the blues theme that served as a background to 

my introductions of the rest of the band. 

Among my many memories is the image of Alton proudly leading the Eagle 

Brass Band in a street parade down West Berlin‟s broad Jufurstendamm to 

ballyhoo our “Night in New Orleans” performances at the giant Philharmonic Hall 

in May, 1975. 

During his later years, as his health faded, Alton continued to work regularly 

in the Los Angeles and White Jazz Band. It was with this latter group, led by Bob 

Allen on trumpet, that Alton made his final local appearance at the 1986 Los 

Angeles Classic Jazz Festival. 

Two weeks have passed since we followed the Resurrection Brass Band as 

they escorted Alton‟s bier to it‟s gravesite at Inglewood Park Cemetery. The small 

sprig of yellow daisies that Lucille tearfully plucked from the flower draped casket 

still beam brightly in their small vase on our window sill. They are a living 

indication of the memories of Alton Purnell that will continue to reside in the minds 

of his any friends. 

Those yellow blooms will fade in a few days but our lives will continue being 

enriched by having known the band piano player. 

 

 

“Snoozer” Quinn 

by Johnny Wiggs 
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March/April, 1970 

 

Snoozer Quinn was just about the sweetest person I have ever met in my life. 

He was a lovely, peaceful, complete musician. He could play guitar all day long 

because it was pat of his insides, his bones, his make-up. In retrospect, I first met 

him when I joined Peck Kelly in Shreveport in 1927. He was born in McComb, 

Mississippi and later his family moved to Bogalusa, Louisiana, and I don‟t know 

why he didn‟t get over to New Orleans at that time. After I met him in Shreveport 

he came to New Orleans to live and I got him his job with Earl Crumb‟s band, 

which was the old New Orleans Owls, but Snoozer never played with the Owls. He 

played mostly spot jobs, or gigs, around town. 

I was completely enthralled with Snoozer Quinn and I didn‟t listen to anyone 

else in Peck‟s band. I know Peck liked me because he took me to the hotel 

auditorium where he played some of his compositions for me. He was also crazy 

about Bix and he had written a suite similar to the Bix compositions. But I was in so 

much of a daze over Snoozer that I can‟t remember much about Peck Kelly. I had 

never heard of Snoozer before I met him in Peck‟s band. He sat between the brass 

and reed sections across the front row, and the rhythm was placed in the back row. 

Snoozer was the one who taught Jack Teagarden how to sing, the way that 

sounds like their teeth are together. Snoozer sang in that way and he played the 

dirtiest, lowdown violin that I have ever heard. I was not able to get Snoozer‟s 

singing and violin on records but I was able to save his guitar. 

I am sure I spoke to Snoozer about his early influence but I don‟t recall what 

he told me. His first instrument was the violin and then he learned to play his 

brother‟s guitar. He played entirely by ear, and I don‟t know how he ever learned 

all those chords because I don‟t think he ever even knew the name of the chords. He 

had so many fantastic changes on every note. 

People make the mistake of comparing Snoozer with Eddie Lang but their 

styles are entirely different. Lang was a great orchestral guitar player and so was 

Snoozer Quinn. But on solos, Lang featured the single note and he had a nice, full, 

round tone. On the other hand, Snoozer didn‟t play one note but played the guitar 

like a piano with at least three notes in the treble, and the bass was going all the 

time. He was so graceful and relaxed that he could play way down on the bridge and 

he would play way up on the low bass notes at the same time! His hands seemed to 

fly through the air at a terrific rate. 

The stunt that got Snoozer his job with Whiteman was his ability to shake 

your hand and still play pizzicato, and hold the chord with his other hand. He was 

playing Tiger Rag and he stuck out his hand to Paul Whiteman in his room at the 

St. Charles Theater. Paul swung around in his swivel chair and exclaimed, “Man, 

when can you come to work with me?” That was in 1927 when Whiteman was 

appearing at the St. Charles Theater at the time Trumbauer and Bix were in his 

band. They took him to meet Whiteman and that is when Snoozer pulled his stunt. 

He used to do the same trick on his friends when he would drop in at “Werlein‟s 

Music Store. 
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The accident of being able to save Snoozer on records is one of the greatest 

things that ever happened to me. Snoozer had been recorded by Victor, but as you 

know, recording the guitar is not a profitable venture. Victor recorded about eight 

sides of Snoozer back in the 20s and that‟s definite because guitarist Joe Capraro of 

New Orleans got a hold of the test pressings and I heard them. Then Snoozer told 

me he had cut about eight sides for Columbia in Houston. Later, when he was with 

Whiteman he played some things that struck Trumbauer as out of the ordinary and 

arranged to make a record. I recall Snoozer telling me that this session was made at 

Columbia in New York. And Low and behold, one of the numbers they cut had Bix 

on it . . another version of “Singin‟‟ the Blues.” Nobody knows what happened to 

those records. Snoozer was hidden in the Whiteman Band, and you can‟t hear him 

on those records. Then he recorded with the hillbilly singer Governor of Louisiana 

named Jimmy Davis and again you can‟t hear Snoozer. 

What a lucky blessing it was that the recordings came out so well. They were 

made on an acetate cutting machine before tape recordings came out. They were 

made in the Nurse‟s room on Snooze‟s ward at the hospital where he was a patient. I 

had to sweep the threads off the cutting needle and the nurses and orderlies were 

opening the door to see what all the racket was about. I was trying to keep the door 

shut and run the machine and play the cornet with one hand. I was playing with a 

cold lip after being off the cornet for eighteen years and I didn‟t have a chance to 

warm up in that room. I‟m not proud of my cornet playing, but there was too much 

great Snoozer on the tunes. 

 

William “Bebe” Ridgley 

July/Aug,1961 

 

On Sunday, May 27
th

, 1961, another great of yesteryear crossed to the great 

beyond. He was 80 years old, and was strictly an Orleanian. He had been ill for 

about one month. His passing stilled another voice (trombone) which was celebrated 

in New Orleans for over half a century. He became associated with the late Oscar 

“Papa” Celestin, and with the Original Tuxedo Orchestra since as far back as 1911. 

After many years with Celestin, their way parted, and Ridgeley performed with 

almost every band of merit in the city. He was especially active in the marching 

funeral processions. In 1930, he experienced trouble with his teeth, and switched to 

drums. He continued playing until 1936, when an apoplexy stroke curtailed his 

music efforts. 

 

Luis Russell 

March/April, 1964 

 

Pianist, composer, bandleader Luis Russell, 61, died in Panama. Russell came 

to New Orleans in 1918, where he became associated with Louis Armstrong. Moving 

to Chicago, he played and arranged for King Oliver, with whom he came to New 

York in 1927. He soon took over the nucleus of Oliver‟s band and whipped it into 

one of the great jazz ensembles of the day, with such star players as Henry “Red” 
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Allen, J. C. Higginbotham, Albert Nicholas, Pops Foster and Paul Barbarin. The 

band toured with Louis Armstrong in 1929 and when the trumpeter returned from 

Europe in 1935, Russell became his musical director, holding this post „til 1943. He 

remained active in music full-time until 1948; since then, he had taught music and 

studied the Schillinger system, playing occasional club dates. The recordings made 

by the Russell band between 1929 and 1932 are milestones in jazz history. 

 

Johnny St. Cyr 

Oct. 1966 

 

One of the greatest-of-the-great all-time New Orleans musicians passed away 

on Friday, June 17
th

 in a Los Angeles Hospital. The end was not unexpected, for 

Johnny had grown progressively worse for the past few weeks. Flora (his wife) was 

well aware that the end was in sight. Memorial services were held for him on 

Friday, June the 24
th

, at the Angelus Chapel and Funeral Services were from the 

Bowen Memorial Methodist church. He was buried in the Evergreen Cemetery in 

Los Angeles. 

Born in New Orleans April 17, 1890, he was christened John Alexander, and 

was the son of Jules Firmin St. Cyr. A very gifted musician who specialized in flute 

and guitar. Before embarking on a serious career of music in 1908 Johnny 

organized a string trio that was quite popular for over four years. As was the case of 

95% of all New Orleans musicians, he was forced to take up a trade to supplement 

his inadequate income as a musician. He became a plasterer as a musician. He 

became a plasterer and contractor and played his music if and when jobs came 

along. 

We are going to avail ourselves of a list sent to us long ago by Mr. St. Cyr, 

wherein he lists chronologically the bands with which he played and the bands with 

which he recorded. (The groups with which he recorded will be followed by an 

asterisk). His most active playing years were between 1908 and 1927. This was 

followed by a lull of almost 28 years, during which time he held body and soul 

together with a barely adequate plastering and contracting business. 

The first band St. Cyr played with in his life was “Gabriel‟s Band,” in 1908. 

Then came the following: The Superior Orchestra, 1909; the Imperial, 1909; 

Olympia, 1911; Kid Ory‟s, 1914; King Oliver‟s Magnolia Band, 1915; Piron‟s 

Society Orchestra, 1916; Fate Marable‟s Riverboat Band, 1918; Eddie Allen‟s Band, 

1919; Charlie Creath‟s Riverboat Band, 1920; Willie Washington‟s Select Band, 

1923; King Oliver‟s Creole Jazz Band* 1923; Darnell Howard‟s Band, 1924; Charlie 

Cook‟s Ginger Snaps, 1925; Jimmy Noone‟s Orchestra, 1925*; Lottie Hightower, 

1926*; Freddie Keppard‟s Orchestra, 1926*; Chicago Hottentots, with Richard M. 

Jones, 1926*; Dr. Cook and His Dreamland Orchestra, 1926*; Lil Armstrong‟s 

Serenaders, 1926*; Jelly Roll Morton and His Red Hot Peppers, 1926*; New 

Orleans Wanderers and N. O. Bootblacks, 1926*; Armstrong‟s Hot Seven, 1927*; 

Luis Russell‟s Hot Sic, 1929*; and Luis Russell‟s Heebie Jeebie Stompers, 1929*. 

Then came the long interim. 
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In 1954, Joe Mares (owner and operation of Southland Records)s, squired 

Johnny St. Cyr., George Girard, Ray Burke, Jack Delaney and Buglin‟ Sam 

Dekemel out to the “World‟s Series of Jazz” in Los Angeles. Frank Bull and Gene 

Normand‟s Dixieland Jubilee enabled 10,000 jazz fanatics to hear these New Orleans 

artists. All the New Orleans men were instant hits, but it was a case of love at first 

sight between the aging Johnny St. Cyr and Los Angeles. Mares signaled out St. Cyr 

for another honor. He recorded the stalwart guitar/banjo player on the album called 

“Johnny St. Cyr and His Hot Five”. Although Johnny had been in the music game 

since 1908, this was the first time he was accorded the honor of being “leaderman,” 

with his name and picture featured on the cover of the album. He was so proud and 

thankful to Mr. Mares that he actually had tears in his eyes! 

Then came the decision to move out to the west coast - a move that burned all 

the bridges behind him and turned his back forever on the old New Orleans he had 

loved so well. But it turned out to be the best decision he ever made in his life! It 

afforded him almost eleven years of true happiness and enabled him to find the 

recognition that had eluded him for almost a half century. 

Johnny began attending the meetings of the N. O. Jazz Club of California 

and the Southern California Hot Jazz Society and was elected President of the latter 

organization in 1956. A few months later, he was made a Life Member. The Hot 

Club of France then bestowed an Honorary Lifetime membership. Hard upon the 

heels of all this recognition and marking with a great milestone St. Cyr‟s comeback, 

was the formation of a band by New Orleans musicians living on the west coast for a 

New Year‟s Eve job aboard the Disneyland riverboat “Mark Twain.” They called 

themselves “The Young men of New Orleans,” but the only thing young about them 

was their music . . . and it was good enough to land them a permanent job 

throughout the summer months and week-ends during the winter. 

St. Cyr was surrounded by adoring friends and was again playing the music 

he loved so well. Life for him was indeed beautiful! But it was marred by a great 

sorrow, when in April of 1959, his second wife passed away. 

Two years later, Johnny married Flora, a girl he had known in New Orleans 

for more than thirty years. She made a wonderful home for him and opened the 

doors out on south Wall Street in Los Angeles to all his friends and admirers. It was 

not long before there was a meeting of the “clan” once a month, with many of his 

friends bringing their instruments. Eventually this group was christened the “South 

Wall Street Barefoot Philharmonic Smphony.” Sometimes these sessions lasted all 

day and some far into the night. Flora thought nothing of cooking red beans and 

rice and various other New Orleans dishes for as many as forty or fifty people! 

Johnny‟s last few years were much too filled with joy for us to mar by details 

of his demise. But we cannot help repeating how lucky Johnny was to have a 

helpmate such as Flora at his side. She was by him night and day and never once let 

him see her deep concern. She was just as great in sorrow as she had been during 

their joyful years. He was blessed - but no more than he justly deserved, for he was 

a kind and gentle soul with a great feeling for his fellow man. 
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We shall finish this article by reproducing “The Philosophy of Johnny St. 

Cyr” which he mailed to many of his friends back in 1963 and which was 

reproduced by the “Jazzologist” (1300 copies) in their August, 1966 issue. 

 

At 73 years 

 

TALENT is God‟s gift. Use it to develop something individual. Don‟t be an 

imitator. The person who develops something himself is usually a success. 

WORK is something to put your talent into. Whatever you do, do your very 

best. If what you are doing proves successful, try doing it better. 

LOVE people and people will love you. Always spare the other fellow a few 

minutes of your time - even the little fellow. Remember that although free advice is 

cheap, it is often very good. Sometimes it might be costly to ignore it. Be a good 

listener and always ready to learn. In general, don‟t make promises that you are not 

sure you can keep. It is better to say, “I‟ll let you know later.” Take time to think it 

over before saying yes. Don‟t start too many projects at one time. Better do 

something small and do it well rather than tackle something big and fail. 

PAST PERFORMANCES help establish you, but you are getting paid for 

what you are doing right now. If you are still active in your profession, do your level 

best. Neither you nor your employer are doing each other any favors; you need his 

money and he needs your services. This is a business transaction. If job conditions 

or money or both do not meet with your approval, don‟t gripe continually and make 

your fellow workers miserable. Either do something constructive to improve matters 

or quit. If you don‟t want to quit, don‟t complain. 

STAY PREPARED. A good break can still be welcome after thirty years. I 

know. For that‟s when my big break came. Age is no barrier for talent and 

personality. 

 

Tony Sbarbaro 

(early 2
nd

 line) 

 

Tony Sbarbaro of the Original Dixieland Jazz Band, was born in a little 

house on Frenchmen Street on June 27, 1897, in New Orleans. 

He started playing drums at the age of 14 with a band by the name of Frayle 

Brothers. One of the brothers played bass and the other guitar. The other 

instruments were trumpet and clarinet. According to Tony, the “played a different 

style than Dixieland. I would call it real old fashion march time.” “We tried to play 

some of the rage that we used to get from music firms but none of them were too 

good.” 

After about a year with Frayle Brothers, Sbarbaro joined what he terms as 

“the best all around band New Orleans ever had,” Ernest Giardina‟s. The personnel 

was Giardina (violin), Achille Bacquet (clarinet), Emile Christian (trumpet), Eddie 

Edwards (trombone), Chippy Gerosa (guitar), Eddie Giblin (string bass) and 

Sbarbaro (drums). Tony remembers that this band was very versatile and could 
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“play a waltz good and sweet and that was something most of the other bands could 

not do.” 

Tony while still a member of Giardina‟s band also did several parade jobs 

with Jack Laine‟s Reliance Band. He also worked with Frank Christian and Charlie 

Christian (Emile‟s brother). In Laine‟s parade bands with Tony were such New 

Orleans jazz veterans as the Mello brothers, (trumpet & trombone), Gus Miller or 

Achille Bacquet (clarinets), Merritt Brunies and his brother “Big Head.” Emile 

Christian, Henry Brunies, Leonce Mello and Eddie Edwards (trombones) and 

Chink Martin who played the tuba. On the bass drum was “Ragbaby” Stevens while 

Tony played the snare drums. Fifteen dollars was the reward for marching all day 

in a parade band and was considered “good pay” in those days. 

Sbarbaro stayed with Gianrdina‟s Band until 1915 and then he went to work 

“across the track” in a joint called the “Tango Place.” Tango paid $12.00 and the 

Black Cat offered him $2.00 more, so naturally he moved over to the latter place for 

the new salary of $14.00. The Black Cat Cabaret was near Tom Anderson‟s on 

North Rampart Street, about 50 feet from Canal Street. The personnel of the band 

at the Tango was: Merritt Brunies, Brunies‟ brother, Yellow Nunez, Henry Ragas, 

and Tony. At the Black Cat were Tony, Carl Randall (piano) and Alexander 

(Clary). 

Early in 1916 Chicago hadn‟t become aware of the soon to be famous 

Dixieland Jazz Band. Eddie Edwards at that time was playing with Johnny Stein‟s 

Band at Schiller‟s Café. The personnel of this band was Edwards (trombone), Stein 

(drums). LaRocca (cornet), Yellow Nunez (clarinet) and Henry Ragas, (piano). The 

boys had a few differences and decided to split up. It was then that Edwards asked 

Sbarbaro to join him up there and even sent the fare as an inducement. The band 

first took a job at the De Labbe Café but soon quit this place to work at the Durane 

Gardens which was on Kedsic and Clark. Larry Shields came up and joined them at 

this time, taking the place of Nunez. Thus the Original Dixieland Jazz Band was 

formed - Sbarbaro on drums, Ragas (piano), LaRocca (cornet), Shields (clarinet) 

and Eddie Edwards (trombone). 

The new place was in a cellar and was very small but the news spread and 

soon the band was playing to a packed house every night. To accommodate the 

eager customers the owner kept breaking down the destructing walls leaving just 

enough support for safety‟s sake. This arrangement divided the place into several 

different rooms with the result that another band was hired to play in the far 

corner. The second band was called the “Louisville Jug Band,” and was just what 

the name implies . . . few strings, a singer, and several good empty jugs to carry the 

bass. 

Right after the end of the World War I the ODJB left for Europe. By this 

time they had become quite famous. (They had left Chicago and opened up at 

Reisenweber‟s in New York City where the customers who had never heard 

anything like this new kind of music continually begged for more and more). The 

Dixieland‟s opened at the London Hippodrome, later vaudeville dates and then went 

on to night clubs such as Rectors and a large place called the Palais De Danse. After 

“wowing” Europe for about 18 months they came back to America. The personnel 
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of the band was, Tony Sbarbaro (drums), Larry Shields (clarinet), Emile Christian 

(trombone), J. Russell Robinson (piano) (Henry Ragas died shortly before they left 

the USA and Nick LaRocca (cornet). 

 

Tom “Sharkey” Bonano 

October, 1950 

 

Sharkey was born in 1902 in that jazz center known as Milneburg. He 

swabbed the decks of his sister‟s bath-house there to the beat of jazz. All night, 

when he‟d finished wringing out rented bathing suits, he‟d sneak into the dance 

halls behind the waiters carrying the big kegs of beer - huddled in a corner, he‟d fill 

his ears with the music of King Oliver and Emanuel Perez. 

“I grew up to the tune of jazz,” says Sharkey, “and ever since then it‟s been 

my life.” 

It was contagious . . . being around so much music. The nine year old boy 

wanted to play it. He wanted to play the clarinet but he got a cornet instead. It was 

cheaper. It cost $2.50. 

In his spare time in the back of the bath house, Sharkey‟d blow like mad. 

Three months after he got his cornet, complete with instruction book, he was 

playing in a band with Frank Christian. 

Under Chink Martin‟s tutoring he wrung music out of his cornet for about 

five or six years before he actually took a formal lesson. 

In 1924 he went to New York, was a member of Jimmy Durante‟s band - 

There Sharkey heard and saw good musicianship, he says, and that‟s when he 

decided to learn the fundamentals of notes, bars, and measures. 

When he returned to New Orleans a year later, he signed up for formal 

lessons under Prof. Michael Cupero, and also Leo Brookhaven. 

The first band Sharkey ever had was organized in 1925. He and Leon Prima 

had a band together, played on the Island Queen. For four or five years he played in 

his own place, an open air dancehall called the Hollywood, located on Elysian Fields 

St. 

In New Orleans he‟s played at the Moulin Rouge, and the Parisian Room. He 

staged concerts at the Municipal Auditorium on Sunday afternoons, and appeared 

at the Blue Room in the Roosevelt Hotel for seven months, darting back and forth 

from his Famous Door, besides playing numerous benefits. 

For about eight months passengers on the Standard Fruit liners sailed from 

the port of New Orleans with the exciting strains of Dixieland Jazz in their ears. It 

was the music of Sharkey‟s band they heard. 

During World War II, Sharkey was in the Coast Guard. When he returned 

to New Orleans he was boosted up the jazz ladder by the New Orleans Jazz Club, he 

points out-played the third Sunday afternoon concert inaugurated by the Club two 

years ago. For several months after that concert his was the featured band at the 

Parisian Room. It was there he signed a contract with Hyp Guinie, opened the 

following night at the Famous Door. 
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His present band is practically the same as 11 was 2 years ago when it was 

organized. The personnel includes Lester bouchon on clarinet, Jeff Riddick on 

piano, Chink Martin on bass, Charlie Miller on trombone, Monk Hazel on drums, 

and Sharkey himself on trumpet. 

On stage, Sharkey dons his made-to-order Cavanaugh derby, blows his way 

through jazz numbers on his 18-caret gold trumpet. “I never hoped to own an 

instrument like that!” says Sharkey, referring to the gift of Blaise D‟Antoni, one of 

the many Sharkey fans. 

Besides packing them in at the Famous Door nightly, Sharkey has done a bit 

of composing on the side. “All musicians,” he reports, “are composers.” His most 

recent original recording is Candy Baby, a number he wrote for his wife, the former 

Mildred Lewis. They have been married seven years. He also recorded his first 

composition, “I‟m Satisfied With My Gal,” his biggest seller, “Shell Pile Blues,” 

“With My Yesterdays and You,” and “Peculiar.” 

Under contract to Capitol, he has made ten records on their label, and four 

for Brunswick, four for Okeh, two for Decca, and fourteen for Columbia. 

A busy man these days, Sharkey has not much time to whip up some of his 

fine Italian dishes. He was the first person signed up for the Hadacol Good Will 

Tour, just completed . . That pleased him but his happiness turned to dismay when 

he learned the Tour conflicted with a proposed engagement at the Paramount 

Theatre in New York. “It‟s just one of those things,” he mounred, “but gooly, we 

hated to turn down that deal!” 

Sharkey and his Kings of Dixieland appeared at the Dixieland Jubilee in 

Hollywood, and also played one week at Ciro‟s before returning home. They will 

play at the Blue Room again, on Nov. 15
th

, until after Mardi Gras. 

Sharkey‟s idol is Louis Armstrong. “He‟s the master!” says Sharkey very 

quietly. 

 

Kid Sheik 

by Mona MacMurray 

 Winter, 1979 

 

He‟s the Sheik, the Boss, the Great Diz - a man with a lot of nicknames, a 

closet full of hats, a pocketful of cigars, and a world full of friends. 

Kid Sheik never made the big time like Louis Armstrong and others, but he 

has played his horn in nightspots all over England and Europe,, has traveled with 

his band throughout Japan and played gigs in cities in the United States and 

Canada, all as the result of his popularity with young musicians who are not New 

Orleans natives. 

He has lived for more than half his life in the same house, at 939 Deslode 

Street. he was born 79 years ago in a house still standing, on the corner of Johnson 

and Marigny Streets in New Orleans. He was christened George Cola, but 

somewhere along the way the Cola acquired an “r‟ and his union card, along with 

other documents read “George Colar.” It doesn‟t really matter though, only closet 

friends know his real name. 
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He has had many nicknames since his early teens but the first, “Sheik” has 

stuck the longest. A ladies‟ man and fancy dresser at age 15, he had his own band 

and sported a wild suit with arrows all around the pockets, sort of an ancestor to the 

zoot suit, and whenever he wore it everyone said, “Here comes the Sheik.” “The 

Boss,” and “Great Diz” are still used by some of his friends, and his family calls him 

“Son,” “Uncle Sam” and “Brother” - there are a couple of others, too, like “Turk” 

and “Greatest.” 

His collection of hats grew as much from the contribution of his young fans 

as from his love of dressing up. His most recent addition is a perky Irish cap with a 

bright yellow pompom, a gift from English trumpeter John Paddon who just ended 

a three-week visit to New Orleans. 

Whenever sheik doesn‟t have a trumpet up to his lips, he has a cigar in his 

mouth. 

As early as the 1950‟s young musicians from overseas leaving for a visit to 

New Orleans were advised by those who had already made the trip, to “go to 

Buster‟s and ask for Sheik.” Back then (and well into the 70‟s) Buster‟s was the 

hangout for musicians and more like a second home to Sheik. He spent most of his 

free time there and the musician‟s union book still lists Buster‟s telephone number 

along with Sheik‟s home number. 

Despite the fact that Buster‟s was a black restaurant and bar and those were 

reintegration days, the young musicians were always welcome and Sheik was 

usually there to talk with them. In fact he loved their company and enjoyed taking 

them around to meet other New Orleans musicians, keeping them informed about 

parades, funerals, jobs they might get a chance to sit in on and even getting them 

spot jobs where he could. His warm personality, cheerful disposition and wonderful 

sense of humor endeared him to the youngsters. They kept in touch after returning 

home and of course told their friends about him. 

Sheik has a stack of albums, full of pictures his overseas friends have sent 

him through the years. There are pictures of bands with warm tributes inked across 

the bottom, photos of new brides, new babies, even mothers and grandparents. He 

still carries on a large correspondence with musicians and their families in countries 

all over the world. 

In 1960 British musician and promoter, Barry Martyn, still in his teens, 

traveled from his home in London to Canada where he spent several weeks working 

to earn enough money to finance recording sessions in New Orleans. The first 

person he wanted to record was Kid Sheik. He had heard so much about Sheik and 

even read articles about him by musicians and jazz fans who had traveled to New 

Orleans, but could find no records except the one of the Eureka Band, and Barry 

decided to remedy that situation. 

He found Sheik at Bill Russell‟s record shop on St. Peter Street, across from 

the present location of Preservation Hall. There with Kid Howard and Slow Drag 

Pavejeau, Sheik was introduced to Barry and they became fast friends. Barry got 

his recording and brought it back to England. As a result of that meeting Sheik was 

the first musician invited to go on a privately sponsored holiday in England. 
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In 1963 three Englishman in their early 20‟s, jazz enthusiast and record 

collector Mike Hazeldine, a commercial artist living in Sales, and London musicians, 

drummer Barry Martyn and Clarinetist Sammy Remmington, organized a fund to 

provide special holidays for New Orleans jazzmen. They planned to have different 

old-time New Orleans musicians visit England once a year, spending about a month 

on vacation. Of course if the musician just happened to bring his instrument along 

and wanted to keep in practice by playing along with local bands, no one would 

object. 

Barry and Sammy, under the guidance of Mike, made a long-play record 

featuring the Ged Hone Ragtime Band and the New Iberia Jazz Band. All proceeds 

from its sale (they sold 80 out of 100) went into the fund. The continued support of 

English jazz fans was needed to keep the program going, so a great deal depended 

on the choice of the right musician for a start. 

Kid Sheik proved to be a very wise choice. One newspaper account of his 

visit described him as “a solo star with or without the trumpet.” . . . 

 

Larry Shields 

December, 1953 

 

Born Sept. 13, 1893 and Died November 21, 1953. With the greatest humility 

and a total sense of unworthiness, your Editor faces the task of communicating to 

the jazz world the distressing news of Larry Shields death. 

Brother of Harry Shields, great contemporary clarinetist who was brought 

from retirement by members of the N.O.J.C., Laurence Shields was a member of the 

“Original Dixieland Jazz Band.” Jazz historians tell us that Freddie Keppard was 

offered the first opportunity to record, but turned it down for fear that someone 

would copy his style. A young group of New Orleans boys who called themselves the 

O.D.J.B. were then offered the contract - which they accepted. The first session was 

waxed in 1917. The first tune cut was an original composition titled “Original 

Dixieland Jazz Band One Step.” It was the style which taught the world to pat its 

feet and dance as though they meant it. One and a half million copies of this first 

record were sold, and it is still a “collectors item” 35 years later! History was made. 

Laurence Shields was part of it. 

Larry and his wife have been living in Hollywood, Ca. Almost entirely on the 

royalties of his records and from numerous compositions which bear his signature. 

Tall - well over 6 feet - a full head of snowy white hair, his reserved and soft spoken 

manner was always a shock to those who expected something entirely different on 

meeting the “first hot clarinetist” in the world. Avoiding arguments like the devil 

avoids Holy Water, he shunned publicity for fear of hurting anyone‟s feelings. 

Larry recently made one of his all too few pilgrimages back to the city of his birth 

about one year ago. It was then the picture we use in this issue was taken, News of 

Larry‟s death came swiftly and suddenly. It was a matter of walking from one room 

to another, and it was all over. If it had to be, we are happy for Larry - and Mrs. 

Shields - that it came this way. 
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At a later date, when we have had sufficient time to collect ourselves, we will 

attempt to give you a sketch which will do Mr. Shields justice. For the present, we 

ask our friends in the jazz world to bow their heads in a moment of prayer for one 

of the truly great pioneers in American jazz. New Orleans own Larry Shields. The 

N.O.J.C. offers his wife, his brother Harry (a particularly good friend of ours) - and 

to the entire Shields family our most sincere condolence. And the jazz world - it too 

has our deepest sympathy for the loss of a giant of jazz who wore the toga with 

dignity and distinction. 

           

 Omer Simeon 

Sept/Oct. 1959 

 

Amid  the festive and anticipatory excitement of the approaching 11
th

 Annual 

Concert, the New Orleans Jazz Club pauses to bow its head in reverence. Sad news 

from a Harlem hospital in NYC reached New Orleans that the great Omer Simeon 

was dead. He succumbed to cancer of the throat at the age of 57. Born in New 

Orleans, July 21
st
. 1902 his great horn was stilled on September 17

th
, 1959. 

Regarded as one of the greatest products of the long lineage of clarinetists 

stemming from our city, his early musical education was fortunately directed in the 

right channels, for his teacher was none other than the great Lorenzo Tio, Jr. The 

foundation of his playing was based upon the old New Orleans school, and the 

almost passee “Albert System,” which he continued to use until almost the very day 

of his demise. 

It is rather wonderful how honest Simeon was in his style of playing, and still 

retained it, although most of his life was spent away from the Crescent City, the 

majority of his contacts being New York musicians. Even though Omer played the 

alto sax, not one fleck of the New York Style (or Chicago) rubbed off on him.  He 

was satisfied to “play it honest” and from the heart. 

From 1923 to 1927, he worked in Chicago with Charlie Elgar, and switched 

over to Joe “King” Oliver‟s band late in 1927. In all probability he was happiest at 

this time. 1928 found him working with the Erskine Tate Orchestra for 2 years. He 

even did a stint (one year) in the orchestra pit of the Regal Theatre! Earl Hines (the 

great “Fatha”) selected him for the clarinetist chair, where he remained for 6 happy 

hears. He switched to the Horace Henderson Band for one year (1937-1938), and 

went to the Walter Fuller and Hines outfit during 1939 and 1940. Next year, he went 

to Coleman Hawkins band for 12 months, and then spent 5 years (from 1942-1947) 

with Jimmy Lunceford‟s greatest band. Lunceford died in 1947, but Omer stayed 

with the band (which was now under Ed Wilcox) until 1950. 

After this, he free-lanced around New York City and Boston with Bud 

Freeman, Bobby Hackett and several great names in jazz. In October, 1951, he 

joined Wilbur deParis at Jimmy Ryan‟s on 52
nd

 Street, where he has been 

practically a fixture. 

It is noteworthy that the heritage he left in recordings are almost all very 

great samples of his work. When we list the groups with which he cut recordings, we 
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would like to call your attention to the topmost people who employed Simeon. (“Tell 

me who you go with and I‟ll tell you what you are.”) 

A partial list of his recording dates follows: King Oliver (1927-1928); Jelly 

Roll Morton (1926-1928); Clarence Williams (1928); Richard M. Jones and also 

Alex Hill (1929); Paul Mares (1935); Lionel Hampton (1938); Kid Ory (1944-1945); 

Art Hodes, Jimmy Lunceford are two other greats who tapped Simeon to play in 

their recording dates. 

The companies for which he has recorded are: Blue Note, Jazz Dupiex, Good 

Time Jazz, Victor, “Label X,” and innumerable others. We are most fortunate, 

however, that “Atlantic,” under Nesuhi Ertegun and his brother, have probably 

done more to let us remember Simeon‟s style and tone than any other company that 

took him down. This company has recorded the DeParis Band innumerable times, 

and almost always Simeon occupied the important clarinet chair. It is our opinion 

that the DeParis outfit is America'‟ finest jazz band today (and for the last 8 years), 

having a cohesion and ensemble feeling that few other small outfits have. Their 

soloist, too, are equal in every respect to the ensemble work. On all these 

"“Atlantic”” eleases, Omen Simeon scintillates! And the technical perfection with 

which Atlantic has captured his horn is perfection itself. 

It is coincident that Professor “Knocky” Parker was in New Orleans during 

the week of September 13
th

, having come here to record for “Journey‟s Into Jazz,” a 

very special album of great historic import. Your reporter learned that Omer 

Sineon had recorded with “Knocky” in what was undoubtedly his final session. This 

was hardly 3 weeks prior to “Knocky‟s” visit here, and just in the later part of 

August. E. D. Nunn (Andiophile), one of America‟s greatest technical recording 

artists (if not the best), did the job of taking Simeon down on tape. “Knocky” 

Parker stated that Simeon was dead game, although he was looking terrible, was 

extremely weak, and could barely swallow liquid nourishment. For him to blow was 

an almighty effort, and what he did at that session was not the Omer Simeon of old. 

His gameness, almost at the very terminal mile of his illness, was evidence of the 

heart which carried him through the 37 years of great musicianship. 

His favorite clarinetists were Jimmy Noon and Buster Bailey. Occasionally, 

Simeon played a baritone sax, if the arrangements for a large band called for it. 

More often he played the alto. However, his one, his great, his all consuming love 

was the clarinet. And he spoke through it from his heart. 

He is survived by his widow, Eleanor Simeon, and one daughter named 

Leilani. His address was 181 West 135
th

 Street, New York….   

 

Zutty Singleton 

(1898-1975) 

New York Times, July 15, 1975 

 

Zutty Singleton, one of the most celebrated jazz drummers to come out of 

New Orleans, died yesterday at Roosevelt Hospital. He had suffered a stroke several 

years ago. He was 77 years old and lived at the Woodward Hotel, Broadway and 

55
th

 Street (New York City). 
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Despite his early musical yeas in New Orleans, Mr. Singleton was not in the 

classic tradition of that city‟s jazz drumming. Instead, he was a source for a broader 

area of drumming, as a basic influence on two notable Chicago drummers, George 

Wettling and Dave Tough, and on Sid Catlett, who was not only a pre-eminent 

musician of the swing era but also one of the few drummers who moved rapidly into 

the be-bop style that developed in the nineteen-forties. 

Mr. Singleton also carried over into the be-bop period, recording with 

Charlie (Bird) Parker and Dizzy Gillespie, but he primarily was a part of the jazz 

scene that revolved around Louis Armstrong from the late twenties until the fifties. 

His style has been described by Whitney Balliett, an authority on jazz 

drummers, as a direct outgrowth of parade-band drumming centered on the snare 

and bass drums. “The warmth and drive and pleasure that flow out of Singleton 

and his drums is irresistible,” Mr. Balliett wrote in his book “Such Sweet Thunder.” 

“He is the sun…He exudes delight when he plays. Emotions chase and flicker 

through him appearing when he drops his eyelids and hoists his eyebrows, when, 

abruptly lunging at a cymbal, his stick a truncheon, he clamps his lips shut, and 

when, delivering a mighty roll, he shakes his head from side to side with a fury that 

compounds his rhythms. But just his arms and his head really move; his trunk is a 

rigid, stately pivot.” 

Mr. Singleton, who was born in Bunkie, La., on May 14, 1898, was named 

Arthur James. He acquired the nickname Zutty (Zoot-ee), a Creole patois word for 

“cute,” when he was an infant. He moved to New Orleans as a teen-ager and, at 14, 

first saw and heard Mr. Armstrong singing tenor in an amateur quartet in a tent 

show. He began playing drums professionally with Steve Lewis, a pianist, at dances 

at the New Orleans Country Club and at the Louisiane Restaurant. 

At this time, he started to use wire brushes as well as sticks - one of the 

earliest jazz drummers to do so - and from Ethel Waters, the singer, he learned 

something that set him apart from the classic two-beat New Orleans drummers. 

“Ethel Waters came to town to play the Lyric,” Mr. Singleton once recalled,” 

and she taught me the Charleston beat for one of her special numbers. I couldn‟t get 

it at first, but then I found out that if I played all four beats on the bass drum 

instead of two, that made it easy.” 

In 1923, Mr. Singleton began drumming on Mississippi River excursion 

boats with Fate Marable‟s Band. The next year, he settled in St. Louis to play with 

Charlie Creath‟s band. Its pianist was Marjorie Creath, sister of the leader, and 

within a year she and Mr. Singleton were married and had moved to Chicago, 

where Mr. Singleton joined Clarence Jones‟ Orchestra, with which Mr. Armstrong 

was often featured in theaters. 

He also played with Doc Cook‟s Band and joined a trio led by Jimmy Noone, 

the clarinetist, at „The Nest,‟ where Mr. Singleton began playing drum solos that 

were - instead of the then customary brief breaks or a showing off of drumming 

tricks - improvisations that were fitted to the melody and marked off the time 

elements within the melody. According to Martin Williams, jazz historian, Mr. 

Singleton, when asked if he originated the organized drum solo, merely said, “I 

can‟t remember getting it from anybody.” 
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In 1928, Mr. Singleton began recording with Mr. Armstrong and Earl 

(Fatha) Hines in a small group that produced memorable examples of the 

drummer‟s use of brushes on “Muggles” and a combination of brush work and 

choked cymbals on “Tight Like This.” 

He played briefly in New York with Mr. Armstrong but was soon back in 

Chicago where he settled into the Three Deuces with his own group and, 

subsequently, as a drummer in Roy Eldrige‟s band in the same place but when Art 

Tatum moved into the night club with his own drummer in the mid-thirties, Mr. 

Singleton came to New York where he became the house drummer at Nick‟s in 

Greenwich Village. In 1941 he moved to Jimmy Ryan‟s on 52
nd

 Street to take up the 

same position. 

He went to Hollywood in 1943 to appear in the film “Stormy Weather” in a 

sequence with Fats Waller, and stayed there for the next decade. While he was 

working there in 1945 at Billy Berg‟s he recorded with the two leading innovators of 

the then new be-bop movement, Mr. Parker and Mr. Gillespie. He also appeared in 

another film, “New Orleans,” in a group led by Mr. Armstrong. 

Mr. Singleton went to Paris in 1951 to play a concert of traditional jazz at the 

Salle Playel and toured Europe for the next two years. Returning to New York, he 

reappeared at Jimmy Ryan‟s and remained there until he suffered a stroke five 

years ago, which curtailed is activities. 

Besides his wife, Mr. Singleton leaves a daughter, Alma Pendleton, and two 

grandsons. A funeral service will be held 7:30 PM Thursday at the Central 

Presbyterian church, park Avenue and 64
th

 Street. 

 

Johnny Stein, jazz Pioneer Dies in New Orleans 

March/April, 1963 

 

A very small paragraph in the New Orleans States-Item announced that on 

September 30, 1962, a certain John Philip Mountha had passed away. Mention was 

made that he was a “Dixieland” drummer, and went by the name of “Stein.” Also, 

that he was closely associated with the early movement of early New Orleans jazz. 

Because Johnny Stein lived in New York City, the important part that this early 

jazzman played was almost completely overlooked! 

Born in New Orleans, June 5
th

, 1891, he associated with and learned his 

music alongside many early New Orleans immortals. One of his earliest professional 

engagements was in the “pit” orchestra (consisting of 2 or 3 pieces), at the 

“Dreamland” movie house, above Penny-Wonderland out on Canal Street, where 

the Krauss company now has its department store. 

Johnny Hountha Stein‟s father was a drummer himself, and imparted his 

knowledge of the righteous beat to his son, Emile. When Mr. Stein, Sr. Passed away, 

Mrs. Stein remarried, and her first-born was named John P. Hountha. Jonny 

Hountha and his older half-brother, Emile Stein, were inseparable. It was Emile 

who taught his kid brother all the rudiments of drumming. Whenever Johnny 

introduced his brother, it was always “Meet my brother, Emile Stein.” From this, 

everyone took it for granted that Johnny‟s name was also Stein. Not only that, it was 
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a much easier name to remember and to pronounce. So Johnny continued to go by 

the last name of his half-brother. 

Instead of your Editor cooking up an article that would be controversial, we 

prefer to reprint the story type-written by Johnny Stein himself, way back in 1938. 

We are passing no opinions, but simply offering it to our readers as an important 

document. It‟s up to them to form their own conclusions. 

 

“The History of Jazz (now called „swing‟)” 

by Johnny Stein 

 

“For twenty-two years now, whenever I have gotten into a jive session about 

New Orleans and the history of swing, it seems that the talk always turns to Nick 

LaRocca and how he brought jazz up to Chicago from New Orleans. 

“Just to clear it up once and for all, I wish to state that it was not Nick 

LaRocca who brought the Original Dixieland Jazz Band up to Chicago, but, I, 

Johnny Stein. That first band was known as “Stein‟s Original Dixieland Jazz 

Band,” and I directed the band in its first engagement at the Schiller‟s Café in 

Chicago, in 1916. 

“Down in New Orleans in 1915-1916, the Pup Café was THE spot of the 

town, where visiting vaudeville actors gathered to talk shop, to drink and to listen to 

jazz. I was just a scared kid, playing my first professional date as a drummer with a 

four-piece jazz band, only it was at a time when the music was known as ragtime. 

My older half-brother, Emile Stein, was playing drums in the pit orchestra 

over at the Palace Theatre, and it was he who broke me in on skin-beating the best 

way he knew. I‟ve always believed that Emile was the greatest drummer New 

Orleans ever produced, and no one‟s ever disputed me on that.  

One night, a vaudeville actor and singer by the name of Gus Chandler 

dropped into the Pup Café to hear us. I was plenty surprised when he came up to me 

and asked me how I‟d like to go to Chicago with a hot band. I was startled by the 

idea, but not too startled to say yes. Up to that time, only Tom Brown had gone 

north from New Orleans to give those Yankees a taste of real ragtime. That was 

back in 1915. 

Gus Chandler went back to Chicago and got in touch with Harry James (no 

relation to the trumpeter-editor‟s note), who was managing Same Hare‟s Schiller 

Café at that time. James wrote me, and we settled the deal when he sent us train 

tickets for five men. Al Nunez, who was playing clarinet at The Pup Café, was one of 

the first to sign up. he got me the other fellows; Eddie Edwards, trombone, Nick 

LaRocca, cornet, and Harry Ragas, piano. 

“We opened at Schiller‟s in September, 1916, on a three or four months 

contract. Chicagoans came and stared - and listened. At last, they started dancing. 

We were billed as “Stein‟s Original Dixieland Jazz Band,” and we might have added 

“jam band,” because all our tunes were improvised. Arrangements! We hadn‟t even 

heard of such a thing! The boys just asked me, “What key we playing in?”, and we 

went to it, with everybody taking a chorus. There were no local boys “sitting in” 

except Ernie Erdman, an ex-Orleanian, who was in Chicago playing a piano 
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accompaniment to vaudeville acts. Irene Russell was singing ballads at the Schiller 

then, and the dance team of Joe Frisco and Loretta McDermott; was putting on the 

only novelty dance act of its kind anywhere. 

“We were getting along fine at the Schiller, with the crowd going especially 

for Livery Stable Blues, Skeleton Jangle, High Society, and Dixieland One-Step. 

One night, only a month after we opened, we all got into an argument, and the other 

four boys left me. The four of them, billing themselves as the Original Dixieland 

Jazz Band, went into the old Belvedere Hotel in the Loop, and from there to Kelly‟s 

Stables, across the bridge on Clarke Street. They later went to New York, and then 

to London. Nick LaRocca proceeded to copyright the name “Original Dixieland 

Jazz Band,” and every time I tried to use it, I was threatened with a suit. 

“I got four other musicians who were in Chicago at the time to finish out our 

engagement at Schiller‟s. They were Larry Shields, clarinet, Ernie Erdman, piano, 

Doc Behreson (a dentist from New Orleans) on cornet, and a trombonist who‟s 

name I can‟t recall. I was still drummer and leaderman. 

“When the Schiller engagement was over, I left for New York, and went into 

the old Alamos Café on 125
th

 Street. The place was a basement beneath a burlesque 

house, and I had a different bunch of boys. This orchestra, which I directed, went 

by the name of the Original New Orleans Jazz Band. It included Achille Bacquet on 

clarinet, Frank Lhota on trumpet, Frank Christian, cornet, and Jimmy Durante 

(Sic. Yes the famous comedian) on piano. Our band played dates in and around New 

York City from 1917 to 1925, with Jimmy Durante still continuing with us. We 

worked places like Coney Island, the College Inn, the Nightingale, and George 

Guthrie‟s place in the Catskill Mountains in upper New York State. But we came 

back to the Alamo off and on for several years. 

“Later on, Jimmy Durante won fame as a comedian in vaudeville, and left 

the music business (bands) for Hollywood, where he became one of the biggest stars 

of comedy to ever come up via that route. He was a great pal and worked very 

harmoniously with all the boys. 

“But I‟ve never forgotten our first date in the north, at the Schiller Café, 

when we introduced jazz to Chicagoans. What a sight we must have been in our 

“dusters‟ (the only uniform we had), and a little while later, when we added straw 

hats for more “class!” 

Mrs. Hountha was the former May Kennedy, an Orleanian. She and Johnny 

were married in 1909. They had one son and two daughters. She found it quite 

difficult to raise and educate the children while moving from place to place, 

following her husband in various jobs. In 1948, she moved back to New Orleans. 

Although continuing his musical profession in the north, Johnny Stein always spent 

the month of June visiting with his family in New Orleans. 

About one year ago, he became ill, and moved back to his home town. His 

illness proved fatal, and on the last day of September, 1962, he passed away. … 

 

 

Joseph “Brother Cornbread” Thomas 

by Mona MacMurray 
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Spring, 1979 

 

(Before reading the story the author states: “the story of Brother Cornbread is not 

for jazz historians eager to know exact dates, places and details of how he started 

out and developed into the living legend he is today.) 

Naturally the first thing we wanted on tape was how the name Brother 

Cornbread came about. Let‟s let Brother tell it his way: “I was going to school in 

1912 or maybe it was later like 1914, that would make me about 12 or so, anyway I 

was in a low grade then. My mother would cook on Sunday and the food that was 

left over would be my lunch for school. One Sunday she cooked cabbage and 

cornbread and gave it to me for my lunch. I was sitting in the school yard eating it 

and one of the boys saw it and said, “Hey boys, come see this” - I was always called 

Brother; that name stuck from my sisters - and he said, “Come see this, Brother got 

cornbread!” So I just laughed and the name stuck and I‟ve been Brother Cornbread 

ever since.” 

 His full name is Joseph William Thomas and he was born on December 3, 

1902, “right here in New Orleans, I think it was on Tonti Street between St. Ann 

and Dumaine, I think that‟s where it was, a little shack we lived in. All my life I 

lived in New Orleans.” 

Brother‟s sister Rose filled in some of the details of the family. His father‟s 

mother was a slave and his mother‟s mother came from France, a free woman who 

worked as a maid for a wealthy French family. 

There were six children in the family, the oldest was Louella, then came 

George, Victor, Brother, Ignatius and Rose. They lived in the French Quarter in a 

slave quarter apartment and his grandmother used to tell the children stories about 

slavery times. 

His father was a roofer and had all six children working with him when they 

were small. They carried the slates up to the roof, climbing a ladder with slates 

balanced on their heads, even little Rose did this. The boys helped nail the slates. 

It was a close, happy family, raised as strict Catholics. “We were all baptized 

when we were babies and from the time of slavery our family was Catholic - my 

grandma was a Catholic slave.” 

In fact, Brother and his wife are so deeply committed to the Catholic faith 

that despite the fact that they‟ve been legally separated since 1947, they never 

divorced. “We just left it like that so we can both take communion.” 

We asked Brother when he got married and with his chin on his hand he 

shook his head and said, “Whoooeee some time back long long time back.” Kid 

Sheik a longtime friend can‟t remember the year either but does remember that he 

first met Brother in 1925 and that he played music at Brother‟s wedding not too 

long after he met him.  

There were two children born of that marriage, a girl who died during her 

first year and a son now living in California. There are three grandchildren and 

three great-grandsons. 

“Coming up,” Brother worked at a variety of jobs to earn a steady income. 

He went to the 5
th

 grade at Bayou Road School, now Clark Senior High, and after 
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leaving school he worked in a box factory, at a saw mill, the Coca Cola plant 

stacking coke cases and at New Orleans‟ famed gourmet food shop, Solari‟s on 

Royal Street. 

Two of Brother‟s brothers, George and the late Ignatius played a little piano 

but for their own pleasure only, not professionally. Brother got interested in music 

about 1922. Some boys in the neighborhood told him that a man on the corner had a 

clarinet for sale. Brother went to see him and was told it would cost $5.00. “I had 

saved five dollars that whole year; it was my Christmas savings account; I put 25 a 

week in it. The band was on St. Ann and Claiborne but I don‟t remember the name. 

I would have had more but I didn‟t put the money in every week. Anyway, I used 

that money and Thai‟s how I got my first clarinet.  

“I‟d play it around the house trying to learn by myself and my momma 

would yell at me and say, “Get out of the house with your noise!” so I‟d go outside. 

Pretty soon I got to playing “Nearer My God To Thee” and I was playing the 

“Saints” pretty good too, and the boys said I should go to a teacher so I‟d know 

what notes I was making. That was a good idea so I went to old man Chaligny and 

he taught me. He taught any instrument you can name and he taught me notes and 

put me in a band that played at the Autocrat Club. 

“I got to learning how to read that music and then he gave me the Otto 

Lange book so I could make the chromatic scales, ascending and descending and I 

learned all that. Cahligny was old then, he used to be a mailman and he played 

trumpet then, later he taught a lot of youngsters. Any instrument you wanted to 

learn he could teach you. 

“After that I played in a brass band and we played with a little red book, 

some of the boys will tell you about that, it had marches and other tunes in it. 

“Then I got to playing with a band; no, I don‟t remember who all was in it, it 

was so long back. A fellow named Gerald Kenny, I never did forget his name, said 

Brother, how about coming to play music with us? And I told him I play by music 

now. Then he said, “Well you know a lot of numbers by head, too.” So I got to 

playing with him and that music just went away. I didn‟t keep up practicing and 

just forgot all the reading music. We played all over town with that band.” 

In reply to a question about the names of musicians he played with in the 

20‟s and 30‟s he said, “There was an old man named Joe Harris, the Joe Harris 

plays saxophone that you know, this one played trombone. That was maybe in the 

20‟s and 30‟s I think but I can‟t be sure. 

“Then I played a lot with Kid Sheik on jobs and trucks and with brass bands 

and I played with Georgie Parker. Who else was in the band? There was Jacque 

Pierre and Jules Pierre, he played drums and Elmer Talbert, they call his Coo Coo 

and he played trumpet and there was Clarence Teadsdale playing banjo. We played 

in the Broadway Inn on Orleans and Dorgenois, they had that nightclub there, 

that‟s the only place I remember the name of except the H & J Tavern where I 

played later and Coo Coo played there too. That was at Dauphine and Almonaster. 

“At the H & J I played with a boy named Blue (Walter Blue, trumpet). Blue 

was a wonderful fellow. Didn‟t even know a note but he could play anything. 
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“Sophisticated Lady” and all those different numbers. His daddy was a trumpet 

player too and he died while playing a parade. This was back in the 20‟s and 30‟s. 

“Then there was Emile Riley, no, not Teddy‟s father, that was Dr. Riley 

Emile Riley was a guitar player. In his band Jules Pierre was the drummer and Coo 

Coo played too, but we had another trumpet player before him but I don‟t 

remember who. Abby Williams played with us sometimes, too. 

“Ya know, I went to Abby‟s funeral. They were supposed to get up a band 

and I went there with my horn but nobody else showed up. 

“We played a lot of jobs at McDonnough 14 School and for a lot of St. Joseph 

Altars in the French Quarter in the 20‟s and 40‟s and Abby was in the band but I 

don‟t remember who else except I believe a guy named Johnson played banjo. 

“Let me tell you about how Coo Coo made Abby mad. Abby lived in the 

French Quarter and he always had trouble with his false teeth, that‟s why he did 

that way with his mouth all the time. So one night he was sitting on the porch with 

his wife and he took his teeth out and put them down on the porch and forgot them 

when he went in to bed. The next morning when he went to look for them, they were 

gone. When Coo Coo heard about it that night we were playing and he said, „What 

do you think. Abby left his mouth on his steps and somebody stole it!‟ Abby got so 

hot he quite the band. Didn‟t tell anyone anything but when we quit playing he 

packed up and I asked where he was going and he said „home‟ and I called him next 

day and he said he wasn‟t playing with us anymore. Coo Coo made him that hot. 

That was the last time I played with him because he never came back to play with 

that band again.” 

Throughout the interview Brother referred to „the boys‟ frequently. This 

meant the boys in his neighborhood, the boys at school and the different musicians 

at various stages in his career. We‟d been talking for about half an hour and 

thought it time to ask him about playing with Papa Celestin, how and when he got 

into the band. Again, let him tell it: “The boys began saying „Brother you‟re too 

good to be playing with that band, why don‟t you get into another band. What 

boys? Well, different fellows around. But I didn‟t believe in quitting, just like now. I 

don‟t like to quit. So when Abby left me on that job, well that finished it. Then I 

started to play with some other guys. Gee, it‟s hard to remember. I bet it will all 

come to me after you leave or maybe tomorrow, but right now I can‟t remember the 

names. Well, there was Andrew Jefferson, I played with him and we had a kazoo 

band and that boy, Red played the kazoo. Andrew played drums, Joe Good was on 

banjo. Joe had a moving business now and I think he gave up playing music. Then 

there was this fellow Turner, they called him Stackalee, he played piano. All this 

was around the whole time, the 20‟s up to the 50‟s and such, I played with a lot of 

different bands and got to know a lot of fine musicians. 

“I got with Papa Celestin through Eddie Pierson. I went to work in Papa‟s 

band mostly for singing but I played some clarinet, too. Paul Barnes was the regular 

clarinet player for the band, but when he went away to California, I got to play. 

“Papa was worried when Polo was leaving but Eddie told him, ‟Sucks, 

Brother can play all the clarinet you want.‟ When I took a solo I saw him telling 

Eddie something and it turned out that I made him like my music.” 
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“I played at the Mardi Gras Lounge with Freddie Kohlman and them, and 

Frog Joseph, too. I don‟t think I was playing with Papa Celestin then, but I was with 

him when he died. 

“When Papa took sick, we‟d be on a job and he would take a whole tin of 

those milk of magnesia tablets because something hurt him so bad. He‟d put the 

whole tin of them in his mouth and he‟d chew them to get them down in a hurry, but 

it looked like the pain still stayed with him. 

 “After Papa died, Albert French, Louis Barbarin, Jeanette Kimball and I 

went to see Miss Sarah, his wife to ask what was going to happen with the band. 

Well, Eddie Pierson began running the band and we kept on going to all those good 

places all over in Alabama, Mississippi and Texas, playing all the jobs that Papa 

used to have. Then four years after that Eddie died and Albert French took over 

and it became Papa French‟s Band. Then we played at Dixieland Hall for Al Clark 

on Bourbon Street and it closed down and then we played at the new place on 

Chartres, Heritage Hall. Now I play at Preservation Hall.” 

 On the subject of his favorite musicians he said, “Well Clarence Ford, I like 

him a lot and Paul Barnes, he was always a real good clarinet player. Then there‟s 

Eddie Pierson, the most wonderful person, you couldn‟t find anyone else like him. 

And Frank Parker, I really like him. I sang and even played my horn with him and 

Laverne at the Blue Room. They have been my good friends for a long time. And 

Sheik, he‟s a wonderful friend, we go back a long ways, he‟s my man. 

 “Now Clarence Ford, let me tell you about him. Last time I was sick and the 

doctor and I couldn‟t play more than two hours, well Clarence he came and played 

the other two hours for me every job. I can‟t remember when it was I met him, but I 

found out later that he‟s related to the Gabriels and I know I always liked the way 

he plays his horn. He‟s a real upcoming fellow and a wonderful guy. 

 “There are a lot of other fellows but I can‟t remember all the names, swell 

fellas too, but I just can‟t remember names. 

 “Let me tell you about (Allen) Jaffe, he‟s good to me. Like when I was sick 

this time he said I could come to Preservation Hall anytime and sit in with any band. 

I sure liked sitting in with Percy and Willie Humphrey. They‟re fine gentlemen 

those brothers. You see Willie, he‟d point to me to take a solo. Not many fellas will 

do that when another man is just sitting in but Willie does it all the time. He doesn‟t 

try to make it all himself. Then Percy would say to me, „Sing this one, Brother.‟ 

They really treat me fine. 

“I have been liking Jeanette‟s playing for a long time. She backs me up for singing 

“A Wonderful World.” She‟s the only one I want to sing it for because none of the 

other piano players know it that well except Kimball. He knows it and wants me to 

sing it. Jeanette gave him the chords so they‟re the only ones that can do it for me. 

 “And don‟t forget Louis Nelson, he always picked me up to go to the airport 

when we were going away to play with Barry Martyn. He‟s a real good friend.” 

Any attempts to get a chronological history of Brother‟s travels were lost in the 

shuffle. The conversation went like this: “When did you leave New Orleans for the 

first time?” 
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 “Well I went to Nassau in the Bahama Islands, it was with Papa French and 

we played for the Bigson Company. They sold frost free refrigerators and had this 

big convention and we played at the airport when people came in and went out, but 

I can‟t remember when it was.” 

 “Was that the first time you went out of the country?” 

 “No, I went out before that. I should be able to think of those things but I‟m 

not sure of any years and all that. I didn‟t keep any dates on those jobs in my mind. 

“I can tell you where I went by myself a lot. Toronto, Canada. The boys would send 

me a ticket and I‟d go and play with them. That was not too long ago, just before I 

joined Barry Martyn‟s Band and then I went all over in England and France and 

Germany and those place with Barry.” 

 Brother played with Barry until his recent illness. His doctor forbids travel 

now. For a few weeks after his discharge from the hospital he sat in at Preservation 

Hall and was paid for a night‟s work, even if he stayed for only a set or two. Once he 

was well enough to work full time, he started playing regularly with Harold Dejan‟s 

band on Sunday nights and with Kid Sheik, too. 

 Brother may not remember names and dates, so what? He does remember all 

the nice things his friends have done and that‟s what really counts. 

 

Cornelius Tillman, Drummer 

by Don Marquis 

Summer, 1976 

 

While doing the basic research on Buddy Bolden, I found that very little was 

known about some of the men who played regularly with him. Since these men were 

an integral part of the story I felt it was imperative to find out as much as possible 

about them. Some, like Willie Cornish and Jimmy Johnson, were fairly easy to 

document since Cornish lived until 1942 and Johnson until 1937. But others, like 

Jefferson Mumford, Frank Lewis, William Warner and Cornelius Tillman, died 

much earlier and little was written about them. Of particular difficulty was the 

drummer, Cornelius Tillman. 

The first mention of him was in the book “Jazzmen,” published in 1939. That 

book notes him only as being a drummer with Bolden. Sam Charters, in “Jazz New 

Orleans: 1885-1957” mentioned him as one of the “younger musicians” who played 

with Bolden. “The Family Album of New Orleans jazz” by Dr. Edmond Souchon 

and Al Rose, which is the most reliable biographical sketch source for New Orleans 

musicians, only states: “TILLMAN, CORNELIUS, (drums), born: New Orleans 

about 1887. One of Buddy Bolden‟s favorite rhythm men.” 

Obviously more information was needed for my book. The search for 

Tillman is traced here to show that at this late date there are still blank spaces in the 

very early days of New Orleans jazz that can be filled in. It is with the desire to 

inspire more research on the early musicians that this is written. Unfortunately, it is 

not always easy. It is often tedious work and there are few shortcuts. The reward is 

contributing authenticity to a history which is over-laden with repetitious errors. 
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The logical starting point (after consulting the published works which cover 

the New Orleans jazz scene between approximately 1890 to 1910), is the William 

Ransom Hogan Jazz Archives at Tulane University. There are interviews of about 

475 people directly or indirectly connected with the New Orleans jazz story housed 

in these archives as well as countless other items which are indispensable to any 

serious jazz scholar. There are maybe twenty-five interviews which contain 

information pertinent to the Bolden saga. There are references to Tillman as being 

Bolden‟s drummer by no more than five or six interviewees. Details on him, 

however, is lacking. There are no descriptions of his playing, nor are there any 

physical descriptions. There are only remembrances from those who saw the band 

or played with the band that Cornelius Tillman was the drummer. 

The next stop was to the Louisiana Division on the third floor of the New 

Orleans Public Library, headed by Collin Hamer, Jr. Many of the city‟s vital 

statistics records are available on microfilm there as well as old city directories and 

census records. 

Marriage records are included from 1830 to 1915. Checking marriage 

information is a three step process. First there is an index which refers one to 

microfilm reels containing the certificate which in turn refers to another set of reels 

containing the actual license. There were seventy six Tillmans in the index. I was 

able to boil this down to three directly connected with Cornelius. On January 7, 

1890, Cornelius Tillman was married to Carrie Decombe. The marriage license 

contained his signature, the parents names and the information that the ceremony 

was performed by the Reverend John W. Hilton, pastor of First Street Methodist 

Episcopal church on Dryades, corner of First Street. It also gave the names of 

witnesses and the fact that Cornelius was born in Grosse Tete, Louisiana, a village 

about 75 miles due west of New Orleans, south and across the river from Baton 

Rouge in Iberville Parish. Reverend Hilton and one of the witnesses, Johnnie Noel, 

both lived in the 600 block of South Rampart Street, a location near the old Odd 

Fellows and Masonic Hall, which is where the Bolden Band would later play for 

many dances. Tillman‟s parents were Irvin Tillman and Alice Thomas Tillman. 

From there I searched the microfilmed New Orleans City Census for 1880. 

These records are by city blocks and lack any discernible route or definite plan, but 

persistence uncovered Irvin and Alice Tillman living on Fourth Street between St. 

Patrick and South Rampart with sons George, Robert and Cornelius, all in school, 

and daughter Lettie, four years old and at home. Cornelius‟ father was born in 1845 

in Virginia; his mother was born in 1844 in Louisiana. His grandparents were born 

in Maryland with the exception of his maternal grandmother, who was born in 

Virginia. 

Cornelius was listed as eight years old (born 1872). This already refutes the 

1887 birthdate and the “younger musician” quote of Charters. 

The library contains New Orleans City Directories from 1806 to the present 

and through these I was able to find Irvin Tillman, laborer, living at 533 Dryades in 

1871. Evidently the family moved to Grosse Tete around this time as they are not 

listed again in the city directory until 1879. 
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Cornelius is first listed in 1891 as “Stableman for Luke A. Atemann 

Company at Delachaise near Baronne Street.” 

In 1897 Cornelius is listed as a driver living at 2030 Second Street. This is a 

matter of speculation but since the Second Street address is only about three blocks 

from where Buddy Bolden lived at that time (2309) First Street), it is a good guess 

that this is when and where the two men became acquainted. It would also coincide 

with Bolden‟s early musical career. Tillman is listed at 2004 Second in 1900 and is 

not listed again until 1916 (at 2912 Philip). From 1916 until 1928 Cornelius and his 

wife Carrie are listed at 2912 Philip. 

The vital statistics records and the city directories leave a lot of unanswered 

questions. For instance, no where do they state that Cornelius was a drummer for 

Buddy Bolden. They do, however, show a proximity of time and place between 

Bolden and Tillman. They also give some heretofore undiscovered information on 

Tillman‟ he was noted in the census as being “Black” rather than “Mulatto.” It 

gives his age and his background and, later, marriage certificates of two of his 

daughters enabled the research to be carried further. Lettie, born 1890, was 

married to Clarence Fletcher in 1909. Viola, born 1894, was married to Welton 

Gray in 1910. Another daughter, Alice, was born around 1896, and a son, Cornelius 

Jr. was born around 1900. 

A search through more recent files in the Public Library obituary files 

showed through the deaths of Lettie and Cornelius Jr., that there were relatives still 

living as late as 1976. 

Using the last listing of Cornelius Tillman in 1928 as a lead, I poured through 

cemetery ledgers and found the final chapter on him. He died on February 16, 1928 

and was buried in the vault of the Cotton Screwmen at Lafayette Cemetery No. 

Two. 

There was no mention of Tillman in any musical memoirs other than that he 

played drums for Bolden. I was unable to find any mention of him playing with any 

other band. This, coupled with the fact that he was listed as laborer, driver, and 

screwman in the city directories from 1891 through 1928, lead me to the conclusion 

that he was probably not a particularly strong or well-schooled drummer and that 

he did not continue his musical sideline for very long after Bolden was no longer 

playing (sometime late in 1906). 

Further research through New Orleans Police Department Arrest Records 

brought out another side of Tillman. He was evidently a heavy drinker. On 

September 6, 1904 he was arrested for being drunk at Lincoln Park. In 1916 he was 

again arrested for a hassle instigated by consuming a “quart bottle and a pint bottle 

of sherry wine” at 1329 Saratoga Street. 

Through the survivors listed in the obituaries of his daughter Lettie Fletcher 

and his son Cornelius Jr., I was able to locate a son-in-law and daughter still living 

in New Orleans as of this date. There are no descendants still carrying the family 

name. The son-in-law and daughter were reluctant to be identified, but did lend a 

picture that is used in this article and did verify that he had played drums earlier in 

his life, but that he did not play for many years before his death. 
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One of the most frustrating “finds” in the Bolden research was spending 

months and sometimes years in tracing relatives connected with the Buddy Bolden 

story who still live but who were unwilling to admit kinship or who out and out 

refused to lend pictures or other items that would add valuable documentation to 

the book. I have tried to understand their reluctance. Sometimes things are 

“borrowed” and never returned, sometimes there is a feeling that there should be a 

healthy remuneration, and sometimes there is a strong religious belief that 

condemns the “jazz life” and wants any family connection severed from the present 

generation. Have acquiesced to family wishes in these cases, but it does not relieve 

the frustration. 

Particularly this was true in regards to the immediate Bolden family. Buddy  

Bolden has a daughter, still living, somewhere around Chicago. I was able to trace 

this down through relatives by methods similar to those used in tracing Mr. 

Tillman. They would not put me in touch with buddy‟s daughter, Bernedine, nor 

would they reveal her married name. It is possible she would not be able to tell 

much about Buddy, but she is a direct link and could help verify and pinpoint some 

important dates. 

I feel that the musical accomplishment and historical significance of Buddy 

Bolden and the men in his band, the importance of which can be verified in any 

accurate treatise covering the early days of jazz, are such that a direct relationship 

should be something to be proud of. 

The sketch of Cornelius Tillman given herein is far from complete, but it is 

much more than was known about him before and such findings helped dispel a 

sinking feeling I had in the early days of the Bolden research when several people 

told me, “You‟re about fifty years too late.” 

  

Wilbert Tillman 

(1900-1967) 

March/April, 1967 

 

When Charles Edward Smith, co-author of JAZZMEN, heard Wilbert 

Tillman playing with the late John Casimir‟s Young tuxedo Brass Band, he was 

moved to the following enthusiastic words: “The sousaphone lets out with a 

veritable roar, and when the ponderous instrument swings, it‟s something! That 

man Tillman really rides!” 

Wilbert Tillman swung that sousaphone for over twenty years, up and down 

New Orleans streets, sometimes in the joyous exuberance of a good time New 

Orleans parade, sometimes in the sad melancholy of a fellow jazzman‟s funeral. But 

now the shining brightness of his horn is dark and still. No more will the genial 

smile and the cigar-holding hand enliven a parade through the French Quarter. 

Now the brass band parades will lack a certain touch of familiarity which radiated 

from Tillman‟s personality and music. 

For forty five years, he was a professional musician, playing saxophone, 

clarinet, and trumpet before taking up the sousaphone exclusively around 1945. 

With the Eureka Brass Band, he became a popular performer in the parades 
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through the Quarter which ended with Sunday afternoon concerts at the Royal 

Gardens on Royal and Ursulines Streets. Many people didn‟t believe the sousaphone 

was a very musical instrument, until they heard the melodiousness of the Tillman 

horn. 

He passed away on February 11
th

, 1967, after making an almost miraculous 

recovery from a stroke which felled him late in August of 1964, and put him in the 

hospital for twelve weeks with a paralysis of his entire right side. Like so many New 

Orleans musicians who are counted out prematurely, Wilbert regained his strength 

and by 1966 the function of his right side returned sufficiently for him to be back on 

the parade route again! A little thinner, a little greyer perhaps, but appropriately 

playing for the Heart Fund Benefit with no apparent loss of volume or style. He 

continued to play until his final illness. 

He was buried February 16
th

, with honors befitting his station in the jazz 

world and befitting his statue in the numerous benevolent and protective societies to 

which he contributed his mighty talent. The Olympia Brass Band was accorded the 

honor of playing for his funeral, along with numerous musician-friends he had 

played with over the years. 

His legacy includes recordings with Punch Miller‟s Band, Dejan‟s Olympia 

Brass Band, and Johnny Casimir‟s Young Tuxedo Brass Band.200 

 

Pinky Vidacovich 

(Veteran Clarinetist & Radio Personality, is dead) 

Sept/Oct., 1966 

 

Back in 1904, the year Pinky was born, jazz was a growing, lusty infant, 

mostly indigenous of and confined to New Orleans. When Pinky died (July 5
th

, 

1966), he could look back with pride on his accomplishments in the fields of music 

and advertising. 

Born in Buras, La., his family moved to New Orleans when he was a rusty 

haired youngster of two years. In 1926, he joined the New Orleans Owls - most 

popular band of the epoch - and recorded about 19 sides for Columbia. The N. O. 

Owls were under the direction of Earl Crumb, and had recorded 4 sides in 1926, 

prior to Pinky joining the aggregation. Gradually, the original organization began 

to disintegrate and Pinky became the leader for several years, with an entirely 

different personnel. Then came the “Princeton Revellers” with Pinky as their leader. 

He played both clarinet and alto sax, and did many of their arrangements. 

In the early 1930‟s, Mr. Vidacovich joined the staff of radio station WWL in 

the Roosevelt Hotel, and became musical director of the extremely popular early-

getter-upper program called “Dawn Busters.” Two budding young stars followed 

Pinky to WWL. They were Pete Fountain and Al Hirt. Pinky not only wrote the 

script and continuity for this long-run show, but also played with the orchestra, did 

much of the arrangements and created many famous Cajun characters. Most 

recalled are “Three Horse Parley,” “Dr. Delerium Tremens Ghoul,” “Yellow Passel” 

and “The Old Sarge,” but most beloved by the French speaking Louisianians of the 

moss-hung bayou country is “Cajun Pete.” Far from taking offense at Pinky‟s 
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exploiting their peculiar accent and indigenous expressions, they loved him and 

regarded him as one of their very own. “Arizay, Arizay, Arizay,” “Got to Go Fais 

Dodo,” and “Six Buzzard Feathers” were the most popular of a startling array of 

more than 50 songs and over 4,000 radio sketches. It was the character “Cajun 

Pete” that transformed Pinky from a radio entertainer to an advertising  executive. 

He joined the Swigart Company Inc. in the early 1960s and was vice-president in 

charge of radio and TV advertising at the time of his death. 

Pinky‟s career even included the role of “Cajun Pete” in a motion picture. 

Twentieth Century-Fox‟s production, “Outbreak,” and also a stint on the Horace 

Heidt radio show. 

Magnolia Records issued several of Pinky‟s Cajun songs on 78s, while 

Capitol Records thought enough of his material and delivery to dignify him in a 12-

inch LP, which included many of his very best songs and stories. It is called “Tales 

of the Bayou.” Southland Records (Joe Mares) gave Mr. Vidacovich an entire side 

of an album called “Clarinet New Orleans Style,” wherein he is the only lead 

instrument and is backed up by an excellent rhythm section. To our way of 

thinking, this was far and away the finest he has ever done. The recording job is 

exceptional. His tone, phrasing and facility place Pinky in the category of the finest 

clarinetists produced in the Crescent City. The influence of Benny Goodman, and of 

Woody Herman during his Grammercy Five stage show clearly upon Vidacovich‟s 

playing. In plain words, he had “class.” He can also be heard on several other 

Southland records, with many, many of the top jazzmen of the N. O. Revival.” 

 

Albert Warner 

Jan/Feb., 1967 

 

Albert Warner, trombonist for the world renowned Eureka Brass Band since 

the early 1930‟s will no longer be seen or heard. This well known and beloved 75 

year old musician was one of the mainstays of the marching band. No matter how 

good his replacement will be, Warner will be sought for and missed every time the 

Eureka struts along. He was a native Orleanian and died Saturday, September the 

10
th

 at nine in the morning, at his own residence. He was buried from the Blandin 

Funeral Home, and his body was brought to the Corpus Christi Church, where a 

requiem Mass was said. He was buried in St. Louis Cemetery No. 3. 

He took up the trombone in 1912, and had his first engagement with the 

famous “Bulls Brass Band.” He later joined Louis Dumaine‟s Orchestra, as well as 

that of Eddie Jackson. In the 1920‟s he was associated with the Columbia, the 

Camelia, and Kid Rena‟s dance band. His longest affiliation has been with the 

Eureka, which was over 36 years. 

 

Trummy Young 

(An Unfinished Story) 

Summer, 1978 
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Trummy Young, the world famous trombonist, is a warm, friendly, down-to-

earth man who enjoys what he does as much now as in 1926, when he first picked up 

a trombone. Looking out from his thirteenth floor living room, one sees the sweep of 

Waikiki, where Trummy plays atop the Sheraton-Waikiki Hotel, and the blue 

Pacific beyond. It is a long way from the Yamacraw section of Savannah, Georgia 

where Trummy was born James Osborne Young on January 12, 1912. Yamacraw 

was a working class neighborhood  populated mainly by blacks, Cherokee Indians 

and Italians. Trummy‟s own ancestry is black, Cherokee and Irish. His father was a 

high school teacher, a fact which led indirectly to his career in music. 

The Yamacraw section was a rather rough and tumble place with a high rate 

of violence but Trummy was sue that “there must be better people with better 

values.” He was befriended by a Jewish family who helped instill in him a life long 

religious faith. Since 1964 he has been an ordained minister of Jehovah‟s Witnesses 

who regularly preaches and teaches. 

Savannah, a seaport, was “a good time town,” and the sounds of music were 

often in the air. In his early years, Trummy heard such stars as King Oliver, Bessie 

Smith, Ida Mae Cox and Ma Rainey. Local talent included many blues guitar 

players, church music where “they hollered and jumped all night,” and hot pianists 

such as “Eagle Eye” Shields, who went on to lead a good band in Jacksonville. 

According to Trummy, Edmond Hall played in this band and brought “Cootie” 

Williams with him from Mobile, Alabama. In addition, there were many medicine 

shows and the Rabbit Foot Minstrels, with which Zue Robertson played. Another 

Savannah visitor was “Trombone Slim,” still remembered by Trummy for the way 

he “strutted and pranced around a lot.” Yet another musical attraction which made 

a lasting impression on Trummy was the Jerkins Orphan School Band from 

Charleston, South Carolina. According to Trummy, “This was a marching band but 

they played jazz and did fancy steps.” The band‟s personnel included the young 

Jabbo Smith and a trombonist named John Nick, whose sound appealed to 

Trummy. During this time, Trummy “fooled around” with a trumpet owned by a 

neighbor boy, and also tried little things on the drums, but didn‟t own an 

instrument because, to his mother, musicians rated just below baseball players as 

time wasters. 

If you couldn‟t be a doctor or lawyer, the next best thing was to be a skilled 

artisan/contractor. Accordingly, in 1926, Trummy was sent to an industrial school 

at Rock Castle, Virginia, about forty miles up the James River from Richmond. 

Little did his mother realize that the school band would be the main attraction for 

her son, rather than the plaster and bricks. Two of his teachers had recordings of 

the Hot Five, and Trummy listened avidly to Louis and Kid Ory. He says, “My roots 

at that particular time were strictly blues . . .Louis certainly was the greatest 

influence on all musicians, not just on me. There really wasn‟t anybody else to listen 

to.” 

Trummy got his wish to play trombone in the school band. Once he had the 

instrument, his teachers would often find him practicing instead of laying bricks or 

reading blueprints, but he was, nevertheless, an outstanding student. 
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Trummy‟s musical knowledge and technique grew rapidly through these 

teenage years. In 1927 he heard recordings of Miff Mole whose facile playing made 

a strong impression on him. During summer vacations, he played around Richmond 

with the Johnson Happy Pals, led by Roy Johnson. The summer of 1928 saw the 

sixteen year old Trummy play for a week behind Bessie Smith in a Richmond 

Theatre. 

In 1930 Trummy fulfilled his mother‟s wish - he not only graduated but was 

valedictorian of his class. Appropriately, he played a trombone solo for his 

graduation and then made a bee-line for Washington, D.C., never to lay another 

brick. 

At first Trummy played small jobs around Washington and Maryland with a 

quartet led by a drummer-mortician named Earl Betters. This quickly gave way to a 

regular job with Booker Coleman‟s Hot Chocolates, a large aggregation that was 

well recognized in the area. Coleman had the habit of calling his sidemen by the 

names of their instrument . . “Bass,” “Drumface,” “Tromonesky” for a tine; then 

Tommy Miles, another bandleader, shortened it to “Trummy” and it stuck. 

Trummy was getting excellent experience while at the same time hearing and 

meeting all the top jazzmen of the day. The Hot Chocolates played the summer of 

‟31 at a pavilion in Asbury Park, New Jersey, and went on to play a week at the 

Savoy in New York. Back in Washington Trummy had a $2 a week room and no 

cares, so he spent his money on records and all his spare time practicing. When this 

writer commented on how quickly he had made the grade with good bands, 

Trummy replied, “Well, I worked awful hard at it. You know, I was playing all the 

time - whenever I was awake I was playing and jamming. We weren‟t interested in 

drinking, we just wanted to play. About that time Higgenbotham was really 

blowing, you know, and he was with Luis Russell. I had some things he made - he 

used to amaze me. He really could punch - nobody could outshout him.” 

After somewhat more than a year with Coleman, Trummy joined the Tommy 

Miles Orchestra, another large band of the Washington area which included Billy 

Eckstine, future Gene Krupa arranger Elton Hill, and arranger Jimmy Mundy, who 

was Trummy‟s good friend. A little later, Tyree Glen joined the group. After about 

a year with Miles, Trummy made the move to Chicago with Earl Hines in late 1932, 

a move in which Jimmy Mundy was instrumental, Mundy also joined Hines at this 

time. 

Working in Hines‟ Grand Terrace Orchestra added lustre to Trummy‟s 

growing reputation as he played the band‟s popular arrangements in such stellar 

company as Omer Simeon, Darnell Howard and Ray Nance. Trummy‟s recording 

debut came with the October 27, 1933 session that produced “Harlem Lament,” but 

his first recorded solo, albeit a short one, was on “Copenhagen,” recorded in 

September, 1934. There is a sense of swing, of urgency, a distinctive phrasing, and 

an edge to his tone here that still mark Trummy‟s playing today. 

The Grand Terrace was a favorite spot for other musicians and entertainers, 

thus giving Trummy a wide exposure in the ears of other professionals, and further 

boosting his reputation. Another important exposure was through the band‟s 

popular radio broadcasts on both WMAQ and WNER, making it the most heard 
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band in the land at that time. Then there were the road tours, lasting several months 

of each year and eventually taking the band into every state in the union. On one 

such trip in 1935, the band had done a show in Des Moines with vocalist Kathryn 

Perry, the Mills Brothers, and the dance team of Tip, Tap and Toe, and were on 

their way to Minneapolis when their bus was involved in a tragic accident which 

took the life of arranger Cecil Irwin and gave Trummy a broken ankle. 

In January, 1937 the Grand Terrace closed to reopen the following year at 

the former site of the Sunset Café. By mid-year, Trummy departed, at the urging of 

Ray Nance, to join the Jimmy Lunceford Orchestra, which had gained a reputation 

as one of the hottest swing bands in the country. Trummy recalls, “Lunceford was 

on top and could give me more exposure, especially in New York. 

Almost immediately upon joining Lunceford, the band‟s arranger, Sy Oliver, 

noticed Trummy, took a liking to him and began giving him quite a bit to do. There 

were opportunities for longer solos and Trummy took his first extended solo on 

record with the band‟s recording of “Annie Laurie” in November, 1937. Up to this 

time Trummy had never sung with a band. One day Sy Oliver overheard Trummy 

singing “Margie” to himself and liked what he heard. The band recorded “Margie” 

on January 6, 1938 with Trummy singing the vocal and also contributing a sizzling 

trombone solo. “Annie Laurie” and “Margie” became Swing Era classic which 

Trummy re-recorded in 1971 for time-Life records. The association of Trummy and 

Sy Oliver also led to their co-composing of “Taint What You do,” which became 

another Lunceford hit record with Trummy doing his stuff. Trummy still gets 

request for it. 

The Lunceford years for Trummy lasted until 1941, when the small group 

jazz of 52
nd

 St. in New York beckoned irresistibly. In the next few months after 

leaving Lunceford, Trummy played with various small groups but kept receiving 

offers from leaders of large bands such as Duke Ellington, Chick Webb and Charlie 

Barnet. 

Trummy accepted Barnet‟s invitation and spent about six months with 

Barnet in 1942. After this Trummy formed his own small group which he took to 

Chicago‟s Capitol Lodge for five months, and then back to New York for a stint in 

the Yacht Club on 52
nd

 St. The year 1943-47 were filled with a variety of small 

group engagements; with Tiny Grimes to back Billie Holiday, including a recording 

session; with a studio group including Stuff Smith and Mary Lou Williams that 

backed Mildred Bailey on a radio show; recordings with Buck Clayton, Dizzy 

Gillespie, Charlie Parker, and Norman Granz‟ Jazz At The Philharmonic (JATP). 

For a few months in 1945 Trummy ended a JATP tour in Toledo, Ohio which was 

then in the grip of a cold wave. He decided to seek a sunnier climate and asked for a 

ticket to Los Angeles, a destination shared by fellow JATP‟er Roy Eldridge. 

Eldridge formed a group to play at Billy Berg‟s in Hollywood and Trummy joined 

him for three weeks, along with vocalist Anita O‟Day. 

After the Hollywood job came a fateful turn in Trummy‟s life as he went to 

Hawaii with a band including Red Callender on bass, and led by C. P. Johnson. 

When the Johnson band departed from Honolulu, Trummy stayed behind and 

married Sally Tokashiki, who is still Mrs. Young. 
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For the next five years Trummy led small combos in Honolulu, at the Brown 

Derby and Gibson‟s Upstairs Bar, which were Hawaii‟s jazz oasis. It was at the 

latter venue in 1951 that this writer first heard and met Trummy, who was leading a 

very hot quintet in which the pianist, Kenny Whitson, played cornet in a pre-

Armstrong, punching style. The drummer, a native of the islands who was to go on 

to considerable fame, was Danny Barcelona. The music not only filled the Gibson‟s 

Bar premises but carried across the street to the patrons of the Alexander Young 

Hotel, causing pain to some but pleasure to many more. 

In early 1952 the Louis Armstrong All-Stars played at Honolulu‟s Brown 

Derby and, quite naturally, spent all their spare time at Gibson‟s, about three blocks 

away. This writer vividly recalls Louie‟s night off, when he came to hear Trummy. 

Louie not only sat in, which he seldom did then, but several of the other All-Stars 

joined Trummy‟s group to make an 11-piece combination, jamming, parading, and 

gyrating on “Little Coquette” and “The Saints” until the ecstatic players and 

listeners alike were exhausted and literally drained of emotion. Even the piano was 

rocking and swaying with Marty Napoleon at the keyboard. It was not long after 

this that Trummy received a telegram asking him to join Louis Armstrong‟s All-

Stars. He accepted with alacrity and stayed with Louie for twelve history-making 

years, playing concerts all over the world and making many records for which jazz 

lovers will always be grateful. 

Even though Louie and Trummy liked and respected each other‟s style, there 

were so little adjustments to be made. Trummy credits Louie with teaching him 

some valuable lessons, some of which Louie had learned from Joe Oliver and Kid 

Ory, especially with regard to the trumpet playing the melody, and keeping the 

melody going without using too many notes, while the trombone supplies the 

harmony and plays the fills. Reflecting on this recently, Trummy said, “I never did 

copy any trombone player I my life. I didn‟t plan it that way; it‟s just the way it 

happened. I listened to the other guys but who I really copied was Louie. And 

having done this, I had a little problem getting together with Louie because I was 

playing a lot of the same things he was playing. Also, I was playing just as high as 

Louie. But I knew what he wanted and I knew I could give it to him. I sometimes 

played a second part to Louie, like a second trumpet. But I didn‟t copy any other 

trombonist because I didn‟t want to be the second best at something. I used different 

lines under Louie from all his other trombonists. It was exciting all the time - we 

inspired one another. We had lots of great nights. Louie was always up. he was truly 

a genius.” 

A musical pinnacle was attained rather early in Trummy‟s tenure with Louie 

when they made the W. C. Handy album in 1954. This was and is universally 

acclaimed a landmark record in jazz history. Even Handy himself was delighted and 

said he had never heard his music performed with such power and beauty and 

originality. Trummy‟s solos are as gutsy and virile as one could wish for - listen to 

“St. Louis blues,” “Long Gone,” or “Ole Miss” - while his obbligatos behind Louie‟s 

vocals are in good taste and imaginative. Finally, in the out choruses, Trummy‟s 

„bone boots the band along while Louie gloriously leads the way. This album alone 

would assure Trummy‟s place in jazz as a trombonist of the first rank. 
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The period of the middle „50s, when Edmond Hall brought his very woody 

New Orleans clarinet to the All-Star front line, produced several concert and studio 

recordings that are in a class by themselves for swing, delicacy of expression, and 

perfect balance in the front line. Trummy and Ed Hall were very dear friends and 

thought like musical twins. The Ambassador Satchmo album, recorded on tour in 

Europe in 1955, is a representative sample of this extraordinary from tine, and one 

which Trummy personally treasures. In a different vein, he also looks back fondly 

on recording such jazz/pop hits as “Blueberry Hill,” “Mack the Knife,” and “Hello 

Dolly.” 

In 1964 Trummy‟s wife, Sally, became ill and he left the All--Stars. After 

spending a few months in Los Angeles, the Youngs returned to Hawaii with the 

knowledge that Sally had cancer. She responded to treatment, made a full recovery, 

and is still Trummy‟s number one fan. Back in Hawaii, where jazz jobs can be 

scarce, it took some time for Trummy to find a new niche. Meanwhile, he played 

with local groups, particularly Ken Alford‟s Hawaii Dixie Cats. Then he played in a 

quartet led by Chick Floyd, a pianist. This was followed by a long run with a group 

of his own at the Shell Bar of the Hawaiian Village Hotel and several years of 

leading the Sunday afternoon sessions at the Village‟s Garden Bar, situated on 

Waikiki Beach. 

The Barden Bar was the scene of many happy and musically memorable 

sessions when visiting jazzmen, some from Trummy‟s past, would drop by to jam. 

The regular fare was always exciting but sometimes there was lagniappe provided 

by the Rube Braff Quartet, Kid Ory, Matty Matlock, the Yoshio Toyamas from 

Japan, Trummy‟s old mentor, Earl Hines, and many less famous but capable 

musicians.  

In late 1971, Trummy opened the Hanohano Room atop the new Sheraton-

Waikiki Hotel with a quartet consisting of piano/organ, bass, and drums, in addition 

to himself. The music is jazz but with a restraint and elegance befitting the 

surroundings. The repertoire consists of current pop hits, perhaps a Beatle tune, 

some old standards like “Lazy River, “ a few things from his Armstrong years, some 

blues, and a couple of Latin numbers, but all of it undergoes a magical 

metamorphosis that makes it pure Trummy. On rare occasions, as when Yoshio 

Toyama and his Dixieland Saints dropped in, Trummy lets the music rip, to the 

delight even of the hotel employees. Other visitors who‟ve found their way there 

include Alvin Alcorn, Lawrence Welk, Chet Atkins and Leon Rene, which indicates 

the breadth of Trummy‟s appeal. In 1974 Trummy recorded his first album under 

his own name, “A Man and His Horn,” with several local musicians. He has played 

at Dick Gibson‟s Colorado jazz party numerous times but turned down other 

engagements because of his commitment at the Hanohano Room, where he is still 

packing them in after six and a half years. In May, 1977 Trummy was the official 

host for the first annual KOOL Pacific jazz Fair, a week long event organized by 

George Wein of Newport fame. Trummy not only hosted the event, he played some 

of its most sonorously appealing (“Mood Indigo,” with Barney Bigard in the 

moonlight) as well as driving, stomping jazz (“Struttin‟ With Some Barbecue,” with 

Hines, Milt Hinton, and other old pros). For those who weren‟t lucky enough to be 
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there, Trummy recorded an album in a Honolulu studio with some of his favorite 

musicians from the festival. This album, under Trummy‟s leadership, is available 

through Flair Records of Honolulu, or direct from Trummy. 

Looking back, some of the other trombonists Trummy admired were Jimmy 

Harrison, Vic Dickenson (“He doesn‟t play loud but he has his own style.”), and 

Charlie “Big” Green (“He was one of the finest blues trombonists I ever heard.”) He 

says, “Blues seems to be the roots of jazz.” On different styles, Trummy says he is 

reminded of Ory once telling a San Francisco reporter that “there is only two kinds 

of music - good and bad.” So aspiring musicians should “listen to all good music and 

try to work out their own style. Learn as much as possible and practice for good 

technique.” 

 

Johnny Wiggs 

(Self-Explained) 

Spring, 1977 

 

My name is John Wiggington Hyman. I was born on July 25, 1899 in New 

Orleans where I spent half of my early life at 1115 Henry Clay Avenue. I was lucky 

enough to have attended LaSalle School, at that time the best school in New Orleans. 

My mother, Alice, was a beautiful woman of Welsh descent; my father, a son of 

William Bryan Hyman, chief Justice of the Louisiana Supreme Court, and related to 

William Jennings Bryan, was half German and half Spanish. New Orleans, you 

know. 

My cousin, Hyman Mithoff, much older than I, played a mandolin, the first 

instrument I had any contact with. I asked my mother to get me one when I was 

about seven years old. When I found that I could play anything I wanted by ear I 

quit taking lessons. A little later on, a schoolmate, Bill Wright, had a violin which 

has the same fingering as a mandolin. I kept my promise to study harder in school 

and my mother bought a violin for me. I studied with Bill‟s teacher, Madame 

Tuscani on Louisiana Avenue, but soon found lessons a bore and I stopped them. I 

played music with three boys in the neighborhood, Earl Crumb, Herbert and 

Manship Smith. They played ukulele and guitar. When I was about 10 years old I 

would go over to the home of another schoolmate, Hugh Smith, and look longingly 

at his father‟s beautiful silver-plated Conn cornet. I just had to have a cornet. My 

mother said absolutely not. She did not want me to be a professional musician. She 

always said that professional artists starved to death in attics. My father was more 

sympathetic and he even got me a bugle. Finally, my mother agreed I could have a 

cornet if I paid for it myself so I saved my allowance, did without ice cream cones 

and candy and I studied the pages of Sears Roebuck catalogues every night. I sent 

for their cheapest cornet - $6.95. I learned the fingering from the instruction 

pamphlet and pretty soon I was bothering all the neighbors. Actually, I played 

pretty well. 

One of my classmates was Wingy Manone. He had his right arm cut off by a 

streetcar that ran in front of his house and, later, he played alto horn in an Italian 

kids‟ band by tucking his horn under his left arm and fingering with his left hand. 
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His family lived behind a fruit stand his father owned, on Hurst Street near 

Audubon Park. There was a saloon on the corner of his block. Wingy and I 

practiced together and when we could play a few tunes we would go down to the 

saloon and, on the outside, we would play our tunes. Out would come coins - pennies 

and nickels. We thought that was grand! 

When I was 12 we moved to Ocean springs, Miss. Where my father bought a 

farm. He had been taken in on a couple of big business deals and had had all he 

could stand. Why he did not keep the land in Jefferson Parish which had belonged 

to his father, I‟ll never know. It was a strip of land which ran from the Mississippi 

River to Lake Pontchartrain - miles and miles of it - and is now Causeway 

Boulevard! He sold it in 1910 to a politician, for $10,000. Oh well. 

In Ocean Springs, a beautiful place, I played violin with every hillbilly band 

that would let me sit in, way back in the woods. Later a man named Kotson who 

said he played cornet with Sousa came to town and organized a brass band. I 

couldn‟t read but a man who played in the band and ran a livery stable taught me to 

read and I joined Kotson‟s band. We played weekly concerts in the summer and I 

continued to play violin and cornet with hillbilly bands. 

I was 15 when my father had a stroke. We moved back to New Orleans and 

stayed with my cousin in Audubon Boulevard, near the old Tulane University 

Gymnasium. Soon after my father died I found a job but kept up with my music. I 

looked up old schoolmates, found new musical friends and all this led to the 

Invincibles String Band, a very good outfit. There was Bill Kleppinger, the best 

mandolin player I ever heard, and Monk Smith on guitar, Harry Farrar, piano, 

Frank Farrar, violin and I played violin. We played parties just for the fun of it. 

When I was 16 I heard Joe Oliver‟s band for the first time at a scrip dance I 

had stumbled on, at the Tulane Gym, near my house. I just could not believe my 

ears. It was something I had never heard before and it was very, very great. Oliver 

had Johnny Dodds on clarinet, Kid Ory, trombone, Johnny St. Cyr, guitar, Clarence 

Williams, piano and the greatest drummer I ever heard - Happy Bolton. Paul 

Barbarin told me later that Happy Bolton was his inspiration and teacher. 

Joe Oliver played much better at that time than he did years later on 

recordings made in Chicago. As a matter of fact, his records do not sound like him 

at all. He sounded a great deal like Louis Armstrong, when I heard him in 1916. 

When he reached Chicago he began playing arrangements, and that must have 

stiffened him up. Louie always said that Oliver was his teacher and his inspiration. 

It certainly is obvious. Louie did most of his best recordings in small and loose 

bands in Chicago. 

At those Gym dances the boys would make a buffer zone around the band so 

the girls could not hear what Happy Bolton was singing - and he was singing the 

dirtiest songs ever! Bill Kleppinger, Monk Smith and I would stand before Joe‟s 

band all night and listen and observe, while the other boys were dancing with the 

pretty girls. 

In 1917 the Original Dixieland Jazz Band released their first record on 

Victor. This was too much for the Invincibles and we began to yearn to play “real 

jazz.” Monk got a saxophone. We added Earl Crumb on drums (he had observed 
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Happy Bolton very closely), Harry Farrar on piano, Frank Farrar on violin, and I 

played cornet. This was really the beginning of what later on turned out to be the 

New Orleans Owls band. I played with this combination for a couple of years. 

Another of the first groups I played with did not last very long. It was composed of 

Earl Crumb, drums, Percy McKay on trombone, I think, and Thompson McKay on 

bass fiddle and clarinet, Percy‟s sister on piano, and I was on cornet. About this 

time I began to get personally ambitious. 

I was working days so I had to go to night school. When the Owls band was 

organized I had to turn down Earl Crumb‟s invitation to play cornet because I 

couldn‟t keep my job, attend Law School classes at Loyola University and play in a 

band. 

In 1919 I went to New York for the summer, returned to New Orleans for the 

Fall semester, and changed jobs. Reporting for the New Orleans Item interested me. 

They gave me the Federal beat. Eventually I changed over to Tulane University and 

took classes, after three o‟clock, which would help me with newspaper work. I had 

my share of big stories at the Item and once the city editor took me out to dinner but 

I got scooped by the opposition once because I was at my Tulane classes, so I lost my 

newspaper job and had to quit Tulane. 

I wanted to see the British Isles so I got a job as a messboy and headed for 

England. Lucky for me the ship stopped at all the important ports. I was thrilled. 

On the return trip the ship landed at Charleston, S.C. Another sailor and I headed 

for New York on bicycles, and later by hitchhiking. 

When I got to New York I stayed with friends while I tried to find a 

newspaper job. One of the editors put me onto something that was so obvious that I 

feel dumb in relating it. He wanted to know why I wanted to be a reporter. He 

questioned me carefully and with feeling. I told him I loved literature, that I had 

decided to be a reporter and, eventually, a writer. He wanted to know if writing had 

bubbled out of me since childhood. No, it had not. He was smart and he advised me 

to search myself for something that had flowed out of me uncontrollably since 

childhood. This was the kind of advice I had needed all my life. I was away from the 

influence of my family and able to think clearly. Music. That was the one thing that 

had consumed me all of my life. I decided to give up everything and study music. I 

played a number of instruments but I knew I was going to have to read music well if 

I was going to make it my profession. After a year of study and several 

disappointments in jobs, I had to return to New Orleans. 

Violin jobs were scarce and only experienced men were wanted. Earl Crumb 

saved me again. He asked me to take Dick Mackie‟s place. Dick, only 16 at the time, 

played a beautiful Louie style but his father thought the job - five hours a night at 

the old Grunwald Hotel - was interfering with his school work. The $50 a week pay 

was very good money for 1925. 

When this job gave out, bandleader Norman Brownlee asked me to take 

Emmett Hardy‟s place. Emmet was dying of tuberculosis. Brownlee had no steady 

work but lots of spot jobs; it was a living. His was the best band in the city. A 

strange thing happened one night. The New Orleans Rhythm Kings had returned 

from Chicago, thinking they could make a go of it in their native city. Nothing of the 
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kind! New Orleans could care less for the second most famous band in jazz history. 

They could get no jobs here but picked up a few jobs on the Gulf Coast and it was 

not long before they fell apart. Well, one night Brownlee hired Leon Rappolo, the 

NORK clarinet player. I had heard a lot about him and was eager to play with him. 

He was playing, and it was first class clarinet playing all right, and I was waiting for 

something to happen. But I found that I was already playing with a master, Harry 

Shields who was the finest clarinet man I ever heard. He was the regular clarinet 

man in Brownlee‟s band. 

Next I played trumpet with Dee Laroque‟s band at Beverly Gardens for over 

a year. Then I went with Happy Schilling‟s band for another year. I found another 

steady job with Jimmy Maguire and while working with him I got a chance to make 

a Victor record. I put together the best band in the city and we made a record in 

1927, the best record I ever made. No one ever paid any attention to it. The tunes 

were Alligator Blues and Ain’t Love Grand. In this outfit were Monk Hazel on 

drums, Hilton (Nappy) Lamarre on guitar (he was with the Bobcats later), Horace 

Diaz on piano (he was wonderful!), Charlie Hartman on trombone (he was another 

Miff Mole), Elery Maser on clarinet (the Pee Wee Russell of New Orleans), and I 

was on trumpet. New Orleans is certainly a discouraging city for jazz musicians. My 

mother was right. 

Peck Kelly, the famous pianist, had a job in a hotel in Shreveport, La. And he 

sent for me. In his band I met the most fantastic guitar man: Snoozer Quinn. He 

later joined Paul Whiteman, and he played with the best: Bix, Jack Teagarden, 

Frank Trumbauer, Joe Venuti, the Dorseys, et al. He recorded with those men but 

Fate was determined that his work should be suppressed. He even made another 

Singing the Blues with Bix, which Columbia promptly lost. He could still play, 

though and I felt I must save this man for posterity so I took my little recording 

machine to the hospital and cut 12 tunes with him, under the most dreadful 

conditions. Snoozer had advanced tuberculosis at the time. Years later the tunes 

were released on the Fat Cat label, (104). Fat Cat McRee‟s address is Box 458, 

Manassas, Va. 

After Peck‟s job ended I joined a vaudeville band on the Loew‟s circuit. We 

played all the large cities in the Eastern part of the United States and Canada; when 

we reached New York City we played what is known as the subway circuit; Long 

Island, Brooklyn, the Bronx, and all the Loew‟s houses in greater New York. This 

was 1927. While playing on Long Island, some fellow - I can‟t remember his name - 

heard me play and followed the band all over the circuit. He must have been 

important in jazz and he evidently spread my name around because all day long the 

telephone would ring in my hotel with offers from big name bands. Ross Gorman 

wanted me to take the place of Red Nichols of the California Ramblers, with Pee 

Wee Russell, and Hal Kemp, but all they wanted to pay was $75 a week. I was 

making that in vaudeville. A bird in the hand, you know .. My band was happy with 

me so, why make a change? Later I was sorry I had not taken some of those offers. 

That fellow said the reason he liked me was that although I played similar to Bix 

there was a good smear of New Orleans in my style. He took me to Vic Berton‟s 

apartment. I had never heard of him and did not know that he was managing Bix‟s 
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band, nor that he was a very fine symphony drummer who was equally good in a 

jazz band. Vic played some records and we talked of famous jazz names. 

After a few months we had used up the Subway circuit and the job was over. 

I was eager to get back to New Orleans and when I returned I found a job in the 

instrumental department of Werlein‟s Music Store, days. Nights, I worked with 

Tony Parenti. He had a big name and he had steady work. I was married by then 

and it took two jobs to pay the bills. When Tony‟s job was over I did spot jobs for a 

while and then worked for Ellis Stratakos and his big Bob Crosby type band on the 

Jung Hotel Roof, for about 18 months. This was followed by another lengthy job at 

Suburban Gardens with Earl Crumb‟s outfit. 

I quit playing music and went back to Loyola University to get a music 

degree, all the time working at my Werlein‟s job. When I heard that the New 

Orleans School Board had an opening for a music teacher I applied for and got the 

job with the understanding I would get the degree in music. So I had to leave 

Werlein‟s. I organized a band in every elementary school in the city! 

Soon I organized my own band and the State Band and Orchestra School 

was born. Eventually most of the children who studied music in New Orleans at that 

time passed through this school, about 300 kids a week. Pete Fountain, George 

Girard, Joe Rotis, Milton Bush who is the director of the Summer Pops now, and 

Sam Butera - who is a movie actor and who played saxophone with Louie Prima for 

a long time. No, really - he‟s a fine clarinetist and saxophone player. And there were 

others. 

So there I was, with the School Board, running my own school, and going to 

Loyola at night. The work on my music degree dragged on for seven years. All this 

was a very heavy load to carry and the strain caused me to drink too much. After a 

long Labor Day holiday weekend with a bunch of musicians, playing and drinking, 

at Pass Christian, Miss., I was in a bad way when I returned home. My doctor 

warned me I was headed for a heart attack and the graveyard, and he ordered me to 

give up drinking and smoking and two of my three jobs. 

I gradually closed down the State Band and Orchestra School and studied 

architecture and mechanical drawing at Tulane because I wanted to teach these 

subjects, and did, at Fortier High School in the early 1940s. Two years later I was 

transferred to Warren Easton High School to head the department, but soon music 

began to gnaw at me again and I thought I‟d like to get a radio job, with my band. I 

organized one about 1944, a very fine band. Armand Hug, piano, Chink Martin, 

bass, Monk Hazel, drums Bujie Centobie, clarinet, Julian Laine, trombone, and I 

played cornet, of course. We made five records (I still have them), and they 

impressed my friend Ted Fonteliue at Station WSMB so much he put us to work 

there, without a sponsor. 

Ted sent a copy of the records to New York and we were offered a job on the 

Adams Hat program but the next day Armand‟s wife told him that he could not 

leave New Orleans, and we stayed on at WSMB, sponsored by Pontchartrain Beach 

Amusement Park. We made lots of acetate records at WSMB in 1944 and 1945, 

which I still have. We even made some records for BBC and they were so pleased 
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with them that I sent their representatives to the Two Wing Temple here to hear 

and record the wonderful singing and guitar playing of the Reverend Utah Smith. 

There was no jazz to be heard in the French Quarter. The old jazzmen whose 

instruments fit into hillbilly bands were playing that kind of music. New Orleans 

thought that jazz had just plain gone out of style. There was an organization called 

the National Jazz Foundation, and I innocently tried to get publicity through these 

people but I learned that this fine group had no use for local musicians. No, they 

had to have big names like Benny Goodman, Condon, Louie. They spent thousands 

of dollars on these bands while the New Orleans musicians stayed buried under 

rocks. Most of the public didn‟t even know there was a band on WSMB. The only 

solution was to form an organization which would help the many good jazzmen in 

the city. However, I did not do anything about it until the radio station job had 

given out. 

Orin Blackstone had opened a jazz record shop in the 400 block of Baronne 

Street. jazz lovers flocked there and made a club house out of it. Finally, on 

February 15 (21), 1948, Mardi Gras, it happened. Some of us were walking along 

with the Zulu parade. That was the only way we could hear good jazz. I suggested to 

the others, Gilbert Erskine, Al Diket and Don Perry, that we form a New Orleans 

Jazz organization that could help the local musicians. I said if each of us were to call 

up our friends who liked jazz we may be able to start this organization. I was 

gratified at the number of people who attended the first meeting. They were 

enthusiastic. The club was going to be a success. After a year it fell apart. I was 

distressed. I met Myra Menville at Blackstone‟s Record Shop. She was eager to help 

put the Club back together. I thought if I could be elected president until the thing 

got going I‟d then turn the office over to a more capable man. I was, and with the 

help of Myra we got the Club rolling again (sic). This time for good. 

You know, in New Orleans everything that succeeds has got to be social. So 

we got some socialites in and began to attract attention, and on and on the Club 

went. From New Orleans to other cities and even to other countries. 

Before I forget, I would like to give my opinion on a subject which I think is 

misunderstood by a great number of people in this city. To begin with, in my 

opinion, Bix is the only musician who created a separate and distinct jazz style. The 

Dorseys, Joe Venuti, Snoozer Quinn, Miff Mole, Red Nichols, Benny Goodman, 

Bobby Hackett, Jimmy McPartland - but why name names? Let us just say that the 

whole East coast and the Middle West were influenced by his style. I know this. I am 

77 (at this taping), one year older than Louis Armstrong. I saw the start of the 

Wolverines, and before that there was no good jazz music in the country, except Joe 

Oliver and Louis Armstrong. Other bands had various weaknesses. The original 

Wolverines, without Bix, would not have been noticed at all. 

Later on it was a different story. I don‟t mean to take one thing away from 

Louie Armstrong. He took the Joe Oliver style and made something unbelievable 

out of it; and I think he was the greatest jazzman that ever lived. But Bix was 

incredible. To this day, I just can‟t believe it! Bix pulled his style right out of the 

sky. He would sit in front of the Joe Oliver band, with Louie in it, enjoy it 

immensely yet not one phrase or lick did he ever get from them. I used to stand in 
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front of Joe Oliver‟s band every Saturday night and I could not get home quick 

enough to apply what I had learned. Louie did much the same. Not Bix. He let the 

hand-mute with this lovely tone go by. He played almost always open horn. I think 

the only time he ever used a mute was when Whiteman demanded it of him. And 

you hear people belittle players who copy other musicians. I‟m sorry, people, but the 

only one I ever heard who did not copy other people was Bix. 

Anyway, it is impossible to copy another style exactly. The influence is 

obvious but the YOU is bound to come through. Witness Louie‟s imitation of Joe 

Oliver, Bobby Hackett and Jimmy McPartland, of Bix, Fazola and Raymond Burke, 

of Benny Goodman. And so on, infinitum. Bix, at a very early stage in his life, 

invented a new jazz style, full blown, perfect in every respect, and laid it out before 

the people. It was jazz, but it was a very pretty version. That was the difference. It 

took some musicians a long time to realize that Bix was playing a very fine type of 

jazz. This delightful musician, this Edna St. Vincent Millay, this Rupert Brooke, this 

A. E. Houseman of jazz. 

Now, to get back, after a couple of years the WSMB job ended and the band 

broke up, but we played occasionally. We opened the Parisian Room on Royal 

Street one afternoon a week, hoping that a different band would get a chance. But 

no. The management took it over and ran it to their own advantage, using only one 

band. I found a job one night a week at an eat-and-drink place on Canal Boulevard 

and here, during the dancing, we made an LP. After this, with the help of Myra, I 

got a job at the St. Charles Hotel. All this time I was teaching at Warren Easton 

High School. This band was an excellent group composed of Tom Brown, trombone, 

and the first man to take white jazz out of New Orleans; Harry Shields, possibly the 

best clarinet man alive at that time; Stanley Mendelson on piano, who sounded like 

he came straight out of Lulu White‟s; Ray Bauduc on drums, and myself. We made 

another LP with this group but New Orleans could take it or leave it. 

You out of town people, have no illusions about the natives of New Orleans. 

They care nothing about the great jazz and the majority of people here don‟t know 

anything about it. You‟d think that the one art America was responsible for and 

which was created or, at least shaped, right here would stimulate more interest in 

the subject. Europe appreciated it. There are more good jazz bands in Europe than 

in America. 

One night a young man came to the St. Charles Hotel. He was from New 

York and he was delighted with our band. After several hours, I asked him if he 

didn‟t want to go to the French Quarter and hear some other music. No sir! This 

was the kind of music he liked. He said there were so few bands in this country 

playing this style that he did not expect to find another band in New Orleans like it. 

Many other visitors raved about that band. 

I would like to say what a pleasure it has been to play with Raymond Burke. 

He is a perfect gentleman in every respect - thoughtful, kind, and considerate. He is 

also one of the top jazz clarinetists of America. I first met George Finola, when he 

was 17 years old. He would sit in with my band and I thought his technique was 

remarkable. He also loved Bix and was influenced by him. I warmed up to him 

immediately. George was going to Vanderbilt University and played in a jazz band 
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there, and a little around New Orleans. He got a job at the Jazz Museum, and later 

returned to Chicago where he played with Art Hodes. Now he is back here, leading 

his own fine band. For several years he had had a one night gig in Philadelphia and 

I went along with him sometimes. I count him as one of my good friends. George 

Kay, who is known to most of your through The Second Line, is also a good friend of 

mine. He is a delightful fellow, kind and thoughtful. He had to up and move to 

Florida! 

Bill Russell is beloved by all jazz musicians who know him. One of the finest 

recording engineers who can make the most astounding records on very ordinary 

equipment, he also plays violin in a first rate ragtime orchestra. He is now in 

Europe, as I tape this; I am awaiting his return to transfer some records from 

acetate to tape. 

One of these records is an LP record we made of Papa Laine was a bass 

drum and cymbal player - the first man there is any record of in jazz history. He 

was very prominent in the early days of New Orleans, playing for picnics, at 

Milneburg, and for Carnival parades, etc. The city looked to him any time there was 

any need for jazz, only he called it ragtime. He would have five or six bands under 

his direction in a parade at one time and his musicians included the Brunies boys, 

Chink Martin, a delightful old bass player, Yellow Nunez, a clarinetist, Tom Brown 

on trombone, and every good jazzman in town. I should include Larry Shields, too. I 

think he, Papa Laine, was about 80 when I first knew him. I got the idea of trying 

him out in a band to see if he could still play. We had several rehearsals beforehand 

and then he was added. He had not played in possibly 40 or50 years but he sat down 

and played about the best bass drum and cymbals I ever heard - so we cut an LP 

record. 

Now one of my “good friends” who did not have the initiative to put a band 

together with Papa Laine was highly indignant. He went to the Musicians‟ Union 

and demanded that they do something about it. This was the second “good turn” 

this friend had done to me. The Union called the whole band before the board and 

in spite of the fact that I told them we were just trying out Jack Laine to see whether 

or not he could still play, and that if he could we were going to get him in the union 

or get a sit-in, the union took away the tapes and held them for about 15 years. Papa 

Laine died long ago. 

Al Rose has written widely about jazz, and he writes the most interesting 

liner notes. I have made many LPs for him. 

Bob Greene, the modern day Jelly Roll Morton, is a delight to play with; he 

is sure of rhythm, solid as a metronome, and plays the most delightful left hand you 

ever heard. Whenever I played with  him I always reverted to the Joe Oliver style. 

He keeps busy playing all over the country and in Europe, and he records for 

Victor. I met and played with Cliff Leeman, the drummer, at Manassas, Va. He is 

the closest thing to Happy Bolton (of the Joe Oliver days), yet he never heard him 

play. I have always felt that a drummer could make or break a band. Butz Massicot 

is a drummer who gives his all to a band; he knows how to back up the ensemble 

and exactly how to back you up on a solo. I‟m just sorry I didn‟t meet him earlier in 
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my musical career. He was buried in a band in the Roosevelt Hotel here for years, 

and we met shortly before I was forced to retire because of ill health. 

Von Gammon was much the same kind of drummer as Butz. Von took 

Bauduc‟s place in my St. Charles Hotel band. Incidentally, the lovely old hotel has 

been torn down by an idiot. That job at the St. Charles Hotel was the last steady job 

I ever had. After that it was catch-as-catch-can. 

Jeff Riddick - now there‟s a piano man! Old Preacher Jeff, the best orchestra 

man in town. He plays almost exactly like that wonderful orchestra man, Claud 

Hopkin, and neither one has heard the other. 

I forgot to say that when I went to Station WSMB I had to change my name 

because the School Board would not permit anybody to play that bad old music 

called jazz, so I used the first part of my middle name and called myself Johnny 

Wiggs. I‟m thankful that before I die I had the chance to put together a jazz band 

that was perfect in every respect. It included Jeff Riddick on piano, Clive Wilson, 

second cornet, Raymond Burke, clarinet, Butz Massicot, drums, Chink Martin, 

string bass, Jack Delaney, trombone, and the great guitar man, Leslie Muscutt. We 

played for the New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival at the Fairgrounds, in 1974. I 

will never forget the monthly jam session meetings of the New Orleans Jazz Club; 

we made a few LPs, played a few dances. I played for the annual Manassas Jazz 

Festivals and made records there. I was invited to the Bix Festival but by this time I 

was in my 70s and my health began to give out. I had to send my regrets. I am now 

77 and I have been ill for a few years - (angina, etc.), and I have not played for - too 

long. 

 

Chester Zardis 

by Mona MacMurray 

Summer, 1982 

 

Watching Chester Zardis as he sits on a tall stool in Preservation Hall, 

slapping that big bass, his right leg kicking out and up as though it were connected 

to his wrist by a string, making it swing to the beat of the music, it‟s hard to believe 

that he‟s 82 years old and recuperating from a recent heart attack. 

Except for a cousin, Gus Green who “was a pretty good bass player and had 

a pretty nice band back around about 1924,” no one else in Chester‟s family was 

interested in music. In fact, his mother was so much against his playing music that 

he took lessons in secret and left his secretly-bought bass at his teacher‟s home for a 

long time. 

Listen to him tell it, “My mom didn‟t want me to learn, but I told her I would 

learn anyhow and I went with Mr. Billy Marrero. He‟s the father of John, Eddie, 

Lawrence and Simon. Mr. Billy told me, „Chester, I can learn you, I got a nice little 

bass I can sell you for five dollars. I want you to buy that bass; I said, OK, Mr. Billy, 

I‟ll buy the bass; so he got it and fixed it up and put the strings on it and I gave him 

the five dollars and told him I didn‟t want to take the bass home because my mom 

didn‟t want me to play music. So I left the bass at his house. He was living down on 

Spain and Villere at the time. I liked that bass because it was little and just fit me. 
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“I‟d be going to school, I was going to Marigny School on Marigny between 

Villere and Urquhart, so I‟d go in the morning early by Mr. Billy and get some 

lessons, and in the evenings, too. I was about 13 or 14 then. I‟d stay late at Mr. 

Billy‟s before going home from school and my mom asked where I had been and I 

told her I‟d been playing. I was playing all right - the music! 

“My brother found out that I was taking lessons from Mr. Billy and he went 

and told my mom but she didn‟t believe him.” 

There were six boys and a girl in the Zardis family; only Chester and his 

brother Joseph are still living. 

His mother objected to him playing music because, “she was afraid I was 

going to be wild, and get out and drink liquor and run with women, that I was going 

to be a bad boy, but I didn‟t do those things, I fooled her.” 

He did spend some time in the „bad boys home‟ though. During the time he 

was taking lessons from Mr. Billy, one Saturday he went to the theater and “had a 

humbug with the watchman and that‟s how come I had to go to the Jones Home.” 

That was the juvenile home that later became Milne‟s Boy Home or the Waif‟s 

Home. 

The „humbug‟ was at the Ivory Theater. Chester was there with a date sitting 

up in the back part of the balcony near the projection booth and the watchman 

accused him of throwing paper off the balcony down on the seats below. Chester 

tried to explain that he would have had to be able to throw a piece of paper clear 

across the street to be able to throw it from that far back in the balcony. The 

watchman, however, came back twice more and threatened to throw Chester out if 

he did it again. But he came back again and Chester says, “I said, I told you I didn‟t 

throw the paper, and he said yes you did, so I hit him and he fell down the steps and 

when he came down the steps, I kicked him. So them I left and didn‟t go to my 

house. I went to stay with my aunt and told my cousin to go tell my mom where I 

was. I stayed there three or four days and finally, well, I was working part-time 

wrapping bread at the Peter Van Grittin bakery on St. Bernard Street I went to 

work that morning and the watchman came there and said „Oh yeah, that‟s the 

prize fighter. You‟re under arrest! So they took me but they didn‟t put me in the 

patrol car and take me to jail. They put me in an old Packard automobile and took 

me to the Jones home and said, „this is a bad fella here.‟ And Mr. Jones said, „I 

don‟t think he‟s bad, he looks alright to me. Sometimes you people mistreat them 

and make them bad.‟ So that‟s the way he did and he said, „We‟ll take care of him. 

Mrs. Jones said, „Chester, you‟re going to work for me‟ and I told her I‟d be glad to, 

just like that. So she told me I‟d have to help her clean her house. 

I‟d scrub for her and wash windows and put down rugs and different things, 

then when I didn‟t have anything in the house to do, I‟d go out in the garden to do 

gardening. But then Mrs. Jones said she didn‟t want me out there in the garden, she 

wanted me to stay and just help her clean her house. She‟d cook all good stuff to eat. 

I didn‟t eat the food they gave the other fellows. I ate what she cooked, good food. 

She said she didn‟t know why I was there, nice as I was. 

“I was about 15 years old then. One day Louis Armstrong came in the house 

and Mr. Jones, said, „This is Chester Zardis, do you know him? And Louis said, 
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„No, sir,‟ and Mr. Jones said, „You‟re going to meet because Louis is learning the 

trumpet and you are playing the bass and after a while we might have a good band. 

So every time I had a chance when Mrs. Jones didn‟t need me, Mr. Jones would 

take me downstairs and Louis Armstrong and I would play together, just the 

trumpet and the bass. They told me I was going to be a good bass player and I 

hoped so, because I loved that bass. 

“When my case went to court, the Juvenile Court right there on Conti and 

Chartres Streets, the judge said, „You‟re one of those bad fellows,‟ and I told him I 

wasn‟t and didn‟t throw any paper but he said the watchman‟s word was good and 

he gave me two years, but I didn‟t stay the whole two years. 

“When they took me back to the Home, Mr. Jones asked how much time they 

gave me and when I told him he said, „Whew! Just like that, but he told me not to 

worry about it. After two months Mr. Jones let me go home on Saturdays and stay 

until Monday morning. Then Mr. Jones got an old broken-up bas somewhere and 

fixed it up for me. We had a banjo player there, I forget his name, and Mr. Jones 

said, „We‟re going to make up a good band. So we used to run with the banjo,  the 

bass and trumpet. Louis was learning and I kept fooling around with the bass and 

that‟s the way it went. I didn‟t stay my two years, Mr. Jones turned me loose after a 

year. Louis had to stay longer and he didn‟t get to go home weekends. He didn‟t 

have parents, just a sister. I used to go back and visit him on Sundays. 

“After I got out I went back to Mr. Billy and he said he‟d keep teaching me, 

but it was up to me if I wanted to learn. 

“I started playing with the Merit band then; there was Johnny St. Cyr, not 

the one you know about, but another fellow with the same name. He played banjo 

and guitar, and there was a fellow called Willie Philip, a trumpet player, he lived 

right there on Claiborne. We played house parties and like that because we didn‟t 

have a good band, we were just young kids learning, coming up. 

It was Billy Marrero who told Buddy Petit about Chester. „Mr. Billy told 

Buddy,‟ I have a nice little bass player coming for lessons. You grab that boy now 

and you might could make something out of him. „So Buddy came to my house and 

knocked on my door. That was about 1916, around that time.” Here he imitated 

Buddy‟s stuttering, „He said, I‟m B-Buddy P-P-Petit aare y-y-you C-C-Chester?‟ 

and I said I was, so after that I played with Buddy a long time. George Washington, 

a little short fella like me, was trombone player. He played something like Louis 

Nelson. We had a nice band but I don‟t remember all the men. 

The Jazz Family Album has a photo showing Buddy Petit‟s band in 1920 at 

Mandeville, Louisiana showing Chester with Eddie “Face-O” Woods on drums, 

George Washington, trombone; Buddy Petit, cornet; Edmond Hall, clarinet and 

Buddy Manaday on banjo. 

Even after he started to play with Buddy, Chester‟s mother still didn‟t know 

he was playing music and he was still leaving his bass at Mr. Billy‟s house. He 

describes the night she found him out, „I went down to Mr. Billy‟s and got my bass 

and brought it to the Perserverance Hall, that‟s on Villere between Annette and St. 

Bernard. It was my mother‟s society, the Ladies of the True Friends, that we were 

playing for. She went early to help cook and I fooled around until after she left 
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home, then I took my bath and put on my clothes and all that, and my bass was 

already at the hall, upstairs on the music stand. So after I was dressed I went 

around the corner by the hall and waited for the other musicians to come. Sugar 

Johnny (cornet player John Smith), George Washington, Face-O, they all came. 

“When we were playing the first number my mom was in the kitchen and 

someone said, „Let‟s go hear the band and see what‟s going on‟ Then all the help 

came out there looking and my momma looked up and said, „Look at Chester, 

what‟s he doing up there? And she waved that finger at me and said, „I‟m gonna fix 

you!‟ After we finished that set I came down and grabbed her and hugged and 

kissed her and said, „I‟m sorry mom, but I had to learn music. I was taking lessons 

from Mr. Billy, he learned me. 

„So I worked with Buddy‟s band for a long time until Buddy started to get 

too much to drink and he was drunk all the time and he‟d take two or three jobs at 

the same time. We‟d get on a job and we could have been killed, and that‟s when I 

went with Kid Rena‟s band.” 

He explained what he meant by the possibility of getting killed. “You take 

people‟s money and don‟t show up for the job because you took three or four jobs 

for the same time and you can‟t play but one, and you‟re in trouble 

“Here‟s what happened at the Lions Club one night. Buddy took a man‟s 

money, a white fella, signed a contract and all, and the man came around that night 

and asked if I worked with Buddy Petit, and when I said that I did, he said, „That 

so-and-so is supposed to play for me. I got a dance going on, a big party and he‟s got 

a job over here. I‟m going to kill him when he comes back!” “So I went and told Zeb 

(Zeb Lenares, clarinetist) and all the boys that the fellow was there and was going to 

kill buddy. But when Buddy came back the man just said to him, „You‟re supposed 

to be playing for me.‟ And Buddy said, - he stuttered you know - I-I-I-s-s-s-ent a b-

band over there f-f-for you.‟ So the man said it was all right then. But he didn‟t send 

a band. Then Buddy and the man got drunk together that night and Buddy couldn‟t 

play because he go drunk, and the man got drunk, too. Both of them two got drunk 

together. The dance was at the Lions Club and we were at a lawn party on Bienville 

between Villere and Robertson, it was a better job. I guess the man was glad he got 

drunk because if he went back there they would have given him trouble.” 

We were at Sue Hall‟s Royal Street apartment - Chester, Sue, Alma Barnes 

(Paul‟s widow) and I, and at this point Sue asked Chester about Buddy‟s trick of 

hiding a valve. Chester said that Buddy would “hide that finger, cover up and start 

playing a key so that those other guys couldn‟t catch what he was making.” 

During those days with Buddy Petit, Chester said, they didn‟t go out of town 

but had lots of work around the city. “We did more work than anybody around 

here because we had a name.” 

We had a short break for a long cool drink here and then the talk turned to 

Chester‟s family and early life. He was born on May 27, 1900 on Annette Street 

between Urquhart and Villere, but doesn‟t remember the house number. His 

parents and grandparents were all born in New Orleans. His mother‟s name was 

Anaise and his father was called “Hard Times,” his name was George Zardis. 
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He went to Marigny School. “It‟s torn down now, Sheik and Nelson‟s father 

went there too. No, it wasn‟t the only school I went to. I went to several. I liked to 

fight too much and they put me out of several schools. 

Despite the fact that he quit school in the seventh grade, Chester has the 

polish of an educated man. He said that despite his constant fighting in school, he 

did want to be something and while he was in school, he learned. “I would like to 

have stayed in school but after I started to play music and the work was coming in 

and my people weren‟t rich. I had to take care of my momma. We had seven of us, 

like I told you, a big family. My momma was working up there with those sporting 

women (in Storyville), she did cooking and washing clothes and made a dollar a day. 

She worked as a cook for Mr. Bob Valent, too. 

“My daddy, well he was a run-around man, he liked to go, like I did. He was 

a railroad man, he used to fix the tracks. He didn‟t live with us, he rousted about, 

we didn‟t see him much. 

“My momma was my best influence. She sat down and explained things when 

things got too fast for me. She kept me straight.” 

He was married for the first time in 1927 or 1928 to Beatrice Johnson who 

died after about seven years of marriage. When asked if he married again soon, he 

said, „Not right then. I catted around and had a lot of girl friends, that‟s why I‟m so 

quiet now, because I had my fun then. 

“I have three living children, two girls and a boy. My oldest daughter, Eloise, 

lives in a big place over in Mandeville with her children. Her mother‟s name was 

Gladys. I didn‟t stay with her long. I was wild and fooled around a lot and put her 

off. Then I married Mamie Henton and my second daughter, Janice was born. She‟s 

working in a hospital in Philadelphia and has two nice girls. My son is named 

Chester Zardis, jr. I wasn‟t married to his mother. I caught that boy on the fly. He 

has two children. 

Cheater‟s last wife, Bernadine died on August 7, 1981, just one week after 

her father, famed drummer Booker T. Glass, on the day of Booker‟s funeral. 

Bernadine was being operated on for cancer. 

During World War II Chester was drafted and served six years in the Army. 

After basic training in Arizona with the 93
rd

 Division, he served as a trainer of other 

recruits. This came about after the Lieutenant in charge found out that he was a 

musician. The lieutenant was also a musician and he asked Chester where his bass 

was. Chester told him it was in New Orleans and the man said he would drive to 

New Orleans to get it. “He went and got my fiddle and brought it there and kept it 

in the officers‟ club. He was a piano player and we played in the officers‟ club, just 

the piano and bass and he sang a little, too. He was a white guy and he gave me all 

the money we got for playing.” 

Back in civilian life, he spent three years as a civil sheriff. He took the job but 

decided he didn‟t like it. “You had to take too many chances and by me being a little 

guy and big guys coming in there, and I didn‟t want to kill anybody, so I stayed only 

three years. One day they told me I had to go pick up a guy who had killed someone, 

so I quit. Like I just told you, I didn‟t want to kill anybody and I didn‟t want 
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anybody to kill me, either. That job was too humbuggy, so when they told me to go 

get him, I quit.” 

After he left Buddy Petit‟s band, Chester played with Kid Rena‟s band for a 

long time. Rena had been in the Waif‟s home, too, but Chester didn‟t know him 

there. The band played at different halls around town and at lawn parties. “Lawn 

parties were good at that time. We used to work every Sunday night at a lawn party 

at 1928 Conti Street, across from the boxing arena. They sold drinks and all that in 

the yard. 

“We didn‟t go off out of town, just played around home, mostly out at the 

lakefront, but we went to Westwego on Saturday nights, no further. They would 

give dances on Saturday nights.” 

Sue said that Nelson told her the dances were held at the Fireman‟s Hall in 

Westwego and that after Rena stopped playing there. Kid Thomas went in. 

Many of the musicians were hard drinkers and Chester said he didn‟t like to 

be around them drinking. “I wanted strictly business. I liked to do my job and what 

I had to do, then get the devil away from there. I was never a hard drinker, but I did 

drink, especially at picnics. 

“Every Sunday and sometimes in the middle of the week they had picnics at 

Milneburg and we‟d ride Smoky Mary out there - it was lively. The camps were way 

out and there was a place called August Johnson‟s selling the beer. Every tie we 

played they‟d bring three or four kegs of beer and we were all drinking them and I 

was knocking myself out. I don‟t drink any more now at all since I got sick.” 

After Kid Rena‟s band he went with Kid Clayton, played at the Happy 

Landing a while, and with Nellie Lutcher in Lake Charles. While he was working 

with trombone player Dan Moody, from Mandeville, he played often in Bogalusa 

and Hammond (sic: La.) and also said, “That‟s when we started traveling a whole 

lot. He was a big fella, weighed about 200 pounds. He played trombone, violin, 

banjo, almost everything. That was about around the WPA time, the 30‟s. No, I 

didn‟t play with the WPA. I didn‟t like that work.” 

He worked on the riverboat Capitol with Fats Pichon‟s band for a long time 

but remembers only Stanley Williams on drums and Paul Barnes on clarinet and a 

saxophone player named Bontley. 

 

It was while he was playing on the riverboat that he bought the bass he‟s had 

for fifty years. “I was looking at a book at the breakfast table on the boat and I said 

to Pichon, “Look, here‟s a sample bass I‟m going to buy. I‟m going to write off for it 

today. 

“I didn‟t pay but $300 for the bass. I sent for it on a Wednesday and the next 

Wednesday the Express brought the bass to the boat in St. Louis. I was using a little 

bass called Black Baby and it was a good bass but it was old and busted up. Had a 

chink in it where I fell on it one time when I went to sleep. So, to finish telling you, 

the man brought the bass up to the bandstand and took it out of the crate and told 

me I would have to put the strings on it. I paid him cash. I used that bass for a long 

time at Preservation Hall. It‟s not the one I got now though, I keep that one home. 

The one I use now I got from Bernie Burns, a bass player. I taught him how to play 
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bass. He lives in Los Angeles, California now but he was living here then. He asked 

me to show him things and I kept showing him and after I taught him, he made up a 

band. 

“One day he said, „Chester, I have a bass for you. I‟m going to bring it to 

your house.‟ Sure enough, he got a big old van and brought that bass to my house 

and said, „Here, this is a present for showing me what I know today. That was a 

good while ago and now I have two basses. 

“I worked on the Capitol for about 7 or 8 years going between St. Louis and 

New Orleans with Fats Pichon‟s band.” 

After that Chester went with Kid Howard‟s band and stayed with him a long 

time. He doesn‟t remember who was in the band at the time except Georgie Boyd, a 

clarinetist. 

Howard played in most of the halls and played a lot of balls and parties. The 

band went down in the country often, to St. Bernard Parish and traveled a lot all 

over Louisiana. 

In between times, but with no clear recollection of dates, Chester said he 

played with different bands and spent quite a lot of time in New Iberia. In fact he 

bought a home there and only recently turned over ownership of it to his three 

children. He went there because while he was working on the riverboat he went with 

one of the maids on the boat and New Iberia was her home, so he went there with 

her after he got off the boat. 

He said he worked with Bunk Johnson there, but only briefly. He played 

with various band , just “hired around.” 

When he came back to New Orleans, he Joined Kid Howard‟s band again. 

During another period, again he couldn‟t recall the dates, Chester worked 

the jitney dances on Iberville between Rampart and Burgundy. “I played plenty of 

jitney dances and that was hard work. You had to play ten or more hours and when 

you got done with that you couldn‟t play anywhere else, you were too tired. There 

were no regular bands, they just hired musicians, mixed up like.” 

He used to carry his bass to work on the streetcar. “You had to have a 

permit. There was no charge, but you had to get it from the Public Service office. 

You were allowed to ride only if there was enough room. When the car was crowded 

you had to wait for the next one.” 

He remembered Jack Carey‟s band, “We had some nice jobs all around. He 

was a trombone player from 8
th

 and Franklin Streets where he had a wood and coal 

shop. He came from Hahnville. I worked with him a long time, too. I didn‟t quit 

bands, everybody said I was good and I always did have a job, but I played with 

more than one band at a time, different jobs. Carey was known for Tiger Rag. He 

did that better than any other trombone player. We played mostly around New 

Orleans but went to Hahnville now and then.” 

Alma Barnes had been sitting quietly, listening to the three of us talking 

(although Sue and I didn‟t have to ask too many questions, Chester talked 

spontaneously and gave full answers to the questions we did ask), but at this point 

Chester addressed Alma and said, „You wouldn‟t think to look at Paul Barnes that 

he was the musician that he was, he was good, number one. He used to say to me, 
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„Ches, if we could get some other men like us, we‟d have a helluva band. Many a 

time Paul wanted to put out his own band but he‟d say that he couldn‟t get the men. 

Paul was one who was really educated, too.” 

Another musician who, like Paul Barnes, was an extraordinary musician, 

according to Chester, was drummer Eddie “Face-O” Woods. Also George 

Washington, “That boy could play some trombone!” He also liked Lester Santiago 

on the piano and played with him at Dixieland Hall. He said he likes piano players 

who give him good chords, Joe James was another one who gave the right chords 

and Jeanette Kimball “plays my chords.” He said that Rena was one of the cornet 

players who was extra good and, in a way, better than Buddy Petit. Rena, he said, 

“could get up there but Buddy couldn‟t.” 

He talked about the battles of the bands and Pops Foster. “We used to have 

plenty of advertising and we‟d catch two bands on the street and we‟d battle there. 

That‟s what made George Foster, a bass player, come to be good friends with me. At 

that time when I was on the tailgate and had my bow, used to pick with the butt end 

of the bow and it used to give nothing but tone, big broooooms and I‟d be picking 

and all the people around there would just be hollering and after we‟d leave from 

there he‟d say, „I‟ll  fix you.‟ 

“I‟d see him at meetings at the Union hall on Iberville and Basin Streets and 

he‟d say, “you son of a gun, I ought to shoot you in the head, you put that bass 

around my head and it sounds like a cannon coming out of it.‟ And he‟d say to the 

others, „You ought to hear him pick that bass, he plays some bass, man. I can‟t pick 

with a bow with that.‟ He was a good man, I went to see him before he died. 

“I was on tour with the Preservation Hall Band and in Stanford, when we 

had three or four days off. I told Alvin Lambert that I needed a car to go to Frisco 

to see Pops Foster and he told me to go see a man, and I went and got the car and 

drove to Frisco. 

“I knocked on the door and his wife asked who was there, and I said „police 

want with me, and she opened the door. She didn‟t know me from Adam so I told 

her who I was and she said, „Chester Zardis, that name rings in my ear every day. 

Every time Pops Foster speaks of music, he mentions Chester Zardis,” We were 

good friends. 

When asked about close friendships with other musicians Chester said that 

he liked all musicians and “we‟re all good friends, after all, I can‟t make it by 

myself, you have to work with people. I never think of one fellow as being different 

from another, after all, we‟re doing the same thing and we have to try to stick 

together.” 

During the 60‟s Chester played at Dixieland Hall and Preservation Hall. 

Asked about traveling before he went to work at Preservation Hall he said, “No, I 

didn‟t do much traveling. I didn‟t care about going off with different bands. I‟d try 

to be with the best bands like the ones I worked with Paul Barnes in. We worked 

together in a real number-one band, Nellie Lutcher‟s. I did some traveling with 

Nellie. 
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He went to work at Preservation Hall in 1965 and has been working there 

regularly ever since. He started with Billie and DeDe Pierce, he had played with 

them earlier at Popeye‟s and at Happy Landing. 

“I played other jobs, too, but not many because I had enough work at 

Preservation Hall to keep me going and I didn‟t care about working anywhere else 

because I was making enough money working there.” 

We asked Chester about brass bands, he did have a bass horn at one time. He 

said, “Well, I did play one funeral with that horn, I owned it but didn‟t play that 

much with it, not enough to make the money to pay for it. I did play many a parade 

with Kid Rena.” He said he no longer has the horn but couldn‟t play it anyway, “not 

without teeth.” He had to have all his teeth pulled recently and is waiting for his 

dentures now. 

Some of the places he remembers playing are San Jacinto Hall, Cooperative 

Hall and Jeunes Amies. In all, he played with all the better bands in all of the better-

known places. He comments, “You had to be good or you didn‟t get to play with 

those bands, and besides, if you weren‟t good after playing in all of those good 

bands you might as well forget about it.” 

He remembered a band he played with at Preservation Hall, with Kid Sheik, 

Cap‟n John Handy, Harry Shields, Chester Jones, Sing Miller, Emanuel Sayles and 

Louis Nelson. “that was a good band! When you get a good band like that you don‟t 

have to work so hard.” 

There were other musicians and bands mentioned in the course of the 

interview, among them Harold Dejan, Chris Kelly, George Lewis, John Marrero, 

but with about 67 years of music behind him, Chester couldn‟t always remember 

exactly who he played with and when. He did, however, remember a lot more than 

your average 82-year old would, but then Chester Zardis is far from your average 

82-year old. He looks and acts more like a 42-year old. 
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